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THE STOUK IN THE HEAVEN KNOWETH HER APPOINTED TIME,
AND THE TURTLE, AND THE CRANE, AND THE SWALLOW OBSERVE
THE TIME OF THEIR COMING.

Jeremiah viii. 7.

THESE WAIT ALL UPON THEE, THAT THOU MAVEST GIVE THEM
THEIR MEAT IN DUE SEASON.

Psalm civ. 27.
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ON THE

NATURAL HISTORY AND CLASSIFICATION

OF

BIRDS.

PART L

ON THE STRUCTURE AND NATURAE HISTORY OF BIRDS

IN GENERAL.

CHAPTER I.

TRELIMINAEY REMARKS. PECULIARITIES OP THE CLASS.

ITS RELATION TO THOSE OP REPTILES AND QUADRUPEDS.

ITS PRIMARY DIVISIONS AND ORDERS.

(1.) Ip elegance of form, beauty of colouring, or

sweetness of voice, were peculiarities which constituti'il

the superiority of one class of beings over another, we

should unquestionably assign to Birds the highest

station in the scale of the animal creation. No shadow

of fear mixes with those pleasurable sensations wdth

which they are viewed ; and those feelings, moreover,

are heightened by the ethereal nature of the creatures

themselves. In a moment they may spread their

wings, launch into boundless air, and be seen no more.

ITe almost view them as beings of a happier world,

alighting upon this “ dim spot called earth,” more as a

B



2 ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF BIRDS.

place of temporary rest, in their voyage through the

regions of space, than as their permanent abode. They
remind us of those invisible spirits of the unseen world,

which, we are taught to believe, traverse the air on the

wings of the wind; who alight, but for a moment,
among the sons of men, and then depart to breath a

purer atmosphere. Of all unintelligent beings, they

alone are gifted with a musical voice, possessing both
sweetness and varied expression. Their language, in

some measure, is thus intelligible even to man, in-

spiring him with cheerfulness or melancholy. Plence

it is, that from among birds the poets have selected

their sweetest themes. They are, both poetically and
literally, the butterflies of vcrtebrated animals*

; flitting

from one plant to another, living less on earth than in

the air, and having their wings ornamented with fea-

thers of bright or varied colours. In both we dimly
see an indication of that existence which will separate

the spirit of man from those cares, anxieties, and al-

lurements which chain him down to earth, as if it was
his final and only stage of action. It is highly pro-
bable that the “ Sweet Psalmist of Israel -j- ” hatl some
such thought, when he longed for the wings of the
dove, that he might flee from earth and be at rest.;j;

(2.) It is to this interesting and varied class of
animals that our present volume will be exclusively

dedicated. Our chief object will be to explain those
relations which they bear to other animals, and those
which they possess among themselves. We shall en-
deavour to exhibit Ornithology, not as an isolated

science, disconnected in its relations from other classes of
the animal kingdom, and whose parts are to be classed

without any reference to general laws ;
but we shall

view it as a part only of one “ stupendous whole,”

—

as forming an integral portion of that mighty circle

over which the same laws of physical science equally

* The feathers of birds, soft and imbricate, are perfectly analogous to
the down upon the wings of butterflies, and both are disposed in the same
manner.
t Bishop Horne. t Psalm xi. L and Iv. 6.
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and uniformly prevail
; and whose parts, whether large

or small, are intimately and harmoniously connected
with all others in the chain of being. We presume
that those who desire to understand and enter into the
views here developed, have made themselves already
acquainted with the ordinary nomenclature of the
science, and with the different denomination of groups
which it contains.* The habits and instincts of birds and
other animals will form a distinct treatise in this series,
while their technical internal structure will he left to
the phyaologist. Their comparative anatomy, as ex-
hibited in their external construction, is that part of
the science upon which we shall more particularly ex-
patiate: first, because there is no work of this de-
scription at all calculated for the present state of science

;
and, secondly, because every modification of form in-
dicates a corresponding peculiarity of food, habit, or
manners. This subject, which will occupy the greater
part of our present volume, will render it more par-
ticularly an Intuoiiuctioh to Modern Ornitholoov.
The Bibliography and Nomenclature of Birds will then
follow; after which we shaU lay before the naturalist
such a systematic arrangement of the different groups
as appears to us most in accordance with nature.

(3.) It is easy to perceive that Birds form one of the
grand divisions of vertehrated animals

; that which is
most strongly marked, and that which is most isolated.
A body covered with feathers, instead of hair or wool,
and the two fore feet transformed into wings, is the
form under which Nature has now developed one of
the most lovely groups in creation. The structure of
birds adapts them for inhabiting an element, from
which quadrupeds, and even man, is excluded. They
seem to wander over the regions of space, with
an ease and celerity of which there is no parallel

^^ith few exceptions, they are the most
gifted with the power of locomotion

; since, as it has
* On the Classiecation of Animals, p. 26G.

B 2



4 ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF BIRDS.

been well observed of the wading tribes, they command
three elements, and can make way equally weU on land,

in the air, or in water. They possess the greatest

energy of respiration known to exist
; and their powers

of vision are more highly developed than in any other

class of vertebrated animals. Their internal structure

is not less peculiar. Their young are produced from
eggs, and they have a double system of circulation and
respiration : the lungs are fixed to the ribs, undivided,

and pierced in such a way as to permit the air not only

to pass into the chest and body, but even to penetrate

the interior of the bones, so that every part is im-
pregnated with that fluid in which they are destined

to move.

(4.) We have already shown* that Birds, in the ver-

tebrated circle, occupy a station between Reptiles and
Quadrupeds. Between Birds and the former there

seems, in the living world, to be a wide hiatus ; a gap,

which nothing now known to exist in creation can fill

up. But this apparent interruption is not, in fact,

so great as may be thought
; and even if it were, it

must not be confounded with an entanglement, or with
a saltus, or leap, of Nature ; many links are, indeed,
wanting, but the circles, at those parts where they may
be supposed to touch each other, stiU preserve such a
resemblance, and manifest such a mutual approximation,
as to leave us in no doubt on their real and absolute
affinity. Were we to rest satisfied with the affinity

thought to exist between the tortoises and the penguins,
the subject might still be left in doubt ; for analysis has
satisfied us that this is a resemblance of analogy, and
not of affinity. It is here, in short, that we see the
absolute necessity of studying the forms of extinct

animals, no less than of those now existing. In the
extraordinary genus Ptarodactylus, there is such a sin-

gular union of the reptile with the bird, that an ordi-

nary observer, looking at its skeleton, would be quite at

a loss to decide to which class it belonged. In these flying

» On the Classification of Quadrupeds, p. 44.
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lizardsj which belonged to a remote era of our globe we
see the winp and legs of a bat ; a long .snout, which
might be mistaken for a bill, were not tliejaws provido<l
with a few teeth

; and a neck nearly the length of the
body, which immediately reminds us of a wading bird.
This peculiar structure, which has no analogy to any
existing reptile, is precisely what we should look for
in a group of animals connecting reptiles with birds,
and ofters a far more perfect link of affinity than that
between a tortoise and a penguin. Tliere have been dis-
covered no less than tliree species of these birdlike
reptiles in the different limestone slates of Europe

; and
they obviously belong, with the PfenosaurR,, and others,
to a distinct order of tlieir own class, nearly all of which
were swept away by one of those convulsions of the
globe which preceded the creation of the last and most
perfect of the Almighty’s works— Man.

(5.) The approximation of birds to reptiles being
thus established, let us now see in what manner the
former are connected to quadrupeds, at the opposite ex-
tremity ot their circle. For this purpose we may select
either the OrnUhorhynchm in one, or the ostrich in the
other class, as equally tending to effect this union. I'he
Ornithorhynchus, indeed, is a quadruped.; but so totally
unlike its congeners, that it stands alone among them as
a completely oviparous animal. The similarity of its
jaws to those of a bird is so strong, that, upon its first
discovery, it was strongly suspected the specimen sent to
Europe was a deception, practised by some cunning fel-
low on the credulity of naturalists, by engrafting the
bill of a duck upon the skull of a quadruped. On turn-
ing to the ostrich family, we find an equally strong ap-
proximation to quadrupeds. The wings, which are the
great characteristic of birds, are so small as to become,
tor the purposes of flight, absolutely useless The body
o the emu is covered with a sort of hair, rather than
wit feathers

; while its thick feet and tramping gait
renund us more of a horse than of a bird. 'I'he os-

iches, in fact, are without two of the three primary
B 3



6 ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF BIRDS.

distinctions of their class. They are birds which can-

not flyj and which have no real feathers. They walk,

indeed, upon two feet ;
but so does the kangaroo and the

jerboa, which, indeed, are quadrupeds, but whose fore

feet are as little developed as the wings of the ostrich.

True it is, that we can have no hesitation in referring

each of these animals to their proper class ; and, there-

fore, it may be said, there are still gaps in the chain.

We freely admit this. But the question is, not whether

the series of links are perfect, but whether the last in

each does not liear all the marks of having been for-

merly united by means of some few wliich are lost.

If the Ornithnrhynchus, of aU existing quadrupeds,

evinces the nearest approach to birds, and the ostrich,

among birds, shows the like tendency towards the struc-

ture of quadrupeds, we have all the evidence requisite

to prove their relationship.

(6.) We have said that birds are the butterflies of

the vertebrated animals, not merely in the figurative

imagery of poetry, but in the sober language of science.

This analogy will be at once apparent, on comparing the

circle of the animal kingdom with that of the vertebrated

animals.

Circle of the
V^rtebrata.AnS,fiamdL. Characters.Typical Characters.

Notwithstanding what has been said (1.) on the many
circumstances which give to birds a greater interest than

we in general feel towards quadrupeds, it must be re-

membered that these latter are a much more highly

organised class, and that therefore they exhibit the per.

fection, or types, not only of the vertebrated circle, but

of the entire animal kingdom. Annulose animals, or

insects, are the next in rank
; and the most perfect of

these are the Pti/ote, or winged class, at the head of which

stands the order Lejiidoptem. Hence, one of the most
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typical characters of the Anniilosa is precisely that of
the class of birds ; and both are distinguished, in their

pre-eminently perfect examples, by having a body fur-
nished with wings. A shellfish is the type of the

Testacea, just as serpents are of the Reptilia ; and both
these are without feet or fins, yet crawl upon their bellies.

The Acrita and the Amphibia are the least organised of
their own circles

; while the animals of the Radiata,
like the fish, are pre-eminently aquatic. In this way
has Nature represented the great divisions of the animal
kingdom, in the class of Aves ; and has given us, under
the form of a bird, another modification of that which
we see in a butterfly.

(7.) We have now sufficiently illustrated the station

which the circle of birds occupies in the animal kingdom,
and the analogies which belong to it as a class. Before,
however, we proceed to explain the primary groups
which compose this circle,let us advert to what has dready
been said on the primary types of nature, and see how
far they are exemplified, or how far they can lie traced
in the objects before us. This investigation will be
doubly instructive. It will tend to verify, in detail, those
assertions which have been advanced in a general way

;

it will also awaken the attention of the ornithologist to
many peculiarities of structure and of habit ; and enable
him, even in the investigation of species, to refer many
shades of variation to one and the same cause, which
would either pass unregarded, or be considered altogether
anomalous.

(8.) The primary types to which birds, no less than
all other animals, as we conceive, may be referred, have
been already expatiated upon.* But we are now to

regard them only as they appear in one class
; and their

definitions will consequently lose much of that vague-
ness, and be stript of many of tliose exceptions, which
It was impossible to avoid, when attempting to reconcile
the innumerable variations they assumed in the different

groups of the entire animal kingdom. The names by
• Classification of Animals, p. 241.

B 4



8 ON THE CLASSIFICATION OP BIRDS.

which these types are distinguished in Ornithology, are,

1. Raptorial

;

2. T'ho Insessorial; 3. The Natato-
rial, or aquatic

; 4. The Grallatorial, or Teniiirostral

;

and, 5. The Rasorial, or Soaiuorial.

(9-) The first, or pre-eminent type, is termed the
Insessorial, or typical, because it corresponds to the order
Insessores, the most perfect in this class. We use the
term perfect, on this and all other occasions, not as im-
plying that other groups—when compared to such as arc
thus termed— are imperfectly formed, but as indicative
only of a higher or more complicated organisation.

Nothing that the Universal Creator has made, can,
by any pos-sihility, be imperfect, in the usual meaning of
the word; because, as one of His attributes is perfection,
it of course follows that all His works are equally so; that
is, they are most beautifully and most completely formed
for the station in the the scale of nature they are intended
to fill, and for performing the functions belonging to

their particular organisation. But while this truth is ap-
parent to all who wissh to know it, there cannot be a doubt,
that some animals have their instincts more developed
and their forms more highly organised than others. A bee
is a more perfect animal than a butterfly, and this latter

than an oyster. Why > Because, although each, “ after

its kind,” is perfection, yet a wonderful degree of in-
stinct has been given to the first, great beauty of form
to the second, and both have been denied to the third,— which, moreover, is barely capable of voluntary
motion. We have thought it right to enter upon this
explanation not thatit is necessary towards men of real
science and good feeling— hut to take from one or two
obscure writers the power of wilfully misinterpreting the
sense in which we use the terms perfect and imperfect,
when applied to animals. Ilegarding circles which are
distinguished by these epithets, we have already said

sufficient. But to return.

(10). The Imesmrial, or pre-eminent type, as just

intimated, is that which is most highly organised, either

with a variety of powers, or with any one power in

particular, nearly to the exclusion of many others.
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Animals so endowed are called, for the sake of brevity,

typical of their own group. Thus the crow is the type

of the whole feathered creation, because it unites in it-

self some part of the properties of all other birds; while,

upon the second principle, the woodpecker is the type

of the climbing tribe, because it possesses that particu-

lar faculty more perfectly than any other. The swallow,

again, is the pre-eminent type of the fissirostral birds,

because it not only flies with the greatest comparative

swiftness, but its feet are more perfectly organised than
those of the night-jars {Caprimulgiis). The iusessorial

type, in a word, is that which exhibits all the characters

of the division in w'hich it is placed. It thus becomes
pre-eminently typical, and stands in opposition to an
aberrant type, which possesses part only of such charac-

ters. In regard to the external characters, the bill, in most
instances, is more or less conical, and slightly notched

{Jig- 1.4), while the feet are well developed : but there

are so many variations, that

it will be necessary to enter

into further particulars

when we come to enume-
rate the orders and tribes.

(11.) The Raptorial,

or sub-typical form, has the

upper mandible much more
hooked ; and, in a large

proportion of the groups, there is a deep notch near the

tip on each side, by which a process, performing the

ofhee of a tooth, is produced. {Fig. 1. a.) Carnivorous

habits especially belong to this ty}ie, which corresiionds

to the Feline order among quadrupeds. Its highest

development is seen in birds of prey, Faptoren, ivliere

the claws of the toes are also retractile, like those of the

cats {Felinte).

(12.) The aberrant types come next. Of the indica-

tions of the Natatorial, or aquatic structure, the two
which are most universal are the shortness and limited

power of the feet, and the broad obtuse form of the bill.
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The head is always large in proportion to that of other
types; and these birds either actually live upon the sur-
fece^ or habitually frequent the vicinity, of the water.
They are well distinguished from those of the next, or
grallatorial type, by the excessive width of their mouth,—a formation admirably adapted to the manner in which
they feed, which is almost always, like swallows, upon
the wing : this peculiarity, indeed, telongs to no other
‘yP®- 'Phe tail is generally very short, and great bulk
of body is a frequent accompaniment of the natatorial
structure

; witness tlie gigantic albatross, the pelican.s,
and the penguins, while the ostrich and the cassowaries,
although not swimmers, are, nevertheless, the natatorial
types of the gallinaceous order. The powers of flight
are much diversified, but they are, in general, very
great

; instances of this swiftness occur in the swallows,
petrels, flycatchers, and many other groups belonging to
this form. The graUatorial, or tenuirostral type, is
shown in birds, as in quadrupeds, by a great slenderness
and elongation of the jaws, muzzle, or bill; for all these
are merely different terms to express nearly the same
thing

; the notch in the bill, when it exists, is very
slight, and the feathers of the front are considerably
advanced upon the base of the upper mandible. The
opening of the nostrils is very long, often tumid, but
never round. Great swiftness, either of foot or of wing,
is a constant indication of this type. Sometimes, as in
file snipes, both these characters are united

; at other
times, as we see in the humming birds, this swiftness is
confined only to flight; while in some few, as the
flamingo, the wings are short, but the feet very long.
The aperture or gape of the mouth is generally very
small, as in all suctorial animals

; witness the whole of
the typical GraUatoveHy or waders, and their represent
atives, the TrocMlidts. The smallest birds, no less than
the smallest quadrupeds, are of this type, which is again
represented by the little glirifonn Mammalia. The
Ranorial type is inferior only to the natatorial in bulk.
Birds belonging to it have the tail greatly developed as
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to size, or it is highly ornamented, or it is of some par-

ticular or unusual structure. The bill, in the most typical

examples, is short and thick, not conic, like the perchers,

but having the upper mandible more arched than the
under, and the nostrils covered with a hard or horny
substance : such, at least, are the characters found in
the order which more especially represents this type; but,

in other groups, the bill is modified, so as to point out
the secondary analogies of the birds. A much more
general characteristic is the great size of the foot in all

its parts and proportions. Hence we find that the birds
in question live merely upon the ground ; and that in

proportion to the strength of their feet, is the shortness

of their wings : their food also is more restricted to the
vegetable world than any other birds, and they scratch

the ground in search of seeds with their strong feet, and
are assisted in the same operation by their robust bills.

AU the groups which represent this type, in some mode
or other, evince either attachment or confidence towards
man

; and they are peculiarly susceptible of being tamed
or domesticated.

(13.) The recapitulation just made of the chief
characters of the primary types of the animal kingdom,
as they appear in the class before us, wiU he sufficient

to recall the attention of the student to what has been
said upon the same subject on a former occasion*;
when the definitions of these types were extendetl to all

animals. The further modifications to which they are
subject in the different groups, will be noticed as they
occur. Bearing in mind, however, the foregoing indi-
cations, the student will be prepared to understand more
readily those definitions of the primary divisions of the
class, w'hich we shall now enter upon.

(14.) All birds belong to one or other of the follow-
ing orders:— 1. Raptobes, or rapacious birds; 2. 1n-
SEssoBEs, or Perchers

; 3. Rasobes, or Fowls ;
4.

Grallatobes, or Waders; 5. Natatobes, or Swim-
mers. We call these divisions Orders ; hut it is more

• Classification of Animals, p. 257.
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probable that the three last— which constitute the aber-
rant group of the class— are only of the rank of tribes ;
equivalent to the Fissirostres, Scansores, &c. hereafter
noticed. As the circularity of these three groups^ taken
collectively, has not yet been made out, we shall there-
fore, for the present, consider tliem as holding the rank
of orders. The typical circle is seen in the order Inses-
SORES, and the subtypical in that of the Raptores.
Groups, truly natural, may be defined by more than
one set of characters

;
hence it is, that, independent of

every other, the primary divisions of this class may be
shortly and beautifully discriminated by their feet. In
these members we have three striking modifications of
structure {fig. 2.). In the Raptores, or birds of prey

the feet (n) are raptorial ; that is, adapted for seizing and
destroying other animals ; the claws are consequently
sharp, much hooked, and retractile, and they may be em-
ployed both offensively and defensively. In the second,
or pre-eminent type— the Insessores— the feet are
constructed more especially for grasping or perching (6)

;

the claws are comparatively small, less curved, and are
not retractile

;
while the hind toe, as in the last, is

placed upon the same level as the fore toes. In the third,

or aberrant division, composed of the fowls (c), the

waders (d), and the swimmers (e), none of the above

characters are found. The hind toe, when it exists, is

always elevated above the plane of the others, and the fore

toes are more or less connected by a membrane. The
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degree in which this membrane is developed, consti-
tutes the difference between the Rasores, the Gualla-
TORBS, and the Natatores. A more extended defin-
ition of each order will, nevertheless, give a better idea
of their contents to the generality of readers.

(15.) 1. 1 he rapacious birds, or Raptorks, are
composed only of the vultures, falcons, and owls

j of
the two other types, which would constitute this a cir-
cle, one, which was represented by the Dodo, has
been exterminated within the records of modern times,
while the other is utterly unknown, and probably was
lost in some more remote convulsion of the earth.
It is well known that the three families now living, are
eminently rapacious, feeding upon other animals, whe-
ther living or dead

; their bill is armed with a strong,
and often sharp, tooth in each jaw, representing the
tormidable canine teeth of the Fero', and with which
they tear and divide their prey. They are the strongest,
most cruel, and most sanguinary of all birds; and re-
present, in tludr own circle, the carnivorous quadrupeds.

{lb.) II. 'I’he order Insessores is by far the most
extensive

; for it comprises, with the exception of the
fowls, the whole of the remaining tribe which live upon
the land. 1 heir chief distinction, as already stated, is

in their feet (as seen in that of the
coinmon oriole, fig. 3.), the toes of
which are so disposed that they can
grasp the houghs of trees with the
greatest facility; and although many of
them habitually live upon the ground,
yet there is no insessorial bird yet
discovered, which has the hind toe
raised above the others. The per-
fection of the feet is accompanied

,

by other peculiarities. It is in this
r er t at we find the greatest powers of song, and,
pon the whole, the greatest variety and beauty of

P umage. In short, in whatever light we view them,
a whole, they unquestionably exhibit the greatest
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perfection of the class; just as do the Quadrumana
among quadrupeds.

(17-) III. The order Natatores indicates the po-
sition of the swimming tribes

; those whose feet are

formed almost exclusively for swimming, and who ha-

bitually live in the water. The duck and the goose

are famihar examples ;
but, to see this structure highly

developed, we must turn to the cormorant, the pe-

licans, the grebes, and the puffins. The wings, in

general, are very short in such as have the feet greatly

developed, as in the two last mentioned families : but

sometimes we find this preponderance reversed, for in

the pehcans the wings are remarkably long and the feet

weak. In the gulls and terns, again, both wings and

feet are highly organised, so that it might lead us to

suspect those birds were the types of the whole order.

(18.) IV. In the Grallatores, or waders, we have a

continuation of aquatic, but not of perfect cwimming

birds. They are chiefly known by their long legs and

half-webbed toes; a structure which enables them to

wade sufficiently deep into the water to capture the ma-
rine animals upon which they feed : in this they are

greatly assisted by their long, slender, and often flexible

biU, which they thrust into the mud and sand, and by
this means burrow, like pigs, for worms and other

small objects {fig. 4. a). It is clear that their food is

sucked up, for the mouth itself is (typically) very

small ;
and in this respect they perfectly resemble the

Trochilida; (fig. 4. b), the most suctorial of aU birds.

In both these groups, the feathers advance very far

upon the bill ;
and in both we find those birds which
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have the longest, the straightest, as well as the most
curved bills. The sandpipers, the curlews, the ibis
and many other well-known waders, may be cited to
lUustrate this position

; and we see, among the hum-
ming birds, representations of aU these forms of bills
The eyes are placed far back on the head, just as in the
gUriforra quadrupeds; witness the woodcock and the
hare. The waders, in general, are the swiftest runners,
and their flight is equally rapid, yielding only to the
swaUows. We are now, of course, looking only to those
lamih^es which are eminently typical of the order; form others these characters are either much diminished
or do not all exist. Thus, the herons and cranes walk
slowly and fly heavily ; many of the plovers are seldom

5 found on the sea shore, andoca. DiiUiCj ttUU

have no web to their toes : the
rails(yi^. 5.)haveremarkably
short wings, large but not
high legs, and confine them
to fresh water; while the

"®hbed feet, walk
hadly, but swim dexter-

ously. These deviations, which at first might be thought
inconsistent with the alleged distinctions of the order,
are, nevertheless, absolutely necessary to make it natural!
hey indicate analogies, which, did they not exist,

would at once show that the group was artificial.

( 19.) V. We now come to the last order, that of Ra-
soKEs, wherein are contained the whole of the Gallimcea,
or towls

; the chief characteristic of which is the great
size and steength of their legs, and the proportionate
hortness of their wings. We at once perceive how well
this structure is adapted for birds which, from livingupon the ground, have little occasion for flight. The
instruction of their feet is somewhat similar to what
e see among the Insessores, but with this remarkable

instead of being upon the

others, is situated higher up, and above
® 06 \fig- 2. c) : the bill, in opposition to that of the
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last order, is short, thick, and arched above
;
and the

tail, which in the waders is always more or less sjiort, is

here strikingly developed. The peacock, turkey, and our

domestic poultry give us examples of one set of rasorial

birds
; and the ])artridges, grouse, and quails, of another.

Great bulk is found both in this and in the natatorial

order, but docility is a moral trait peculiar to this.

(20.) It will be needless, after this exposition, to

bring forward further proof that the five types of the

animal kingdom, which we have formerly traced in

quadrupeds *, are equally conspicuous in birds, nor will

the reader be at a loss to perceive in what manner these

two classes are represented. Their analogies, indeed,

are so beautifully simple and harmonious, that we
cannot refrain from throwing them into a tabular form.

PrimaryTypes.' Orders ofBirds. Typical Chnraclers.
Orders qf Quad-

rupeds.

1. Typical. Insessores.

2. Sub-typicaL Raptores.

3. Aquatic. Natatores.

4. Suctorial. Grallatoues.

r Organs of prehension and!
general structure highly > Quadrumaxa.

C developed. j
^Carnivorous; claws retrac-

^

f Liveand feed in thewater; 1

i feet very sliort or none. 3
'

(Jaws much prolonged ; bur- 7 r*r Tt.,ra

f row for their food- j
*tlire3.

5. Rasorial. Rasores.

rHoad with crests of horn
) or feathers; habits do*
i mcstic ; feet long, formed
C for walking.

Un'ijulata.

(21.) These analogies are so perfect, and the series

so completely in unison with those of all other animals,

that we deem it unnecessary to go into any long details.

There is one circumstance however, relative to the two

first groups ;
which, as it has never been pointed out,

demands our attention, inasmuch as it completely sets

aside the speculative idea that the parrots are the types

of all birds, because the monkeys are so of quadrupeds.

The parrots, indeed, are well known to have great powers

of grasping, and every one has seen them hold their food

in their claws : but this is only the development of one

particular character, not that union of several, which

is the first and greatest distinction of all pre-eminent

* See Classification of Animals, p. 53.
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types. It is a structure, moreover, belonging only to
one solitary family in a large tribe of others, none of
which possess it in the least ilegree. In the order
Insessores, on the contrary, this power of grasping is
not confined to one group, but is extended to the whole •

and It therefore becomes the first and more distinguish’
ing characteristic of the order. The climbing nature of
the parrots is at once explained by tlieir forming a pro-
minent type of the scansorial tribe

; while the structure
of the bill (jig. 6, a), almost pre-
cisely, in outward form, similar
to that of a falcon (6. i), and
their united powers of grasping,
and of climbing, show at once
their analogy to the Itaptores ;
all the birds of which, like the
parrots, hold their prey by their
feet while it is devoured. Was
this latter property discovered to
exist, even in the slightestdegree

mong eth remaining families of scansorial birds it
would then assume the consequence that it has errone
ously been invested with; but seeing that it is altoge-
ther It sinks to a secondary character, indicating
a subordinate and not a primary analogy.

°

(22.) In further support of the relation between the
rmllatorets and the Glires, elsewhere insisted upon *,

we shall advert to the elongation
of the upper jaw or mandible of
these animals, — a peculiarity
which is more conspicuous in
them and their representatives,

than in any other groups. If Are

examine, for instance, the biU of
the woodcock family, we find

,
that its termination 7 . a), in

gs^r to the contour, gives an almost ludicrous resem-
ance to the muzzle of a rat (fig. 7. b), particularly if

• Classiiicatioii of Animals, p. 304.
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we fancy that both were of the same size. Now it is

perfectly clear, that as these two animals, when feeding,

generally insert tlieir muzzle in the ground, so there can

be no doubt that this particular formation is essential to

that propensity. The only quadrupeds, again, which

have the snout inchning upwards, are of the gliriform

type ; and the only birds in which the bill takes the

same direction, are typical of the Grallatores. The

genera of Nmua a), Sorex, Oasyjnis, &c. are

all types of the gliriforni

quadrupeds, as those of
' Trochilus,Avosetta,Trin-

ga, are of the grallatorial

structure in birds: so that

the resemblknce of the

snout ' of Nasua and
Avosetta (fig. 8. 6) are

as like as it is possible, considering that one is a

quadruped, and the other a bjrd. To the same type also

belongs the Echidna, or porcupine anteater, the Ame-

rican genus MyTmecophaga, and the Indian Manis

:

all these are pre-eminently characterised by that great

prolongation of muzzle, which constitutes, as before

mentioned, one of the chief characters of the type we

are now illustrating. It is quite unnecessary, in this

place, to refute the supposition that the woodpeckers

— because they have the feet short, and placed very

far back on the body — are analogous to the natato-

rial birds. In the first place, we do not admit the fact

of the feet being so placed : they appear to be so, indeed,

in the distorted specimens set “
bolt upright ” in our

museums ;
but this is a forced and unnatural position.

Upon examining a woodpecker, when just dead, it will

be found that the bend of the knee is precisely parallel,

or on the same line, with the anus ; and as this form-

ation exists in all other perching families, it follows that,

in this respect, there is nothing peculiar in the position

of the woodpecker’s feet. Furthermore, the analogy

cannot he true; inasmuch that a natatorial type never
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passes into one that is insessorial. The parrots and the
woodpeckers unquestionably follow each other; the one
being typical, the other subtypical, of the scansorial tribe.We should much have wished, in this place, to have
shown how beautifully the primary orders of birds re-
present the primary orders of insects

; but as our theory
on the annulose animals has not yet been laid before
the scientific world, and would require to be accompa-
nied with ample details, in support of the novel views
it contains, we must reserve this comparison for a sub-
sequent volume.

CHAP. II.

ON THE EXTERNAL ANATOMY OF BIRDS IN REFERENCE TO THEIR
HABITS AND ECONOMY. ON THE PARTS OP A BIRD.
CRESTS, EYES, EARS, TONGUE, MOUTH, BILL.

(23.) Before we enter into further details on Sys
tematic Ornithology, let us for a while contemplate the
different modifications of form which belong to birds
in general

; and trace how far these variations effect corl
responding ones in their food, habits, and economy. It
might be thought, at first, that this inquiry should have
preceded the exposition of the primary orders contained
in the last chapter

; but, as we shall frequently have
o mention the names of those types and divisions which
nave been just explained, it is clear that our present
disquisition would have lost half its interest, had not the
eader been first put in possession of the meaning of
ose terms which it is absolutely necessary for us here

o use. The student will therefore do well to peruse
chapter with attention, before he enters upon

(24.) Comparative anatomy regards two distinct por-
10ns of the structure of an animal,— its inward and its

c 2
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outvmrd organisation. The study of the first is not so

essential to the zoologist as that of the last ; and, al-

though both are intimately connected, tliey may be,

and have been, pursued separately. It is, for instance,

by no means necessary for the clear understanding of

the ruminating quadrupeds, that the naturalist should

be informed that they possess more stomachs than any

other animal
;
nor is it essential to his object of defining

and classifying them, that he should know which species

ruminate their food, and which do not. But ivere he

to neglect the study of the external anatomy of these

beasts, and disregard the form, direction, and substance

of their horns, the size and situation of their teeth, and

other parts of their external anatomy, he would be ut-

terly unable to proceed; nay,more—he would be scarcely

able to define what difference there was between an ox

and an elephant. As with quadrupeds, so with birds.

The form of structure of the body, and all its various

members, is comprised under the head of external ana-

tomy ; and it is from the various modifications and

appearances which these parts assume, that the ornitho-

logist is capable of drawing such discriminating charac-

ters as enable him to form clear conceptions of their

respective peculiarities. Were he, on the other hand, to

make their internal anatomy the basis of his system, he

might be able to classify those native birds which, from

being common, might be procured for dissection
; hut

thousands of others must he left undetermined : and

after all, however elaborate might be his system, it would

be utterly useless for practical puq)oses,and unintelligible

to all but professed anatomists. It has generally hap-

pened, that those who have attached so much fancied

importance to the internal anatomy of animals, have

been but very imperfectly acquainted with the habits

and economy of the animals themselves; and thus, while

we have had the most minute details of their internal

conformation, we have been left in comparative igno-

rance of those especial purposes for which each particular

structure was intended
:
just as if we described, with
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scrupulous accuracy, the several parts of a complicated
machine, without giving any intimation of the effects
that machine was intended to produce.

(25.) The external anatomy of a bird relates to all
those parts which are wholly or partially exposed to
sight : under this head, therefore, we comprise its ge-
neral shape, and the proportion of its parts

; the struc-
ture of the mouth, bill, tongue, wings, tail, and feet

;

and the manner in which these are diversified. It will
be our first object to give a short explanation of the
terms employed to designate the parts of a bird : we
shall then point out in what manner they vary in the
different types ; and trace, as far as possible, the relation
between these variations of structure, and the habits of
the birds themselves.

(26.) The three primary parts of a bird, as of all
vertebrated animals, arc its head, body, and limbs, under
which all the subordinate parts may be classed. These
latter are so numerous, and would require such elaborate
definitions if we employed words only, that it becomes
desirable to give the annexed sketch (fig. 9.), to which
the reader can refer when perusing the following short
vocabulary of terras, essential to be understood by every
student. ^ '

(27.) The HEAD is composed of the skull and bill
and joined to the body by a neck. Commencing with
the BILE, we see that it is composed of two pieces, cor-
responding to the jaws of quadrupeds : that which is
above is called the upper mandible (a) (or maxilla)

; that
beneath, the lower, or mamlibula (6). The upper man-
‘lible contains the nostrils {nares, c), the form of whose
apertures is various : its highest part is the culmen, or
eel

; the corresponding ridge of the lower mandible
e gonyft (e); both these Latin tcrmsj by common

cpusent, are used in our vernacular descriptions, although
may be applied to the culmen, and keel to the gonyx.
“'^RniNs of both mandibles are those lateral edges

liV ''^i.

when the bill is closed (/) : in some birds,
e t e todies, flycatchers, and humming birds, the mar-

c 3
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gins of the upper mandible fold over those of the lower ;

while in others^ as the fincheSj the two edges meet. The

h g c il

line thus formed by the meeting of the mandibles is

termed the commissure (/) : it is either straight, as in the

woodpeckers ; festooned, as in the sparrow-hawk ; undu-
lated, as in some of the tanagers

(^fig. 5 1.) ;
arched, as in

the bullfinch ;
or angulated at its base, as in the starlings.

In many birds, the upper mandible is continued far

back on the front or forehead, and there dilated, so as

to resemble a sort of casque or helmet : this is seen in

the shrike-crows (Barita, Vanga, &c.), in the cassicans,

and slightly in the finches. In rapacious birds and

parrots, there is a belt of soft naked skin at the base

of the upper mandible, in which the nostrils are placed

;
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this is the cere. In others, hke the herons, there are

few or no feathers betw’een this part and the eye ;
and

the space round the eye itself (regio ophthalmica, f.

2.) is often naked.

(28.) The HEAD, in the usual acceptation of the

word, is restricted to that part which constitutes the

skull, and extends from the base of the beak to the

commencement of the neck. The front (^frons,g) is the

region lying close to the nostrils, and consists of those

small feathers which join the base of the bill, lying

between that and the eye : then follows the crown or

summit {vertex, li), which occupies the middle or centre

of the head, and is that part usually occupied by the

crest of such birds as are so ornamented. The hind

head {einciput, i) commences at the declivity of the

skull, the lower portion of which is termed the nape or

nucha (fe).

(29.) On the SIDES op the head are the ears, and
several parts which require distinct names. The feathers

which cover the ears, to save repetition, are usually

termed the care (!) ; they are generally rather more rigid,

and their webs more disconnected, or wider apart, than

the surrounding feathers. There are several genera

which have stripes both above, before, and behind the

eye ; and others sometimes occur at the base of the

lower mandible, particularly among the woodpeckers

:

to all these distinct names become necessary. A super-
ciliary stripe is situated above the eye, so as to be ana-
logous to the human eyebrow. An ordinary eye stripe is

either anterior, posterior, or entire : it is anterior, when
It only occupies the space lietween the eye and bill

;

posterior, when it commences tehind the eye, and ad-
vances to, or unites with, the ear feathers

j and entire,

when it is both posterior and anterior. The cAee/t fea-

thers are between the gape or rictus, and those which
cover the ears

; while a maxillary stripe commences at

the base of the under mandible, and descends on the

side of the neck. This sort of stripe, as just observed,

0
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is almost universal among the woodpeckers^ where its

red colour generally indicates the male sex.

(30.) The parts of the neck (eollum) are thus de-
signated : the upper part is the cerviv, and the space be-
tween the nape and the back is the auchenium ; but these
parts are more commonly indicated in descriptions by
“ neck above,” or “ npper neck.” The lower part is

divided into three portions : first, there is the chin or
mentiim (m,),a small space just beneath, and adjoining to,

the lower mandible
;
the gula (»), or upper throat, next

succeeds; and ihejugulum., or lower throat, occupies the
rest of the space between the gula and the commence-
ment of the broad part of the body, which is termed the
pectun (o), or breast : this latter being the most convex
part of the whole.

(31 .)
The BODY (corpus, p) commences with, orjoins,

the pectus, or breast, and extends the whole length of
the sternum, or real breast-hone ; the belly (abdomen, g)
succeeds to this, which is terminated by the vent (ven-
ter, r)

;

immediately behind the vent, is what authors
term the crissurn, but which is more properly the undt'r
tail covers (s'); these are frequently of a different colour
from the surrounding feathers, especially in the toucan
family, and in certain groups whicli represent them, as
the short-legged thrushes (Bravhyus), linnets (Linaria),
&c. Proceeding to the upper part of the body (dorsum),
we have the interscapular region (interscapulmn, t), si-
tuated between the base of the wings

; which part is
usually denominated, par excellence, the back ; as the
tergum (v) is called the lower back : the uropggium,
or rump, is that part where the upper tail feathers
(w 2.) are inserted, and these latter are immediately
above the crissurn. Last of aU is the tail (cauda),
composed of long stiff feathers termed tectrices (x).
As the various forms of these will be subsequently
described, it is only necessary in this place to ob-
serve, that the two middle feathers are the intermc-
dial («), as more immediately interposed between those
on the side, or lateral feathers (aa). We may now
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pass on to the members^ which are composed of the

wings and feet.

(32.) The WING of a hirdj and its parts^ will be more
particularly described hereafter; our only object at pre-

sent is to give a very short explanation of the terms, and
to designate the different parts in relation to the figure

delineated at p. 22. The h umerus (bV), is generally

termed the shoulder ; the jlexum (cc), is the shoulder

joint
; and the axilla (dit), which corresponds to the

cubitus, is commonly called the shoulder margin. These
terms are sufliciently precise to characterise the contour

of the bony parts of the wings, which is all that is ne-

cessary when the mere colouring of the plumage of these

parts is concerned. The wings are clothed with three

sorts of feathers : the first, which are the smallest, are

the tectriccs, or wing covers ; the second are the sca-

pulars (scapulares)

;

and the third are the quills (re-

migcs). The wing covers, again, from being of various

sizes, and covering different parts, are divided into the

shoulder covers (tectriccs hume.rales), the lesser covers

(tectriccs minnrcs), and the greater covers (tectrices ma-
jores). Adjoining these laiter, and protecting the base

of the quills themselves, are certain small feathers, placed
in a series, of which the largest is always outermost,

called the spurious wings {alec spuriw,ee). The scapulars

are a series of feathers which spring from the base of the

humerus, or shoulder (//), and are continued in a lon-

gitudinal stripe so as to cover the last series of the quill

feathers, with which, in fact, they often become con-
founded. This brief explanation will sufficiently ex-
plain the universal nomenclature of the wings of all

birds: but so important a subject will again be ad-
verted to.

(S3.) The LEG, as in quadrupeds, is composed, 1. Of
the thigh (^tibia, gg); 2. The tarau.v, or shank (5 /i); and,
3. The (ligiti, or toes («). Of these last, one, which is

almost always placed backwards, or in opposition to the

others, is distinguished as the hallux, or hind toe ;
and

they are all terminated by ungues, or claws. The fore
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part of all these divisions of the foot are more or less

defended by scales. Some ornithologists term the anterior

or fore part of the tarsus, acrotarsum, and the hind part,

planta; and hence we find, in generic characters, acro-
tarmm scutulatum. But this character is altogether su-
perfluous, since it is one of the most universal in the class

of Aves ! Out of thousands of birds which we have seen,

not one has lieen met with, whose tarsi, if naked, were
not protected in front by scales ; and even the very few
that are booted, or clothed with feathers in this part,

have scales upon the front of their toes. This is suf-

ficiently apparent among many of the owls, the buzzards,

and the ptarmigans. Thus far for the nomenclature of
birds, which, however dry, must be learned by every
student. \Te shall now trace in what manner these
several parts are found to vary.

(34.) We have already remarked that a bird, like

most other animals, is composed of three parts : 1 , Head

;

2. Body ; and, 3. Members, or Limbs. Life is soon
extinguished if the first or second is in any degree

mutilated
; but a slight injury to the limbs is not at-

tended witli such fatal consequences. Nature herself
repairs the wound, if it is not too severe to prevent the
bird from procuring its food. We have seen a toucan,
whose bill bore evident marks of having been shot
through, and even fractured, long before the bird met
its ultimate fate ; while the wings and legs of other
birds have been found injured and healed in a similar

manner.

(35.) The parts of the head comprise the eyes, ears,
nostrils, and mouth; to the last of which belong the bill

and tongue. The head itself is sometimes remarkably
large, as in the owls, for the purpose of containing cer-

tain chambers, or cavities, connected with an unusual
development of the sense of hearing : this adiUtional

faculty given to the birds in question, is highly advan-
tageous to their nocturnal search after food ;

and it is

very probable that the superior size of the head which
so often distinguishes other fissirostral types, as the
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goatsuckers, &c., is in some measure attributable to the

same cause, although in a far less degree.

(36.) The NECK attaches the head to the body : some-

times this part is very long, not only in birds, but in

certain quadrupeds. The use, however, of this unusual

prolongation is various. \n\Aie Camelopardalis it enables

the animal to reach the branches of the taU mimosas,

whose leaves constitute its chief nourishment. In the

perching order of birds, Tnsessores, the only examples of

this sort are found among the woodpeckers*, whose pe-

culiar method of picking holes in trees, by the force of

repeated strokes of the bill, obhges them to throw the

head very backward without elevating the body : this

they are enabled to do by their long neck ;
an additional

force, or impetus, is thus given to every blow, just as a

person who wishes to strike hard with a hammer, ele-

vates his hand in proportion to the blow he wishes to

produce. Nearly all other insessorial birds have short

necks, for no such exertion as we have just described is

requisite to procure their food; and their constant habit

of perching on the branches of trees, renders it unneces-

sary that they should be more elevated for the purpose of

discerning the approach of danger. Among birds, how-
ever, which have feeble wings anri live habitually upon
the ground, like the rasorial order, the neck is much
more developed. This may be intended to effect two

purposes ; first, to give a greater scope of vision, as a

security against danger
; and, secondly, to facilitate the

act of feeding. It is evident that birds attach the feel-

ing of security to elevation
; for nearly all those which

habitually live only upon the ground, roost in branches,

W’here they can see much farther, and discern the ap-

proach of an enemy. On the other hand, as the

gallinaceous order, like the turkey and the peacock,

have generally high legs, a long neck is essential to

avoid any difficulty in feeding and picking their food

from the ground, close to which the head must reach

• This is doubtless one of the analogies between the herons and the
PfctdlB.
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without any great alteration of the walking attitude.
This, in fact, is the reason why the long-legged waders
have necks and bills proportionate to the elevation of
their bodies

; for as the habit of wading and of running
requires this great development of foot, so, had they
short necks and bills, they could not possibly feed but
in a constrained and unnatural position. According to
the habits of the bird, so do we find the same structure
applied to different uses. Hence, in the swans, and the
ivhole of the duck family (Anatida;), there is great
elongation of neck, accompanied by very short feet.
Now, were these terrestrial birds, it is obvious that
such disproportion of parts would be anomalous

; but
they are .all aquatic, and without their long necks they
would he quite unable to reach the bottom of the
waters upon which they swim, and where they are
taught to look for their food. A swan or a duck swims
along the edge of a reedy stream, and thrusts its long
neck into every break, dives to the muddy bottom, and
ferrets out among the roots of plants its appropriate
food. 1 he length and thinness of the neck makes all

these habits perfectly easy, which, but for such an
adaptation of structure to its mode of life, would be
difficult, if not impossible. Again, all birds which
seize their prey from a fixed station, without using their
wings in its capture, have also the neck greatly length-
ened. The whole family of herons, among the waders,
and the aquatic genera of Carbo and Plotus, are exi
amplcs of this structure. VThereas, when the wings
are also used in the capture of the prey, the neck is
very short. Ihis opposite extreme is very conspicuous
in the whole tribe of l^isfnroHreify as the swallows^
swifts, goatsuckers, &c. ; and in their representatives, the
flycatchers, todies, tyrants, &c. It may be taken as
an invariable rule, that out of the insessorial and nata-
torial order, all birds have their neck and legs of propor-
tionate length.

(37.) The head is generally clothed with feathers

;

but in very many birds it is more or less naked. What
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particular purpose this latter structure is intended to

answer^ it is impossible to form a correct idea. Were
it confined to those groups which live upon putrid

animal suhstanceSj like the vultures, where the naked-

ness of the head is almost universal, it might be

conjectured that, as the feathers of the head would be-

come clotted with gore and putrid particles of the dis-

gusting food of these birds, wliich were not within reach

of the cleansing operation of the hill, this covering was

desired : hut then w'e find that other birds, feeding only

upon seeds and vegetables, like the turkey and the

chatterers, have their heads also naked ; not to mention

the jahiru, some of the cranes, and the great herons of

India. These latter, however, and nearly all the bare-

necked Gmlldtores, feed upon all sorts of things, living

or dead, and may be almost considered as the vultures

of their own order.

(38.) 'I’he head is frequently ornamented with ap-

pendages, either in the shape of horns, wattles, or crests :

the first two are composed of fleshy or horny sub-

stances ; but the latter, which are the most common,
consist of lengthened feathers, which the bird can gene-

rally erect or depress at pleasure. Although several

birds have horn-like appendages, there is only one which
has a real horn : this is the

Palante/ka (Jiy. 10.), from

the front of whose head

issues a long spear-shaped

horn, moveable, as we be-

lieve, at its root, but per-

fectly hard and compact in

its substance, and which is

used as a means of defence

against its enemies. The Bmeridce, or hornbiUs, are

remarkable for elevated processes, very much resembling

horns, but which are no other than enlargements of

the bill: tlie cassowary and the Guinea-fowl, however,

Diay he said, perhaps, to have true horns, although

uot of the shape usually understood by the term
; yet
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they are, nevertheless, solid, and proceed from the front
of the head. This process in the cassowary, is repre-
sented in a most remakable way in the rhinoceros

;

and if the circles of the groups which contain these
animals are compared, it will be found that they mu-
tually represent each other. The other naked append-
ages found on the heads of birds, are always fleshy,

and are attached either to the front of the head, as
in the turkey, or on the sides of the mouth, as in the
cock. Rasorial types, more than any other, furnish
us with these unusual deviations from the ordinary ap-
pearance of birds : several examples, however, occur
in the grallatorial form, as in the genus Casmorhyn-
chus among the chatterers or fruit-eaters, the Fsarianre,.
the Ceblepyrus lohatus, the aberrant forms of tlie Cha-
radrmdfn, and the different grallatorial sub-genera of
the Musricapidai

;

none of which, by the most minute
analysis, can be reduced to rasorial types. There is a
peculiarity, nevertheless, among these, which deserves
notice ; for the greater part possess only a naked skin

round the eye, similar to that in the genus Perspicilla

{fiy. 11.) among the waterchats. The only natatorial

birds we can recoUect as

having naked appendages,
are the lobed duck of New
Holland and the common
Muscovy duck: there is

one example in the tenui-

rostral tribe, and none in

the fissirostral.

(39.) Chests are the most beautiful appendages to the
heads of birds; and give to those, which are even of the
plainest colours, an imposing and attractive appearance.
The use of the crest is twofold : in most birds so distin-
guished, it is chiefly an ornament, given as a mark of
distinction, almost exclusively, to the male ; in others, it

not only is ornamental, but useful as a sort of defence.

To explain this novel assertion, we can safely say that

many are the beautiful crested woodpeckers of the
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Brazilian forests, which have scared us from a steady

aim of our gun, by the sudden manner in which they

threw up their crests the moment they discovered their

danger, uttering at the same time a loud and discordant

scream. The sensation, it is true, lasts hut for a mo-
ment

; but the whole is so sudden and unexpected, that

the sportsman is involuntarily startled ; and this mo-
mentary feeling gives time for the bird to dart among
the thick foliage of the forest, and thus effect its escape.

The crest of a bird is always erected under a sense of

danger or of anger, as every body knows who has seen

a cockatoo
; so that it has obviously been intended by

nature to perform the office of intimidating, however

momentarily, the foes of its possessor. We have else-

where shown* that crests are one of the most certain

indications of rasorial types ; because this appendage is

intended to be analogous to the horns of ruminating

quadrupeds, which the rasorial birds represent : and
we shall now explain the various forms they assume.

(40.) All the crests of birds, however diversified,

may be referred to three primary forms, or types. The
first is mobile, and reposes in a flat or horizontal posi-

tion on the back of the head, an<l is elevated and ex-

panded when displayed. The second is almost mobile,

but the feathers are not lengthened
;
it opens, as it were,

from the midst of the crown, and radiates from a com-
mon centre ; this we shall call a concealed crest ; for in

a state of repose, from the feathers not being elongated,

it can only be discovered by raising them up. The
third sort of crest is fixed—the feathers being, as it were,

compressed on the sides of the head, so that their ends
form an elevated keel, like the ridge of a helmet

;
and

this always remains, more or less, in the same posi-

tion.

(41.) Mobile Crests are the most common, and are

consequently the most varied ;
hence we can trace

among them five different modifications. The first in-

Introductory Discourse, p. 253. Classification of Animals, p. 264.
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dication of this ornament is seen in those birds where
the head is very full of feathers, which are somewhat
longer than those of the nape and surrounding parts,
without assuming any particular shape; the appa-
rently large head of very many birds is caused by this
superabundance of feathers, rather than from the size
of the skull. The head of the Tamatias, or puff-
birds of Brazil, when they are quietly seated upon a
branch, appears to be nearly double the natural size,
from its thick clothing of feathers, which are then
somewhat raised*; but if the bird is suddeidy disturbed,
instead of erecting these feathers still more, as the
woodpeckers do, the puff-bird immediately brings them
flat upon the skull

; and its head, although at all times
large, seems suddenly reduced to half its size.f The
thick-heads of New Holland {Pachnnephula Sw.),
which represent the last mentioned group in their own
circle, have the feathers equally thick, but we know
nothing of their manners. We can hardly call this
formation a crest, seeing that it assumes no form inde-
pendent of that common to the head, and it is certainly
no ornament. There can be no doubt, however, that
it is connected, in some way, with the economy of the
birds possessing it, otherwise we may feel assured it
would not be possessed only by certain races. Incipient
crests, in the same manner, are possessed by many birds.

which are generally de-
scribed, even by system-
atic writers, ashaving none.
We are not aware that any
of the describers of Bri-# tish birds have mentioned
the crest of the male chaf-
flnch+ {fiy. 12.), which
is always erected when the

bird is disturbed, and retained in that position even after
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it has again perched. During spring, indeed, whenm company with the other sex, the male always carries
It erect, although, when the bird is killed, it seems to
disappear : many of the tyrant flycatchers of America
exhibit, in the same manner, what may be called the ru-
diments of a simply pointed crest, which is the first and
most simple of all those that are moveable : examples
of this form are very numerous, and exhibit a progres-
sive development of the feathers, the longest of which
are either placed on the vertex or highest part of
the crown of the head, or immediately behind, towards
the nape. 'I’hese feathers are always more or less
pointed, and rise gradually, one above the other, some-
what in the shape of a cone. The two extremes of
this structure may be seen, among our native birds, in
the common M/iscicapa grlsola and the lapwing plover,
borne of the most beautiful examples, in foreign or-
nithology, of this sort of crest, developed to its utmost
extent, will be found among tbe cockatoos, in the
splendid Trochilus Tjalandii, the crested boat-bill, and the
Agami heron, wherein the two or three longest feathers
very much exceed the others, and assume, towards their
ends, a gentle and graceful curve upwards. Sometimes,
however, as in the latter bird, the European chatterer
{Sombycilln), and the African coly (Colius), the ends
^e pendant : but this is most conspicuous in the genus
^endronemt, or summer ducks.*

(42.) Radiated, or fan-ehaped crests are not so
requent as the last, but they are much more beautiful,
he first or incipient development of this form is seen

»n those elegant longtailed flycatchers, belonging to
le subgenus Muscipeta Cuv., where the top of the

head IS somewhat flattened, and the feathers unusually
road and round : those in front are not perceptibly
engthened, but they are slightly so towards the decli-

J y of the crown
; so that when the feathers are a little

evated, they assume the form of a flat, semicircular little

• * I>endr(messasponsa—ga/ericit!ala Sw. North. Zool. ii. p. 497.

I>
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crest, which can barely be discerned in the preserved skin.

Very many of those humming birds, whose crown is

particularly brilliant, have this slight indication of a

fan-shaped crest, particularly the ruby-topaz*; and it

may even be detected in the violet-eared species, t

When fully developed, the featlicrs are so disposed that

they radiate from the hinder part of the head, and

assume the appearance of a fan, the last series being

considerably lengthened : the featliers are thus spread

out horizontally, and not, as in the last, perpendicularly

;

and they are always broad and rounded, instead of nar-

row and pointed. The Harpyin destructor %, or destroy-

ing eagle of Brazil, the Bacha of Le VaiUantJ (another

eagle of Africa), and the secretary vulture of the Cape,

all possess the sort of crest we are now describing; but

in no bird is it so fully or so beautifully developed as

in the royal tody of Brazil
[j

{jig. 13.), the size of the

crest being really enormous

in proportion to that of the

bird, and assuming an ap-

pearance, when fully ex-

panded, very analogous to

that of the tail of the pea-

cock. Sometimes, although

the feathers are scarcely

longer than the others, they

are of a different colour, so

as to produce a conspicuous

semicircular band : in the

six-shafted Paradise bird this band has a striking effect,

from the splendid metallic gloss of the feathers com-

posing it; while in the My'iagra carulea, or azure fly-

catcher of IndialT, it resembles a crescent of black velvet.

(43.) Of lanceolate or pedunculated crests, there are

* TrochUus moschitusy Braz. Birds, vol. i. pi. 30.

f Trockilus aurititSf ibid. pi. 29.

t Reprcspnted in the vignette to this volume.
& Ois. d’Afrique, vol. i. pi. 15.

II
Me^alophiis re^ius, Braz. Birds, vol. ii. pi. 51, 52.

1 Le Vaill. Ois. d’Afrique, pi. 153.
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very few examples : they differ from both of the fore-

going, by consisting of long feathers perfectly naked
except at their tips, where the webs assume the shape of
a lance’s head, or the thick extremity of a club or

hatchet. This imposing ornament seems to he con-
fined entirely to the gallinaceous order, and is familiarly

exemphfied in the common peacock : no less beautiful
IS the splendid crest of the Lophophoruji refalgens, {fig,

14.) glittering like mimic spears of refulgent gold. There

IS a modiHcation of tliis crest in some of the small quails,

where the shafts are not altogether destitute of rays, and
are recurved towards the head.

(44.) The last modification of those crests which are

moveable, is seen in the owls and a few other birds

;

where, in fact, the crest, from being divided into two
tnfts, may he called double; and as these tufts are

placed one on each side, close to the ears {fig. 15.),

they are usually termed

egrets. It is highly pro-

bable that they are given

to the owls for some spe-

cific purpose connected

with a very refined sense

of hearing, more than for a

mere ornament, because the

females possess these egrets

no less than the males ; and

even when these birds are

’^ost, these egrets are more or less erect, as if to assist

the ear in catching the slightest noise. In their shape,
00 less than in their position, the egrets of the owls are

D 2
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analogous to the external ears of quadrupeds
;
the outer

surface being convex, and the inner concave. These

egrets, strictly speaking, are confined to one of the most

typical genera of the owls ; hut more than one species of

lark, and the double-crested cormorant of Hudson’s Bay*,

have tufts of feathers analogous to the egrets of the

owls
; but they are obviously no more than simple orna-

mental crests, much more slender, and without any

breadth or concavity behind. It is no argument against

the supposition just mentioned to say, that if the egrets

possessed by some of the owls were essentia! to their

sense of hearing, nature would have bestowed these

appendages upon the whole of the family, and not have

restricted them to only one genus. This, in fact, is the

rock upon wdiich shallow naturalists, and partial rea-

soners, are continually splitting. They seem to forget

tliat Nature, throughout her works, produces the same
effect by different means, as if she delighted in every

mode of variety. It will subsequently appear, that of

the whole family of Strigida, Strix and Otus are the

most typical genera ; that is to say, they possess the

sense of hearing far more perfect than any of the other

ow'ls ; and yet this sense, which is probably equal in

both, is produced by very different structures. In Strix

the ear is enormously large, and protected by a lid or

operculum, but there are no egrets. In Otus, on the

other hand, the. egrets are very large, but the size of

the ear is reduced nearly one half, and has no oper-

culum : thus, by a balance of powers, the faculty in

both is probably equalised. 'I'he rest of the owls are

more or less diurnal ; their eyesight does away with the

necessity of acute hearing, and they have consequently

small ears and no egrets. This equalisation of faculties,

in short, is one of the most beautiful laws of the

creation.

(4.5.) We now come to the second class of crests, or

those which we have termed concealed. Like the first,

they are moveable, and can be shut or expanded at

* Carbo Dilophus, Sw. North. Zool. vol. ii. p. 47S.
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pleasure; but the principle of their construction is

totally different, and is altogether peculiar. These
crests are generally either of a bright yellow, red, or

golden colour
;

soroetimes, though very rarely, white.*

If the feathers of the crown, which are not conspicu-

ously elongated, are laid perfectly smooth, the crest

does not appear, although its presence is sometimes

indicated by a slight streak of the same colour. When
the bird, however, is excited, the central feathers of the

crown suddenly expand, radiate almost in a circle, and
display what is often a most beautiful and striking

ornament. The bright colours of the crest, in fact, are

only at the roots of the feather, which are all tipt with

the ordinary colour of the plumage
; so that when these

are expanded, they are no inapt representation of the

opening petals of a marigohl or some beautiful little

syngenesious flower ; the predominant colour of that

class, no less than of the crests which represent them,

being different shades of yellow. Now, it is a circum-

stance no less singular than remarkable, in conjunction

with what we shall presently state, that of between fifty

and sixty birds possessing this sort of crest, every one

is purely insectivorous, that is, living entirely upon
insects, which are caught, not by hunting, but are

seized only on their near approach. We have fre-

quently had occasion to advert to the fact, that all the

tyrant flycatchers of Brazil never pursue their prey, or

go out in search of it, by wandering about from tree

to tree like other birds. They take their station on a

particular branch, and there patiently wait, like a spider

on its web, for such insects as come within range of
a sudden dart. It is to this family of birds that the

crests we have been describing are almost entirely re

stricted. We have frequently seen the Bentevi of Brazil

{Saurophagun sulphuratus Sw., Jig. 1

6

.)
— the most fa-

miliar, as well as common species, in that country—
* As in two or three of the American tyrant flycatchers, and in the sub-

genus Humicola Sw. North. Zuol. ii. p. 439.
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open and shut his fine ytllow crest, when merely occu-

pied in watching for insects. This fact, joined with the

considerations already mentioned, has more than once

suggested to us the idea that these

flower-like ornaments are occa-

sionally used as snares, to attract

the attention of insects, so as to

bring them within reach of being

captured by a sudden dart. This,

at least, we know,— that insects

are attracted by the bright colours

of flowers, and turn out of their

course to visit them. It is, there-

fore, not too much to suppose
that, seeing what, at a little dis-

tance, appears to them a bright yellow flower, they

should fly towards it, discovering their mistake only

when they are within the rahge of the sudden swoop
of their treacherous enemy. It by no means follows

that this is the habit of all flycatchers ; for in pro-

portion to the variety in the difierent races of insects, so

are the birds which feed upon them endowed with dif-

ferent instincts, and pursue different modes in their

capture. Be this hypothesis, however, true or false, the
facts upon which it is founded are beyond cavU, and we
must leave those who are not disposed to admit the infer-

ences we draw from them, to discover some more plausible

mode of accounting for the facts we have stated.

(46.) The only native birds which possess a crest in
any way analogous to those of the tyrants, are the gold
crests, the pre-eminent types of the whole family of
SyMadm, or warblers. The crests, however, of these
little creatures cannot be strictly termed concealed, for

this ornament is conspicuous, even when the feathers

lie flat upon the head
; it is, in fact, a union of this form

and of the first we noticed. Several of the North
American warblers, forming the genus Sylmcnla, have
what may he called incipient crests of this sort, indi-

cated by a stripe of bright yeUow down the middle. If
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to these we add the Phibalura cristata*, one of the

swallow chatterers; the OxyThynchus cristatus^

,

among

the climbing creepers ; and two species of Tiaris, among

the tanagers— we are not aware of any other birds,

independent of the American flycatchers, whereon this

peculiar sort of crest is developed.

(47 .) The third class of crests differ from the two

former in not being mobile ;
that is to say, they are of

such a structure as always to remain, more or less, fixed

and elevated in the same position. They are formed by

the feathers on each side of the head being disposed as

if they had been raised up, and then compressed to-

gether, so as to leave a ridge or keel rising up along the

centre of the skull, precisely similar to the elevated

ridge of a helmet ;
or, to express this structure more

technically, these crests are vertically compressed, and

carinated. There are, comparatively, so few exam-

ples of this structure, that we should not expect to find

it much diversified ;
and yet it appears under many

curious modifications. The first, or incipient indication

of this form, is seen in

those birds which, like

the satin grakles {Pti-

lonoryv chits, fey. 1 7-) =

many of the true gra-

kles iLamprotorninte'),

have the small frontal

feathers closely pressed

round the base of the nostrils and upper mandible, and

very slightly raised just above the front : tbis, however,

cannot be caUed a crest, but is rather the commencement

of one. In several of the swallow shrikes (^Edolinot'),

nature advances another step ;
for here we see some of

the frontal feathers not only more elevated than the

others, but even slightly elongated ;
next we find them

curled backwards, so that the drongup of Le Vaillant+,

* Zool. Illust. i. pi. 13.
. ,

Cres ted sharpbjll, Zool. Illust. i. pi- 49.

t Ois. d’Afrique, pi. 170.
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has a little crest just above the nostrils, while in the
Cyanurus cristatellus {fig. 18.) this form is at its max-
imum of development. Now, it is quite obvious that
this is not a crest which admits of beinp; raised and

depressed at pleasure
; for

^
I- the feathers are so much

curled that they could not
repose flat upon the others,

as in orilinary crests ; and
this result w'iU be much
more apparent on looking
to the last-named binL
The next modification is

when the frontal feathers

are much longer than those
on the crown, and form a sharp elevated ridge immedi-
ately before the eye, without being continued further :

this, in fact, is but a half crest, and is possessed by very
few birds, among which Metopin galcata Sw.*, a beau-
tiful manakin of Brazil, is the most remarkable. Some
approach is also made to this structure in two other
splendid little species of the same group— Pipra pareola
and Pipra caudata 't* ; but their crests are rather rudi-
mentary. In the third form we see the compressed
crest in its full development : not only the frontal
feathers, but the whole of those on the crown are com-
pressed together so as to be quite compact, and an
elevated curve overarches the entire head. Those lieau-
tiful birds, the Rupicola Cagana of South America and
the Calyptomina viridU of India, afford us striking ex-
amples of this structure

; where the frontal feathers are
so long, and so much pointed forward, as to exceed, and
in part conceal, the bill of the bird. The great crowned
pigeon of India, gives us likewise a notable and mag-
nificent illustration of this description of crest, except
that the pecuhar loose texture of the feathers takes
from it that compactness, and carinated edge, which are
so remarkable in the birds just before mentioned. This

* Brazilian Birds, vol. i. pL SS. t Ibid. pi. 45, Vx
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deviation, however, leads us to another, of which at

present we know but of one example, the Cephalopterus

ornatus of (JeoflProy St. Ilillaire. The crest of this

extraordinary bird is immensely large, advancing so

far in front as to

touch the end of

the hill, and it is

compressed in the

same manner as

that of Rupicola;

hut the ends of

die feathers, in-

stead of meeting

so as to form a

sharp ridge, suddenly recede from each other, curve out-

wards, and fonn a most elegant drooping line of plumes,

hanging over on the sides, so as to shade the face like an

umbrella. The figures that have hitherto been given

of this rare bird are all taken from the specimen in the

Paris Museum, and which has been saiUy distorted in

the setting up ; a minute examination of this specimen

has convinced us that the frontal feathers, instead of

being raised over the hill, as Temminck represents

them, partly repose and overshadow it, at least as much

as do those of Cahiptomina and llnpieola. Having

now reached the highest development of this form.

Nature evinces her usual propensity to return to the

more simple form of crest, and she therefore unites the

fixed with the mobile structure. The crests of the or-

dinary species of Corythaix is precisely of this de-

scription : that part which occupies the front of the

head advances forward, and this being the natural

position of the feathers, gives us the character of a fixed

crest
; but the hinder part, which is the longest, is not

altogether compressed, although it cannot be said to lie

flat on the crown, like those of ordinary birds. 4Te

have recently had the opportunity of seeing some living

examples of this genus in which the crest appears to he

always carried erect; although, judging even from the
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position of the feathers in preserved specimens, it is ob-
vious that the hinder part of the crest is not so procum-
bent as those last mentioned : we suspect also, that the
crest of the Corythnix erythrohphus is differently formed
to that of a species now before us (which is possibly
the C. Buffoni of Wagler), where the hinder part
appears adapted for reposing upon the occiput. It is

somewhat surprising that, on a subject so interesting as
that we have now discussed, every author we have con-
sulted should be is altogether silent. The crests of birds
are their most beautiful ornaments, and no student
would have imagined they were so much diversified.
By following up this inquiry, it will be found, that
particular sorts of crests belong to particular types,
all those, for instance, which radiate from the crown'
and which we have termed concealed, belong to those
incessorid groups which represent the tyrant flycatchers.
Those with helraet-like or compressed crests, on the con-
trary, are chiefly representations of the typical Racores;
at least Rupicola, Meiopia, and probahiy Calyptomina,
are of that type ; although the latter has indications also
of the fissirostral structure in its wings.

(48.) In some few birds there are certain appendages to
the head, which, although not strictly coming under the
denomination of crests, are, in some degree, analogous
thereto : the ornaments we allude to are certain bare
shafted feathers, very greatly elongated, which spring out
on each side, close to the ear, and of the use of which we
are altogether ignorant. Incipient indications of these
singular plumes may be detected in the violet-eared hum-
ming bird*; but they are more lengthened in Tr. rufus
and ornatus, although in these latter birds they proceed
more from the sides of the neck than from the head •

but in that most resplendent creature, the six-shafted
Paradise bird, these feathers are at their maximum, mea-
suring near five inches

; they are completely spear-shaped

;

and although perfeefly naked, except at their tips, are
there ornamented with a spatulate web of resplendent

• Trochilus auratus, Braz. Birds, voL i. pL 29.
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colours. In the of Le Vaillant^ the shafts appear

equally long, but are altogether destitute of any web.

(49.) We may now pass unto the Eyes of birds ; or-

gans, indeed, which, from being external, come within

the rangeof our projected inquiry, butwhich more strictly

belong to the province of the comparative anatomist.

We shall, therefore, merely endeavour to generahse a few

facts which may come within the observation of the

majority of students. And, first, in regard to the size

of the eyes, in which respect there is a considerable dif-

ference in particular groups. We find that the largest

eyes are possessed, both among quadrupeds and birds,

by such species as feed during the night, of which the

lemurs in one class, and the owls in the otlier, are nota-

ble examples; those of the falcons are not very much

smaUer; but, among the goatsuckers, they are enormous.

Next to these, as a family, we may mention the plovers,

particularly the genus (Edivnemus

;

while the corre-

sponding group among quadrupeds, the hare and the

jerboas, partake of the same peculiarity. It is a fact

worth mentioning, but which we must leave the oculist

to explain, that no birds, strictly nocturnal, have a

coloured iris : exceptions occur, indeed, among the

horned owls ; but we believe that no Caprimulyus has

hitherto been found, having other than entirely black

eyes ; these organs again, are equally large among the

woodcocks and snipes, which arc, in a great degree, noc-

turnal feeders. In passing on to the other extreme, we

find that the humming birds, independent of their di-

minutive size, have the smallest eyes in the whole class:

perhaps this pecuharity may receive some explanation

from the fact, that these birds are only in full activity

during the most sultry hours of the day,— a time when

nearly all others have retired to the shade, as if to avoid

the dazzling reflection of a vertical sun. It will be re-

membered also, that, in harmony with the small eyes of

the tenuirostral tribe, we find the quadrupeds which re-

present them are equally remarkable in this respect; th^

organs are disproportionately small in the majority of the
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Glires, as also in pigs, anteaters, armadillos, moles, and
shrews, all which groups are of the gliriform type, corre-
sponding to the tenuirostral among the perchers. The
eyes are defended and protected by two sorts of eyelids

;
the first being tliose which are common to quadrupeds,
and which are extenial : these, in the generality of birds,
are clothed with small feathers, but are destituteof lashes:
sometimes they are surrounded with a fleshy, naked skin,
which is frequently so delicate as scarcely to be discerned,
as in some of the American trogons, but this sort of
ring in the turaccos {Corythaix 111.) is much broader,
and begins to form a prominent dentated rim, the full
development of which is seen in the genera PerspicUla
{jig. 11.) and Prwnops. IVhat function this very sin-
gular appendage is intended to perform, is altogether
unknown

; but it is more prevalent in tenuirostral types
than in any other ; and in the genus Zonterops it is re-
presented by a circle of thick, glossy, dense feathers, of a
snowy whiteness, which is more or less conspicuous in
every species. It is chiefly in the family of cuckows
{Cuculidtr), that we meet with eyebrows; they consist
of a fringe, on the upper eyelid, of rigid, stiff bristles,
placed singly, and sometimes much developed

; but at
all times they are sufficiently long to overreach the
ball of the eye. The genus Centropns, more especially,
is thus distinguished

; the same structure, less deve-
loped, may be seen in nearly all the Coccyzirue; hut in
the European cuckoo, and its immediate allies, these
eyelaslies are entirely wanting. There can be no doubt
that this additional protection to the eyes is given to
birds whose habits lead them into close thickets, and
who explore dense foliage for their subsistence.

’

lEe
know, at least, from personal observation, that such
are the haunts of all the South American Cnccyzina;;
and there is additional reason to believe in this con-
jecture, from the peculiar hardness and rigidity of the
feathers in Centnpus {jig. 20.), the shafts of which
{a) are hard, glossy, and rigid, each ending in a point,
so that, but for their webs (/;), they would become
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miniature representations of the quills of the porcu-

pine. On the second, or under eyelid, these lashes do

not appear. The third, or

internal eyelid, is called the

nictitatory membrane. It is

thin and semitransparent,

and is drawn over the ball

of the eye at pleasure, as we
should draw the curtain of a

window on a sunny day, and

for thesamepurpose; namely,

to dimiidsh the light when the rays are too powerful

:

it is often seen when a bird has been just wounded, and

in the agonies of death ;
hut at other times, excepting in

the owls, it is not externally apparent.

(50). 1'lie power of .siyht, in all birds, is well known

to very great, and far exceeds what is possessed by

man, and perhaps by any class of animals. The high

development of this faculty will appear absolutely ne-

cessary to birds, when we consider, for a moment, the

various purposes it is intended to accomplish, as the

speedy and ready discernment of their food, the deter-

mination of their route when upon long journeys, or in

migrating, and to aid the celerity of their movements.

It is well known, even to a proverb, that eagles and fal-

cons possess this faculty to an astonishing degree ;
but

the necessity of the gift does not appear to have been

touched upon. If the powers of vision in these rapa-

cious birds had merely been equal to those of other trilies,

it is very questionable whether they could long have

existed; they would have been compelled to have hunted

out their prey, so near, as to scare it away ;
for it is well

known that all the small birds, immediately upon dis-

covering a hawk, set up a note of alarm, heard and un-

derstood by their companions, both as a signal of danger

and for immediate concealment. It is essential, thwe-

fore, to the very existence of rapacious birds, that they

should have the power of reconnoitring at a distance,

beyond the ken of their quarry, and even of fixing and
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darting with incredible rapidity upon it, before their
presence has heeii discerned, the alarm note given, and
a retreat effected. A great deal has been written, and
now rendered familiar to every one by our cheap com-
pilations, on the powers of sight in the falconine tribes

;

but those of the swallows seem to have been quite over-
looked. It is, nevertheless, difficult to say which is the
most astounding, the far-sightedness of the former, or
the instantaneous and complicated discernment of the
latter. The swallow is proverbially the swiftest flyer in
the featliered creation; and yet, in the full career of its

course, it is entirely intent- upon quite another object
than that of flight. While darting through the air at
the rate of three miles a minute, it is looking on tlie right
hand and on the left, sideways, upwards, and down-
wards, for its food. The insects it preys upon are
often exceedingly minute— sometimes flying above or
below the level of the swallow’s flight

; and yet they are
seen, captured, and swallowed, without any diminution
of the prodigious rate at which the bird is flying : nay,
more, any one who attentively watches the swallow skim-
ming over a meadow in summer, will perceive that it

will capture two or even three insects in such quick suc-
cession as to convince us the bird must have had them
in his eye, to use a colloquial expression, all at once,
and that the whole are caught and swallowed in as many
moments. The faculty of vision, in short, in these
birds, is fully as much developed as in the falcons, al-
though in a very different way; the one being hug’and
the other /luic/c sighted, and both, to a degree, perfectly
unexampled in the animal creation. Uuffon h.as used
his eloquence very happily in expatiating on the im-
mense distance at which the hawk can distinguish his
prey. He affirms, apparently with truth, that a hawk
can distinguish a lark, coloured like the clod of earth
upon which it is sitting, at twenty times the distance at
which it would be perceived either by a dog or a man •

but when he asserts that a kite, soaring beyond the reach
of our sight, can see the lizards and mice on the fields
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below, we must be allowed to question the accuracy of

the statement: it wears every appearance of exaggera-

tion, and obviously cannot be proved. That most of

the rapacious tribes, on the other hand, possess a length

of sight, if we may use the term, far superior to ah. other

birds, is proved by the additional means given to them

for that purpose, in the structure of the eyebrows, or

superciliary ridge, which, in these birds, projects over

the eyes, to w'hich they act as a screen from the vertical

rays of light, and concentrates their powers in viewing

objects placed before or beneath them. This structure is

also apparent in the horned owls and eagle owls (Otus,

Nyctea), but is not found in those of the restricted genus

Strix.

(51.) The Ears of birds, excepting those of the owls,

exhibit to outward appearance very Mttle variation. M.
Cuvier remarks, that nocturnal birds alone have a large

external ear, which nevertheless is not so prominent as

that of quadrupeds. This statement is so vague as to

require some explanation. The ears of a sparrow or a

hawk are just as external as those of an owl, seeing

that in neither of these birds can they be discovered

unless the feathers are carefully removed ; whereas, when
we speak of an external ear,

we annex the idea of its being

prominent, Mke that of the

majority ofquadrupeds.Now,
there is only one bird yet dis-

covered, whose ear, in this

sense, can be called external

;

and this is theL’Oricoii of Le
Vaillant* {J!g.2\.), a large

species of vulture, discovered

by him in Southern Africa,

and subsequently named by methodists Vultur auricu-

laris; the ear, in this singular hird, appears truly external,

* Ois. d'Afrique, vol. i. pi. 9. Some ornithologists arc of opinion that

this iirolongation is the mere effect of leanness, or of old age, as wnuklcs
are on the human face j but thU theory wants confirmation.
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because it is not only bare of feathers, but the orifice

appears to have a prominent rim, lengthened into a

wattle, which hangs down on each side of the neck. The

conch of the ears in the common barn owl, and a few

others, have a small lid or operculum, which partially

closes the aperture; but this appendage hes perfectly flat,

and is entirely hid hy the surrounding feathers. In

describing the parts or colours of a bird, the term “ear
”

must be considered as not strictly applying to that organ,

but to the ear feathers, or those which cover the orifice

of the ear itself.

(52.) We know, either from facts, or from certain

indications, that the sense of smell is very highly de-

veloped in some tribes, and but very sHghtly in others.

It has generally been supposed that vultures were at-

tracted to their food by their sense of smell, and not by

their sight; and this error has given rise to some ingenious

arguments and unjustifiable personalities against Mr.

Audubon,— the first, we believe, who called this supposed

truth in question. The results, however, have been such as

to enable that gentleman to silence his opponents, and

to establish, in the most complete manner, the accuracy of

his first assertion. We must, therefore, consider that the

toucans, above all other birds, are the most highly gifted

in this respect,— a fact which is not only established by

their economy, but also by their structure
;
the latter

evidence being wholly wanting in the case of the vultures,

whose nostrils have nothing in them to sanction a belief

of their being more highly sensitive than those of ordi-

nary birds. This great development of the olfactory

nerves in the toucan is concentrated in the biU, which

is entirely filled with a cellular tissue of nerves, somewhat

resembling the webs of those spiders which are found in

dark corners, being crossed and interlaced in different

directions by thread-like nerves, all of which communi-

cate to the two lateral openings of the nostrils, placed,

not in the substance, hut on the sides of the bill, close

to the front of the head. This extraordinary gift of

smell enables these birds to discover the nests of others.
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upon the eggs and young of which they feed during
one part of the year, while they live on fruits the rest.

(53.) The tongue, in the generality of birds, is small,
thin, and cartilaginous

; the extremity flat and jagged,
and incapable of being protruded beyond the bill. To this
however, there are several remarkable exceptions. 'J'hat
of the ordinary parrots is shaped very much like ours,
although its substance is not always so fleshy

; and it is
probable that this is one of the causes which enables
these birds to imitate so clearly the human voice. Jn
thetoucan familyand motmots {linmphasti(i(e,Prionites),
this member, without being extensible, is fully as long as
the bill, very slender, and the sides divided into filaments,
ao as to resemble, in its general shape, a miniature quill
leather. There can be no doubt tliat unusual sensibility
belongs to this form, or it would not have been so elabo-
rated by the hand of nature. The duck family, however,
have the largest tongues of all other birds; and by its
thick fleshy substance, it more resembles that of the
human subject than even the parrots. When we consider
the particular use which the duck makes of its tongue,
we shaD immediately perceive that it is endowed with
great and unusual sensibility. I'he duck, unlike aU other
birds, discriminates its food, not by sight or by smeU
but by the touch of its tongbe. It thrusts its bill in the
mud, just as a fisherman throws his net into the sea, and
brings up whatever it contains : from this mouthful of
stuff It selects, by the tongue alone, what is good for
rood, and every tiling else is rejected. As the curious
reader may peruse our former observations on this subjectm another work* we shaU not in this place enlarge upon
It. I he smallest tongues are found among the night-jars
and swallows,— two groups which are at the same time
Qistinguished by the largest mouths

; but here, again, as in
tnousand other instances, we may perceive that beautiful

principle of design which pervades all nature. The
nabits of the ducks render it essential that the tongue

JoLnal‘„nho”uSirS No.
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should be the chief instrument of procuring food
;
it is

therefore large and fleshy. But in birds which gulp

their food the instant it is captured, the tongue apparently

is of no sort of use ;
U is therefore reduced to a mere

rudiment : such is the case with the swallows and night-

jars. There must be something very analogous to the

same mode of feeding in the genus Casmorhynchus

;

for

on dissecting more than one specimen of C. nudicoUin, we

found the tongue fully as small, and the mouth as wide,

as in the ordinary Caprimulgidw. The food of the duck

is discriminated solely by the tongue, while that of the

swallow is selected by the eye ; and hence this remarkable

difference in their respective tongues. Hitherto we have

noticed those forms only in which the length of this

member is regulated by that of the bill; but there is

another structure which is not uncommon, and by which

the bird is able to protrude it to twice its usual length

;

hence such tongues are called extensible : of these there

are two distinct modifications,— one possessed by the

woodpeckers, the other by the honeysuckers. On opening

the bill of a woodpecker, immeiliately after it is killed,

the tongue seems to be of the ordinary length, rather

short, and shaped vey much like the heads of those

spears used by the Gaffers of Southern Africa, and called

assagais, being pointed at the end, with numerous little

barbs on the sides : this, however, is only the head or

point of the tongue ; draw it out of the mouth, and a

person unacquainted with its formation .would fancy he

had got hold of a very long earth-worm, which the bird

had Incautiously devoured, and which had stuck in its

throat. 'I'liis description, unscientific though it be, will give

the reader a much better idea of the tongue of the wood-

pecker, than the most elaborate anatomical character we

could draw up. A tongue so formed, in allusion to the ap-

pearance it assumes, is called vermiform

:

the point re-

poses, in the ordinary manner, between the mandibles of

the bill; the rest is concealed, and from being elastic is

capable of lieing thrown out, at the pleasure of the bird,

to four or five times the length of the bill itself. This
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action is much assisted by the formation of the root of
the tongue, as it is usually called, or more properly the
os hyoides, or forked bones by which it is attaclied to the
mouth. These bones are greatly lengthened, and are
compactly curved round the skull, having on each side a
little sac or reservoir of a particular secretion which
serves to lubricate the muscles

; just as we apply grease
to the wheels of a carriage. Now, the use of this com-
plicated structure,— which does not, however, as in the
duck, imply any unusual sensibility of touch,— is inti-

mately and vitally connected with the habits of the bird.

Its bill, indeed, is’remarkably powerful, and capable of
breaking into the strongest wood; but there its powers
cease: its tip is made for splitting, not for piercing; and
it has no teeth or notch by which it could firmly gi-asp

a struggling insect. No sooner, therefore, has the wood-
pecker, by breaking away the external bark with pow-
erful strokes of the bill, laid open the retreat of the insect

beneath, than it suddenly darts out its tongue, spears its

prey, and instantly brings tlie luckless insect to its mouth.
Tongues of this structure are not entirely confined to the
family of woodpeckers, under which w'e include the wry-
neck, but we detected an example among the Brazilian
creepers, forming the genus Dendroco/aptes, whose tongues
have been supposed by all ornithologists to he similar to
that of thecommon European creeper; that is, thin, simply
pointed, and not extensible. "VVe shall now' describe two
other modifications of this member, very different from the
last, hut which are also capable of being considerably
elongated. 'I'he first of these is seen in the humming birds
{TrocUlid(e)\ the seconrl in the honeysuckers {Melipha-
gidtB.) It has generally been supposed that the two long
filaments into which the tongue of the humming bird is

divided were tubular, by which construction they were
enabled to suck up from the nectary of flowers the
natural honey therein contained. But this is altogether
erroneous. So far back as the year 1 8 1 7, we detected this

error in dissecting the humming birds of Brazil ;
and we

have often announced the fact, that the food of these

F. 2
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birds consisted both of honey and of minute insects.

Since then some modern writers have flown to the other

extreme, and, wholly unsupported by facts, have declared

their belief that these birds live entirely upon insects.

In this they are as much mistaken as in their former

assertion; the fact being, that they feed indiscriminately

upon both. The two filaments, which were supposed

to be tubular, are perfectly flat, and very tliin,— a structure

obviously adapted for licking up the food. We have

reason, also, to believe that these processes are covered

with a mucilaginous substance, sufficiently adhesive to

act upon the pollen of flowers, and the wings of the

small dipterous insects, w'hich the humming birds chiefly

select for their animal diet. The tongue of the African

sunbirds (
Cinnyrid/e) we have never had the opportunity

of examining ; but by a fortunate chance we have <lis-

covered that the type among the Australian honeysuckers

(^Meliphagida:), which represents the TruchiUdce, has the

tongue constructed precisely the same as those birds.

This brings us to the second description of extensible, or

rather of suctorial tongues, and which is of a form almost

peculiar to the honeysuckers of Australia, and its islands.

In these birds the tongue is not nearly so extensible as in

the Trochilidee, being seldom more than half as long again

as the bin ; nor are the bones of tlie os hyoides carried

back upon the skull, as in the woodpeckers and humming
birds. Nevertheless, the structure appears especially

adapted for suction : the form of the Imver part is the

same as in ordinary birds; but the end is composed of a

great number of delicate fibres or filaments, exactly re-

sembling a painter’s brush. Lewin^ who drew and de-
scribed these birds in their native region, has figured the

tongue of the warty-faced honeysucker* {Meliphaga
phrygia), and describes the bird as sometimes to be
seen “ in great numbers, constantly flying from tree to

tree (particularly the blue gum), feeding among the

blossoms, by extracting the honey with their long tongues

* Birds of New Hollandj pi. 4 .
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irom every flower as they passed.” What will appear
still more extraordinary to the scientific naturalist, is the
fact, that some birds of this meliphagous group, are
actually woodpeckers, and yet retain the typical structure
of the tongue of their own natural family. The same ob-
wrver, speaking of the blue-faced honeysucker, describes
it as being “ fond of picking transverse holes in the hark,
between which and the wood it inserts its long tongue in

search of small insects, wliich it draws out with great dex-
terity.” • Now, as Lewin describes this bird as a honey-
sucker, we must conclude, until facts prove otherwise,
that it has the filamentous tongue of the honeysuckers,
but that it is used for the purpose, not of spearing in-
sects, but of catching them by means of the glutinous
matter on the filaments,—a mode of capturing its prey by
no means improbable, provided the insects are of a small
size. It must not l)e supposed, however, that the food of
the Meliphugidee—several of which are as large as a
tlirush, and three or four much larger— is restricted, any
more than that of the humming birds, simply to the
nectar of flowers. They, indeed, feed upon the honey;
but, as Lewin declares, combined with the numerous small
insects lodged in most of the flowers, which they extract
in a dexterous manner with their tongues, peculiarly

formed for that purpose. It is clear, moreover, when
we come to reflect upon the matter, that birds which
are attached to the secretions of particular trees— as are
many of the Meliphagidw—can only enjoy their fa-
vourite food for a comparatively short season

; that is,

while the tree or plant is in blossom : they must, there-
fore, either feed at other times upon small insects or upon
fruit. The two first habits we have shown them to possess;
and the last— that of devouring fruits also— is exempli-
fied in the yellow-eared honeysucker of Lewin ; who re-

marks, that “in the winter season these birds bave been
seen feeding on the sweet berry of the white cedar in great

numbers.” t There are several oUier modifications of the

* Birds of New HoUand, pt 5.

E 3
+ Ibid.
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tonguCj of less importance than those leading forms we
have now described ;

but as our space wiU not allow of

extending our remarks upon tliis organ, we shall at once

proceed to notice others.

(54.) The Mouth, or rictus, is of greater or less ex-

pansion, according to the description of food upon which

the bird subsists, or the method of taking it, although

in the generality of species the mouth is not of great

extent ; its angles or sides, when the jaws or mandibles

are closed, do not reach so far back as to pass the base

of the eye, supposing a perpendicular line to be drawn

from one end to the otlier. Hut in birds having a very

wide moutl), the basal angle of the jaws passes far

behind this imaginary line, and the mouth is said to

open beneath the eye. The smallest mouths are seen

in the grallatorial order,

where we have the plovers

(^fig. 22. a), and in the

types by which it is re-

presented in other circles.

This is strictly conform

able to that law of va-

riation in structure before

explained, by which this

primary type is so distin-

guished
; because, in fact,

it represents the class of Acrita, in the great circle of

the animal world, where the mouth is for the most part

altogether wanting. It is in conformity with this law

that the humming birds, being suctorial, have the small-

est mouths in the insessorial order; for as they swallow

those insects only which are very minute, a greater

extension is not necessary. Birds, on the contrary,

which capture their prey upon the wing, and gulp it

down immediately, have mouths of enormous width.

The whole tribe of the Fisnirostree, at the head of

which are the swallows, may be instanced as possessing

this structure, carried, perhaps, to a greater extent in

the night-jars (Caprimulgidee, fig. 22. b) than in any
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Other race. A similar structure is also apparent in some

of the typical chatterers, as the genus Casmorhynchus

;

but it is intended for a very different purpose. The

wide mouth of the swallow tribe is not for the passage

of large insects— because it is well known that these

birds feed only upon such as are very small— but to

give them a greater chance of securing their prey. The

chatterers, on the contrary, feed after the manner of

ordinary birds, that is, with closed wings ; but a very

wide mouth is essential to them, for they frequently

swallow, in a whole state, wild fruits bigger than our

sloes
; and in dissecting these birds, we have often been

astonished at the size of the fruit discovered, in an

entire state, in their crops. There must be something

very peculiar in the economy of those little-known birds,

the Eurylarninm, or broadbiUs of India, whose mouths

far exceed in width those of the most typical flycatchers

{Musvicapince). Their prey is probably of a larger

description tlian that captured by their congeners ; or,

as one species is known to feed both upon insects and

vegetables, it is probable that the others also partake of

berries not much inferior in size to those devoured

by the chatterers of llrazil. It would appear, at first,

preposterous to say that lips are to be found among
birds

;
and yet there are instances where parts, at least

analogous thereto, might be so termed. In the Ceb~

lepyris labiata,— a very rare species, of the size of our

blackbird, found in Southern Africa,— the basal half of

each mandible is margined by a skin, which is destitute

of feathers, and of a bright red colour ; and the same

development of the part is observable in most young

birds, or nestlings, before they have acquired their first

featheis.

(S.'j.) The mouth is often defended by rictal bristles,

more or less stiff, which are from five to six in number,

and are situated at the base of the upper mandible,

immediately above the angle of the mouth. Sometimes,

as in the genus Pogonias {Jig- 23.) composed of the

Barbut woodpeckers of Africa, these bristles extend

E 4
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themselves round the hase of the lower mandible, as if
to defend the mouth in all directions

; but we do not
at this moment remember any other birds with a similar
formation. "J'hese appendages being found only in

such birds as feed

upon insects, and
chieflyin thosewhich
catch their prey on
the wing, leaves us in

no doubt as to their

specific use. Among
the swallows, indeed,

these bristles cannot be found, because the insects they
live upon, being very small, are swallowed without any
difficulty, and are incapable of making any struggles •

but the case is far different with those captured by
the night-jars, whose chief sustenance is derived from
coleopterous insects which fly in the evening, and whose
hard legs and bifurcated claws might inflict much
injury in their struggles to escape. Now, the bristles
we are describing, are more developed in this tribe of
birds than in any of those which feed upon the wing

;

and they obviously answer two purposes,— they protect
the angles of the mouth from any injury, while at the
same time they confine the struggles of the captive
insect. In the genuine flycatchers, these bristles are
rather less developed

; although in some few, as in the
genus Megahphus*, they are very long : but then, on the
other hand, the Ji^uscicupineB never, or very rarely feed
upon coleopterous insects, but seem to confine them-
selves to those whose bodies are soft

;
yet, as the wings

of these latter are often large, the bristles are necessary
to confine their fluttering. It is rather singular that
the woodpeckers, which feed upon coleopterous insects,
as well as soft larva, are destitute of these bristles; but
we may observe that the feathers round the mouth are
remarkably thick and compact, and that the nostrils are

Megaluphus regius, Braziliau Birds, pi. Si, 52,
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completely concealed by a dense tuft of stiff setaceous
feathers : both these peculiarities may have something of
the same effect, though produced in a different manner
to what we have just stated; while the care with which
nature has defended the nostrils of these birds is for the
double purpose of preventing their being injured by the
claws of insects, and to exclude every particle of wood,
which the bird scatters about whifc perforating and
breaking into the tree where he knows his food lies

concealed. In proportion as birds partake both of a
Vegetable and an insect diet, so are these bristles more
or less developed. In the robin, for instance, they are
short and feeble, intimating that its diet is only partially
insectivorous, or rather, that it seldom captures flying
insects : and such we know to be tlie fact. Proceeding
a step further, we find tlie bristles of the thrush and
Wackbird altogether rudimentary, leading us to suppose
that, although they may occasionally eat insects, tliey
never capture them when upon the wing. Experience
confirms this theoretical inference, for every field natu-
ralist is fully aware tliat such is truly the fact.

(56'.) The different forms of the nostrils, no less than
their situation, deserve attention; for in both these parti-
culars they assume many different appearances. In all
the birds of prey, they are situated nearly in the midiUe
° ^ naked and soft skin, called the cere, which covers
t e base of both mandibles, and is probably connected
With the sense of smell. The cere, however, is not con-
fined to the rapacious tribes; for we find it, although
much smaller, in almost the whole of the parrot family,
whose food is entirely vegetable. No other land birds
possess this appendage; nor can it be said to exist, under
the same form, in any other birds excepting some of the
rasorial orders; most of the cranes, herons, &c. have
the space between the eye and the bill naked and soft;
ut this is merely from tlie ordinary skin being destitute

n feathers. The nostrils are either placed, 1. at the
ase of the lateral surface of the bill, as in the generality
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of birds
; or 2. behind its basal margin, as in the

toucans
; or, 3. towards the very centre of the bill— intermediate between the front of the head and the

tip of tile under mandible,—as in the genus Musophaga

{fig. 33.). The first of these forms is common to most
birds, but there is yet great variation in the shape of

the aperture
;
sometimes it is round, sometimes oval,

and sometimes linear {fig. 2.5. a). Round apertures

are most prevalent among the falcons, the owls, the

cuckoos, and the parrots, where the margins are

generally tumid or swelled. In the fern-owls {Ca-
primulgida:), and in the cuckoo {fig. 24*.), the aper-

ture is not only round, but slightly tubular, sometWng
analogous to many of the bats. In the other fissirostral

birds, the opening is more oval, and is placed either at

the extreme termination of

a membranaceous skin, which

fills up the depression of the

part where the nostrils are

situated, or a little on one

side; between these,and such

as are of a lengthened oval,

there are innumerable grades

of variation. Linear nostrils

have also their own peculiar modifications. The grallatorial

birds show us this structure in its highest state of de-

velopment On looking to the bill oT the common
plover, we observe that there is a groove running in the

middle of the upper mandible of the bill for nearly two
thirds its length ; and that

the aperture of the nostrils

assumes the form of a mere
slit at the base {fig. 25. a).

A similar structure is seen

in the different snipes, cur-

lews, and sandpipers. In the

herons, this slit is without the groove ; while in the

humming birds {fig. 25. h) it is often so completely hid
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by the narrow membranaceous skin which conceals the

linear aperture, that the nostrils would never be disco-

vered by a student unacquainted with this curious form-

ation : upon raising this lappet, the aperture appears as

an elongated slit; but which, in the sunbirds(Ciwwjind«)
is of a semicircular form. The most tumid nostrils are

those of the pigeons; but in what respect this structure is

connected with their economy, we know not. There is an

obvious analogy, however, even between this shape and

that which is seen in the plovers. In rasorial types the

aperture is almost lateral— that is, placed on that side of

the membrane wliich is nearest to the margin of the bill ;

the membrane itself being unusually thick and strong,

almost corneous, and often very convex. It is obvious

that all these are different modes for protecting an organ

so delicate: but Nature is ever inexhaustible in her vari-

ations
; and thus we find that in numberless instances she

accomplishes the same object by the means of bristles,

or feathers, variously disposed, according to the particu-

lar habits of the birds. The great majority of insectivo-

rous birds have setaceous feathers or bristles incurved

over the nostrils, sufficient to ward off injury, yet leaving

the orifice, in other respects, exposed to the free action

of the air. In birds, however, whose habits lead them
to plunge their bill into substances which might enter

the apertures, the nostrils are completely covered by
thick-set featliers, or rigid bristles, reposing flat upon the

bill. We have already

adverted to this structure

in the whole of the wood-

peckers
;
and it is almost

as general among the

crows {fig. 26.), which

have not only their nostrils.

but a great part of the base of the bill, protected and even

covered by stiff bristles. Hence they are enabled, with

impunity, to perforate the earth and pick holes in the

ground, during their search for insects, without the least

particle of dirt getting into their nostrils. The genus
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Ptilonorhynchus
(fig. 17.), as its name implies, has the

base of the bill entirely covered with small close-set

feathers instead of bristles
; but unfortunately we know

nothing of the economy which renders this structure

necessary. The second mode in which the nostrils are

developed, is almost peculiar to the toucans, and has
already been adverted to. The third structure is

equally rare, and most developed in that magnificent bird
the Mmophaga violacea (fig. 33.), or violet plantain-

eater ; we know not, however, the manner in which
this peculiar structure harmonises with the functions
of hfe.

(57.) We now come to the Bill, or rather to the
jaws of birds, the two mamUbles of which are merely
the jaws of a vcrtebrated animal lengthened out into a
rostrum or beak, analogous to that form which is seen
in crocodiles, garfish, and even in long-snouted quad-
rupeds. In birds, however, these parts are altogether

naked, of a horny substance outside, and are unprovided
with teeth, properly so called. The upper of these pieces

forms the superior, and the under the inferior, mandible;
while both collectively constitute tlie bill. It is by
this organ that the food is seized, or laid hold of, by
ordinary birds, or torn in pieces by the rapacious tribes.

The absence of teeth, in such birds as seize their food
by the bill, or in which this member has superior
powers of prehension, is supplied by a notch, which forms
a tooth-like projection close to the point of one or both
mandibles : but in some of the rapacious birds, as the
sparrow hawk, this process is placed rather more to-
wards the middle of the bill, and is rather in the shape
of a festoon (fig. 27. a)

; whereas, in the typical falcons
(b), the notch is so deep as to produce a sharp tooth-like
angle. The owls, on the other hand, have neither the
one nor the other of these projections on the upper
mandible (c)

; bnt stiU the tip is as much curved as in

the two former, and the under mandible is toothed. It

is almost unnecessary to say how greatly this structure

facilitates the operation of tearing and dividing the
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flesh of those animals which are caught, and which
could not be accomplished by a bill of the ordinary
shape. A modification of this structure is also seen

in the parrots (d), where
the point of the bill, es-

pecially of the macaws
(Macrocereus'), is even

j
more pointed. Personal

observation, however, en-
ables us to account for

this apparent anomaly.
Many of the parrots of

,^^1} South America stick their

sharp-pointed and hooked
bill into the fruit they

teed upon, before it is brought between both man-
wbles

; so that, in fact, it serves to secure their food
wfore they begin to devour it. The notch, again, in
the upper mandible, so analogous to that of a rapa-
cious bird, is not used to tear the food, but acts as
a rest for those hard nuts which are to be cracked and
broken by the great muscular force of the under man-
dible. The favourite food of most of the splendid
macaws of Brazil consists in the seeds or nuts of
the different species of palms

; and these are so deeply
seated in their husks or receptacles, that they could
not be extracted but by a biU which could perform
the office of a pick-axe; and such a bill has accord-
ingly been given to the macaws. But we must now
pass on to other shapes. The lateral tooth, so con-
spicuous in the genera last mentioned, becomes very much
sinaller in the birds composing the tribe of Dentirostres,
where it only assumes (except in the Laniada;, or
shrikes, and their representatives) the appearance of a
istinct notch, such as may be observed in any of our

thmshes and warblers. Finally, in the conirostral
ib^ where we have the crows and starlings, this

notch becomes almost obsolete
; being always faint, and

requently wanting. This substitute for real teeth is
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thus to be found only in the two typical orders of

birds, the Raptores and the Incessores j in aU others it

is entirely wanting. There is yet a third mode by
which nature supplies the deficiency of real teeth to

the bill of birds; and

that is, by dividing the

edges into a number of

saw-like notches, of

greater or less size as

the peculiar habits of

the birds require. The
first developement of

this structure is seen

in the double-toothed

falcons, as in the genus

Harpngus {fig. 28. a);

the next is in the ty-

pical trogons (6), and

in the suh-genus An-
dropadus* (c) : a fur-

ther advance is seen in the toucans and hortihiUs, where

the serratures, although coarse and wide apart, extend

the whole length of the bill : but the highest develop-

ment is exhibited in the Chizeerhis variegata (d),

where the teeth are small, shar]), regular, and of equal size.

IniheMusaphaga violacea {fig. 29.), on the other hand,

they are somewhat un-
equal, and nearly obsolete

towards the base of the

cutting margins. We
cannot, unfortunately, il-

lustrate any one of these

structures by detailing

corresponding traits in

the economy of the birds.

There is one, however

—

the plant-cutter ofChili—whose bill is described as much

* North. Zool. vol. ii. p, 485. The Importnn of Lc Vaillant (Ois. d’Af.
pi. 106. f. 2.), but recently described as a now bird by Jardin and Selby under
the name of Trkhophorus brachypodiohies. III. of Om. pi. 128.
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serrated, for the purpose of cutting away the outer
leaves of the heads of plants, in order to get at those
which are the youngest and most tender. MoUini, who
vouches for this fact, goes on to assure us that these
birds are consequently very destructive to the farmer

;

and we can readily suppose that a few of them would
very soon destroy a field of Indian corn before the
heads had burst or come to perfection. It is probable
that the teeth of the toucan is of essential service in
crunching and breaking the bodies of the small birds
which it captures, and which are reduced to a shapeless
mass before it is tossed up in the air and swallowed.
The only example we are acquainted with of an in-
cessorial bird having a central or raptorial tooth to its
bill, is the Lanio of Vieillot {fig. 28. e), a bird which
obviously belongs to the tanagers, notwithstanding this
anomalous formation.

(58.) VVe may now consider the bill in regard to
its figure

; that is, its length, breadth, and direction. A
bill is called g/iort, when its length does not equal the
space between the nostrils and the nape of the neck
(fig. 30. a)

;

it is then said to be shorter than the head ;

when these two parts are equal, the hill is termed mo-
derate (h) ; but when it exceeds the length of the head,

it is designated as long (c). Its

circumference assumes three

principal forms
; for it is either

compressed, depressed, or round.
The lengtli of a bill is usually

estimated from that part which
protrudes beyond the front of
the head; and not, unless so

expressed, from the angle of
the mouth to the tip of the

upper mandible. We .shall

adopt this plan, because it is in general use, although the
latter mode of measurement is certainly more strictly

correct than the former. According to these views, the
shortest billed birds become those which have the widest
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mouths, both which characters belong to the goatsuckers

and the swallows : in both these the mandibles are so

weak as to be only capable of clasping small insects ;

and it is very questionable whether those of the ordinary

Caprimulgida are ever employed for this purpose, the

remarkable smallness of both mandibles rendering them
little more than rudimentary. The great majority of
birds which catch their food in the air have short bills.

but of great breadth, as we see in the flycatchers ; while
those birdswhich peck their food, like crows and thrushes,

have them generally of a moderate length
; or, at least,

they are never depressed, as this latter form always im-
plies weakness, and an incapacity for striking the bill

against any substance. The longest bills are found among
the w'aders (GraUatores, fig. 31. ab), and such birds as
plunge this member into substances which contain their

food. The snipes, woodcocks, and many of the godivits,

are familiar examples of this structure
; and they are

well known to insert their bills to a considerable depth
in soft mud, for the purpose of finding worms and
aquatic insects. This great elongation of the bill, or
mouth, as we have had frequent occasion to remark
before, is one of the leading characters of the grallatorial

type in its different modifications throughout the animal
kingdom. We consequently find that the tenuirostral

tribes, represented by the humming birds, have the long-
est bills (/g.31 .c)among the perchers ; and the pigeons
are so characterised by this very circumstance in the order
of Rasores, although their bills, in comparison with
those of the generality of birds, are only moderately long.
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That the humming birds, and all those which suck the

contents of flowers, should have a bill so much length-

ened, is owing to the nature of their food, which re-

quires the faculty of iirobing the bottom of those long

tubular flowers of the natural order of Bignimiacce, with

which the forests of tropical regions abound; this struc-

ture, in fact, is as necessary to them as an elongated mouth
is to bees, which feed upon, and have to reach, the very

same substance. It may here be observed, and laid

down as a general rule, that as a depressed bill always

indicates weakness, so one that is compressed on its sides,

(that is, whose length is always greater than its breadth),

indicates strength. No better proof of this position can be

adduced than the genera Platyrhyncku« and Mfgalophus,

as examples of the first of these forms; and that of the

crows or the parrots, as examples of tlie second. When,
however, the bill is not only short, but so thick as to

become almost round or cylindrical, we have exam-
ples of the greatest strength with which Nature has

endowed the mouth of birds. No group in the orni-

thological circle exhibits this powerful structure so much
as that of the Fringillidce, where the bill is short, and

nearly conic ;
both mandibles are equally thick, and

when closed, their height and breadth are nearly the

same. In many of the finches (as in the sub-genera

Amadina, Coccothramtes, &c.), the thickness of the bill

at its base, in comparison to the size of the head, is

enormous : but in the Loxia

Ostrina of Vieillot {fig. 32.),

a rare and most extraordinary

bird from Western Africa, the

bill is not much inferior to

the size of the head. It is

well known that all these
“ hard-billed” birds, as the

old writers aptly called them, feed entirely upon seeds

and nuts ; and the harder these are, the stronger are the

bills of such species as are appointed to derive nourish-

ment from the different sorts. Whenever an insectivorous,
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and frugivorous diet is united, as is the case with most
of the Tanager finches, the upper mandible is notched,

for the obvious purpose of more firmly securing that

part of their food, which, like insects, can escape.

(59.) The degree of strength possessed by the bill

is in a great degree influenced by the proportion which
the upper and the under mandible tear in their relative

size or thickness. The under mandible of the strong

bill in the falcons, it is true, is much smaller and thinner

than that of the upper
; but then it is armed with a

toothed process, and the strong-hooked point of the other

renders it sufficiently powerful to tear flesh without re-

quiring much aid from the lower mandible. But in the

parrots, where the food is prepared in quite a different

manner,—that is, by breaking, both mandibles are equally

strong, in order to produce an equal degree of pressure,

without which it would be impossible for these birds,

any more than the great-billed finches just mentioned,

to crack, with facility, the hardest nuts: hence the mac-
caws and the grosbeaks have the strongest bills of all

known birds, because the two mandibles are more equal

in size and strength than in any others. The weakest
bills, on the contrary, are those where the under man-
dible is remarkably thin

; instances of this we see in the

flycatchers and the whole of the

humming-birds. In the latter

family this part is so slender as

to be almost hid, at its base, by
the folding over of the upper
mandible

; so that when these

birds are just killed, their bills

are almost flexible. It is much
to be regretted that our total

ignorance of the economy of the

plantain-eaters leaves us unable

to account in any way for the

great development of the upper
mandible (fig. 3 S.), which spreads over the front of the

head like a casque : nevertheless this frontlet, although
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thick, does not appear to be very solid or compact
;

it is

not improbable that its inside is of a cellular texture,
something analogous to that of the toucans, and connected
with the very extraordinary situation of the nostrils.

(60.) The enormous .sise of the bill, as seen in the
toucans and hornbills {BuceritUe), sliows that this quality
is not necessarily accompanied by strenyth, for the in-
ternal structure, in both families, being cellular, the
hill is not only very light, but may be broken with ease.
That of the awks {Alcadce), when viewed in profile,

^ems to be very large, but it is, in fact, so thin, or
in other words so compressed, that it must possess
Very little strength. The pelican’s bill seems dispro-
portionably large, but it possesses little or no strength :

the under mandible is so thin that the bones are pliable
;

and it is one of the vulgar tricks of the keepers in
teaveiling menageries, to show the spectators how it may
he turned into a cap or bonnet.

(6l.) There are some other modifications in the
form of the bill, which will not strictly come under the
foregoing definitions ; but which, although compar-
atively rare, deserve our attention. The chief of these
may be distinguished by the following names; I.

Semi-raptorial
; 2. Cuneated, or wedge-shaped

; S.
Falcate, or sword-shaped; 4. Spatulate, or spoon-
shaped

; 5. Recurved
; and, 6. Truncated. Each of

these forms will now be separately considered.

(62.) I. A Semi-raptorial bill is where the upper man-
dible terminates in a strong, sharp, abrupt, and for-
midable hook, obviously intended for rapine, but yet
Unassisted by those tooth-like processes, or notches.

which we see in the hawks, shrikes, and fissirostral

birds. It is obvious that this powerful hook acts as a
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Strong clawj and is somewhat analogous to the talons of

an eagle, by being struck into the prey. It certainly is

not used, like that of the true rapacious order, for tearing

the food in pieces, for it is well known that pelicans,

in a state of confinement, preserve their natural habit

of swallowing their food entire, and we have evidence

to prove tliat the whole of the cormorant family do the

same. Indeed, the great expansive power of the throat

of both these genera, manifestly constructed for receiv-

ing food in such a state, places the fact beyond dispute.

The owls, which represent the Natatorial order (wherein

this structure is only found), show it in its incipient

state ;
for, although their upper mandible is greatly

hooked, there is no appearance of the notch so universal

among the falcons.

(63.) II. A cuneatcd, or wedge-shaped bill, is

altogether confined to the woodpeckers and the nut-

hatches: we can only look for its full development,

however, in the genus Picas as now restricted. A
glance at the hill of the Pious rohustus {fig. SS. a) will

convey, much better than by words, a just idea of its

general shape : both mandibles are of such an equal

size and thickness, that when closed the commissure (or

line made by the joining of the two together,) is pre-

cisely in the middle ; the bill gradually liecomes smaller

from the base
;
and its circumference would be cylindrical

were it not for certain ridges, which form little pro-

jecting angles, so that its

section ( 6 ) appears nearly

hexagonal : the end has not a

sharp point, hut a perpen-
dicular edge, like that of a

wedge or hatchet. By this

most beautiful mechanism,
aided by uncommon strength

in the muscles of the neck,

these birds can break through and demolish the hardest

wood ; so that in their native regions, the base of the

trees where some of the larger species have been at
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work, are covered with as many splinters and chips as

Would be found in a carpenter’s shop.* The student

must not look for the full development of this struc-

ture in our common green woodpecker {Chrysopterus
viridis Sw.), which belongs to a different genus

; hut
he will find them in the greater and lesser spotted

species. The nuthatches (c), which connect the wood-
peckers with the creepers, show the only near approach
to this form which we yet know of. We have said that
tile maccaws have the strongest hills of any birds

; but
it is, in truth, exceedingly difficult to award that dis-

tinction justly, seeing that strength is' distributed under
so many shapes and ways, suited to the habits of the
birds, and to the particular functions which the bill is

to perform. Equally difficult is it to apply, with strict

propriety, the epithets of small and great ; for, although
the goatsucker’s bill, in point of real size, is by far the

smallest, yet that of the ostrich, in proportion to the

dimensions of the bird, is very considerably smaller.

(64.) 1 1

1

. Falcate, or swnrd-shajied bills, are those

which have both mandibles more or less curved, so as

to assume the figure of a sword with the point turned
tlownwards. These bills are almost always greatly

lengthened, and from their peculiar shape, no less than
from their great compression, are generally weak. ’I’he

first indication of this fonn may lie seen in the outline
of the toucan’s bill, the under piece of which curves
downwards in the same direction as the upper. The
hornbills make another advance, and the bills of many
of the species would come under this denomination but
for the additional protuberances which rise from them.
Some of the long-legged thrushes {Cmieropndinai) show
an obvious tendency the same way, as do also many
of the honey-suckers in the families of Trochilidai
and Cinnyridm. The ibis and the curlew, among the
Waders, have their bills decidedly falcate, and the same
niay be said of many of the promerops, and of that

* See Wilson’s OrnitlioloKy, article Ivory-biUed Woodpecker.

F 3
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truly magnificent bird the Ptiloris paraduea of New
Holland

; but it is only among the scansorial creepers

that we find this structure in its highest stage of deve-

lopment. The common creeper, Certhia familiaris,

and the hoopoe, are the only native examples we have ;

but the forests of Brazil are the peculiar regions of the

genus DendrocolaptHU, one of which, the D. procxirvis,

has the bill so long and so much curved, that it can

only be compared to the blade of a sickle. We never

were fortunate enough to meet with this bird, which
is particularly rare, and confined to certain locahties; so

that its peculiar habits have never been investigated : it

would be also interesting to know the structure of its

tongue. In several other tree-creepers of South Ame-
rica, closely allied to the last, the tongue is quite as

long as the bill, and even longer, while its tip, being

horny and sharp, leads us to infer that it is used to

transfix such small insects as are passed over by the

more powerfully constructed woodpeckers.

(65.) IV. Spatulate bills are confined to one genus

only, that of Plataka, known by the common name of

spoonbills. However anomalous this form may appear,

it is but a singular modification of the depressed shape

belonging to all the fissirostral types of birds, engrafted,

as it were, on the elongated bill of the herons, and ana-
logous to the ducks, the boatbUls, and other modifica-

tions of the same type. Little or nothing appears to be
known of the habits of these birds, or what peculiar

functions this singular-shaped bill is intended to per-
form

;
we cannot therefore illustrate its history.

(66.) V. A Recurved bill is one of the most remark-
able deviations from the ordinary form of this member,
all other bills being either straight or curved downward;
but in this the point is bent upwards. There is an in-

clination to assume this form in some of the tree-creepers,

as in the genus Sitella, among the nuthatches, and still

more in Zenopg, a genus of the Brazilian creepers;

nevertheless, although the ridge or gonys of the under

mandible, in these examples, is inclined upwards, the
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culmen, or ridge of the upper^ is perfectly straight. The
same also may be said of several of the long-billed waders,

which at present form part of the genus Tetanus, so

that it is in tlie Avocets alone {Jig. 3f). a.) we have this

form at its maximum : here both the mandibles towards

their extremity make a sudden curve upwards, and

although very thin and delicate at this part, they are

considerably compressed. The recurved-bill humming
birds, of which there now appears more than one species,

possess the same structure, with this exception only,

that the gonysis somewhat
thickened. For several years

after we had published a

figure and description of

the Trnchilus recurviros-

tris (Jig. 36. h.), the French

ornithologists, with their

usual hastiness of decision,

maintained that tlic upward direction of the bill merely

originated in that part having been artificially distorted

in the only specimen then existing of the species. We
did not think it worth while to combat this assertion,

fuUy persuaded that, as soon as these gentlemen could

receive ocular demonstration by an inspection of a se-

cond example, they would change their opinion; and
tliey have accordingly done so. Several specimens within

the last few years have reached Paris, and it now appears

that more than one species has the bill decidedly re-

curved. Nothing is positively known of those peculiar

habits which require a bill shaped so differently from all

other birds. Wilson, in speaking of the American
Avocet (liecnrinrosira Americana), merely observes,

that it “ frequents the shallow pools of water in the salt

marshes, wading about, often to the belly, in search of

food; viz. marine worms, snails and various insects

(crabs ? ) that abound among the soft muddy bottoms of

the pools."

(67.) VI. Truncated bills are, perhaps, the most

singular of all the forms which nature has given to this

F 4
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member among birds. Both mandibles are straight,

and so much compressed as to resemble the blade of a

knife—placed edgewise— more than any thing else: the

upper mandible, indeed, is slightly thickened at its base,

where the nostrils are situated ; but one quarter of its

length appears broken off, so that the under mandible

protrudes beyond the upper nearly an inch (fig. 37.).

There are three, if not four, species of this most singu-

lar genus, which in every other point of structure shows
an intimate affinity to the ordinary Terns. Notwith-
standing the length, even of the upper mamlible, the

mouth of the bird itself is remarkably small : for it

does not extend beyond the nostrils. Beyond that part,

both tlie edges on the under mandible are quite sharp,

but that which is uppermost is received into a very
narrow groove on the corresponding piece, as if to pro-
tect and preserve its sharpness. Not having had the
opportunity of watching these birds alive, we can state

nothing from personal observation
; but this is not to

be regretted after the following account of their man-
ners by ^Vilson. ‘'The sheerwater (Rhynchops niger L.),
is formed for skimming, while on the wing, the surface
of the sea for its food, which consists of small fish,

shrimps, young fry, &c., whose natural haunts are near
the shore and towards the surface. That the lower
mandible, when dipt into and cleaving the water, might
not retard the bird’s way, it is thinned and sharpened
like the blade of a knife

; the upper mandible, being at

such times elevated above water, is curtailed in its

length, as being less necessary, but tai)ering gradually
to a point, that, on shutting, it may suffer no oppo-
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sition. To prevent inconvenience from the rushing of

the water, the mouth is confined to the mere opening

of the gullet, which, indeed, prevents mastication taking

place there
;
but the stomach, or gizzard, to which this

business is solely allotted, is of uncommon hardness,

strength, and muscularity, far surpassing in these re-

spects any other water-bird with which I am acquainted.

To all these is added a vast expansion of w'ing, to enable

the bird to sail with sufficient celerity while dipping in

the water. The general proportion of the wing of our

swiftest hawks and swallows to their breadtli, is as one

to two
; but in the present case, as there is not only the

resistance of the air, but also that of the water, to over-

come, a still greater volume of wing is given, the sheer-

water measuring nineteen inches in length and upwards
of forty-four in extent. In short, whoever has atten-

tively examined this curious apparatus, and observed

the possessor, with his ample wings, long, bending neck,

and lower mandible, occasionally dipt into and ploughing

the surface, and the facility witli which he procures his

food, cannot but consider it a mere playful amusement,

when compared with the dashing immersions of the

tern, the gull, or the fish-hawk, who, to the superficial

observer, appear so superiorly accommodated. The
sheerwater is most frequently seen skimming close along

shore, about the first of tlie flood. — I have observed

eight or ten in company, passing and repassing at high

water, dipping, with extended neck, their open bills

into the water, with as much apparent ease as swallows

glean up flies.” We have now enumerated the most
remarkable of those forms with w'hich nature has diver-

sified the bill of birds : but these forms, again, are

varied and combined in such a multitude of ways, that

It would be useless, if not impossible, to attempt further

definitions. Some systematists, however, have chosen to

make these variations the ground-work of their systems,

to the utter confusion of all natural arrangement, and
the no small perplexity of the student. Upon this prin-

ciple the falcons must come next the parrots ;
the fly-
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catchers and warblers must be widely separated; the
crows and the tom-tits he classed together, and the avosets
joined to the recurved-bill humming-birds. These are
only a few of the ridiculous combinations which would
residt from such a principle of classification, which,
however simple and inviting it may appear in theory’
becomes utterly impracticable when we attempt to work
out its details.

(68.) The nuchal bristles of birds are certain setaceous
hairs, more or less developed, hut always simple, which
arise from the nape, or back part of the neck of several
birds, and are concealed among the feathers. They are

most developed in the bristle-neckeil thrushes, forming
the genus Trichophortis where they are so much
prolonged as to be tliree times the length of the surround-
ing feathers

; and it is generally supposed that they are
altogetlier peculiar to this group. W'e believe, how-
ever, that a great many of the perching genera are
furnished with these appendages, for we have detected
them in our common thrushes, and even in the robin
redbreast. It is only, however, in the circle of the
short-legged thrushes, or the Brachypodinm*

,

that these
bristles are lengthened; in all other birds that we have
yet seen, they are merely the length of the ordinary
feathers of the nape, from which they are to he dis-
tinguished by being destitute of any webs, excepting a
few at their extreme point. Their use is not accurately
known, but they are probably connected with the sexual
intercourse.

» First defined and characterised in North, Zoot vol. ii. Appendix i.
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CHAP. III.

THE SAME SUBJECT CONTINUED. THE FEATHERS, WINGS,

TAIL, AND FEET OF BIRDS.

(69.) We now come to the feathers, which are analo-

gous to the hair of quadrupeds,— not only covering and

protecting the body in a similar way, hut enabling that

body to raised dfrom the earth and carried through

the air. BufFon and others have given such long and

elaborate accounts of the structure of this extraordinary

clothing, and these accounts have been so often tran-

scribed into modern compilations, that we deem it un-

necessary to dwell upon such minute details. It must

be remembered, also, that it is the object of the trea-

tises composing this series to give the resnlt of personal

study and observation, and merely to draw upon our

predecessors for that information (of which we shall

always acknowledge the source) which local or acci-

denti causes have prevented us from personally veri-

fying. It has been one of the consequences that have

resulted from the sudden favour into which natural

history has lately risen, that the task of giving ele-

mentary works to the public has, in nearly all instances,

fallen into the hands of persons who were the least

capable of performing the task; and who, to use the

bitter but deserved sarcasm of a truly eminent natu-

ralist, are giving the public “stale systems, miserably

travestied.”— “ Natural history,” as the same writer

justly observes, “is the very last thing that a mere

compiler should meddle with and yet it is from com-
pilers and tyros that we have new systems of classification,

and of nomenclature, mixed up with the indiscriminate

censure of authors, whom it is evident they have never

read, far less understood. Our readers, therefore, must

not expect, in the limited compass to which these

treatises are restricted, that they will find all that has
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been copied and recopied in the volumes of others ; hut,
on the other hand, they may hope to see many of those
subjects placed in a new light, accompanied by some
original information, which peculiar circumstances have
placed us in the way of acquiring. But to proceed :—
We shall only take a hasty glance at the construction of
feathers in general, and then proceed to notice those
particular modifications of their form which influence
their natural habits, and indicate their natural affinities.

(70.) The FEATiiEns which are upon a bird are of three

different kinds : 1. Those which are next to the body,
and are altogether concealed from the sight ; 2. Those
which are external, but are used in flight ; 3. Those
by which the body is sustained in the air. The sub-
stance wliich composes the first is known by the name
of down. It is more analogous to the soft fur of qua-
drupeds than to the feathers, properly so called, of
birds, inasmuch as it does not possess that distinctness of
parts which is observable in a perfect feather. Some
of its obvious uses are to keep the body in an equal de-
gree of temperature, and to resist cold or wet, so that it

jierforms the same office as an under-vestment of flannel
does to the human skin. This inner covering, however,
is not to be found in all birds; or, at least, it is so slight
in some that its presence is only indicated by soft hairs
thinly scattered over the body, as we see in domestic
fowls and other poultry. It may be observed, however
that in such birds which have not, like the ducks, a dis-
tinct layer of down, the lower part of the external feathers
supphes the deficiency, so that it may be said the down
is only removed to another situation, and instead of lieing
detached, it is placed at the base of the true feathers
where it equally covers and protects the skin. Down,
when existing as a separate substance, is mostly confined
to the bodies of aquatic birds, for the manifest intention

of additional warmth, and to render the skin still more
inaccessible to the watery element

; this delicate sort of
feathers, as is well known, is most developed in the

duck family, particularly on the eiders and swans. It is
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also remarkably conspicuous upon the breast of the herons,

where it exists unmixed with any other feathers, and
contains, moreover, a white powdery substance, the use

of which is unknown. It is curious that the breast of

the herons should have a protection of this kind, when the

back of their neck, which is equally destitute of true

feathers, has none. But it is obvious, from the wading
hahits of these birds, that their breasts are much more
likely to come into contact with the water than the hack
of their necks, seeing that the latter part is only thrown
out and extended for a moment when tlie bird suddenly
seizes its prey, whereas tlie breast, if the bird is wading,

may be exposed for some time to the action of the water.

Birds, whose bodies are supplied with a great quantity

of down, instinctively employ it to Une their nests, as

the eider is well known to do.

(71.) The regular external feathers of the body,

like those of the witigs and tail, are very differently con-
structed from such as are called the down ; they are

externally composed of three parts or substances : 1. 'I’he

down ; 2. The laminie, or webs ; and, 3. The shaft, or

quin, on the sides of which the two former are arranged.

The downy laminte, or webs of these feathers, are very

different from the substance we have just described, since

they not only have a ilistinct shaft of their own, but the

laminsB which spring from both sides of it are percep-

tibly and regularly arranged, although, from being devoid

of all elasticity, hke true down, they do not unite and re-

pose parallel to each other. The soft downy lamiiiis are

always situated close to the insertion of the quill into the

skin
; and although, for obvious reasons, they are more

developed on those feathers which cover the body, they
likewise exist on .such as are employed in flight, as

shown in the quill of a goose ; and as they are always
concealed from sight when the plumage is uninjured,

and are not exposed to the action of tlie air, so they are

always colourless. The third part of a feather consists in

the true external laminte, which are arranged in two

series, one on each side the shaft; and these sides
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are called the external and the internal webs. To
outward appearance the form of the laminse which com-
pose these webs, appears to be much the same as that

of down, which has been just described, with this differ-

ence only, that the lamina: are stronger and elastic, and

seem to stick together, and form a parallel series, which

the downy laminte do not. Now, this singular adhe-

siveness is seen by the microscope to be occasioned

by the filaments on each side of these lamin® being

hooked into those of the next lamina, so that one sup-

ports the other in the same position
j
while their elasti-

city makes them return to their proper place in the

series, if by any accident they are discomposed. This

will be sufficient to give the reader a correct idea of the

general construction of a feather, without going into

further details on the microscopic appearance of the

parts. In all such feathers that part only is coloured

which is exposed to the air. It is usual to state that

the feathers on the body of a bird are disposed or set in

a quincunx form, thus *
. |
— This, however, does not

appear to us a correct statement of the fact, the points

of their insertion forming, in reality, only a series of

triangles over the whole body, thus •
. •

; in other words,

they are imbricated, the termination of one forming the

basis, as it were, of the sides of two others. It is only

in those birds whose feathers are remarkably rigid (like

those of the shining crests and throats of the humming-
birds, or Trochilidai), that this disposition can be distin-

guished externally
;
but it may be readily detected in a

recent bird, by examining the feathers where they are

inserted in the skin. It is an error also to assert that

these feathers are equally spread over the whole body,

because there are few or none on the sides of the neck,

or upon the front of the belly— in the latter case they

would obviously be in the way of imparting the fuU

animal warmth of the parent to the eggs in the process

of incubation ;
and they are accordingly deficient.

(72.) The WING feathers, and those of the tail, are

those which we have placed in the third class of the last
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paragraph. Although similarly constructed^ they are
eminently distinguished from the last by their great de-
velopment, and by that peculiar office they perform in
enabling the bird to mount in the air, and to direct its

voluntary course. They are much more diversified in
their size, form, and even structure, than the ordinary
feathers of the body, because they regulate all those
variations which we see in the flight of birds; and they
consequently form the basis, which the others do not,
of numerous and important systematic distinctions. We
shall first consider the wing featlters

; and, after ex-
plaining the different series, and the names by wliich
they are distinguished, illustrate our remarks by instances
of the various fonns they assume, and the influence
which they have on the manners and habits of the birds
fespectively possessing them. It is necessary, how-
ever, to the clear elucidation of these remarks, that
the reader should understand something, in the first

instance, of the bony structure of the wing of a bird,
that he may be able

more readily to know
the situations occupied

by the different series

of feathers with which
it is covered.

(73.) The joints

the wing correspond
with, and are analo-

gous to, those of man
and of quadrupeds

;

yet they are so singu-
larly modified, that
an ordinary observer
would not perceive
their mutual relation.

In the annexed cut {fig. Sp.), which represents the
outlines 01 botli, a a is the hvmernSy or hravMum, h h the
ore-arm, or cubitus, and c c the carpus, or hand. This
alter, in man and in quadrupeds, is divided into fingers,
or claws

; but in birds, according to M. Cuvier, there
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is only one small bone representing a finger, with the

vestige of two others. If, therefore, the human arm
was also an instrument of flight, it would present the ap-

pearance of the two figures in the last cut blended together.

The absence of digits or fingers to the carpus, or hand,

is supplied by the longest and most powerful of all the

wing feathers, which, by thus representing the enormous

fingers of the bat, bring the wings of both, however

differently constructed, nearly to die same shape.

(74.) Thewingsbear twosortsof feathers, liesides a diird

series which lie over the base of the humerus, and cover

that and the tertial quills. The first are those by which

the broad part of the wing is covered, and which serve

to protect and strengthen the base of the second series,

or the quills, which more especially are die instruments

of flight. We must consider each of these separately.

The first, which of course are the smallest, are called

the wing covers, and they are of three sorts,— the shoul-

der, the lesser, and the greater. They are disposed not

so much in an imbricate form as in rows
; so that the

outer web of one lies on the inner web of the next, and

so on. Those on the shoulder are the smallest : at

the edge or margin, adjoining the bones of the wing, they

are very small, each series gradually increasing in size,

and assuming more and more a parallel direction
; but

this disposition is not perfectly observable until we come
to the le-uer covers, which consist of a single row of

feathers larger than any of the preceding, and which
are disposed in the manner just mentioned. The greater

covers immediately follow ; being, as their name de-

notes, larger than the last, but forming a single row,

and disposed in the same manner. Their use is ob-

viously to protect and strengthen the base of the most
important feathers belonging to the bird, which we shall

now notice.

(75.) The QUILLS constitute the greatest proportion

of the length of the wing, the longest being generally

four or five times more developed than the greater co-

vers
;
their length, however, is entirely regulated by the

situation they occupy with reference to the joints of the
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Wing. They consequently form three divisions, distin-

guished as the primaries, the secondaries, and the ter-
tials. The primaries are the outermost

; the;y are almost
always longest, and in swift flying birds, like the swal-
low, are double the lengtli of any of the other quills.

The primaries are ten in number, and are attached to
the carpus, or those bones which represent the hand

;

they gradually diminish in length until they reach the
secondaries, which are inserted on the cubitus, or first

joint of the ann, and are usually only half the length
of the primaries. Lastly come the tcriials, which have
their origin from the humerus. M. Cuvier has wrongly
applied the term scapular to these feathers, which are

unquestionably a portion of the quiUs ; neither do they
cover the scapulars, for their peculiar office is to fill up
the interval between the body and the wing, which
Would otherwise arise when the latter was expanded,
and, by confining the air, to oppose a broader surface
of resistance to it. The true scapulars consist of a
longitudinal series of feathers very thickly crowded at

their insertion, commencing at the axillie, or armpit of
to unite more perfectly the

shoulder covers with the fea-

thers of the body. The sca-

pulars, therefore, are the

most convex feathers of the

bird
; they are also much

longer than those which they
join, and they gradually unite

with the tertials, which are

equally convex,and they serve,

when the wing is folded, to

protect the lesser quills. The
annexed figure (fig. 40.)
will explain all these parts at

once to the eye; and we may
now proceed to notice the

different modifications which
wings ot birds (^that is, the quills) present.

the wing, and intended
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(76.) The spurious quills are constructed precisely

the same as the others. Their number coincides ex-

actly with those of tlie primaries, that is, ten ; but they

are of so many different lengths, that no author has yet

determined either their number or their office. Taken

collectively, they assume the shape of a somewhat ir-

regular fan, the two first being very small, the third

and fourth longest, and the rest diminishing in length

until they become equal to, and join with, the greater

covers; they are remarkably stiff, considering their short-

ness, and they are unquestionably intended to strengthen

and cover the base of the ten primary quills, as being

those which are the most important to tlie power of

flight, and require the most effective support. The

greater wing covers, in fact, do not cover the greater

quills, but merely the lesser ; for, as they approach the

greater, they take a curved direction, and merely reach

sufficiently far to lay over the base of tlie spurious

quills.

(77.) The formation of the wing, in reference to

its office, depends almost entirely upon the arrangement,

the proportion, and the shape of the quills ; and these

again determine the powers of flight. The three sub-

jects are thus so intimately connected that they will lose

their chief interest unless they are treated of together.

Between a swallow and a turkey, the most familiar in-

stances that can be adduced of the rapidity and the

difficulty of flight, there are innumerable modifications

of the same power, tlie most striking of which will

alone be noticed. The greatest powers of flying are

enjoyed by the different groups which belong to, or

represent, the natatorial order, to which alone those

birds are confined which catch their food in the air.

The albatrosses, frigate-birds, and petrels, are conse-

quently the most expert flyers in the feathered creation.

In the fissirostral tribe, which is the natatorial type of

the perchers, we see the same faculty given in a pre-

eminent degree to the swallows, swifts, night-jars, and

bee-eaters ;
and in this manner we may trace the same
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quality through almost every one of the minor groups
of the perching birds. Taking the other extreme of
slowness, we find that all birds belonging to or repre-

senting the rasorial order, have the shortest wings, and
consequently the most imperfect flight. Not to mention
our domestic poultry, induding the fowl, Guinea hen,

turkey, and peacock, there is the whole of tlie ostrich

family, to whom the power of lifting their heavy bodies

from the earth is altogether denied. Hetween these two
orders, or primary types, stonds the grallatorial, which,
in this respect, is not greatly inferior to the aquatic, but
yet vastly superior to the rasorial. We accordingly find

that its prototype among the perchers, which is the

tenuirostral tribe, is only inferior to the sw'allows. A
humming-bird, indeed, appears to fly with greater

swiftness than it really does, because, from its very
diminutive size, the eye no sooner discerns it than it

disappears ; but this, in some measure, may be the effect

of size, more than of pre-eminent rapiclity in flight.

Admitting, however, that a humming-bird passes

through the air even with greater celerity than a

swallow, they differ materiidly in the power of sustain.

flight- The one can remain on the wing for hours,

while the other, after probing the tubes of a flowering
shrub, generally perches upon one of its naked twigs,
for the obvious purpose of rest. In the two remaining
orders of birds, the powers of flight are very unequal.
In the raptoren, which immediately follow the natatore.s,

we accordingly find this faculty considerably developed;
for of all land birds, excepting, perhaps, tlie swallows,
none are so swift or vigorous on the wing as the eagles
and falcons. Lastly, we have the insessorial or perch-
ing order, where the flight is only moderate : it is less
rapid, indeed, than that of the raptores; but more per-
fect than in the raxores. These facts lead to a very
curious result

; for they establish a circular series in the

development of that faculty most characteristic of the

whole class. The maximum of flight is found in the

natatorial order, from which it branches off^ as it were,

G £
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into two series : on one side it gradually diminishesj

through the raptores and the imessores

;

and, on the

other, through the gmUntores, until both these meet in

the order rusores, where the flight is reduced to its

minimum. We shall now describe such modifications

of the wing as influence these different degrees of

motion ; considering these members as, 1. acuminated;

2. falcate ; 3. pointed, 4. rounded, 5. ample, 6. abbre-

viated or obsolete. In regard to their comparative extent,

a wing, however it may he otherwise constructed, is

termed long, when it extends beyond the middle of the

tail ; moderate when it reaches nearly, or to, that member

;

and .short when it just extends to the base, and the pri-

mary quills are not much longer than the secondaries.

(78.) 1. Acu.minated wings are those adapted for the

most rapid and long-continued flight. The most per-

fect examples of this form are seen in the oceanic

genera ; and the frigate pelicans may be instanced as

the most powerful flyers in the creation. But as few of

our readers are likely to see these birds, tve may instance

the swallow as exhibiting a perfect example of an acu-

minated wing (Jig. 41.). The first quiU is generally the

longest, although it sometimes happens that there is

scarcely a perceptible difference between tliat and the

second : the rest, however, gradually, but regularly,

diminish at almost equal intervals, until they reach the
lesser quills, which are little more than one third tlie

length of the exterior primaries, the whole of which are

very broad, hut gradually taper at their extremities.

The lesser quills, on the contrary, are not only un-
usually short, but 'terminate so abruptly that they ap-

pear to have their ends cut off at that part ; however,
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there exists in the middle a distinct notch, or sinuosity,

to break the passage of the air— a structure which is

only carried to its maximum in the bee-eaters. The
tertials are very little longer than the secondaries, and
hardly exceed tlie shortest of the primaries. It is thus
obvious that nearly the whole power of the wing is

thrown into the ten principal quills, which are those

principally employed in all birds to cut the air, but
which, in the present family, are most particularly

adapted for that purpose. There is nothing materially

different from this structure in the wings of the sea-

swallows, as they are aptly termed, or the terns, except
that the lesser quills are even shorter, and instead of lieing

notched, are pointed in the middle, while the tertials

are longer, and gradually become attenuated at the end,
like the primaries. Such is the formation of an acu.
ntinated wing, when seen in its full development. To
note all the modifications that this form undergoes in

its declension would l)e tedious, if not impossible. In
the bee-eaters (Merops') the shorter primaries, the

whole of the secondaries, and a part of the tertials, are

deeply notched (fig. 42.) ; but the greater elongation

of the two latter ranges of quills clearly shows a dimi-
tnshed strength in the primaries, and indicates that
these feathers are not so much called into action as they
are in the swallows. Accordingly we observed, while
in the south of Europe, that the flight of the Merops
a,piasfer, although swift, was effected by very little

niotion of the wings, and that a swallow would beat the
Mr three times when they would only do so once.
Their flight, indeed, is more like that which is called
sailing, and they are enabled to do this by the greater

G 3
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length of their secondary and tertial quills. In another

fissirostral genus, Collars, which includes the short-

billed rollers, there is an evident falling off of the typi-

cal perfection ; some of the primaries anil secondaries

are indeed notched, yet the first quill feather is shorter

than the second and third ; but in the genuine rollers

tliese notches disappear, the primaries are much shorter,

and the second, third, and forth quills are nearly of

equal length. We have not been an eye-witness to the

manner of flight of either of the two last-named genera,

nor does any author appear to have noticed them.

There can be no question, however, that the rollers not

only are fissirostral birds, that is to say, taking their

food on the wing, but that they immediately and natu-

rally follow the short-biUed rollers
; the structure of

their mouth and feet completely disproving the assertion

of some authors, that they hve, like magpies, by search-

ing for insects upon the ground. It will be unnecessary

to notice the different representations of the fissirostral

type of wing, seeing that it is generally combined in

such types with other characters, too intricate to be

well understood by the student.

(790 FALCATED, or sword-shaped form of

wing, is only possessed by the numerous family of hum-
ming-birds (Jfff. 43.). It differs from that last described

by the two or three first primaries being curved towards
their ends, which are rather suddenly rounded off, while

all the others which succeed them are pointed. The
primaries are certainly developed even more than in the

swallows ; a circumstance which is decidedly favourable

to the idea that these bird are the swiftest. The whole

strength of the wing, it may almost be said, is thrown

into these feathers, for the shortest, which is of course
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the tenth, is longer than any of the secondaries, and in

the giant humming-bird the secondary and tertiary

quiUs consist altogether of only six feathers ; the ter-

tials, in fact, may be termed as altogether obsolete. Per-

haps the most correct definition of the different powers

of flight in these two groups would be this, that the

swallows have the strongest, and the humming-birds,

while their flight lasts, the most rapid. The wing of

the giant humming-bird seems to be composed entirely

of prim.ary quills, gradually, but regularly, diminishing

in size from the tip to the very end of the scapulars.

The exterior quill, although very strong, and much

more curved than the others, is, nevertheless, not very

typical of a falcated wing. The white-tailed black

species* is much more so, but the sickle-winged hum-
ming-birds

(^ fig. 43.) are in this respect pre-eminent, for

not only are the three outer feathers greatly curved, but

their quills are unusually strong, dilated, and flattened

:

there must be something very j)eculiar in the flight of

these latter, of which, at present, we are quite ignor-

ant.

(80.) III. Pointed wings come nearest to those

which are more particularly termed acuminated, and

the passage from one to the other is marked by nume-

rous gradations, almost too refined for popular compre-

hension. Pointed wings may be divided under two sorts.

In the first, the outermost quiU is either the longest,

or is nearly equal to the next one or two, but the

secondaries and tertials are of the ordinary length; that

is, they are two thirds as long as the primaries. This

is the leading distinction of the American genera Syl-

vicola, Se.tophaga, and Se’ivrus.f A slight variation

from this proportion in the primaries is seen in the

parrots. In that common, but most beautiful, species

the Trichogloftsus Swainsoni |, the first quill may be still

eaUed as long as any of the others, although the second

• Trochitus niger, Zool. 111. vol. i. pi. 82.

t Nortll. Zool. vol. 11. p. 203.

j Jardine and Selby, vol. ii. pi. 111. See also Zool. HI. vol. i». pl* ia.

G 4
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and third are of the same length
; but there is a falling

offamong the white-eyed warblers (^Zosterops'), where the
first quill begins to shorten, and this leads on to a gradual
shortening of the two next quills, until the form of the
wing becomes rounded. The second description of wing
which is termed pointed, is seen in the hooded and
other genuine crows, in the Drongo shrikes, and in
many of the flycatchers of the old world (Muscicapina;).
In most of these the wing is long, either reaching to
the middle of the tail or beyond it, but the first quill is

little more than halt the length of those which are
longest, which are pnerally the fourth and fifth. An
inspection of the wing of the hooded crow will at once
give a more correct idea of tlie relative lengtii of the
three first primary quills than the most exact description
could do : it will be perceived that the fourth quiU is
the longest, the third and fifth being equal to each
other, hut rather shorter than the fourth. There is
but little variation from this structure in the Drongo
shrikes, which, nevertheless, according to Le Vaillant,
possess g^at rapidity of flight. He states that these
birds, natives of Southern Africa, qgsemble together in the
evening upon trees, from which they make frequent and
rapid excursions, much in the manner of swallows, after
bees and other peaceful insects which are wending home
from their day’s labour.

(81.) E.MARGINATBD wings are obviously formed for
rapid flight, but they have no fixed character in the
proportion of the exterior primaries

; for in some groups
the first quill is as long as any of the others, while in
other instances, the first, second, and third quiUs are
gradually shortened, as we see in the Drongo shrikes * the
true distinction of an emarginate wing consists of a
sudden notch, or sinuosity, more or less abrupt, which
is found on the margin of the inner shaft of the longest
quills. This notch in the true falcons is situated near
the end of the shaft(y?^. 44* tt.), but in the sparrow-hawk,
and other of the “ignoble " hawks, it is placed at the
base. (6) The flight of these latter birds is well known
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to be less powerful than that of the typical falcons
;

for
their three first quills are gradually shortened^ whereas

the “ noble ” race has the first quUl feather nearly as

long as any of the others. In the owls, the situation

of the notch varies
; for in some it is near the end, in

others, towards the middle of the quills. This struc-

ture, the precise use of which it is difficult to explain,

although universal among the rapacious birds, is only

extended, out of their circle, to the typical tyrant

shrikes ; and wdiich represent the Raptores in their

own particular family group. A modification of this

sinuous margin of the inner, is frequently found on
that of the outer, web, not only in the rapacious birds,

but in many others. It is particularly strong in the

genus Aster; for the sparrow-hawk has the terminal

half of the outer web of the primaries only half as broad
as the remaining portion ; but in Fako Sparmrius*,
and the genuine falcons, the second quill only has a

slight external emargination towards the midillc. Many
of the parrots, crows, and other birds have the exterior

much broader at the base than it is towards the tip,

but then the change in the breadth is gradual, and in

no instance that we are acquainted with, is it suffi-

ciently sudden to be termed emarginate.

(82.) Rounded wings are always short; and there
is so little difference, either in point of length or shape,
between the last six or seven primaries and the second-
aries, that the difference of the tw’o series can hardly be
distinguished. The tertials, also, are nearly of the same
dimensions ; so that when the wing is fully expanded,

* North. Zool, voJ. ii. pL 24.
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all its quills appear to be nearly of the same length, and
the contour forms a semicircle : this is the precise form
under which this modification of the wing is most de-

veloped, and our common
wren {fig. 45.) exhibits it in

full perfection. It is cus-

tomary, however, in orni-

thological descriptions, to

say that a wing is rounded
when the three first quids

are graduated, that is, of

very unequal lengths
;

yet

as this is not only seen in

the wren, but also in the

Drongo shrikes, and nearly

all the true flycatchers,

where the wing, taken as

a whole, is decidedly long
in proportion to the bird, it seems advisable to restrict

the term round to such as accord with the defin-
ition here given. Nevertheless there are so many gra-
dations between the pointed and rounded shapes, by
which the ttvo are immediately connected, that perhaps
some term might be used with advantage to designate
such as are of an intermediate character. The robin
{Erytham rubecula), for instance, has a wing interme-
diate in shape between that of the flycatcher and the
wren, the three first quills being graduated

; and there
are scarcely any perceptible divisions between the three
series of quills

; nevertheless the fourth, fifth, and sixth
are much more lengthened than the others, so as to give
the wing, when closed, an appearance of being pointed.
Such a wing is, therefore, as to length, moderate; and,
as to its form, slightly pointed. By attention to these
lesser modifications, much greater precision and accuracy
would result than from adopting the present use of the
term rounded.

(83.) A nAsoRiAL wing is characterised, not by any
particular arrangement in the proportion of the primaries.
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but by their peculiar shape, anti by the great develop-

ment of the secondaries ; these latter being often so long,

as nearly to equal the primary quills. This structure, in

fact, is the very opposite to that which we see in the

wings of the humming-birds, where the secondary

quills are so small that they become almost obsolete.

Indications, showing a tendency to this structure, may
be traced in many perching birds possessed of rounded

wings ; but those which we term mmrial differ

from these last sufficiently to authorise a distinct name

being applied to them. 1'his will be evident on ex-

amining the wing of a partridge ( Tetrao Perdix L.),

and comparing it with any of the common birds we

have already named. The primary quills, in their

substance, have an unusual strength and rigidity

:

their shape is almost falcate, and their form very nar-

row
;

their curved shape gives to the wing a great

degree of convexity, and also indicates much strength ;

although, when the wing is closed, the primary quills

are hardly half an inch longer than the tertials, while

the secondaries are near three-fourths as long as the

primaries. It is well known that the noiseless flight of

the owl originates in the looseness, or rather the discon-

nection of the points, of the laminse of the quills, which

breaks the sudden resistance which the act of flight

makes to the air : it may therefore be supposed that a

W'ing, constructed on an entirely opposite principle,

would have as opposite an effect ;
and this we accord-

ingly find. The wing of the partridge, from the pecu-

liar rigidity and compactness of its quiU feathers, may
be said with truth to cut the air ;

and as the owls are

the most silent flyers of all birds, the partridges are the

most noisy: the sudden whirring produced by their

wings on first arising, is entirely caused by the sharp-

ness and equality with which the air is beat, and is

probably intended to startle the intruder from that

fixed attention he would otherwise pay to his game.

In the Brazilian Tinamou partridges (^Crypturus'), the

lesser quills and the tertials are more developed than in
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the European genus, and are as long, and nearly
double the breadth, of the chief quills. This struc-
ture, with no very considerable variation, runs through
the greater portion of the rasorial or gallinaceous birds,
the quail, however, deserves a separate notice- its
powers of flight are well known to be far greater
than those of the partridge

; for it annually performs
two long migrations, on its passage from Africa to
ii-urope, and back again. Wc consequently find that
Its wing unites the rasorial with the acuminated form •

the first and second primaries being the longest, and
double the length of the secondaries : this union of the
two forms is also observable in the sand grouse of
Africa (Plerocle»'), whose wings, for the size of their
body, are much longer than those of any rasorial birdThe only examples of the rasorial form of wing among
the Perchers are restricted to the Trogons, the rasorial
type of the J^issirofftres,

(84.) Ample wings, which we shall now describe
may perhaps be thought so closely allied to the rounded,
torm as not to deserve a separate character

; nevertheless
tliey produce a very different and peculiar sort of flight
and are, consequently, formed upon a diftbrent inodeL
1 he heron is the most familiar example of this struc-
ture. In nearly all the species, the tertials are almost
equal to the scapulars

; but the secondary quills which
interyerie rapiiUy diminish in length from the tertialsand become very short where they join the last of the
primaries. Much of this form of wing, however
longs to nearly all the natatorial and wading tribes’- but
in the herons, and other ample-winged birds, the’nrimanes are short, and the secondaries and tertials re
markyibly broad: so that, although the flight is slow
and heavy. It is regular, lofty, and can be long sustained.Any one who has seen the slow but steady course of the
heron, immediately perceives that it flies like no other
bird with which he IS familiar, excepting, perhaps, the
lapwing, which has much of the same character. By
this broad expanse of wing the heron mounts high in
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the air, flying steadily and surely to its distant retreat,

or wending its way from the banks of the Nile to the
pestilential swamps of Sicily.* Besides these peculiarities

in die wing of the heron, there is another, which it

possesses in common with the bee-eaters

and some of the swallows
; for although

the ends of the quills are very obtuse,

as if cut off" obliquely, they are notched

or sinuated in the middle of the tip

{fg. 46.), a sure indication, in all birds

where this einargination is found, of

very perfect mode of flight, whatever

that mode may be. Nor is this sort

of wing stricdy confined to examples

in the grallatorial order ; for we find it in the green

chatterers of India (Calyptomina), in the cock of

the rock (Itvpicolu), and in the genus Promuropn. In

the first of these die secondary quills are remarkably

broad and deeply notched, and the tertials of the latter

are divided into those long filaments which form such

an elegant ornament to the egrets, and to the sacred

ibis. This form of wing is perhaps at its minimum in

some of the African Cinnyrida, or sun-birds, where the

secondaries are little shorter, but much broader, than the

primaries
; but the tertials, instead of being lengthened,

as in the Ardeadw, are of the same length as the quills

which precede them.

(85.) Lastly, we come to abortive wings, or such
as are incapable of being used as instruments of flight.

These are of two kinds
;
the first belong to land birds

of the ostrich family, die second to the swimming order,

and chiefly to the penguins, grebes, and awks. The
difficulty of examining with critical accuracy such large

birds as the Struthiovida, which are generally placed

in glazed cases in our museums, will oblige us to confine

the short notice we sliaU here take of their wings to

* The lakes of I.er>ntini are the resort of numberless migratory aquatic
birds

; but the miasma proved the death of many of the best sportsmen in

the Mediterranean army, between 1806 and 1814.
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what has been said of them by former writers. The
ostrich is described as having no quills, properly so
called

;
yet the wings are clothed with those lieautiful

waving feathers so well known to every one as orna-
ments, and each wing appears to be armed with two
spurs, about an inch long. The cassowary, on the con-
trary, has five naked shafts, entirely destitute of webs

;

and the tips are pointed like the quills of the porcupine.
The wings of the American rhea, as being the fissiros-

tral type of the family, are consequently much more de-
veloped than in any other. They “ stretch from tip to
tip no less than eight feet ; but, on account of the webs
being disunited, they are useless in flight—hanging over
and hiding the tail.” * In the New Holland emu

(Dromi-
ceius) the wings are again very short : they are covered
with feathers like the rest of the body, and, when the
bird is at rest, can scarcely be perceived. Finally, in
the genus Apteryx, the wing is equally rudimentary :

it is covered with feathers similarly constructed to those
of the adjacent parts, and is so small that it is quite
concealed by the surrounding feathers,t The foregoing
are the only instances of abortive wings among the ex-
isting land birds : they are entirely confined to one fa-
mily, and appear totally incapable of being used for
flight, or even for any especial purpose. But on turn-
ing to such birds as inhabit the water, and whose wings
are equally short, we find that they are constructed and
used in a different manner. However short these mem-
bers are among the grebes, they can still be employed
to accelerate the speed of the bird; for, when close
pressed, we have seen them come to the surface of the
water, and, by a shufiling sort of flight, aided by their
feet, escape pursuit. The awks probably do the same
but being marine birds, their precise manners do not
appear to be known. Both families, however, have all

the usual series of feathers,— the primaries’ second-
aries, and tertials,— so that it is only in the ex-

* Latham, Shaw, &c.
+ Zool. Trans, vol. i. p. 73.
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treme shortness of their quills that they differ externally

from the coots and other short-winged birds which
fly. The wing of the penguin 47.), however.

is of a totally different construction. In form it is

more like the fin of a fish : the feathers assume the

appearance ofnarrow scales, and they lie upon each other

like the true scales of fishes (a), without any inequality

of size, further than that those adjoining the bones (6)

are smaller than such as are placed in the situation of

the quills, (c) As instruments of flight they are of course

entirely useless ; hut when the bird is once in the water

(which it rarely leaves), their fin-like wings become a

pair of powerful oars, urging on these birds at a prodi-

gious rate. All the accoimts, in fact, given by navi-

gators, favour the belief that the penguins, however

helpless upon land, are yet the swiftest family of swim-

mers in the feathered creation, just as the swallows,

which represent them among the Tmesttorex, are the

swiftest flyers. Thus does Nature, under structures the

most opposite, preserve her uniformity of design, and
tenaciously adhere to that law which gives a pre-emin-

ent celerity of motion to the natatorial type. Thus, also,

does it appear, that notwithstanding the vast difference

in their conformation, the swallow and the penguin
pursue their prey with a rapidity far .superior to that

which can be accomplished by any other birds.

(86.) There are a few deviations from the ordinary
shape and regularity of the quills, which may be here

noticed, but which do not affect the general form of the

wing. One of these consists in the sudden contraction, or

unusual development of some of the quills only ;
the reason

of which deviation is entirely unknown. In most of
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the genus Psaris, for instance, there is a very slender,

lanceolate feather inserted betiveen the first and second
quills, which seems totally useless for any purpose of
flight, but which must have some especii reference to

the habits of these birds. The second quiU of the
white-headed tody of the old authors* is precisely of the
same structure as that seen in Psaris, yet here it is not
sliorter, but longer than the preceding, and therefore
must be used as much for flight as an ordinary quill.

The four first quills of the Piprn pareola are nearly of
the same shape as the preceding, that is, remarkably nar-
row and pointed, while the fifth and those which follow

are of the ordinary breath
; these narrow quiUs, moreover,

have their outer web indented like the blunt teeth of a
little saw, a circumstance that has never been noticed,

and which is highly curious. In the genus Oxyrhynchus,
the outer web of the first quiU is constructed precisely like

that of* the owl, the lip of each lamina being curved back,

in the shape of a hook. Sometimes, on the contrary, one
half or more of some of the quills are of the usual breadth,
while their terminating end is suddenly contracted
and obtusely pointed (Jig. 48.): this formation is seen in

some few species of tlie exotic pigeons belonging to the
genera Peristera (a) and Ptilonapus (6). It cannot, how-

ever as some have imagined, be taken as a subgeneric cha-
racter, because perhaps the next species in the series has it

not; and it is probably only a sexual distinction. The
Cassicus coronatus of Mexico shows us another example
of unequally formed primaries. These are instances of
unusual narrowness. Among those of an opposite descrip-

• The situation of tHs curious bird is uncertain. It irtay probably
enter into the circle of the Fluvicolirue^ or water chats.

^
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tion, we may notice the very singularly formed wing of
the Cape honeysucker {Ptihturus), distinguished no less
for its very long plume-like tail, than for the form of its
fifth quill feather, which is suddenly cotitracted, midway,
to about half its length : and although the third and
fourth have a slight indication of the same structure,
the sixth is of the ordinary shape. We have drawn
the attention of the ornithologist to these instances of
unusual structure, because they have never been pointed
out

; and several others could he mentioned ; but, as
we are unacquainted with their influence on the habits
and economy of the birds, the enumeration might be
tethous.

(87.) Migkation is performed by the wings ; but
as this subject is more connected with the habits and
instincts of animals, we shall merely give it, in this
treatise, a passing notice in reference to external struc-
ture. If there was any {)articular shape of wing more
peculiar than any other to birds which migrate, it would
seem to be that which we have designated as acuminated,
that is, having the first two or three primaries fully de-
veloped. The swallows, in this respect, are pre-eminent,
and they are accordingly both the swiftest and the most
distant migrators. Next to these are the bee-eaters, the
rollers and the quails, which come from the shores of
Africa in the spring, and after spending the summer in
the southern half of Kurope, return to their home at the
commencement of autumn. Nearly the whole of the
American warblers {Sylvieolfc), together with the Maize
birds {Agelainm), migrate in a similar direction, from
south to north, and after breeding in the United States,
return and pass the winter in the Mexican Gulf. All
these tribes are characterised by having their wings more
or less pointed

; a structure peculiarly adapted for such
migrations

; but, on the other hand, there are numerous
other species which annually perform the very same jour-
neys by the aid of wings altogether different. We need
only mention the orioles and the hoopoes as companions
to the rollers, but whose wings have the three first quills

li
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graduated. Many of our own little warblers, whose

flight is evidently feeble, and whose wings are almost

rounded, leave us in autumn, and only return in the

spring
; so that probably the very same journey is per-

formed by birds of the most apposite qualities of flight.

The ducks, which go to and from the northern regions

at stated periods, afford us another instance of very short

winged birds habitually migrating to great distances. It

is obvious, nevertheless, that the degree of speed with

which these several species proceed must entirely depend

upon the formation of their wings.

(88.) The TAIL of a bird is formed to act in unison

with its wings, in performing the function of flight,

during which it is expanded, and it is used as a rudder.

There are very few birds without this member, although

in many it is very short. It is longest in the llasorial

types, and shortest in the Natatorial and GraUatorial: in

the birds of this latter division, however, its office, in a

great measure, would seem to he performed by the legs,

which are extended backwards during fliglit, in the

direction of the tail. We can scarcely suppose, indeed,

that the flight of the heron would be so steady and

graceful, was the course of the bird simply directed by

a tail which hardly exceeds three inches in length. It

must not be supposed, however, that the degree of speed

with which a bird flies is to be estimated by the de-

velopment of this member ;
for it generally happens that

birds with very large tails have proportionahly short

wings. The peacocks and turkeys are familiar instances

of this relative disproportion, and the same may be

traced through a large proportion of those birds by which

they are represented in other groups. Hence it is evi-

dent that the structure of the tail is in some birds more

adapted for ornament than for flight. We shall now
enumerate the different forms it assumes, and the espe-

cial offices, where known, which these forms are intend-

ed to perform. In speaking of the comparative length

of this member we call that a .short tail which, at the

most, does not exceed half the length of the wings ; a
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moderate tail is about equal to the length of the body ;and all above this are termed long tails.

(89.) A perfect tail, in the great majority of birds
consists of twelve feathers; but in the Rasorial order, and
even in some of its representatives, this number amounts
to eighteen, while in a very few birds, as in the Brazilian
anoo, there are only ei,ght. The root or base of these
feathers are protected by others, generaUy shorter, both
above and below : these are termed the upper and the
under tail covers. Generally speaking, those birds
which have the broadest tails, have the longest tail
covers, as we see in the jieacocks. Yet it is somewhat
singular, that in the typical Grallatorial birds, both
the upper and under covers are nearly, if not quite as
long as the tail itself, so that it is really often difficult
to separate and discriminate the two. Many of the
cuckows (which represent the Grallatores in the tribe
pi ScanauTeii) exhibit the same prohmgation, though
tn a less degree, of tbe upper covers, while those of
the Cehlepgrbue, or caterjiillar catchers, are remarkably
stiff. We may now pass on to tbe different forms of
tails, which we shall term,— 1. even; 2. rounded; 3. fan.
shaped

; 4. graduated
; 5. cuneated

; 6. arcuated •

7. spatulate
; 8. slender; 9. forked

; 10. lyre-shaped;
11. boat-shaped

; 12. compressed
; 13. plumed- 14’

scansorial.
’

(90.) 1. An ewji tail implies, that the feathers, when
not expanded, are all of the same length. This struc.
ture is not so common as might be at first supposed'
tor there are comparatively very few birds in which the
exterior or outermost feather on each side of the tail
|s not slightly shorter than those in the middle. It also
lajqiens, that in specimens set up by unskilful bird-
stutters, a tail, naturally even, is so much expanded that
ts form appears to lx- rounded. The French seem to
have introduced tbe word “even tail,” into their lan-
guage from ours, but have apjilied it, most erroneously, to
such tails only as are fan shaped. 2. Rounded tails are
the most prevalent; the term being given to such as have

H 2
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the two or three outermost feathers

slightly graduated; that is, j)rogressively

shorter than those more in the raidtUe

:

sometimes the external feather alone is

abbreviated, as in the robin
;
but in the

stone-chat {Snxicolu ruhicola), the four

outermost feathers (Jig. 49.) are progres-

sively shortened. The tails, however, of

both these birds present a union of two

forms, for they are rounded, and at the

same time exhibit the divaricated struc-

ture, hereafter noticed.

(91 .) 3 . K fau-Khwped tail, as its name implies, is so

much rounded that the two middle feathers are alone

equal in length, all the others gradually, but gently dlmi..

nishing. A fan -shaped tail is always longer than usual,

and the feathers, besides being broad, have this peculi-

arity, that the two webs are more equal in breadth than

in simply rounded tails. This will be evident on com-

paring one of the featliers of the robin with another of

the fan-tailed flycatcher of New Holland : in the first the

shaft appears close to the edge, whereas in the other,

it is nearly central. This ilistinction, hitherto neg-

lected, is important, because it enables us to detect a

habit of the bird, from its mere skin, whicb, otherwise

could only be known by seeing tbe subject alive, and

even then, under particular circumstances. This struc-

ture, however rare among the perchers, is seen in the

highest development in the peacocks and the turkeys,

where the tail is of the most gorgeous and splendid

beauty. It may be considered a law of nature, that all

fan-tailed birds are representations of the Rasorial type,

since every one whose affinites have been investigated

have proved to be so. 4. Gradiinted tails not only ex-

hibit a greater degree of circularity than those which

are simply rounded, but they possess this peculiarity,

that the external feathers, instead of being very slightly

shorter than those of the middle, are abruptly abbre-

viated, so that the outermost is often not one third
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the length of such as are more central. The Prinia

familiaris *
,

or wren warbler of India, shows us this

structure in great perfection, as does the whole of the

beautiful Australian genus, Mulurus. Most of the

exotic jays of the genus Cyanurns, all the curve billed

cuckoos (^Coccysus), and numerous other groups have

tails of this formation, although considerably varied.

Sometimes, as in the Indian and African flycatchers,

(Mmcipeta) the two middle tail feathers are greatly

elongated, and the lateral ones are equally graduated on

each side. All these however, are but inferior devia-

tions from the typical form ; the feathers are broad

and thin, and their termination more or less rounded.

(92.) 5. A cuneated tail is shaped like the last, but

the form of the feathers are different. The tail of the

woodpecker, in addition to its scansorial property is, as

to shape, strictly cuneated, each feather being gradually

narrowed from the middle, and terminating in a point.

Examples of this form may be seen in nearly all the

long-tailed parrakeets, particularly in the genus Pezo.

poms; some few may also be found in the genus Synal-

laxis, and among the tree creepers, of which we have a

native example in our Certhia familiaris. When,

however, as in the latter genus, and in the Picidep, a

cuneated tail is likewise scansorial, the former appella-

tion merges into the latter.

(93.) 6. Arcuated, or arched tails, belong only to Rasorial

types. This form, in the proportion which the feathers

bear to each other, is similar to the last ;
but, instead of

being straight, they are gently arched, and those in the

middle are so convex that they lap over, as if to pro-

tect the others. The common pheasant shows us this

form in perfection, and it is almost general throughout

the genus
; another magnificent bird, the Calurus pa-

vonius t, possesses this structure highly developed.

(94!.) 7 . Spatulate, or rachet-shaped tails, exhibit

a very remarkable form, totally different from any

other. It consists in the middle feathers

* Zool. must. ii. pi. S7. t mid. ii. P- 107.
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having the shafts, for a certain space towards their ends,
entirely destitute of webs on either side

; these webs or
radii, suddenly appearing again only at the tip, so as to
give to this part of the feather the shape of a spoon or
of a battledore. This singular shaped tail is found in
every species of the genus Prionilex* {fiij.BO. a), but in

other groups it is more partial.

Two species of humming birds
possess it (c), and one of the
subordinate types of PMy.
eircux. It is highly developed
in EdoliuK remifer (6), and
another species, but with some
modification

; for in these
latter birds ^whose generic
character is to have the tail

forked,) these naked shafted
feathers are not the middle,
but the outermost. It is

impossible to conjecture the
use they are applied to, but
those of the Edorntu remifry
are no doubt analogous to the

exceeding long feather on each of the wings of the Sierra
Leone goat-sucker (Macrodipteriis AfrimmisSv,.), and
we may even fancy some analogy between these latter
and the processes observed in the angle fish

(Lophim
piscaforius).

'

(95.) 8. Slender tails are generally of moderate length
the feathers slender throughout, and sometimes so abrupt-
ly truncated that their extremities appear to be cut of}’
Instance^ of this form occur in most of the species of
puff bird, Tanmha,--m several of the American Todies
{Toda^) and in the African group of PlattMera-. in
the latter, however, the feathers are broader than usual •

tails having this peculiarity are generally very convex
above, as we see in the common wren, and in several
other birds not familiar to the general reader.

* See Zool. Ulus. ii. pi, gi.
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(96.) 9 . Forked tails are of two kinds
;
one which

presents a single, the other a double, fork. There can be

no doubt that this structure has great influence in faci-

litating the evolutions of such birds as possess it; for

we invariably find that fork-teiled birds are excellent

flyers. Nevertheless, it must not be considered as

necessarji to extreme swiftness, for although it is found

in many swallows, one halt ot the family have the tail

more or less even. The swifts, whose rapid flight is

perhaps superior even to that of the swallows, have the

tail perfectly even ;
and there are comparatively few of

the oceanic birds belonging to the Petrels and neigb-

bouring genera— which rarely approach land— pos-

sessing a forked tail. It is hardly necessary to say, that,

by this structure, the two outer feathers are by far the

longest, the others gradually shortening until the gra-

dation terminates in the central or middle pair. The

house swallow is a notable insUince of this form, but,

perhaps, no two genera possess it in a higher degree,

considering their size, than that of Psolurmtj among

the night-jars (^Caprimulgidte'), and Milvulus among

the tyrant fly-catchers. The scissar-tail {Giibernetes),

which is almost equally retnarkable in this respect, as

stated by Azara, is in the habit of opening and con-

tracting its tail during flight, and has hence received a

name from the Indians, likening the tail to a pair of

scissars. It is unnecessiiry to cite further instances of a

simply forked tail, particularly as they occur in nearly

all natural groups, without having the peculiar charac-

teristic of any one. It is nevertheless remarkable that

not one instance of this structure occurs in the bcansorial,

or climbing tribe, and very few even among the most aber-

rant of the lldnoTCK. Doubly-forked tails, on the other

hand, are very rare {fig- .11.). The most remarkable

is that of a species of night-jar {Fualaruit hlfureatus)

we discovered in Brazil
;

in this, not only the two

outer, but the two middle tail feathers are greatly

elongated, the intervening lateral ones being gradu-

H 4-
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ated. A miniature re-

presentation of the

same form will be
found in one of the

little European sand-
pipers {Trinya Tem-
minckU). A few other

instances might be men-
tioned, but these are

(juite sufficient for our
present purpose. AH
those tails which have
the two middle fea-

thers shorter than the
outermost arCj of course,

simply forked.

(.07.) 10. Lyreshaped tails belong exclusively to the
Rasorial order, and to the different genera and groups
which are its prototypes. The gradation in the length
of the feathers is precisely similar to that in a simply
forked tail

; but their direction, instead of being straight,
as in that of the common sparrow {fig. 52. a), is out-

ivariUy curved, so as to

resemble in some sort

the frame work of the
ancient lyre (c). The
development of tliis

form, like all others, is

gradual; it commenc-
ing with some of the
Drongo shrikes, whose
external feathers are

nearly straight (6),
and proceeding to

others (c), where they
are conspicuouslycurv-

ed, until, in the Ly-
urus tetrix, or black game of Britain, it reaches its
uU development. In the Drongo shrikes, which con-
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stitute the Rasorial division of the Lanindat, this singular

form of tail nearly pervades the whole group. We
see it again in the rare Lewthrix fiircatus, Sw.

{fig. 53.), which is the Rasorial genus of the chat-

terers {Ampdulai). But we must look for its most

striking and magni-

ficent development in

the Memira, where it

is also combined with

feathers of the fan-

shaped structure. We
may here remark that

there is one solitary in-

stance where these long

exterior feathers are turned inwards instead of out-

wards : this occurs in a humming-bird, figured by Ed-
warils, as a native of Jamaica ; but we have never yet

seen it, nor is a specimen known to exist at this time in

any museum.

(98.) 1 1. Boat-nliaped, or concave, tails, are still more
extraordinary, and ap-

pear restricted to two
natural groups among
the Sturnidcp, or star-

lings, namely, the

grackles of America (Qnixcalus), and the Lamprotor-

nincE, or shining thrushes, of Africa. In the former

we know at present but of one species ;
but the whole

of the latter appear to have tails, the sides of which,

when expanded, are lient up like the sides of a

boat, so as to leave the central part hollow and very

concave : this appearance, however, is generally lost in

the preserved specimens, so that these birds then appear

to have oidy an ordinary rounded taih Of the pro-

bable use of this singular structure we can form no

correct idea.

(99.) 12. Compressed, or erect tails, are nearly and

obviously related to those which are boat-shaped, inas-

much as both assume forms altogether different from
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the flat direction in which this member is carried by
ordinary birds. A compressed tail, however, is even
more concave than the latter are convex

:

the lateral

feathers, instead of being directed upwards, diverge

downwards, while those of the centre are the most ele-

vated. But not to perplex the reader with a more
technical definition, he has only to look to the tail of a

domestic fowl to gain a clear knowledge, at least of the

appearance, of the structure we should fully describe

but for so familiar an example. There are few in-

stances, however, out of the genus Gallue, where this

particular structure is met with. Among the perching

birds, we only know of the two species composing the

genus Alecturue, and certain males of the VVid.au

finches ; but these latter lose their singular-shaped

tail feathers after the breeding season.

(100.) 13. Fasciculated, or plumed tails, are still more
rare than any of those we have now enumerated : the

feathers do not, to all appearance, lay in any regular or

determinate order, but rather give the idea of being

fasciculated, or formed into a bunch. Such is the tail

of the ostrich
; while the plume-tailed honeysucker of

Southern Africa seems to have the feathers equally

irregular, but upon closer examination this is not found
to be the case : they are inserted in the ordinary
manner, but the central feathers are so long, and so

flexible, that, instead of retaining their right i)osition in

the series, they fall over each other, and thus assume
the appearance of being fasciculated at their base.

(101.) 14. A scnnsorinl tail is perhaps of more es-

sential importance to the birds which possess it, than
any other modification of this member is to other birds ;

at least, it will ajjpear so because we know more of its

particular functions than of any other. Its form, as be-

fore remarked, is generally cuneated, but it is sometimes
rounded, and in a few birds we have instances of a

scansorial tad being quite even. Its distinguishing

peculiarity, however, rests on the structure of the shaft,

which is at all times remarkably stiff, and in some in-
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stances so hard and rigid that it appears more like horn

than of the ordinary substance. Thus far all scansorial

tails are constructed alike, hut there are several curious

modifications in the other details which deserve our at-

tention, because they serve to characterise different groups.

The most typical form is seen in the woodpeckers

{fig. 55. a), all of which possess it, with the exception

of one type, the genus AHhenuriu-, represented by the

minute woodpecker of Lin-

mean authors : in the

others, not only the shafts

but the webs are unusu-

ally stiff, and always show

the appearance of being

worn at their extremities

by their frequent applica-

tion to the trunks of trees :

all these feathers are lan-

ceolate, that is, terminat-

ing gradually in a point ;

the webs diminishing- in

breadth as they approach

the extremity, but which

is never naked
;

most of

them, also, have the webs on both sides nearly equal.

The next modification is seen in the family of Ce)'-

thiudte or creepers, but more especially in the Brazilian

gams Di'udrocnluptes
; here we find the external shaft

very narrow, while the internal is remarkably broad ;

both, however, terminate before reaching the extrendty

of the feather
; so that about a quarter of an inch of the

shaft, at its tip, is entirely naked, and the tip itself

acutely pointed and inclined downward. 'I’his structure

will be perfectly understood by the annexed figure (ft),

while the the abrupt manner in whieh the broad inner

shaft terminates is bettor seen in the genus Oxjjurus.

{fig. 5(). n
) Now it is quite clear, that a tail thus

constructed has equal, if not greater power than that of

the woodpecker in assisting a bird to climb, inasmuch as
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these horny points will enter into crevices and inequali-
ties of the bark, which the more thickened tips of
the woodpecker’s quills would glide over. A third
modification is seen in the tail of our common creeper
{Certhiafaniiliaris), where the form of the feathers is
unequally lanceolate (fig. 55. c) ; that is to say, they gra-
dually taper to a point ; but the inner web is near four
times the breadth of the outer, the webs themselves
being continued to the very tip of each feather : the
shaft also is neither enlarged, or is it near so rigid, as in
the preceding group. The next variation of the scan-
sorial structure is peculiar to the Brazilian genus Selerurus
(fig. 56. d) and the Australian genus Orthonix (c); two
lorms,iuhabiting different regions, but which are unques-

tionably united by the closest affinity : both have the
shaft of each tail feather nearly as rigid as that of the
Vendrocolnpti, but the webs are particularly broad and
soft : and although, from being worn away towards the
tips, the shaft appears to be naked at that part, it is not
so in reality, since vestiges of die webs may be traced
on both sides, nearly to the extreme point. Now this
remarkable breadth and softness of the webs, leaves us in
no doubt that each of these genera are the Rasorial types
of their own proper circles, the one entering into that
of the Certhiance, the other into the Suphagince. Lastly,
we have the genus Lochmia*, where the scansorial tail’

• The only species yet known is the Lochmia
the Birdi ofBraxil

^

pi 33.
squamulataf figured in
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is reduced to its minimum (e). No one, in fact, upon a

cursory examination, would suppose that this member

was otherwise than simply rounded ;
for not only the

webs, but the shaft is of the ordinary flexibility : upon

a morecarefulexamination, however, it will be found that

the shaft of each is prolonged in the form of a short se-

taceous bristle, having a slight degree of elasticity, and

which is entirely bare. Although scansonal tails, as m
all the preceding instances, have the shafts of the fea-

thers more rigid than those of the ordinary construction,

it must not be imagined that all scansorial birds exhibit

this formation, although they actually belong to the scan-

sorial circle. We can, from personal observation, vouch

for the fact that the creepers composing the genera,

Zimops, Anabntcs, and Dendroma, are habitual climbers;

and yet, although this habit might be inferred from

their feet, it is by no means manifested in that of the

tail, which, on a cursory glance, appears simply gra-

duated: on trying its flexibility, however, with the hand,

the shafts are found to be less pliable than in ordinary

tails ;
and in some species of Anabaien the tip projects

beyond the webs in a slen-

der point, in tlie same man-

ner as in Lochmin. No ap-

pearance, however, of this

incipient tendency to the

structure of De.ndroaolapteg

is seen in the genus Dendro-

ma {fig-
56'. b, & SJ.b'), and

yet we have seen these birds

running both up and down

the trunks of trees, much in

the same manner as their

congeners. We have no

doubt that the genus Syn-

allaxis follows that of Den-

dromUy but then it is abei-

rant and therefore we may suppose the climbing habit

to be less developed. It accordingly is so, for some
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have broad and simply pointed tails (as in S. canifrons)
while in others (S. ruficep.s, Jig. 5?. a) the points are
lengthened and slightly stiffened : between this last form
and that seen in Certhia familiaris (V) comes the cinna-
mon creeper, Si/tuilln.vh cinnamominun (c), which is a
true SynuUaxis, beginning to assume the tail of Certhia.
The nuthatches again are deci<led climbers, and yet
their tails are of the usual construction. On the other
hand, there are instances of birds out of the circle of the
Scansnrex, yet representing that order, which exhibit
some of the essential characteristics of a scansorial tail.

That noble grouse, the cock of the plains {CentrocArcus
urophaxianus)*

,

exemplifies this in a remarkable manner,
the feathers teing lance-shapcd, stiff, and terminating
in acute points ; of the same structiu-e, in short, as those ^

of Certhin fmmliaru. 'I'he maize bird of America, also
(Doticonyx oryzivnrm) has a completely scansorial tail’

shaped precisely like those of Dmidrocolaplex, with this
difference only, that it is less rigid, and the shaft is not
thickened. Very many other perching genera have either
the naked acuminated tips of Lochmia and Synallaxis,
or the tip of the shaft forms a little mucro, or point.
We find this latter i)eculiarity among the cockatoos,
(Plictolophina;), as one of the many analogical characters
which show them to be the representations of the
Scanmres, in the circle of the parrots

(
(102.) A dimricated tail is the last modification of

this most v,ariable member which we shall specifically
name. Its form is intermediate between the even and '

the fnrlced structure. All the feathers, in fact are of
equal length, but when the tail is closed, they seem to
be dividcl in the middle, into two equal divisions, the
points of which turn outwards in contrary directions, and
thus, on a casual inspection, have every appearance of
being sUghtly forked or divided. When, however the
tail is spread, the equality of the feathers is at once’per- i

ceived. The feathers of nearly all tails, thus constructed
have their tips pointed, and as this form is chiefly found “

• North. ZooL vol. u. ph 53,
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in scansorial types,— the Sylviadoi and the FTingillidcB

for instance,—we esteem it as the first indication of the

scansorial structure.

(103.) The form of the tip or termination of tail

feathers, as will appear from what has just been said, is

of much importance, as attbrding both generic and spe-

cific characters. Some of these forms have been already

noticed ;
and we shall now briefly enumerate the chief

of those which remain, shortly defining the whole.

The point or tip of tlie tail feathers, are either, 1.

truncate, the feathers appearing as if abruptly cut off or

squared, as in hampornis holosericeus (Jig. 58. a) and the

genus Trogon (b) ; 2. oval, when the end represents one

extremity of an egg (d) ;
3.pointed or lanceolate. (/), where

there is a gradual diminution to the tip of the shaft, as
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in Picus and Certhia familiaris ; 4. linear (e), where the

form of the feather is narrow, of equal breadth, and the
tip obtuse or truncate, as in Tamatia

; 5. mucronate,
when the end is broad and nearly truncate; but the tip

of the shaft slightly projects, so as to form a flexible

thorn-like point, as in the common jay, and in

Ptilonorhynehun (g), and Phonigama {h); (). cuspidate,

when this point is more lengthened and slightly rigid,

as in Synallaxis (i) ; 7* acuminate, when the point

is naked, rigid, and sharp, as in Dendrocolaptes (k) and
Cheetura (i) ; 8. emargiuate, having a notch in the

middle of the tip, as in Merops (m) ; Q. filiform, when
the feathers end in long wire-like processes

; 1 0. capitate

(ii), when the end of a linear feather is rather dilated
; 1 1

.

spatulnte (o),when the shaft is naked towards the middle,

but suddenly webbed at its extremity, as in the racket-

tailed humming-birds, &c.
;

1 2. divaricated
( p), when

the webs form a point on each side, as if the shaft was
broken, as in Temnnrus maeulatus

;

18. worn (q),
formed like the last, but accidentally the shaft and webs,

as in the woodpeckers, being worn by friction.

( 1 04.) I'he FOOT of a bird is nearly of as much import-

ance to its existence as its wings ; although it may be

supposed that many sorts, the swallow, for instance, would
be able to sustain life for a much longer period under
the injury of a foot, than it would do if an equally se-

vere accident had happened to the wing. The leg is obvi-
ously divided into three parts; 1. the thigh; 2. the shank,
or tarsus

; and 3. the foot itself, composed of the toes.

The thigh is subject to very few variations beyond relative

length, and in lieing more or less clothed with feathers.

In aquatic birds it is generally naked before it reaches

the knee joint. In the perching and rapacious orders, it

is invariably clothed with feathers, more especially in the

latter, where the feathers are more lengthened than usual,

and often elegantly ornamented with spots and bands ;

but when the lower part of the thigh is naked, it is

covered with scales, nearly similar to those on the next

joint: the tarsus and the foot, but chiefly the latter.
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thus become the most important parts of the leg, and we
shall now proceed to the details of each.

(10.5.) The Tarsus, by which name we shall always

designate the shank, is either feathered, as in many of the

rapacious genera, or naked, as"in the generality of birds.

The first of these different structures is most prevalent

in the owl family, where the whole of the legs, from the

thigh down to the claws, are generally covered with soft

feathers, those upon the tarsus and toes being short and
and compact. Several of the falcon family equally pos-
sess this structure

;
hut in these the toes are always

naked, as in the Buteo lagapus, or rough-legged buzzard
of Britain. The only instances of feathered tarsi which
occur out of the circle of theiJopforc,t,are found among the

Tetraonid^e, or grouse, where the feet and toes (Jig.5i)-(i)

are generally as thickly clothed as any among the owls.

It has been thought that this additional clothing has

been given to

the grouse, the

greatest number
of which live in

the coldest re-

gions, as a pro-

tection to the

rigours of win-
ter, and we can have no doubt of the feet being

preserved much warmer by such a comfortable cover-

ing
; yet this reason totally fails in the case of the

owls, for these are spread over all latitudes, and many of

those from India have feathered tarsi, although the toes

are usually bare. The sand-grouse again, of the genus
Bterocles, which seem to delight in basking on the hot
sands of the African deserts, have their tarsi (ft) covered
with feathers, not so thick, indeed, as the ptarmigans, yet

stiU sufficient to serve as an additional covering. It is dif-

ficult, therefore, to arrive at any just conclusion regarding

the use of feathers upon the tarsi, because we cannot re-

duce the above facts to one common principle.

(106). A naked tarsus is protected by SCALES. Next

1
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to the relative length of the tarsus, it is the form and
disposition of these scales which supply us with the best

discriminative characters taken from this part of the

foot. As no writer has yet given this subject tlie attention

it deserves, we shall here endeavour to elucidate it. The
generality of naked footed birds have the tarsus protected

by three series of scales, each of which is frequently of
a peculiar form. The first series is in front ; the second

occupy the two sides, and the third is at the back of the

leg. The front scales are called the anterior, and are

either composed of one or of several pieces. When the an-

terior scale is simple, or in one piece, it extends from the

front of the knee to the articulation of the hinder toe; and
its external surface, consequently, is very smooth. The
next deviation from this is seen in the sparrow-hawks,

where the tarsus is still very smooth, but there are slight

transverse divisions, which, upon a close inspection, seem
to be rather beneath than upon the surface; for they

are imperceptible to the touch. The next modification

is seen in these transverse divisions being, in some de-

gree, imbricate; that is, the edge of one lying over the

edge of the next: this is the general appearance of the

anterior scales in most birds, the number being variable

in the groups, though not in the individuals ; in most
of the small [lerchers the anterior scales are five or six,

the longest being in the middle of the tarsus, and the
smallest at its two extremities. Wailing and aquatic
birds have the anterior transverse scales very narrrow, and
numerous. Tracing this modification onward, we find
that in some of the falcons the transverse scales begin to

be of unequal sizes,— next a few of them are divided,

as if to break the regular series, until, in the Falco
sparveriim, and its sillies, the whole of the anterior scales,

which would otherwise be transverse, are divided by a
suture down the middle of the front into two sets : this

prepares us for a new pattern of scales, which we term
angulated or hexagonal, because the sutures of these

scales, or the lines by which tliey are connected, often

appear irregularly angulated. This latter form is more
especially found in the llasorial birds, and the different
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groups which represent them. Lastly, we may notice
the tarsi of the parrots, which are covered, both on the
front and sides, with numerous small scales, never touch-
ing each other, but being so disposed, that tlieir inter-

stices, or the spaces between them, resemble the lines of
a net; such a tarsus, therefore, is said to be retioukited.
In Plati/cirnts, Pezoporim, and Leptnlophus, these scales
are much closer to each other than in the macaws, and
in some of the neighbouring genera, where they are
perfectly oval. We need not, however, proceed into the
variations ol the anterior scales of the other orders, since
other characters are found in the Gmllatoreit and Nata-
torex, which are quite sufficient for the correct discrimi-
nation of the subordinate groups, without having recourse
to these.

(107.) The lateral scales of the tarsus, as already
mentioned, protect the sides

; but, although they are not
always present, their office is supplied by the anterior
scales, which are then extended round tlie leg, so as

nearly to envelope it. 'J'he tarsi of many groups are
thus constructed; but the tyrant flycatchers are the most
perfect examples that can be mentioned. The only
scales on the tarsus of the Ti/rannus inirepidus, or the
kingbird of the Americans, are those here termed the
anterior: they consist of five unequal pieces, and en-
velope the tarsus so conqdetely as nearly to meet on the
hack part, and thus preclude the necessity of either the
lateral or posterior series ; the common robin has the
lateral scales, no less than the anterior, of one entire
piece, except that there is the slight appearance of a
small division at each extremity, and the two lateral
scales on each tarsus are so clo.sely brought together on
the hind part, that there is no room for the posterior
series. The scales, however, we are now describing, are
very conspicuous among the falcons and shrikes. In
the Fako sparverius they are much smaller than the
anterior, and are regidarly pentangular; in the true
butcher-birds {Lanianee') and the African bush shrikes

\Malaconotus, fig, 60. «) they are entire, while in the

1 2
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Arnerican genus Thamnophilus (h), they are divided into

several distinct pieces ;
the two last groups afford a strik-

ing illustration of the regularityand constancy with which,

in some groups, the scales of the tarsi are constructed.

The American bush shrikes, and those of tropical Africa,

were united in the genus Thamnophilm, until we de-

tached the latter as a distinct genus, under the name of

Malaconotus. So closely, however, do these shrikes of

the two continents resemble each other in aU hut their

tarsi, that it is very difficult for an ordinary naturalist

to distinguish them otherwise than by their lateral scales.

Why such a marked and invariable distinction should

exist in the simple covering of the tarsi, between birds

so closely alike in aU other parts of their general form

and structure, cannot possibly be explained. It is pro-

bable, however, that entire lateral scales give much more

strengtli to the muscles of the tarsus than would be

effected by a number of small pieces, and we, conse-

quently, fiud that the true shrikes, whose feet are ob-

viously more powerful than those of the American group,

have the scales entire ; and as this latter structure be-

longs also to the American Mofeconoti, we may con-

clude that they are more rapacious than their American
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brethren. However this may be, the facts cannot he

disputed; and they place in a very strong light the

necessity of paying great attention to the scutulation of

the tarsi in nearly aU ornithological groups, but parti-

cularly in the order of I’erchers. In further proof of

the last position, w'e may advert to the family of the

Ampelidne, or chatterers, the typical groups of which

{Ampelis and Casmurhynchus) have the lateral and pos-

terior scales oval, and very small, while the anterior are

very broad, and embrace one half of the circumference

of the tarsus: this structure, with some very slight dif-

ferences, extends to all those groups, as Psaris, Pnchy-

rhynchus, Querula, &c., which are nearly connected to

the AmpeUd<e, although not in the family circle. It

would be nearly impossible, and altogether tedious, were

we to describe the different patterns which the lateral

scales assume on the tarsi of the different genera : those

we have already noticed will be sufficient to direct the

attention of our readers to the subject.

(108.) Posterior scales are more rarely seen among

the perchers than either of the preceding series ; and in

that order they seldom extend, even when they are

present, much farther than the upper part of the tarsus

adjoining the knee : they do not exist in the robin,

their use being superseded by the junction of the lateral

scales behind, which thus form a sharp ridge or keel.

In the Tyranniila calcarata [fig. fil.) these scales are

perhaps more developed than in any other percher, as

in this bird they form

a short line of acute

but very small spines,

which would almost

tempt us to believe

they were employed as

a means of defence,

something analogous to

the spurs of gallinace-

ous birds. Through-

out the Tanager family we find no instance of posterior

I 3
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scales : and it may be remarked, generally, that they
are almost obsolete in the perching order. The rasorial

birds, on the contrary, possess them in the highest state

of development. To ascertain this, let the student
examine the leg of a common partridge : the anterior

scales of this bird are large and transverse, but divided
by an undulating line down the middle of the foot into

two series : on each side of the leg arc placed the lateral

scales, very small, of a lengthened oval shape, and oc-
cupying but a narrow strip, altlwugh they are arranged
in three series : following these are two rows of pos-

terior scales, one on each side of the leg, divided in an
obliquely transverse direction, and fully as large as those

in front. There can be no doubt that a leg, thus
strengthened and protected, possesses much more power
than if its covering was less perfect, and this will be
farther manifested upon examining the legs of the Bra-
zilian partridges, forming the genus Crypturus

{fig. 62.)

:

here the anterior scales are thin, with their .divisions

finely, and even obscurely marked
; the lateral are almo.st

obsolete, but the posterior, which are arranged trans-

versely, are remarkably broad and strong, as if to com-
pensate for the weakness of the others. Now, as the
legs of this genus are obviously less robust than those
of our partridge, although both live equally upon the
ground, it would seem to follow that the posterior scales,

above all the others, are more especially essential to

terrestrial birds, and that it is for this reason we find

them more pre-

valent and more
developed in the

Rasores than in

any other order.

The strong and
acute spurs and knots, with which so many of the feet of

these birds are armed, are seated in the line of the poste-

rior scales, and seem, in fact, but the excessive enlarge-

ment of some one or two of them : this singular develope-

ment of a spur may be traced in the young bird, when
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it first appears only as a posterior scale, double the size

of the others. As the bird increases in age, so does

this scale increase in size and elevation, until it finally

becomes a solid acute spur. We pass over several other

variations of the tarsal scales, as seen in different groups,

and now proceed to other parts of the legs.

(109.) The Toes of birds, by their leading varia-

tions, furnish the primary characters by which the whole

class is divided into orders, and the subordinate modi-

fications of their structure indicate, for the most part,

natural groups. In this respect they consequently de-

serve even more attention than the tarsi. We have

already described the peculiarities of retractile, perch-

ing, walking, wading, and swimming feet, and shall

therefore at once proceed to enumerate their several

variations. The great majority of birds have four toes

to each foot, three of which are usually placed before,

and one, which is called the hnllux, or hinder toe, is

placed in a backward direction. The exceptions to this

number of toes, and to their disposition, are compara-

tively few ;
the most remarkable instances, as regards

the nmnber, are found in the ostrich family (Struthi-

onidm). The toes of the* ostrich are only two, one

large, the other small : this extraordinary structure, for

a bird, is in perfect harmony with its station in the

great scheme of creation, for it is by means of this

animal, half quadruped, half bird, that nature passes

from the feathered class to that of the mammalia ; and

yet, although the ostrich would appear absolutely de-

prived of all those powers which enable birds to escape

from their enemies, either by perfect wings or highly

developed toes, she has nevertheless made the ostrich,

with its two toes, one of the swiftest running birds in

creation. The cassowary, the emu, and the Ame-
rican rhea, have three toes upon each foot, but the

latter only has the vestige of a fourth, which merely

shows itself in the form of a tubercle ;
but in the

Apternyx, or New Zealand emu, the most aberrant of

the ostrich family, we find the hinder toe, although

I 4
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short, yet perfectly formed. Now it deserves especial

attention that all groups which represent the Struthi-
onidte in other circles, either have the fewest number
of toes, or their disposition is variable

; as if this was
the point in the circle where these members changed
their character, and number, even in the genera. Hence
it is that the whole of the typical Grallatorial birds have
the hind toe so short, that it may be termed obsolete.

By the same law we find nearly all the Charadriadce,
or the plovers (the most aberrant of the GmlUitores),
with only three toes, like most of the ostriches, which
in every thing else they symbolically represent. Thus,
also, we account for the disappearance of the hinder toe
in the sub-genus Apte.rnus, or the three-toed wood-
peckers, — the variation of the .structure of the foot,

among the Ilalcyonida;, or kingfishers,— and in the Mu-
sophugidce, or plantain-eaters, one genus of which
(Coliuit) has all the four toes placed forward. Rach
and all of these groups represent the StmthionideB in

their respective circles, in which they are the most
aberrant. We may now proceed to the variations of
the toes in regard to situation.

(110.) The toes vary in *their position no less than
in their number, even in such birds as have only three.
The direction of these members, in cursorial or three-
toed birds, is forward, and their divisions are mostly
cleft to the base

; but in the three-toed woodpeckers,
where the hallux is wanting, one of those which are

versatile, and which is generally
called the exterior hind toe, is di-
rected more backwards than usual

;

so that there are two before, and
one behind. The usual structure
of the kingfishers is to have three
anterior, and one posterior toe (Jig.

63 . «) ; but in such as have only
three it is the inner anterior toe

which disappears, so that the hallux,

which is wanting in Apternus, re-

mains in the sub-genus Ceyx, (b. 6.)
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(111.) We may now pass on to those feet which are

furnished with four toes, where we have three distinct

variations from the ordinary position: 1. when there

are two before and two behind ;
2. when the exterior

toe is more or less versatile, and may be brought for-

ward if required, although it is usually directed back-

wards; and, 3. when all the four toes are directed

forward. Of the first there arc several important modi-

fications, as seen in the trogons, parrots, and wood-

peckers ; the second structure is versatile, and is

general among the puif birds and the cuckows , the

third is of rare occurrence, and is only seen in the

swifts, the colys, and the cormorants. It has been

customary to call all feet Scaimrlal, which have the

toes placed in pairs, that is, two before and two behind

:

hence has originated the error, fallen into both by MM.
Cuvier and Temminck, of classing many birds with

the true climbers, which have not, in their natural

economy, the least aftinity with the Scansorial tribe,

'fhere are, in fact, no less than five different variations

in those feet which have the toes disposed in pairs, each

lieing accompanied by a corresponding difference of

lunction. It is important, therefore, that these should

lie named and defined. First, then, we have a pro-

hsnsile foot, as seen in the parrot family : here the

soles are remarkably broad, and the toes divided to their

origin ;
the two exterior toes are the longest, one of

which is decidedly in front, while the other, although

almost always directed backwards, can nevertheless be

brought half way in front, so as to make a curve out-

wards ;
thus, if a parrot w.as to grasp a perfectly round

fruit, its four toes would hold it at tour points of its

circumference, and at tour equal distances : thus it is

that these birds have the most varied powers of pre-

hension in their feet of any of the Scanmres ; for ^ i®"

assisted by their bill, they can not only climb, but teei

with their feet, this latter faculty being denied to all

other groujis. The toucans, cuckows, and putt in s,

have the arrangement of the toes like unto the parrots,
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but there is no breadth of sole, the tarsus is much more
lengthened, and the toes, instead of being thick and
strong, are slender and weak. These birds never climb,
but as they sit much, and often very long, upon
branches, it is necessary their feet should be of such a
form as to enable them to preserve an equal hold on all
sides : we accordingly tenn their feet graxping. Next
come the trogons, whose toes are arranged quite dif-
ferently, although, like the last mentioned groups, diey
have two before and two behind, but the latter are
perfectly posterior; and as they are altogetlier inca-
pable, from the manner of their insertion, of being
moved from their ordinary position, the trogons might
be termed the only birds whose toes are absolutely in
pairs : they are, perhaps, the most sedentary birds in
creation, and hence their feet, which are also the
weakest, seem to be' constructed for the sole purpose of
sitting still. We shall retain the appellation of Grexsoriul
to this form, the characters of which are, in addition
to the toes being disposed in pairs, that the two anterior
are by far the longest, and are connected together to
nearly half their length

; the two posterior being sepa-
rated, and the outer one nearly half the length of the
inner.

(112.) The true A’coiworM foot is seen only in the
woodpeckers. We must still consider these birds in
the same light as we have done the parrots, that is in
having the toes placed in pairs

; for although the base
of the outennost seems to be on the same level with
that of the two which are anterior, this outer toe can-
not be brought even half way forward, at least in any
of the species we have examined in a fresh state with
out violence ; and, indeed, this latter faculty is \iot at
all required by Ac habits of these birds, for they never
use the foot either m feeding or in grasping. On flying
from one tree to another, the woodpecker generally
ahghts upon the upright stem, rather than upon an
horizontal branch, and immediately begins, in a per-
pendicular attitude, to explore the barkrand detect the
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external signs that may appear of its insect food lurking

within. But although we thus distinguish the foot of

the PicidtB, as pre-eminently scansorial, it must not he

supposed that they are of the otily structure which is

quite adapted for cUmhing. Inttnite and harmonious

variety is the great principle which pervades the crea-

tion, one result of which is the accomplishment of the

same purpose by a great diversity of means. Thus we

shall find, even in the Scansorial tribe, other modifi-

cations of the foot admirably adapted for climbing,

although the toes are in the same position as those ot

ordinary birds.

(113.) We now come to those few examples where

all the four toes are placed forward ;
these, as we have

already intimated, are found

in the swifts {Cypneius, fig.

6'4., a), CoUes {Coitus, b.),

and corvorants( Curio). We
might ahnost have in-

cluded the Ciiprimulgidat, or

night-jars, in this list, for

their hallux, or hinder toe

{fig. 65. a), although incapable of being brought on a level

with the others, is still placed so far forward, even as when

seen in a dried specimen, that it seems inserted on the

side of the foot, rather than behind the others. It has

been mentioned by some writer, that these birds never

perch, Uke others, across the branch of a tree, but

always parallel with it; so that in such a position the

hinder toe would have no power of acting like that

of other birds. If this

fact is correct, it favours

the supposition that, when

at rest, the hallux of the

Caprimulgidai is placed for-

ward, and that such is truly

its natural position. Some

of our field naturalists, who

may be in the way of procuring a fresh specimen of the
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European species, would do well to investigate this subject.

Returning, however, to the more perfect examples of this

type, we may observe in the common swift (fig. 64. a),
that, altliough all the four toes are directed forward, the
two outer, which are the shortest, have a sidelong incli-

nation, something in the same way as our thumb,
which, although placed forward like the other fingers,

is yet able to grasp an object in a direction very dif-

ferent from that which can be accomplished by the
others. Of these two lateral toes, the inner one is the
true hallux, and it is, like the thumb of the human
hand, placed much more backward than the other three.

We have not yet found, in any author, certain inform-
ation of the manner in which these singular footed
birds perch, or rest themselves; for although we have
frequently witnessed their surprisingly rapid evolutions
on the wing, their retreats are always in dark caverns
or inaccessible heights. We think, from the peculiarity

of their feet and their strong prehensile claws, that the
swift rests in a semi-perpendicular attitude, clinging,

and supported alone by the feet, all of which are, there-

fore, anterior, for it is quite obvious they cannot, hke
ordinary birds, perch upon a branch. The Colien of
Africa present us with anotlier instance of this struc-
ture; the toes, indeed, are disposed like those of the
swifts, but tile feet are obviously intended for walking,
which those of the swifts are not: the tarsus, in fact
considering the size of the body, is unusually thick and
strong, and nearly as long as in the sparrow : the length of
the toes are proportionate, but the two outer (including
the hallux) gradually diminish, leaving the inner next
in length to that which follows it, and this latter cor-
responds to the middle toe of the true perchers : the
claws of all the toes, although much more slender than
those of the swifts, are more curved than in ordinarv
birds, so that they must be instruments also of protec-

tion. The economy of these birds, for a knowledge of
which we are indebted to Le Vaillant*, confirms what we

• Ois. d’AfrIque.
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should have conjectured from this singular and, m
many respects, unique construction of foot. The colys

walk but badly ;
but, when at rest, unlike all other birds,

they hang from the branches with their heads down-

wards ! — precisely similar to bats ! Lastly, we may

number the corvorants, whose four toes are all directed

forwards, and all of unequal lengths, gradually dimi-

nishing from the outermost; a broad web connecting

the whole. Of the use this particular structure is to

these birds we can form no idea. It is known, indeed,

diat they are most expert divers and good swimmers ;

and that, when upon land, they stand almost erect, sup-

ported by their rigid scansorial tail.

(114.) We are now to consider those Four-toed feet,

which are constructed upon the common principle of thr^

anterior and one posterior. This ilisposition is seen in

the great majority of birds, and consequently it admits of

much greater variety in its secondary modifications than

those structures we have just been describing. It is

impossible to assign to any one of the forms of foot,

possessing this disposition of the toes, a decided supe-

riority of perfection in aU functions, any more than can

be done in the (|ualities or functions of the birds them-

selves. A raptorial and a perching foot are equally

perfect
;
yet their perfections are of different kinds. A

union of many qualities, without having any one more

eepevially developed, is always found to indicate typical

pre-eminence ;
and upon this principle the most perfect

feet are possessed by the perching birds of the order

Ineessorex. Then as to size. The smallest feet are

found in the Natatorial or swimming order, while the

largest belong to the Rasorial. This may be considered

a law of nature, not only among birds, but throughout

the class of quadrupeds ;
and it is as apparent in the

animals really belonging to these two types as in those

groups which analogically represent them in other cir-

cles. It must be remembered that it is only the hindet

feet of quadrupeds which can be justly compared with

those of birds, liecause the fore feet of the former be-
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come the wings of the latter: hearing in mind this
analogy, we find that the lemurs (^LemiiridtE'), opposums
(Didelphidce), and kangaroos (Marmpidee)*

,

are among
the largest footed quadrupeds. While the water rails
(RalKd^), the grcatfoots lCrncid<s)i, the honeysuckers
{Meliphagida;), and the large-legged thrushes (Cra-
teropina), among birds, have the largest feet, with the
largest claws, in the circles which respectively contain
them : they are all, in short, so many instances of the
Rasorial type. Size and strength of foot must not,
how'ever, be confounded with length, for those birds
which have the longest, have generally the most slender
legs

; the whole of the typical Gmllatores, or waders,
butjmore especially the genera, Himimtopxts, Avosetla,
Mycteria, and Tachydromus. The flamingos {Phani.
cnpterns) among the Anatidm; the serpent-eater (Gypo-
geranm), in the rapacious order, and the larks in the
circle of the Fringillidfe, are analogous types, and show
that unusual length and sJ-endevness of leg, where it

exists, is generally prevalent in the Gmllatorial types.
The shortest feet, as just remarked, are almost always
found in the aquatic type, whether belonging to the
class of (piadrupeds or to that of birds. The seals
and walnises, thus representing the pelicans, ducks,
awks, and divers, in the Natatorial order, and these
find their representatives among the perching groups,
in the night-jars(Cnprimj(l(/idrt'), swifts (ITirundinidee),
flycatchers {Miiscicapida), short-legged thrushes

(Srn’.
chypodinof), and numerous other groups. Moderate
feet (tliat is, when the tarsus is only slightly longer tlian
the hind toe) is the average structure in the rapacious
and perching orders, but the claws of the former, like the
feline order of quadrupeds, are retractile, while the
latter agree witli the feet of the qmrinmmna in having
superior powers of grasping, or of prehension. Thus we
perceive that the relatim sise of the feet, throughout
the class of birds, is regulated by fixed laws, and that

* Sec Classification of Quadrupeds, pn 82 lOfi ooo

+ This family includes .Uwa and ^legapodL
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these same laws can be also traced in the class of

quadrupeds.

(115.) A RaptoriaIj foot has some striking pecu-

liarities in the direction of the toes^ which have been

passed over by all ornithological writers, who have

described their members as having the same toes in the

same positions as those of the perching order. On a

superficial examination they seem, indeed, to be so ; but

this is not strictly the fact. On examining the foot of

a hawk, or more particularly that of an owl, it will be

observed that the outer toe is placed more obliquely,

than directly in front, so that it admits of grasping

laterally, on the same principle, though much less de-

veloped, as we have already explained in the instance

of the cuckow. This inclination of the exterior fore toe

towards assuming a versatile structure, can only be

rightly seen in birds which are fresh
;
for in dried spe-

cimens the three anterior toes appear all on the same

plane ; but even then the claw of this subversatile toe

is always more inclined inwards than those of the two

others ;
a proof that they are not employed to grasp

tlie same side of the surface of an object. An examin-

ation of the American sparrow-hawk {Falco sparverins),

(fiy.GG.a) a bird we have so often instanced, will show

this fact. But it is among the owls that this peculiarity

of structure is most apparent (J) : the three anterior toes

in this family are more equal in length than in any of the

Fulconidee, or in the perchers ; so that the foot bears a

great resemblance to that of

the swifts ; both being Fis-

sirostral types. The foot of

the owls, nevertheless, differ

materially both from the

swifts and the falcons ; for it

maybe said that, of the three

toes opposite to the hallux,

only one, that in the middle,

is directed forwards ; the

other two being so inserted as to grasp in a lateral di-
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rection : by this particular structure the bird could
bring the tips of all the four claws to touch each other,

when grasping a small round substance, a faculty which
no other birds, from the different position of their toes,

can possibly possess. The annexed sketch {fig. 66'. b) of
the foot of the little horned owl, or Scops, will illustrate

this singular conformation of foot, which is altogether

peculiar to such birds of the rapacious order as prey upon
living animals. The vultures, who do not seize their

food by their talons, have no occasion for such a foot,

and their toes are consequently placed in the orthnary

direction.

CHAP. IV.

THE SAME SUBJECT CONTINUED. ON THE DIFFERENT MODIFI-
CATIONS OP PERCHING, CLIMBING, WADING, AND SWIMMING
FEET. THE VOICE AND NESTS OF BIRDS.

(116.) A pp.RCHiNG, or insessoriiilfoot, for the reasons
already stated, is pre-eminently typical of this member
in the class of birds. Feet of this form are adapted
both for walking upon the ground and clinging to
branches

; tlius uniting the properties both of the
grasping and the walking foot, hereafter defined. The
three anterior toes are not only ilirected forwards, but
those two of them which are on the sides have no power
of being turned in a different direction to the middle toe,

and this constitutes tlieir essential difference from the rap-
torial structure. Nevertheless, it by no means follows
tliat all birds, having three toes directed completely
forward, and one backward, belong to the Perchers.

The definition we have already given of the orders of
birds (14.) will have informed the student, that the
Rasores, the Grallatorcs, and the Natutores, notivith-
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Standing their differences in other respects, possess the

common character of having the hinder toe elevated

above the plane, or level, of the others j
so that its in-

sertion is above the heel of the foot, and not, as in the

Raptores and Inseesoree, directly upon it. As it will

he necessary, in the sequel, to notice the feet of these

aberrant orders more particularly, we confine our-

selves in the following observations to that structure

which especially belongs to the Insessorial, or perching

birds, in all of which the three anterior toes, and the

one posterior, are placed upon tlie same level. 1 hese

we shall term insessorial feet, and we shall now describe

the numerous variations which they present, according

to the peculiar habits and economy of the very great

number of genera composing the Imeseores, or perch-

ing order. This structure of foot is either formed more

especially, 1. for walking ;
2. for perching ; 3. for

clinging ; 4, for climbing j .5. or are sindactyle feet.

M^e shall then notice the different sorts of scansorial

feet, wherein the toes are disposed as above mentioned,

which will render unnecessary any observations on the

impossibility, or the inexpediency, of giving definite

names to the minor variations.

(117.) Walking feet, among the perchers, do not

imply a similarity of structure to those of the Rasores,

which never have the hind toe upon a level with the

others ; hut rather that feet, so formed, are adapted both

for walking and perching. Thus every one knows that

the crows and starlings w'alk more frequently than

they hop ;
and it is therefore essential to birds of such

habits, whose chief food is upon the ground, that their

feet should have a particular conformation. Hence we

find that nearly all terrestrial birds, striedy so called,

have the lateral toes perfectly equal, that is, of the

same length. The crow (./i.V- n), rook, starling,

and blackbird, besides many others, familiar inhabit-

ants of our fields and lanes, sufficiently illustrate this

fact. In proportion as the habits of a bird are arboreal

rather than terrestrial, so is this equality of the lateral
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toes diminished, and the inner one becomes propor-

tionably shortened. This we see in the jays (6), which

seldom alight upon the

ground, even in situa-

tions like this*, where

their wild and discor-

dant cries echo through

the coppices, and evince

that such wooded re-

treats are their proper

haunts. Another cha-

racter, indicative of

walking habits, will be

found in the claws ;

those of the crow
(^fig.

68. c) are always less

compressed and curved

than in the jay (a), and
other birds which live in trees. This structure is carried

to its extreme development in the larks (at), and the
' ' neighbouring genus An-

thus, where the claws

are unusually straight

and slender, while the

opposite extreme is seen
in the genus Buphaga
(6). We must, how-
ever, observe that there

are several excep-
tions to this rule ; for not only the typical shrikes
(Lanius) which never, or very rarely, alight upon the
ground, have the lateral toes equal, but this equality is

seen in several other groups which are arboreal
; but

which, as standing at the head of their tribe, or genus,
represent the crows

; and thus the character becomes
also analogical. The swallows very rarely alight upon
the ground, although their toes are equal

;
yet, as they

represent the Corvidw, by being pre-eminently typical
• Tittenhanger Green, in the adjacent woods of lord Calledoii.
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in their own tribe, they consequently should possess one

structure in common with the crows. Setting these

comparatively few exceptions aside, which indicate

analogical relations, the equality of the toes in the gene-
rality of insessorial birds, when accompanied with
slightly curved claws, is a certain indication that such
birds live habitually upon the ground, and therefore re-

present either the Grallatorial or the Rasorial type ;

the birds already mentioned, with hundreds of others,

places this position beyond dispute.

(118.) A PERCHiKo FOOT, in the restricted sense in

which we now use the term, indicates that those birds

which possess it live more among trees than upon
the ground. We trace this in the habits of the jays,

whose inner toes are more or less shorter than the outer

(Jig. 67 . b). The robin, although so frequently seen upon
the earth, looking for worms and terrestrial insects, is yet,

upon the whole, more arboreal ; and we therefore perceive

that its inner toe is very slightly shorter than the ex-

ternal one. This disproportion is rather more apparent

in the stone-chat (Stucicola rubicoki), which, although

generally considered a more terrestrial bird than the

robin, we should say, from personal observation, was
less so ; while in the MotacUla alba, which may be called

a truly terrestrial bird, the lateral toes are perfectly

equal. The bush shrikes, both of America and Africa

(ThamnopbilirM), have the lateral toes very unequal,
and the claws broad and well curved : this structure is

in unison widi their manners
; they live only in thickets,

the intricacies of which they explore in search of insects

and young or sickly birds. We may therefore define a

perching foot as of a moderate length, strongly made,
with the lateral toes unequal, and the hinder one not

lengthened. This latter character, as we shall presently

show, being the first indication of a very ditferent type

of form.

(119.) Clinging feet are restricted to the humming
birds, whose structure of foot is perfectly unique.

From its extreme shortness, on a cursory glance, it

K 2
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seems not unlike that of the swifts : hut the position
of the toes are very different

; the three anterior are
very nearly of equal length, and sufficiently united at
their base to keep them always close to each other,
so that the sole becomes much broader than if the
divisions were distinctly cleft ; the claws, as if to com-
pensate for the brevity of the toes, are remarkably long,
being two thirds the length of the toes themselves’.
The Trocliilidce thus present a most curious analogy
to the larks and wagtails, for although they never, by
any chance, alight upon the ground, where the two
latter genera alone reside, yet both may be character-
ised as having the claws pre-eminently ileveloped. One
could hardly have imagined that nature would have
established so teautiful an analogy between two groups
so diametrically opposite in all other respects, except that
of having the longest and the most slender bills of their
respective circles. The claws, however, of the Trochi-
Ud(B are very much curved, broad, and remarkably
acute, a conformation which is always found in birds
w’hich from living only upon trees, have additional
powers given them of clinging to the branches

; such,
in fact, are the habits of these teautiful little creatures ,

they never are seen, like other birds, hopping from
twig to twig : they are either upon the wing or seden-
tary

; and, as their well curved claws enable them to
take a firm hold on the convex surface of slender twigs,
we have aiipliod the epithet of clinging to the peculiar
foot tliey possess.

(120.) A prehensile foot is possessed by those birds
which, like the TrochilidcB, rarely, if ever, touch the
ground

;
yet they are continually wandering among

branches in search of their food : hence they require
great strength of limb, without the necessity of a
lengthened tarsus. This structure we accordingly liml
in the short legged-thrushes, {Bmchypodinm) the
orioles

(
Oriolinai), the caterpillar catchers {CeUepyrinee),

the fruit eaters (Ampelido'), and several other groups.
The foot of these birds very much resembles that of tlie
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ordinary perchers, but the tarsus is very shorty that is,

not longer than the hinder toe : the lateral toes are

either equal or not, hut the middle one is much shorter

than in the jays and other hird.s, which are both ar-

boreal and terrestrial. Another peculiarity of the pre-

hensile foot is seen in the claws, which are short, broad,

and unusually curved ; by this we know that they are

well adapted for enabling the bird to take a firm hold
of branches, while they are totally unfitted for terres-

trial habits. The common oriole {Oriolus galbu/a)

will serve to explain this

® structure in the absence of

any other native bird; but it

; ismuch more perfectly deve-

loped in the family of short-

legged thrushes, including

^ the genera Cliloropsin {fig.

f
(

69. a), Bmchypus, Tricho-

^ phorus, &c., all ofwhich are

natives of Africa and India.

The foot of the Ampelis garrulun {h) unites this and the

insessorial structure, the middle toe being much more

lengthened than in any of the last mentioned genera.

(121.) The last form leads us to those of the Sean-

norial structure, as developed in such birds as have three

anterior toes, and one posterior. Of such feet as are

especially adapted for climbing, where the toes are dis-

posed in pairs, we have already spoken, hut there are

a great variety of birds possessing the same faculty

and yet exercising it hy means of feet very differently

constructed. We shall now trace, in the gradual deve-

lopment of this structure, aU its variations among birds

whose toes have the ordinary direction so characteristic

in the typical perchers. The sort of foot last defined,

and which we have called prehitnsile, may be con-

sidered the first incipient development of the scansorial

structure
; the primary distinctions of which is in an

unusual elongation of the hinder toe, and a great

breadth and curvature of the claws. The short-legged

K 3
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thrushes possess very little of the first of these indica-
tions, but the breadth of the claw is apparent in all their
minor groups. Nature advances another step in the genus
Partis, where, as we see in P. major, {fig. 70. o) the fore

toes are very unequal in length,

and the hinder,— as Linnaus
well observes, — strong and
large

; equal, in fact, to the

middle toe. Now the Pari are

well known arboreal birds, not

only living among trees, where
alone they seek their food, hut
exploring the most slender

branches and twigs in a man-
ner almost peculiar to them-
selves : these habits render

them in some degree, climbers,

and they have consequently, in the greater deve-

lopment of the hind toe, one of the scansorial cha-

racters. Let us now see how the same structure is

developed, but under a totally different form, in a

genus which belongs to the very same family. We
allude to the Mniotilta varia, VieiUot, or black and
white creeper of Wilson ; now this bird unquestionably

belongs to the warblers, and yet it runs up the trunk of
a tree almost with the same facility as a nuthatch

; the
hinder claw (i) is consequently much more lengthened
in proportion, than that of the titmouse, in order to

support and keep the body in equihbrium, whereas the
hind toe of the Pants is used for grasping, for the
bird itself never climbs perpendicularly like the Mnio-
tilta

:

it may, indeed, rather be said to hang than
climb; and as greater strength of muscle is requisite

for the first than for the last of these positions, we
consequently perceive that the foot of the titmouse

is much stronger than that of the Mniotilta, although

the latter bird makes the nearest approach to legitimate

climbing.

(122.) Leaving these and similar representations of
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die scansorial tribe, we pass to tbat tribe itself. e

have already described the various constructions of foot

in four of the families (111.), the toucans, parrots, wootl-

peckers, and cuckows, all of which have the feet dis-

posed in pau^. The Ccvihiudctj or creepers, which

form the fifth or Rasorial family of this circle, have

proportionably larger feet * than any of the others, and

the toes are differently disposed. It w’ould scarcely be

imagined that much further variation could be found,

where all had three toes forward and one backward,

and yet there are greater diversities in this group than

in all the other families of the ScansoTCS put together.

We shall commence with the wrens, as the most aber-

rant of all the creepers, in which we consequently find

the faintest indication of the typical characters. So little,

indeed, do the majority of these birds climb, in the true

sense of the word, that it is only by tracing their close and

unquestionable relation to others, in which both the

scansorial structure and the faculty of exercising it is

more apparent, that we arrive at the positive certainty

of their belonging to this family. The length and form

of the bill, and the brown cast of the plumage of our

common species accords with the rest of the family, but

it is the peculiar length of

the hind claw (Jig. 71-)

which shows that this genus

occupies a station in the

same circle with Lochmia,

Tichodroma, Platgurus, and

Thryofhurus, each of which

have additional scansorial

characters. The hind claw in Troglodytes (6) is hardly

as long as that in the middle, and the tarsus exceeds

both
;
but in the nuthatch (Sitta, Jig. 72.), the length

of all the toes is greatly increased, yet the hinder and

the middle are of the same length, and both of them

* Thus preserving their analogy to the Cracuf^. Rast^es, naUid^, Me-

gapodia, &c., all of which they represent in the circle of the -

K 4
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shorter than the tarsus. It is only, however, in the
Australian genus Climacteris that this excessive deve-

lopment of the

posterior toe is

at its maximum
{fg- 73. a) : in

thisgenus, owing
to its enormous
claw, the hinder

far exceeds the

length of the
middle toe, and this latter is connected to the one
that is external, nearly to the end of its first joint
(6). To account for this extraordinary enlarge-
ment of the toes in all the preceding birds, it must

be remembered
that their faculty

of climbing is

entirely derived

from thesemem-
bers ; they re-

ceive no assist-

ance whatever
from their tail,

, , . „ .
which is not

only destitute of naked points, but of all rigidity

less™^*^’

** * of support, it becomes quite use-

(123.) Let us now see what further variations occur
in genera where some assistance must be derived
from the tail, a fact we gather from the feathers nos
sessing different degrees of rigidity, without their beinR
absolutely stiff or terminating in naked points The
genera whose tails are thus formed are Zeyinps (fig 74.)
Anabates Dendromu, part of Synatla^u^ O^yrhynchm,
and Buphaga. In the four first the tail, althou<»h pos
sessing but a very slight degree of stiffness, is yet suf-
ficiently firm to give some aid to the bird in chmbing
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and therefore we find a corresponding diminution in the

length of the hind toe, which is rather shorter than

that in the middle ;
but addi-

tional strength is given to the

claws, all ofwhich arestronger,

broader, and much more

curved, than in the genera we

first noticed : the toes, also,

are cleft to their base, and tbe

lateral ones are of the same

length. Few ornithologists,

indeed, would suspect these

birds to be climbers, seeing

that their feet are of the ordi-

nary size, and that there is no

very striking development of the scansorial structure in

any one part. Nevertheless, we may arrive at this con-

viction by tlie form and elongation of the hinder toe,

the strength, curvature, and compression of the claws

and the diminished flexibility of the tail feathers, when

compared wdth these parts in ordinary perchers. It is

at this point of the series that nature determines upon

a third and new modification of the scansorial faculties.

In the long-toed nuthatches, first described, she has con-

centrated this power solely in the feet. In the genera

Zenopi‘, Anahates, ^-c., it is divided between the toes

and the claws, some little aid being derived from the

tail. But in the third modification of these powers,

which we shall now describe, greater facilities for climb-

ing are given to all these members, so that we come to

the highest development of the scansorial faculty in

birds whose toes are not arranged in pairs. This change,

however, like aU her other operations in the physical

world, is marked by harmoniou gradation. The gra-

dual diminution of the characters last enumerated among

the more slender clawed Synallaxi, would lead an orni-

thologist, who merely saw some two or three of the

species, to suppose they had no connection with this

family, whereas it is in tllis very genus that nature
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marks out and effects the change we have just intimated,
and all this is accomplished within the limits of a single
genus.* We have already had occasion to illustrate
this very beautiful transission, as shown by the gradual
change exhibited by the structure of the tail (101.), and
it is equally so if we merely looked to the foot : that of
Synaliajcis dnnamomem is of the same robust form as its

congeners, but the toes, both before and behind, are
longer, and their claws more slender, especially the
hinder one. The tail preserves the broadness peculiar
to Synallaxis, but then it assumes the pointed and
almost naked ends of Ccvthia fumitiaTis

:

a more beau-
tiful union of the characters of two genera cannot, per.
haps, lie exhibited in the whole circle of ornithology

;

and so much may be taught by frequent examination of
these two species, in conjunction with a typical example
of Syn(dl«ixis'\

,

that they are the first birds which every
ornithologist should possess, who wishes to study, not the
bare and technical nomenclature, hut the true philosophy
of our charming science. We thus arrive at a group
(forming our sub-family of Certhianw) which answers
to the description already given, that is, where nature
gives a higher development than she has hitherto done,
to every organ employed in climbing, so as to constitute
tlie Certhiana the pre-eminent type of the scansorial
creepers. We regret our space will not permit us to
trace this development in any other member than the
foot. Commencing, then, with that of the common
creeper, we obseive all the indications exhibited by
Synallaxis cinnamomeiis, brought, as it were, to perfec-
tion : the toes are very slender, the inner one consider-
ably the shortest, and the hinder one again so lengthened
that it equals that of the middle: all the claws are
large, very slender, and acute, but while those in front
are greatly curved, that behind is much less so; its
great length, however, added to the general character of

t
genera of the Scamnrrs, Tenuirostres^ and Fissirostres are equi-

valent to the .sub-genera of the Insessores. ^
f Ihe typical si>ecics are Sy. Caniceps and Itujiceps. See Appendix.
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the whole foot, would make us believe that nature w^

giving us a repetition of the structure we have already

had in Sitta, and that we were again returning to that

type. But this similarity can be satisfactorily accounted

for upon other principles* ;
and now, for the first time

we perceive the tail decidedly assuming the scansorial

structure. Certhia conducts us to its representatives in

the new world, the genera

Oxyurtis Dendrocolaptes

{fig. 7.5.), and both

of which, in regard to

their feet, are the same,

and both differ in this re-

spect from Certhia as well

as from all the genera we

have yet noticed. The

scansorial powers of the foot, hitherto chiefly i"*"

the hallux, is now transferred to the foremost toes, the two

exterior of which are of the same length, and are also

equal to the tarsus, while the inner, although consuler-

ably shorter, is yet longer than the hinder toe. Here

then a superficial reasoner might be led to exclaim, xs

a complete reftitation of the theory but lately advanced

on the importance of the long hind toe of the nuthatch •

for if the great development of that toe was so essential

to climbing birds, how is it that in the Devdrocolapt,,

notoriously the most typical of all the scansorial creeper^

this very toe, which according to our theory should be

unusually large, is actuaUy less than any of the others

The theory, as these critics would declare, and honestly

believe, refutes itself !t A little more consideration,

however, will show the absurdity of such a conclusion.

• Thin relation of Certhia to Sito is at once

presentation, Crrthia representing SUta circle o
„p,thcr ignor-

^ t It is by this sort of partial reasoning that ''^viewers, altogc^hcr^

ant of natural history, maintain^, upon a w
not possibly he right in asserting that the structure was not
for defending the skin from blood and oflal, l>ecause thi

short, there
found in at/ the species ;

as ifall had the same habits,— >

were no gradations in nature I
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The anterior and the posterior toes of scansorial birds
are constructed for performing two very different func-
hons, a,lthough both are essential to the act of climbing.
Those in front are formed for speed, and may be com-
pared to the arms of a man. When in the act of as.
cending a tree, his hold is secured in the first instance,
not by his foot, but by his arm, and in proportion to
his muscular strength and the firmness of his grasp
does he make his way upwards from branch to branch,
the foot merely serving to keeping him steady in the
progress he has first secured by his arms. This fact
every one must know, cither from experience, observa-
tion, or reason. JHence we find that the long-armed
monkeys are the most expert climbers

; and the kloths
whose hinder legs are not more than half as long as the
others, are the most expert, in ascending trees, of aU
quadrupeds, monkeys alone excepted. These facts
establish the position upon which we shall argue. The
anterior toes of scansorial birds perform to them the
office of hands or arms

; it is these that are first ap-
plied to seize the bark of a tree, into the crevices or soft
covering of which the crooked claws enter, and olitain a
firm hold. It therefore follows that the more powerful
ffiese anterior toes and claws are constructed, the more
facility the bird has in climbing. Now, the Dendrn-
outaph and their congeners are tlie only scansorial
creepers that have two of the anterior toes of the same
length so that the outer one is as long as the middle
{Jig. 75.) and both, as if for giving adilitional strength
are considerably united at their basal joint. Let us now
explain the reasons that, with such unusual strength in
tlie anterior toes, the hinder one is so small, while that
of the SHtino! is enormous. It follows, from what has
already been said, that the functions of the hallux are
altogether different from those of the fore toes. In these
and in all other birds, it is merely an organ of support
And as the scansorial tribe, in climbing trees, assume a
semi-perpendicular attitude, they consequently require
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much more support backwards, in such a position, than

any other birds. In order to effect this, nature has

recourse, so to speak, to other means than those she

usually employs. The hinder toe and claw is either

enormously developed, and tlie tail has no additional

power given it (as in the case of Cliniacteris and Sitta),

or,— if still greater support is necessary than would l)e

acquired by this structure,— the tail itself, by a peculiar

formation, is made to perform the same office as the

hind toe, but with infinitely more effect. This brings

us to the point at issue. The Sitta derives its sole sup-

port when climbing from its posterior toe, which is conse-

quently unusually large. Dmidrocolaptes, on the other

hand, being a much more powerful and rapid climber

(as we have proved by the structure of its anterior

toes, and have witnessed by personal observation),

requires a much greater support backwards, propor-

tionate to its power of advancing forwards. 1 he tail

is, therefore, enlarged and strengthened in such a way,

by rigid points which stick into the bark, that the office

of the hind toe is almost superseded, and its size is

consequently not greater than in the generality of birds.

VTe should not have gone into these explanations merely

for the purpose of refuting the sort of criticism to

which on another occasion we have been exposed*, hut

because they will deter the young ornithologist from

forming hasty judgments iqjon matters which more ex-

tended investigation would place in a different light.

These details will also demonstrate, what is of far

greater interest, another and a new proof of that har-

mnny of design, and that infinite “diversity of ojk--

rations “ which the Infinite Beino has manifested in

these his glorious, yet lower, works.

(124.) There are yet three other modifications of

the scansorial foot which must not be passed over.

* Vide tbe periodical critics, on the Preliminary tTisconrse. The

of our readers who may possibly be influenced 'ueh mi_sre|>iTO^^l‘^

and falsehoods, will Hnd them very neatly exposed in the 1-nt K

Magazine ” tor April, lS3o.
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although this part of our subject has expanded itself to

wider limits than were originally anticipated. The first

of tliese is seen in the singular and rare genus Orthonyx,
one of the very few scansorial birds of Australia, and
which seems to partake of the anomalous, or rather

unusual structure so prevalent among the animals of
that region. It will he necessary, however, before we
can understand how a bird like Orthonyx,— whose great

and long foot resembles that of the rasorial order,—can lie

connected with Dendrocolaptes, that we look to the genus
Selerurun (fig. 76.), an equally rare type, from the forests

of Brazil, and of

which the only

specimen we
have yet seen is

in our museum.
The foot of this

bird has much of

the general cha-

racter of Dendro-
cotaptes, but the

tarsus is much longer, and the outer toe (a), instead of
being equal to the middle one (b), is shorter

; the claws
are also smaller, weaker, and less curved : in all this dimi-
nution of the scansorial powers in tliese parts, we see a
considerable falling off from the typical perfection, and
adverting to what we have just advanced on the use of
the anterior feet, it is obvious this bird cannot ascend a
tree so rapid as a Dendrocolaptes. The same dimi-
nution of strength can be traced in the tail, the shafts
of which, although rigid, are comparatively weaker,
and do not extend beyond the webs, as in all the rest of
the Certhianai. Yet still, as this bird belongs to the
pre-eminent group of the tree creepers, its powers
should not be so very much diminished

; and we con-
sequently find that the comparative weakness of its

other members is made up by a great elongation of the
hinder toe (c), which is one half as long again as in Den-
drocolaptes (fig. 75.), so that it becomes, as in the nut-
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hatches, of equal length to the middle one
; yet it is

even of greater power than in these latter birds, for

towards the end of the claw there is a small notch,

apparently intended to give an additional supporting

power to the hallux, this notch being constructed for the

purpose of resting upon the bark, in like manner as the

point itself : there is a very shght tendency to this

structure, almost imperceptible, in our common nut-

hatch ; but it has never been noticed, and probably

would not have been now observed, had not our atten-

tion been drawn to it by finding it so conspicuous in

the Brazilian bird. Having now described the foot of

Sclerurus, the rasorial genus of the circle of Certhiarue,

the ornithologist will be Iwtter prepare<l to understand

the next modification, as seen in

the Australian genus Orthonyx

{fig. 77')- imagine,

therefore, a bird rather larger

than a sparrow, but with the

general form and proportions

of the Menura, except in the

tail, which is that of Sde.ru-

rus. Like ilffinMra,the bill (a ,«)

is short, arched, and rasorial,

the wings rounded, and the feet

enormously large and strong. The relative length of the

toes (b) is altogether peculiar ; the outer one is actually

longer (in a slight degree) than the middle, while the

two outer claws (unusually slight in their curvature)

are one-third as long as the toes ; the hallux is as long

as the middle toe, but one-half its length is occupied by

the claw. Now we think it quite obvious that claws,

so constructed, were never intended to he used for

ascending trees, and yet the rigidity of the tail would

imply that this most singular bird feeds in a semi-

perpendicular attitude, for if otherwise, such a tail

could be of no use. Our specimen confirms this sup-

position, for the ends of the feathers, or rather the

webs, are much worn away. We hazard the conjecture.
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in the absence of all information upon the subject, that

the habits of Orthonyx are terrestrial, that it is, essen-

tially, a walking bird, but that it seeks its food not so

much upon the barks of trees, as upon steep earthy
banks, into which its unusually straight claws could

penetrate, and against which the bird may be supported

by its tail ; it is also highly probable that these strong

claws are used for scratching the ground, after the

manner of most rasorial birds. At all events the dis-

covery of Sclerurus establishes that link between Den-
droeokiptes and the bird we have been describing,

without which we could hardly have guessed on the

situation of either. Both, however, are thus seen to be

types of the Jt/inoms, one in the circle of the Certhiance,

the other in that of BuphngiruB.

(12.5.) The genus Buphaga, known by the common
name of beef-eaters, has been by all naturalists placed

with the starlings, merely, as it would seem, because

like them they are often seen on the backs of the

African cattle, clearing them of Acari and other trou-

blesome insects. This error of arrangement has entirely

arisen from ignorance

of the different forms

which belong to the

scansorial structure of

foot. We may admit
this fact in its econo-
my, and yet deny that

Buphaga
{ fig. 78.) is

any other than a scan-
sorial genus. This is evident from its remarkably broad
and unusually curved claws, more resembling hooks than
those of any bird out of the raptorial circle. Now it is

very remarkable that in all the specimens we have seen

of this bird, however old, not one has occured in which
the points, which are remarkably fine ami sharp, have

been at all worn : we hence infer that they are not

used upon any substance hard enough to blunt their

acuteness
;

the hard bark of trees would unquestionably
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do this^ as in the case of all other scansorial birds ; so

that they must either he used to cling to the hacks

of sheep and wool-hearing animals, or round slender

branches. All the accounts we have confirm the former

supposition, while the whole structure of the foot shows

that this bird never walks habitually upon the ground.

We have merely glanced at these facts, which shows

the station held by Bvphaga in the circle of the scan-

sorial creepers, for the purpose of lessening the surprise

which will be excited among oniithologists by this new
view of its affinities ; and we shall now describe its foot.

Although the tarsus is very short, the toes are equally

so, yet the nails arc disproportionably large ;
the lateral

anterior toes and the hallux (when measured with their

claws) are equal, but are shorter than tlie tarsus, while

the claw of the hallux is as long as the toe itself. It

might be imagined that if this bird really fed, habit-

ually, upon the backs of catde, the very acuteness of its

claws woidd inflict more pain upon the animal than

was felt from the insects which it came to devour.

Nay, further, tliat the bird could not retain its hold

upon the ox’s hide without its talons penetrating the

skin. No theory can be more plausible than this, and yet

it is denied by the following experiments. Let any

one take a dried specimen of the Bupkigu that has its

toes extended in a natural position, and apply the foot

to the fingers of one hand, while he pulls the specimen

with the other, exerting the same force, or even greater,

as he might suppose the bird to do w'ere it alive and

clinging to his naked hand. This done, he will be

altogether surprised at finding that tlie claws, so far

from penetrating the skin, do not create the least

degree of pain. Let him then make the same experi-

ment widi the foot of a sparrow-hawk, and if only one

quarter of the same force is used, the talons occasion

instant pain, and their points enter the skin ;
if the

force exercised was the same, they would immediately

be buried in the flesh. Two such opposite effects pro.
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(lucecl by claws which both terminate in remarkably

acute points, appears at first exceedingly perplexing,

and may well claim our attention. The explanation

appears to be this : 1. the claw of the sparrow-hawk, in-

dependent of its acute point, has two sharp cutting

edges beneath, one on each side, which are continued

to the tip
;
by this structure it becomes a three-sided

weapon, and enters the flesh immediately upon the least

force being applietl ; 2. the claw reaches its termin-

ation very gradually, so that its power of penetration is

doubly augmented. No such characters belong to the

claw of the Jiujihaga

;

it has no lateral cutting edges,

although the sides (occasioned by the flatness of its

under part) are bluntly angulated ; added to which the

termination is remarkably abrupt, so that the extreme
point would act as a little hook, without penetrating

farther. This, in fact, is established by the experiment

just alluded to, and which it is in the power of any one,

having skins of the birds in question, to verify. It is

quite obvious that if the claws of the liuphaga would

not excite pain upon the human hand, it would have

no such effect upon the thick hide of an ox, but rather

excite an agreeable irritation, like that which is felt on

scratching an inflamed part of the human body. The
large Acari of tropical countries are well known to

create sores, and the gentle irritation round these parts,

according to every principle of analogy, would have the

same effect upon the skin of the ox, as upon that of

the human species. On attentively considering all these

circumstances, we feel persuaded that the linjihnga not

only seeks its chief food from the Acari and other

parasitic insects infecting cattle, but that it actually

climbs about their bodies for that purpose, in all direc-

tions ;
this latter belief being sanctioned by the great

development of the hind claw, and its very rigid,

although not pointed, tail.

(126.) There is only one other modification of foot

which seems also belonging to the scansorial type ; this
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is seen in one genus only, and that genus is at present

represented but by a single species, the Oxyrhynchus cris-

tatus, or crested sharp bill (fy. The strength of

the whole foot, the shortness

of the tarsi, and the broad

ami well curved claws clearly

show that this is an arboreal

bird ; while the large sine of

the hallux, which is fuUy

equal in length both to the

middle toe and to the tar-

sus, is almost conclusive evidence of its being scan-

sorial. If any other peculiarity of conformation was

necessary to give support to this belief, it will be found

in the acutely conic bill, which almost perfectly re-

sembles that of Vunx. In other resirects the foot of

Oxyrhynchiis is of the ordinary perching shape ;
the

lateral toes are equal, the middle toe is not much

longer, and is united to the outer rather more than to

the inner toe.

( 127.) The feet of the MeUphngida, or honey-

suckers of Australia, are generally termed scansorial,

although they possess only one of the characters belong-

ing to this type, namely, a very strong and lengthened

hind toe and claw, formed, however, as in ordinary

perchers. In every other respect the foot would in-

dicate (from the length of the tarsus) that these birds

occasionally frequented the ground, although (from the

inequality of the lateral toes) their chief residence was

among trees: this latter supposition is confirmed by

their habits; tbeir food, as already intimated (53.)

consists of the nectar of the flowering trees of New
Holland, which they lick with their brush-like tongue,

together with such insects as frequent the same blos-

soms. We can readily fancy that in such situations the

honey-suckers would often have occasion to assume those

* Zool. must. i. pi, 49.

L 2
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Strained and unusual attitudes seen in the tomtits

(Parus), sometimes hanging hy their feet to reach a
bunch of flowers, which could not otherwise be ap-
proached ; the feet, therefore, of the two families, in

aU essential points, are precisely the same.

(128.) The name of Syndactyle has been given by
writers to all such feet as have the outer toe more or

less joined to that of the middle: hence, as such feet

occur in almost every natural group among the perchers,

the term has become altogether vague, from its in-

discriminate use. M. Cuvier, more especially, has so

far neglected a due restriction to the meaning of this

term, that he has actually, from this one circumstance,

classed the hornbiUs {Buceridm) with the bee-eaters,

and the kingfishers! Syndactyle feet, in short, are

even more varied than the scansorial, but with this

essential difference, that the birds possessing them do
not, like the Scansores, constitute a natural group

; but
are merely one of the indications of the natatorial type.

Hence it follows, that every modification of foot

which we have described (even among the Raptores)
presents instances of this union of the two outer toes,

which, according to M. Cuvier’s views, makes them
syndactyle, and entitles them to a place in his artificial

tribe of Syndactyles. As it is quite unnecessary to point
out the inconsistency of such a classification, we sliall

merely observe that the most striking examples of this
union of the two outer toes will be found in the genera
Mnlncnnotm, Pitta, Eurylamus, Prionops, Datiyccphala
Bticeros, Lciolhrix, Myothera, Rupicola, Todus, Pha-
nicirciis, Pipra, Rendrocokiptes, &c., genera, in fact
which are spread over the whole order ImessoreJ.
Nevertheless, the term is good, if limited to such feet^

with united toes, as are of a different formation to all

others, and would not, even if their toes were free,

come under any of the definitions we have already

given. Such a form of foot will be found in the genera
Merops and Alcedo, containing the bee-eaters and the
kingfishers, to whose feet, par excellence, we shall limit
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die term Syndactyle. The habits of these two groups,

so far as concerns the use of their feet, are nearly the

same, for in neither are these members ever employed

but to rent the body. The kingfisher watches patiently

from a fixed station,— generally a naked twig, over-

hanging the water,— for such fish as come within its

reach, and then, after a time, flies to another station ;

where it alights, it remains. The feet {fig. 80. a), from

not being used for walking or standing, are consequently

very small, and the toes imperfectly developed ;
there

are three in front, and one behind, but two of the

former might be almost reck-

oned as only one, since they

are united together even to the

commencement of their respec-

tive claws ; the inner toe is not

half the length of the others,

and seems ruilimentary : it has

a claw, and is rather more de-

tached at its tip than the other

two: in some, as in the three

toed kingfishers, this inner toe

disappears. The hinder toe (b)

is very short, and scarcely longer than the inner one ;

the scales of the whole foot are so thin and transparent,

that they can scarcely be seen in the small species by the

naked eye. Those who have seen much of the true king-

fishers, so scarce in England, but so common in tropical

America, know that diey never perch upon any other

than small or slender branches ;
and this we might infer

from the shape of tlte foot. The two outer anterior

toes are very long, so that they would completely clasp

two thirds of the circumference of a small branch, the

other third being embraced by the hinder toe: this

fact is further confirmed by the unusual flatness of the

soles of all, and by the acuteness of the claws (c), which,

from being but slightly curved, would not, upon a

small branch, come into contact with the wood . t e
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union of the three anterior toes, by producing consider-
able breadth of sole, gives an unusual degree of steadiness
to the bird highly conducive to its remaining very long
in one position. Thus we see that the foot of the king-
fisher, which at first appears so very imperfect, and so
totally useless for ordinary purposes, is that which is

most of all suited to the habits and the wants of the
bird. The bee-eaters, like the swallows, feed upon the

yet, unlike those birds, they never perch upon the
ground

; at least, we can affirm this of the Kuropean
species {Merops apiaster), which visits the island of Sicily
every year in great numbers, and remains for near a
month on its passage from Africa to middle and southern
Europe. During this period we have sought for many
years every opportunity of detecting these birds in their
renthvj position, but never were successful in finding
them otherwise than on the tops of the olive trees,

where they rest immoveable, until they again dart off
for another long excursion. It is indeed obvious that
they could not walk, for their feet (d) are much the
same as those of the wood kingfishers {Daceln, fig. 80 . e),

with this only difference, that the three anterior toes
are divided tlie whole length of their last joint, the
scales being rather more conspicuous.

(129.) ITe shall here notice the foot of the genus
Bucarns, not as an example of the true syndactyle form,
but rather to show the wide difference in its construction
from that of the kingfisher. The species before us is
that generally called the Buceron naftufns. The general
structure of the leg, although somewhat short, is strong
and robust ; the tarsus is nearly twice the length of
the hind toe, which is shorter than any of the others
the middle toe is connected to the outer only as far as
its first joint, the inner being entirely free, or cleft to
its base ;

the claws are stout, and the scales thick and
strong. The great breadth of the sole, as well as the
partial union of the toes, clearly shows this bird habitu-
ally lives among trees, and yet the strength of the foot,

length of the tarsus, its claws, &c., favours the suppo-
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sition, that it can occasionally walk tolerably well, and

hop with facility from branch to branch ; both these

motions, however, are completely denied to the king-

fishers and the bee-eaters, a conclusion that may be

arrived at even by an inspection of their feet. Never-

theless, as the liaceridni are the Fissirostral family ol the

ConiroHm, they repremtf, by analogy, the kingfishers,

and the Natatorial order, the leading character of this

type being to have the feet short, and imperfectly de-

veloped.
, ^ . .

('ISO') The feet of iheMusophagidm or plantain-eaters,
^ '

must not be passed over,

seeing that no authorhas cor-.

rectly described their struc-

ture, which is very peculiar.

(^•^. 81 .)
Isert, the original

discoverer and describer of

tlie magnificent Musophagu

violftceH) says that its toes are

three before, and one be-

hind ;
others maintain that

its feet are like those of a

cuckow, and even very re-

cently it has been asserted

that all the toes are un-

equal *, like those of the va-

riegated species, and of the

genus Corythaix. A beau-

tiful skin of Musophaga

violacea, is now before us,

with the feet relaxed, so

that the parts have all the

pliability of life. The middle toe (a) is much lengthened,

and the hinder (b) is the shortest, but the two lateral are

perfectly even, and there can be no doubt that their or-

* Species Avium. ** Vigiti omnes T^finie^^attempt
Phimus ! the latler.the Musophaga of .ill other “"'‘•'“'"S'®

‘‘v systems, and
of this author to strike outtim name of Jtd pedantic.

ivn coinage, will be as futile as itis siiij e
substitute one of his own coinage,

L 4
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dinary direction is in front, although not equally so forthe external toe (c) has a more sidelong direction than the
‘ j«st as we see in the owls, the

structure ofwhose footwehavealready
described: so far from this toe being
su -versatile^ it cannot be brought
even a quarter way round (d) without
an unnatural effort, so that its orilin.
ary position («) would be about dou-
ble that distance from the middle toe,
which is between the middle and the
inner one. In support of this opinion
we hnd that this outer toe is actually
connected to the middle one by a

.1
™®™*>''*‘n‘‘,asiftopreventit

from having that versatile power which is seen in thecuckows
(>^ 82.), where this membrane is completely

wan mg. Other writers, unacquainted, apparently, with
the time struc ure of the have im^ined
tiiat these birds connected the order Jiasores with that of

but we see nothing to justify this opinion,
and very many facts and considerations against it. The
eet are evidently a union of the percliing and the aber-
rant scansonal characters, without any of the rasorial.

(.1.81.) Having now attempted to define, with that
precision which the present state of science demandsthe numerous modifications in the form and functionsof the feet in those groups belonging to the Insessorial
order, we shall but slightly touch upon such as arepeculiar to the others : we have done this brieflv firs7because the variations are much fewer, and ^’ornfivbecause the student will not have the same faciliSf
comparison, except m such species as are indSu/Very many of tlie Rasorial, Grallatorial, and Nafatoriai
genera are composed of very large birds, whose size
excludes them from private collections, and which canonly be seen through the glazed cases, -often placed
in bad hghts, and unfavourable situations,— of public
museums. Where, as in this case, the greatest accuracy
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of description is desired, repeated personal examination

is essentially necessary ; and this, under the above cir-

cumstances, cannot he always attained.

(132.) Feet of the rasorial type, as we have before

observed, are remarkable for their size and strength:

this holds good in nearly all the rasorial types among

the perchers ; but their full development is only met with

in the order Itamres itself. The habit of walking, even

among the Innensores, is always indicated by a leg whose

tarsus is much longer than the hind toe. This is, conse-

quently, a universal character in the Rasorial order, to

which is added a smallne.ss and elevation of this toe, not

to be met with in the perching order. The lateral toes are

always of equal length, and they are connected at their

base to the middle one by a short web or membrane : now,

was this membrane broader than it really is, it would

obviously impede the free action of the joints of the toes

;

but, by merely extending for a quarter of an inch or so,

it gives strength and stability to the walk of the bird.

The claws are altogether dilFerent from those of the

perchers, because they perform different functions : they

are very slightly bent, that they may not be injured in

walking ;
they are robust, because they are employed in

scratching the ground, and they are greatly depressed,

or rather horizontally flattened, that this function may

be more effectually performed. The reader will find all

these marks of discrimination in the claws of the par-

b 8S a tridge (^p. 83. u) when compared with

those of the blackbird. The smallness

of the hind toe is not a peculiar char-

acter of this order, but is common to the

two others which form the abberrant

circle of the class; namely, the Grallatores and the Nata-

tores. But as this member is longer in the perching order,

it is necessary that some of the rasorial birds should have

it of an intermediate length, that the passage from one to

the other should be easy, and preserve the universal law

of progressive development. We accordingly find that

in the family of the Cracidee, which connects the lnses~
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sores with the Rasorcs, the hinder toe is nearly as long

as in the cuckows, and is considerably more developed

than in any other group of rasorial birds. We wUl say

nothing of the genera Meyapodhis, Palamedia, and
Menurn, whose feet are well known to be enonnous; or

of Opisthoconius, because specimens of these large and
rare birds are not upon our table. Confining ourselves

to the genus Penelope, we may remark that the toes,

considered by themselves, might be taken for those of a

cuckow, if the outer one was only versatile ; it is evident

also, from the structure of the claws, that these birds

are much more arboreal than their congeners, for their

claws are more curved ; and from their lateral, and not

horizontal compression, as well as from their acuteness,

we conclude that they are very little, if at all employed
in scratching the ground, their structure being similar

to those of perchers, and adapted only for clinging. The
foot, in fact, of the Penelope is not a rasorial, but an
insessorial foot, for it does not possess any one of the

rasorial characters. Even the hind toe, which, in aU other

rasorial birds, is raised above the lieel, is here placed

upon the same len)el as the anterior toes {fig. 84.). That
no ambiguity should rest on this fact, we beg to call the

ornithologist’s attention to the particular species now

before us, the P. aracuan of Spix (ii. pi. 74.), one of the

most common of the genus. How this remarkable forma-
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tion in the foot of the typical Cracida should hitherto have

been completely overlooked,— even by those who have

speculated so much on the mode by which the Rasorex

and the Jnsessores sfre united, — is somewhat extra-

ordinary ; we can only account for it by the custom of ex-

amining specimens set up in cases, or on branches, instead

of preserving them in skins, in which state they can be

handled in aU directions. But however this may be,

the fact itself decides the long-contested question as to

which family of the Rusorex makes the nearest approach,

or rather forms the passage to the Inxexxores; while, if

this question be reversed, and it is asked which ot the

Insessorex makes the nearest approach to the Rnsorex,

we need only direct our search among some of the long-

legged Brazilian cuckows, or at once point to the sin-

gular genus Opisthocoinus,

(133.) The xpurs on the feet of Rasorial birds con-

stitute one of the most remarkable peculiarities of the

order. They are always placed on a line with the pos-

terior scales, and appear externally ot a bony or horny

substance, very sharp and conical in some species, and

slightly curved, like a thorn, in others. These appen-

dages characterise the male sex, and are used as weapons

of defence and otfence, chiefly in those battles which

take place at the season of courtship. '1 hus they are

analogous, and perform the same functions as the

horns of the ruminating quadrupeds, which represent

this order in the circle of the mammalia. It is very

curious, indeed, to trace the numberless points of ana-

logy between these two groups, and to see how' nature

herself, in despite of their different forms, makes them

represent each other. Rasorial birds and ungulated

quadrupeds ( Unyulata) are the only vertebrated animals

which defend themselves by kicking at their enemies.

(134.) The formation of the foot in the order of

waders is rather more varied than in the last ;
for R

in this group, the most aberrant of the class, that we nc

* The kangaroo also kicks : hut then it is a type of tlie RasoreS) in the

order Glires. See Ciassiticalion of ^jnadrupeds, p. 333.
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more instances of the disappearance of the hind toe than
elsewhere : in this order, also, we have some very remark-
able forms, by which the passage from the simply wehhed
shape to the swimming foot is gradually and distinctly
marked. The typical structure is found in the sand-
pipers

( Tringa), tatiers
( Totanus), and snipes (Smlopax)

.

In these the three anterior toes are very long, slender,
and deeply cleft to their base, and the lateral ones not
much shorter than the middle

j the hinder toe is much
shorter, proportionably, than in the Rasores, and is placed
rather higher up the leg. The haUux, in fact, in all the
above genera, and in most of the others, is obviously
rudimentary, and therefore can in no wise be depended
upon even as a distinction for a genus, notwithstanding
the undue stress that has been laid upon it in two or
three instances in the Regne Animal. But, as we quit
the typical waders and approach the swimmers, we
meet with feet totally different

; the most remarkable of
these forms characterise the Phaleropes, the coots, the

jacanas, and the rails ; the two first are
swimmers, the latter walkers. There
may be observed in some of tlie tatlers a
projecting margin or rim on each side of
the anterior toes, which appears to indicate
in birds so formed, some little power
of swimming; now this margin appears
the first, or incipient development of the
lobed foot of the Phahrojm hyperborem
{fig- 85.) ; the margin gradually enlarges in
Ph. Wilsoni*, and the toes are connected

at their base by a short web; a structure, as Dr. Rich-
ardson well observes, which seems to fit it more for
walking on the surface of marshes filled with aqua-
tic moss {Sphagna;), than for exercising the full powers
of swimming possessed by Ph. hyperboreus, and Fuli-
carius. In these two species the membrane on each
side the toes is not only enlarged, but divided into dis-
tinct lobes, or deeply scalloped membranes

; the webs
* Northern Zoology, vol. it p. 405. pi. 69.
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also are now greatly enlarged, and embrace two joints of

the outer, and one of the inner toe. In consequence of

this structure, we find that both these birds are excel-

lent swimmers. Of the first, the same observing natu-

ralist says, “It frequents shady ponds, in which it

swims with ease and elegance; its attitndes much re-

sembling those of the common teal, and, like that bird,

it is continually dipping its bill into the water, picking

up the small insects which constitute its food. P. Fuli-

carius “ was often seen swimming on the sea, far from

land, on the northern expeditions.”*

(135.) The Coots (Fulica) have their feet con-

structed on the same principle as the PImleropes : they

are well known to be most expert divers and swimmers,

but such bad walkers, that they appear to stagger in

their gait, and use their wings as flappers. In no part

of the world have we seen this bird in such abundance

as on the lakes of Leontitu, in the island of Sicily

:

flocks of 400 or 500 are very often seen sailing on the

larger lake during the day, but so shy that it requires

great skill for the sportsman to approach them : upon

being fired at, the greatest number immediately dive.

For this operation their foot is admirably fitted. Next

to the jacanas, it has the largest claws among the rail

family '; the middle toe often measuring four inches,

while the size and strength of tile whole foot is

unexampled in the Grallatorial order ; the hind toe,

however, is more like that of a duck, and hence we find

that, although the coot dives and swims admirably, it

walks with difficulty and unsteadiness. The external

toe has two, and the middle three, lobes on each side,

each pair distinctly divided : these correspond with the

number of the joints : the lobes on the inner toe are all

united, and the number of four, can only be traced by

the articidations, and by the margin of the membrane

being very slightly scolloped adjoining thereto : the claws

are moderately long, strong, very acute, and nearly

straight.

* Northern Zoology, vol. ii. l>.
407.
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(136.) The most extraordinary shaped foot among the
Grallatorial birds is that of the jacanas^ or spur-winged
water-hens. These birds, whose geographic range
appears restricted to the tropical latitudes of both hemi-
spheres, are particularly common on the low and in-
undated grounds of Brazil; and we have frequently
seen twenty of them at once, in different parts of a
swamp, walking almost upon the water. Such, at least,

is their appearance ; and, although startling to one who
is a stranger to their habits, the deception can be thus
explained :—More than two-thirds of tlie surface of these
swamps, where the water is generally shallow, is partially

covered with the broad leaves of water lilies and other
aquatic plants : it is upon these that the jacana walks
while seeking the aquatic insects upon which it feeds.
It is clear, however, that, to accomplish this, it must
have a very ])eculiar shaped foot; for, otherwise, the bird
would sink in the soft mud below by its own weight.
The toes and claws are therefore developed to a most ex-
traordinary length, in order that the bird should lie sup-
ported by the great extent of surface which its foot covers.

The African jacana*, whose body is about the size of

S6

our green woodpecker, has yet such an enormous foot
that its fore toes measure no less than three inches and a
quarter, and its hind one 86. a) two inches and a
half: the claws are obviously constructed for the sole
purpose of supporting the bird upon a smooth and level

plain ; they are perfectly straight, and of such uncom-
mon length, that the hinder one measures at least

two inches. By this remarkable structure the bird is

enabled to walk upon half floating leaves, which would
* Zoological Ulus. vol. il pL 2.
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themselves sink, and plunge any other sort of bird into

the water not one third the weight of the jacana
;
who

thus appears, at a distance— where its fragile support is

not seen— to walk upon the surface of the lake. It is

precisely upon this principle that the snow shoes of the

Canadians are constructed, by which they are enabled to

walk wdth ease upon the snow, whatever may be its

depth beneath, 'fhe foot of the rails (Uullidw), whose

habits lead them to the edges of muddy ponds, and who

habitually live in marshes and swampy grounds, exhibit

a subdued modification of the same structure : the toes

are remarkably long; but as these birds roost upon the

low boughs which overhang the water, and even in trees

eight or ten feet from the ground, their claws (fig-. 86. b)

are consequently small in comparison, and sufficiently

curved to render them instruments of prehension. It is

quite evident that this family is the scan-

sorial group of the Grallatores, and equally represent

the Cracidm*

(137.) I’or a swimming, or natatorial foot, we nave

been prepared by the genera Phalaropus, Fulica, and

Fodoa: the last of which is perhaps the connecting link

between the RaMda and the Anatidai, or ducks: the long

legs, however, of the waders

are still continued to the Fla-

minyo, the most aberrant type

of the circle of the Anatida,

to which, in every other re-

spect, it has an intimate and

unquestionable affinity, as will

subsequently more fully ap-

pear when we come to tlie

Anatine circle. The typical

form of a natatorial foot is to

have the tarsus very short, the

three anterior toes lengthenod, and united by a mem-

» Fin. 86. c represents the bill of a most singular rail from ^“8^1 j.

while the hinder toe and claw (d) does not ditt'er in the least tro

the generality of the species (6). It is onr Halim carinatus oi cne Ap-

pendix, and of the “ Birds of Western Africa.”
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branaceous web, which extends to their extremities ; by

this means it is transformed into a paddle or oar,

and it is found that all birds having a foot thus con-

structed, are better swimmers than those of any other

order. Superiority in diving, however, seems to require

a structure of foot more similar to that of the coot ; for

in this respect no genus is so highly gifted as the

grebes {fig. 87-)

(138.) The webbed form of foot is the most prevalent

in the natatorial order ; but it has diree or four modifi-

cations which deserve notice. When this structure is ac-

companied with a more than usual length of tarsus, and

the thigh is naked just above the knee, we may feel

assured that the power of walking is superadded to

that of swimming. Every one knows how awkwardly

a duck walks, or rather waddles, in comparison to the

goose : this difference entirely arises from the length of

their respective tarsi
;

tliat of the former is very short

;

tliat of the latter much longer. Hence the flamingo,

which has the longest legs in the Natatorial order, is so

good a walker that it only swims occasionally. It is

by this formation that the gulls so materially differ from

their congeners the terns, whose very short and weak

legs are incapable of traversing the shore in search of

those marine animals which the gulls walk after, and

collect at each ebb of the tide. We have seen that the

grebes, which are the most expert divers, have their

hind toe broad and lobed. As an additional proof tliat

such a form, although not essential to swimming, is yet,

in some inexplicable way or other, very important to

great powers of diving, we need only look to the oceanic

ducks of the sub-family FuUgulina, which are only dis-

tinguished in external structure from their brethren of

the rivers (Anathi^) by having their hind toe broad

and lobed, which the fresh water ducks have not. It is

well known that, while the former ihve with great ex-

pertness, die latter do so but seldom.

( 139.) In the penguins and the cormorants the

hinder toe differs from that of all the other natatorial
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families, in being placed almost as forward as in the swifts.

We know too little of the manners of these birds in their

watery element, to conjecture the sort of influence this

structure would exercise during the act of swimming. It

seems, however, from the united testimony of voyagers,

that when upon land the penguin's attitude is perfectly

erect : indeed, it could not be otherwise, the legs being

placed so far back, and past the equilibrium of the body.

The same position is assumed by the cormorants when
watching for their prey ; and yet the form of the hind

toe in these two genera is so different, that this general

character in their habits will not explain

the reason of the variation. In the penguin

(fig.SS.) the tarsus is so short as almost

to be confounded with' the sole of the

foot ; and it is probably rested upon the

ground for its whole length when the

bird walks, just as in the bear and other

plantigrade quadrupeds ; it is also re-

markably broad : the hind toe is placed in

front, and on the inner margin ; but it is

so unusually small, that, but for its short,

but well defined claw, it would not be

perceived. This claw is without any vestige of a web,

or of a lobe, and is quite disconnected with the others

:

of the three anterior toes, the middle is the longest,

the outer rather less, and the inner by far the

shortest. The whole foot is remarkably flattened, being

near twice as broad as it is thick, as if to enable the

bird to cover a greater breadth of ground than ordinary.

The cormorant’s foot agrees in having the hinder toe

brought forward ; but here its similarity to that of the

penguin ceases. The tarsus is somewhat longer, and
instead of being compressed in front, is compre.ssed on

the sides ; the toes are long, and so arranged in their

relative lengths, that the outermost is the longest, and

the three others rapidly diminish in length ;
all four

being connected to each other by a membrane which

reaches to the claws. From this it would appear that such

M
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a foot is more adapted for swimming than that of the

penguin ; and yet it is asserted by voyagers that these

latter birds swim with such amazing rapidity that they

will pursue and overtake even fishes
;
upon which, in-

deed, they chiefly live. This fact would he perfectly

incredible, did it not explain indirectly the true use of

the abortive wings of these singular birds, which being

used as fins, gives them this superiority of swimming

over all other birds ;
and confers upon them the pos-

session of four members for this express purpose, when

all other birds have only two. That law of nature per-

vading every part of the anim.al creation, which pre-

serves the balance of powers and of faculties, by giving

additional power to one organ, if another is unusually

weak, is no where more strikingly and wonderfully dis-

played than in the penguin and the frigate pelican (Ta-

chipetes). The one is, perhaps, the longest, and the

other the shortest, winged bird in creation, and yet it is

in these very members that the law in question is de-

monstrated. The feet of both birds, upon land, can do

no more than barely support the body ;
but, to com-

pensate for this apparent deficiency, nature has thrown

such additional powers into their wings, that aU other

birds must confess their own inferiority. And yet these

powers are of a totally different kind ;
nay, they are the

very antipodes of each other. The penguins would

seem to make their way under water with almost the

same celerity as the swallow does in the air
; but this

is entirely owing to the peculiar structure of their wings.

In the air the bird is utterly helpless, and would fall to

the ground like a lump of lead. Now the Tachipetes

has a foot even still more useless for all other purposes

than the penguin ;
it is fully as short, yet the mem-

brane between the toes, from scarcely reaching to the

first joint, precludes the bird from swimming : its foot,

in short, like that of the humming-bird, is a mere in-

strument of rest to support the body. How then, it

may be asked, does the bird live. It may almost be

said to live in the air. Its immense extent of wing.
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when compared, to the size of the body^ is almost with .

out parallel, excepting, perhaps,in the swifts. The flight

of the eagle, strong, majestic, and beautiful, as it cer-

tainly is, cannot be compared to that of the frigate

birds either for grace, celerity, or loftiness. Few will

be disposed to believe this assertion until, by crossing

the tropics, they become eye witnesses of the astonishing

poivers of flight which nature has bestowed on these

birds. They seem to delight in that war of elements

which woultl overpower almost all other birds, but

which to them appears the season of pastime. At one

moment the frigate bird may be barely perceptible as

a moving speck above the mast, while the next, a sudden

splash in the wave will tell that it has fallen upon a fish,

or caught one that had been previously captured by the

boobie, who had relinquished it on the appearance of

this irresistible flyer. It has been said, and we be-

lieve the fact, that the frigate bird has been seen near

a thousand miles from any known land, for the rapidity

with which it flies appeared to us far greater than that

of the swallow, and to be effected with scarcely any

motion or beating of the wings. Thus has nature ad-

hered to her law. No birds in this order are gifted

with such extraordinary powers in their wings as these

twoj and to no birds are the usual functions of the

feet so much denied.

(140.) The soNO or the language of birds, has been

a subject of fruitful speculation among the French writers,

and a useful abstract of what they have advanced will

be found in some of our recent compilations ;
neverthe-

less, there is much of error, and some exageration, in these

statements. The subject is in many respects interesting,

but, as it is more physiological than scientific, we shall

in this place treat it with brevity
:
passing over what

has already been published, for the purpose of treating

the subject with reference to the natural classification of

these songsters. The powers of voice are certainly

greater in birds, when their size is considered, than in

any other class of animals, or even in man. Ihis

M %
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fact is establisheol by experience, and by comparative

anatomy : we know that the crowing of a cock may be I

heard at a far greater distance than the shout of a man, I

even had he the lungs of Stentor, and it may be even

questioned whether the same remark may not be appli-

cable to the full and sonorious warbling of the thrush.

We have no data to estimate the comparative loudness

of voice between quadrupeds and birds, in proportion to

their sizes : nor is it very material to labour upon such

nice distinctions. It is only in these two typical classes

of the vertebrated circle, if we except the hissing of ser-

pents, and the croaking of frogs, that the voice is suf-

ficiently developed to emit sounds, audible and definite.

The voice of many quadrupeds is capable of different >

degrees of intonation which, as they arc understood by

their kind, is without doubt a language. The lowing

of the cow, when slowly wending “o’er the lea,” to the

farm yard, is very different from that which it utters

when separated from its young ; and, again, from the '

bellowings of fear or of rage. In the dog, how many

varied intonations will be found: but it is among

birds alone that these sounds assume harmonious grada-

tions. But has nature restricted the power of uttering

sounds to the vertebrated circle ? Kvery entomologist

knows the contrary. A large portion of the natural order

of Hemipteru Lin., among insects, are, perhaps, the most

noisy beings in creation ; nor is this noise altogether

unmusical : the ancients, indeed, so much admired the

shrill chirpings of the Cicada, that one of their poets i

has made this insect the subject of an ode. Now the

order Ilemiptern

,

in the circle of the class Ptiloln, or

winged insects, occupies precisely the same station as the

class of bii'ds tills in the circle of the vertebrata. So

that nature, ever true to her beautiful system of repre-

sentation, makes the Hemiptera, by this peculiar faculty,

to be the birds of the insect world : both perch upon trees

and both sing (though by different means), for a long

continuance, and in their most alluring notes, during the

season of courtship. Detach the Cicadas from the
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Hemipteraoi LinnjEUS, as some entomologists have ktely

done, and this most beautiful and perfect analogy is al-

together lost.

(141.) Without attempting to assign causes for every

thing we see in nature, it may safely be affirmed that

one, at least, of the reasons why so much strength of

voice has been given to the feathered creation, is, for

the purpose of mutual recognition and companionship.

Quadrupeds living upon the ground, when in quest of

their mates, can discover them by sight, and by smell, for

this latter faculty they enjoy in a much higher degree

than birds — besides, they do not wander so far or so

often from each other, and even then, being more or less

exposed, they may be detected by the sight, or utmost by

a slight exertion of the voice. But with birds the case

is far different : they separate from their fellows at wider

distances, and even when comparatively near they can-

not recognise each other (at least those of the arboreal

tribes) by reason of tlieir diminutive size, and the foliap

of trees or plants. Hence it will be observed that the

sexes of those species which habitually live together at all

seasons, utter at intervals a peculiar sort of twitter when-

ever they quit one tree for another, as if to licep their

mates constantly informed of every iresh movement. We
particularly remarked this fact in a pair of bullfinches

which crossed our path in a shady lane this morning

.

sometimes they w’ere Iwth on the same side of the hedge,

and sometimes opposite each other, never separating to a

greater distance than fifteen or twenty yards: when

nearer, this calling note was not heard, but so soon as

one flew to another bush, in search of fresh food, it ap-

prised its companion, who immediately followed. 1 ht

same little signal notes are used by perching birds,

which feed in societies, as the goldfinch and long-tailed

titmouse, no less than by the wren in the spring, "

exploring with its mate the best spot for erecting t leir

new nest, or gathering materials for its construction, n

autumn, however, this latter bird is solitary, am ' * *

across our path, or explores the tangled hedge, a silent
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and a solitary rambler. That this is the chief reason of
the great development of the voice in birds, will be
further manifested by looking to the Mycetes, or howl-
ing monkeys of Brazil, The Brazilian hunters assert

that those whose voices are the most powerful are soli-

tary,and that they do not live, like the other monkeys, in

troops. M^'lien in quest of their mates, they ascend one
of the lofty trees of the forest, and from thence send
forth those hideous howls, which can be heard at a dis-

tance of near a mile. This cry is always made after

sunset; so that, although we frequently heard it, the

nature of the trackless and almost impenetrable forests

where these monkeys reside rendereil it dangerous, if not
impossible, to verify this account by personal observa-

tion. There is strong analogy, however, in support of
the fact ; for, as neither sight or smell would at all serve
this quadruped for the accomplishment of the alleged

object, the powers of voice have been wonderfully in-

creased, precisely upon the principle that it is highly
developed in the generality of birds.

(142.) The musical intonation of the voice in birds

does not appear connected with any function absolutely

necessary (as in the last case) to its well-being, but is

ratber a faculty given them to increase their enjoyment
and happiness. There can be no doubt, as we shall

presently see, that this faculty is intimately connected
with that of love, in the season of incubation ; but the sen-
sibility and the sentimentality of Buffbn and his lively
countrymen is carried too far, when they assert that
the song of birds is nothing but the expression of love,
and that after the time of Incubation the woods are in
general silent.* It is really time that the historians of
nature, at least, should throw aside these and similar

fictions, which have either been long refuted, or which
the slightest knowledge of the subject is sufficient to

dispel into
“ thin air. It is very true, that as the

autumn, in our northern climates, advances, the woods

* Griffith’s Cuvier.
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are in general silent ;
and it wonld be strange, indeed

if they were not, seeing that the greatest part of o

song Hrds have taken their departure ! Had a little

further inquiry been made, there are many traveller

who could have told Buffon, that in more genial climates

and especially between the tropics, the

aU the year round with the notes of birds, both before

and after the season of incubation, while the autumnal

song of the robin, long after that period, refutes the

idea that birds do not naturally indulge themselves in

this delightful harmony except in the season of court-

sh p The faculty, in short, is imlicative of general

plSsure, for we sec it exerted at all seasons by canaries

Ld other birds kept in cages, where food and warm

is provided. It is, of course, most

latitudes, in the spring, when al nature“ to bu^

again into life, and the io^tinct ol reproduction pe^
both the vegetable and the animal world. ^
not the power has been given more especially to the

male for^ the purpose of attracting the tomale, m *e

first instance may be a matter of doubt ;
but that this

Jaculty is intended to solace her during the long, and

otherwise tedious, period of incubation cannot be ques-

tioned. Few persons are aware that the common house

swallow has one of the most varied and long continued

sings of all those birds which come to us in summer

A p^air of these have now for four years huilt their nest

widiin three yards of our study window, and whde the

female is sitting, the male perches on “
prominence, and continues to solace her, and pleas

himself, at frequent intervals, all the day lo''g-

little UTen, on the other hand, seems to send ^

quick and sharp song in the spring,

overflow of animal spirits, and at times wh™

completely alone, and flitting from hedge to tliic

search of insects.
r ,1,0 different

(143.) To attempt the description of the

modes of singing, or more ProP^y
our

languages of birds, is quite impossible, evti

M 4
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space admit of the discussion. Almost every bird has
a peculiar language, understood only by its kind. The

sorts. One may be compared to speaking, the other

whole feathered creation, for there is no birds yet dis
covered which, even so far as they liave been observed
by man, are altogether silent. The power of song
however, is confined, comparatively, but to few, all of
wiich belong to the two great typical orders of the
ckss, the lioptore, and the Inm^soreK The gallinaceous
birds, however, have by far the loudest voice, while
that of the waders and of the swimmers can be com-
pared only to a scream. Few persons would suspect
that any of tlie rapacious birds possessed the faculty of
song, for the hoot of the owl is probably only a call or

l>e supposed to recreate
Itself. -Vultures are still more taciturn, at least we
never heard them utter, in llrazil, more than a gruff
cow. But there is a species of falcon, discovered by Le
Vaillmiit in the interior of Africa, and named by himLe Futtcon Chanteur,* which is a remarkable and
almost a unique instance of melody in a bird of prey :

the sexes are truly conjugal, living togetlier at all
seasons : the song of the male is particularly strongwhen the female is sitting on the nest; he will then
solace her lor hours together, beginning witli the dawnand continuing at intervaLs until sunset; nay, so com-
pletely ,s this bird the nightingale of the rapacious
order, that its song is not unfrequentiy heard during
the greatest part of the night. It would seem that tlS
falcon belongs to the Accipetrine group of the family
which represents the i„ its circle, and thus
the analogy already remarked between birds and he-
mipterous insects is continued to the circle of the
lidptoros.

( 144.) Melody of voice may be considered altogether
pecuhar to the vast order of perchers, for the only ex-

* OU. de I’AfVique, vol. L p, 117
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ception to this law, we at present know, is the instance

just cited. Yet, although the Insessorial birds are thus

distinguished, the faculty is restricted to certain families,

while it is totally denied to others. 1 he Ilentirostral

tribe is more especially distinguished in this respect, for

in that group we have the tvhole of the thrushes, mock-

birds, warblers, nightingales, robins, &c. The Coni-

rostral tribe, in the typical examples, does not contain

many songsters ;
but in such groups as blend into the

adjoining tribe, we have the whole family of finches,

which includes the bullfinches, linnets, goldfinches,

canaries, and all the thick-hilled songsters, whose strong

and varied notes are commonly heard in the woods oi

Europe. It appears difficult among so many songsters,

each varying in its style and intonation, to decide which

family is entitled to the most pre-eminent station. 1 he

chirping school, however, must give place to the war-

bhng style of the thrushes and the nightingales, whose

full and rich melodies are certainly superior to the notes

of the canary. Ilut when to the perfection of the

thrush is superadded the power of imitating the notes

of all others, the mockbird {Orpheus poii/glottus) must

be enthroned as the queen of thJ feathered songsters.

The astonisliing vocal potvers possessed by this cele-

brated bird have been dwelt upon hy one whose de-

scription unites the truth of prose with the feelings and

beauty of poetry. The English reader may be inchned

to think the picture of the American mockbird drawn

by M'ilson, is somewhat too highly coloured; hut even

admitting this, for the sake of argument, still the simple

fact would remain, that this species can naturally imitate,

“to the life,” the song of every other bird, almost of every

animal, which it once hears, while at the same time it pos-

sesses a rich and peculiar song of its own. We cannot

say thus much of any European bird, and their powers

are consequently inferior. Hirds possessing this natural

habit of imitation are not, however, confined to the genus

Orpheus. Some of the shrikes employ this faculty for

the purpose, we may conjecture, of alluring small birds
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within their reach ; while in one or two of the hang-
nests [Icterino!) it is used, probably, as a recreation, since
these birds feed only upon fruit and insects. One of
the Brazilian water-chats {Fluxncola) is also stated to
possess the same faculty. But setting these, and a few
other isolated exceptions aside, we shall find that, out of
twenty-five families of birds composing the order of the
perchers, five only may he said to enjoy the faculty of
melodious singing to any great extent ; three of these
are in the tribe of Dentirostren, and consist of the
thrushes (Merulidce), warblers (Si/lviadcB), and such
part of the chatterers (Ampelida;') as compose the
genera Vireo and PachycKphala. The remaining two
are the finches {Fringilliike), and the starling {Stur-
nidax), in the adjacent circle of the conirostral tribe
(^Conirostres), Both series, however, are conterminous,
for they follow each other without the intervention
of any other family ; thus showing, that however par-
tially nature has distributed this gift, she has acted with
all the regularity of system in its allotment. The in-
stances just before cited of the swallow and the WTen,
neither of which birds are within the limits alluded to,

does not invalidate the general force of this rule, but
must be rather looked upon, like that of the musical
falcon, as resemblances of analogy, rather than as
marked deviations from a general law.

(14.5.) Of the remaining families of perching birds
it may be more correctly said that their voice is re-
stricted to the use of language, or in other words, is

employed only to express their wants or their desires.
The crow does not sing, but every field naturalist must
have remarked how much its caws are varied when the
bird is engaged in different occupations : this is par-
ticularly observable during their flight, when two or
three companies meet in the air, and when the whole are
obviously reconnoitering the fields below them, and
consulting where they should next alight. To the
ordinary pedestrian, all these curious, if not interesting,

traits are lost ; but we know not a more agreeable rest.
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after a long spring day walk, than a sunny hank o

primroses, where we can watch the varied evolutions oi

different companies of these birds, and “ idly speculate

upon the meaning of their language, by the results

which follow. Sometimes a single crow will leave the

flanks of its company, and after uttering two or three

caws, in a very peculiar tone, wheel off in a totally dif-

ferent direction to that in which the rest are going,

without turning to see whether his companions will

follow him ;
hut the signal is not lost to the leaders of

the company ;
they turn the column, and, after a semi-

circular evolution, they alt foUow after the instigator of

the movement, who is then, perhaps, a quarter ot a

mile ahead. Human language cannot speak more plainly

than this ;
it is the expression and the communication

of ideas, and yet the crow is destitute of the power ot

singing. Further instances are quite unnecessary to

show the radical difference between the two sorts ot

language in birds ;
a distinction which those who have

written on the subject seem to have completely over-

(146 )
Strength of voice is one of the characteristics

of the Rasorial order, and of its types through the whole

of the Insessorial circles; hut the volume of sound which

they utter, is not only devoid of all melody, but is

monotonous and discordant. The crowing of the cock,

although in some measure pleasing from poetic or other

associations, is nevertheless harsh and grating to the ear,

particularly if often repeated, while the cackle of the

hen is quite as tireing and monotonous as the clapper

of a mill. The natural cries of the parrot family are

only loud and hideous screams, which echo through

their native woods, and stun the visitors of menageries.

Turkeys, partridges, and peasants, have more or css

the same character of voice, so that the only harinony

to he found among the whole of the Rasores mus e

looked for in the most aberrant family— the pigeras,

whose cooing is particularly soft and soothing. e

may trace the discordant voice of the true Rasorial birds
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the Deir
^ ® represent them among

hn,r the long-legged
thrushes {Crateropodinrf) are the loudest of their tfbeand one species, the Dmmcohius nocifermu* of Braril’

iLTt
“ and ‘discordant babbler;that Be have frequently rushed out of the house to

the sam
nengeta, a water-chat ofthe same country, is stated to have a loud and most

Srto to be a fact inr^ard to the genus for we have named a

arfonnT"' T «>-™mstanoe.+ Similar insUnces

mLr and many
others

; setting aside the wild scream of the wood-
peckers, which are much more discordant than that ofthe jay. I he parrots we have already mentioned

SriHo T' S types,that IS to say, they represent the gallinaceous birds in
heir own circles; and while they tend to show that

thov "i-

been regulated by fixed laws,

creatioi7''''Tr
the most discordant birds in

ig tribes are too partially knoivn to admit of any
general conclusions being at present drawn respecting

*1^111^1’ f "’f''
"“‘"'e, detached facts are

Sri“oT ““ "f

(147.) The power of imitation, or of mockino- i.,either natural, or is acquired in a state of c.aptivity ’"Wehave touched ui>on the former because it belong?^to thenatural history of a bird; but we have no space to enterupon the various acquirements in which taL binir wchnt of perseverance, have been instructed. S ve a^species, to whom melody has been denied, and otherwhose natural language is monotonous and discordam
have been taught to whistle tunes and to pronouncehuman words. The crow family and the starlings, but

• Zool. IlUis. ii. 79.

f See Latham’s Synopsis, on the aiithnr5 f,r tut
t Zod. Ulus. i. SynallasisBarrdu^priS."'^®^"'^®'”'’'’-
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more especially tlie parrots, are well-known to be sus-

ceptible of these sorts of acquirements ;
the superiority

of the latter, in this respect, can be traced to the pre-

eminent docility which characterises the Rasorial type of

nature, whether seen in the parrot, the fowls, or the

ruminating quadrupeds.

( 1 48.) In reference to the peculiarly loud and dis-

cordant voices of the Rasorial types among birds, we

may draw the reader's attention to the singular fact, that

the very same jmnciple is to be traced m the order

of quadrupeds which represent the Rasoj'en ; namely the

Vnyulata, w’hich is typically represented by the rumin-

ating animals. The loud bellowing ot all the different

species of oxen, buffaloes, and large antelopes, afford a

striking contrast to the comparative feebleness of voice

in most other quadrupeds. The lion is the greatest ex-

ception, and it has no more influence to invalidate this

argument, than the musical falcon has to overthrow that

which proves the Insessorial birds to be the musical

order. There is nothing gentle or harmonious in the

bellow'ing of oxen, although, from custom and the asso-

ciation of ideas, it is not at all disagreeable. The roar

of a bull we know is terrific, and that of a bison must

be equally so ;
and if not superior, we should think

fully equal in strength to that of a lion.

(149.) The NESTS of birds is the last subject which

strictly belongs to this part of our treatise
; and al-

though it is replete with much of scientific as well as of

popular interest, our space will not permit us to treat it

otherwise than in a general way. With the exception

of the beavers and a few of the mouse-like Glire.v, birds

are the only vertebrated animals which construct tem-

porary habitations. In this peculiarity we have an ad-

ditional point of analogy between them and the winged

class {Ptilota') of insects. This instinct seems to be a

necessary consequence of their oviparous nature ;
ior, as

warmth is essential to the hatching of the egg, it is

obvious, that, were all to be exposed to the heat of the

sun, like those of the ostrich, no eggs could be matured
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in temperate and uncertain climates like our own ; or

where there was little or no sand to protect them from
observation and external injury. Hence it is that

nature has endowed these little architects with an

instinctive knowledge of fabricating temporary abodes,

which are often patterns of skill and contrivance ; and,

when we consider the fabricators, almost miracles of

execution. And yet this faculty, like most others, is

neither given to all, or in the same degree to such as

possess it. Hence we see as great a variety in tlie.form

and construction of nests, as in the situations in which
they are placed. All writers on the subject have ob-

served this, which is indeed apparent even among our

native birds ; but no one seems to have had any idea

that in tliis infinite diversity, there is every reason to

believe as much order and system exists as can be found
in the form and structure of the birds themselves.

Some birds build in trees, some upon the ground, some
beneath the surface, and some not at all. Each of these

again present us with a diversity of operations, of forms,

and of circumstances, all calculated to display tliat end-

less and astonishing variety which gives such a charm
to creation, and silently, though emphatically, speaks of

its great and wonderful Author.

(150.) We shall commence our remarks on the sub-

ject with such birds as build their nests upon trees, and
which may be therefore termed arboreal. Of these

there are many sorts, differing both in form, construc-

tion, and situation. Now as this art is one of the grand
characteristics of the feathered creation, we are naturally

led, by analogy of reasoning, to expect that it will be most
conspicuous in that particular order which shows us, in

every other quality, the perfection of the class. In this

we shall not be disappointed
; for the most elaborately

constructed nests are those of the 1 nsessorial birds ; that

order, in fact, which is pre-eminent both in faculties,

in song, and in building. Previous, however, to enter-

ing upon this extensive order, we shall briefly notice that

of the Raptores, or birds of prey, premising that in
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whatever circle they are placed, nearly all groups or

forms which represent the Insessores, are the most per-

fectly typical of that particular sort of nidification which

is most general in their own circle.

(1.51.) The nests of Raptorial birds are seldom met

with : this arises both from the comparative rarity of

the birds themselves, and from the sccresy or loftiness

of their situations. Our information, tlierefore, upon

the greater part of the species, even those which are

natives of Europe, is very defective : the best modern

work on European ornithology scarcely informs us of

any thing more than that the majority build in lofty

trees or inaccessible rocks or precipices, without even

stating whether the nest is composed of a natural cavity,

or fabricated by the bird. It cannot, indeed, be ex-

pected that field ornithologists should risk life and limb

in order to ascertain such points. We merely advert

to the fact as explanatory of our defective information,

and the impossibility of generalising our remarks to the

extent that might be wished. Even when our system-

atic writers allude to the nests of these birds, it is gene-

rally from hearsay, or from the vague accounts of ill-

informed travellers or other persons. Such accounts

cannot, in consequence, be depended upon, particularly

if they are at variance with the testimony of such men

as Azara, Wilson, Hutchins*, Richardson, and Montague.

Of the nidification, for instance, of the different genera

of vultures, we know absolutely nothing further than the

account of the Cathartes aura given by Wilson, who

says that it makes no nest whatsoever, but deposits its

eggs on the rotten wood of the excavated stumps, or

the top part of the broken hollow of a tree. Eagles

seem to be the most perfect builders of their order,

fabricating strong and capacious nests from the materials

used : these nests appear to be rude, but they are,^ m
reality, not more so than those of the most delicate 1 as-

* Both Bennant and Latham arc indebted for all their

Manners of the Northern American birds to the
l>‘‘V‘''’',.?nh,,iocist See

servatioiis of this little known, but truly cmincHt, ormtl g

Northern Zoology» vol. ii. preface by Dr. Kichardsou.
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serine bird. Could we magnify, for instance, the nest
of a chaffinch to the same dimensions as that of an
eagle, it would appear just as coarse, the delicate grass
and moss of the one would be as thick as the twigs and
sticks of the other

; the difference, in short, is not in
the degree of skill that is employed, but in tbe materials
which are used; and these latter are proportioned to
the size and weight of the bird which is to lodge within.
There is as much difference, in point of delicate mate-
rials, between the nest of the chaffinch and the hum-
ming bird, as between the former and that of the crow

;

and it would be utterly out of character that an eagle
should construct its habitation of moss, lichens, and
such slender materials as could not possibly support
tbe weight it was intended to bear. We merely intro-
duce these remarks to do away with the impression
certainly erroneous— that because the nests of eagles
and some other large birds are “ rude,” that is, of strong
materials, they are consequently ill or carelessly made.
It would seem, from all we can gather from authors,
that the nests of eagles are exposed, that is, built either
on the loftiest trees, or upon the ledges of rocks

; such,
at least, arc the situations chosen by the golden and the
white-headed eagle : of the latter. Dr. Richardson says,
that it makes a “ rude nest of sticks, lined with hay,
on the ledge of some inaccessible rock, generally over-
hanging a rapid (the reach of a river), or in a lofty
and solitary tree.”* The typical falcons, on the other
hand, build tbeirs in the natural excavations of old
trees : this has been observed of the kestrel

;
and

Wilson, speaking of the Fako sparmriug, says that its
nest is forme.l in the hollow of a tree, “ pretty high
up, where the top, or a large limb, is broken off.” The
Accepitrine hawks, closely allied to the last, choose the
same situations ; but in what manner that is, the de-
gree of skill— the nest is made does not appear. In-
deed, it may be even questioned whether they fabricate
any nest ; for birds which, like the kestrel, breed in the

* Northern Zoology, vol. il.
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“ holes of rocks*,” very often deposit their eggs among
the loose and decayed vegetable substances that are gene-

rally found within. The buzzards differ materially

from the three preceding groups of falcons in their nidi-

fication, no less than in their general structure ; for

their nest is either placed upon, or very near to the

ground. Thus Bewick remarks that the nest of the

moor buzzard is placed a little above the surface, or on

hillocks covered with thick herbage, while that of the

Circus cyamus is stated to be placed on the ground

:

the American variety builds indifferently on the ground,

or on low bushes.t The common buzzard seems to differ

materially from the foregoing, inasmuch as it builds

in trees. It may be questioned, however, whether this

species really belongs to the Butnormue, for its man-

ners, in other respects, are totally different from such

falcons as hunt, like swallows, for their prey. As to the

nidification of the kites, we can find no account suffi-

ciently explicit to be (|Uoted as an authority. Meagre

as our materials are, we yet see that, so far as they ap-

pear authentic, there is presumptive evidence that each

family, or group, even among the falcons, have a pe-

culiarity of nidification, which a better acquaintance

with other species would substantiate J)y more numerous

examples. The owls are no less peculiar ;
whether they

deposit their eggs in a tree, or in a building, or upon

the ground, a hole is always selected for the purpose
;

and the great majority, if not the whole, never appear

to construct any nest. We shall subsequently have oc-

casion to advert to this fact.

(152.) The order of Perchers not only comprehends

nearly the whole of the remaining arboreal builders,

but contains examples of all the other modes of niditi-

cation found in the remaining orders. We shall com-

mence with such as build in trees, eidier singly or in

societies, and then proceed to notice such other groups

in the order as deviate more particularly from this

typical character of the whole.

* Bewick. + North. Zool. vol. ii. P-

N
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(153.) In regard to solitary builders^ we’find all the

purely insectivorous genera are of this class. Among
the shrikes, thrushes, warblers, titmice, and fly-catchers,

there is not an instance of one species either living or

building in societies. The same may be said of car-

nivorous quadrupeds, which, with the single exception

of the genus Cams*, piusue their sanguinary habits

alone, or accompanied only by their mates. In pro-

portion to the development of the social principle is

the disposition, not only to live, but to breed in so-

cieties ;
but neither one or the other is manifested in

the birds we have just mentioned, at least to any extent.

Fieldfares, it is true, are seen congregated into loose

flocks towards autumn, and the long-tailed titmice

form small parties, probably family ones, at the same

season, but neither are known to build together.

(154.) To describe the construction of an ordinary nest

would be superfluous
; the coarsest materials are always

used in the first instance, as if to form the basis of the

whole, and as the building proceeds, finer materials are

selected
;

last of aU comes the lining, which is generally

composed of hairs, or some other elastic substance, to pre-

serve the form of the concavity, and with feathers to

create additional warmth : for an arboreal nest of this

description a firm support is necessary ; hence it is gene-

rally placed between the forked branches of a tree : this

answers many purposes ; the nest is not liable to be

shaken by the wind, its base is firm, and being, as it

were, in the centre of the foliage, it is more effectually

screened from observation. Numerous instances of this

sort of nest occur among our insectivorous and graniv-

orous small birds ; the most delicate of these are made
by die chaffinch and the goldfinch. Variations from

the structure and situation of these are seen in the nests

of sparrows and fly-catchers, where the materials are

coarser, and the fabric placed on the side of a building.

The hedge accentor, again, builds near the ground, and

* 1'his pompreliends the wolves, dogs, foxes, and hya?na-dog8. See
Classification of Quadrupeds.
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the larks upon it : but the construction of all these nests
is upon the same general principle, however different

may be the materials employed, or the degree of its

elevation.

( 1 55.) Pensile nests are altogether peculiar to perch-
ing birds. They show many variations both of form
and construction

;
but all these are very diflPerent from

those of the ordinary shape, both in the plan upon
which they are fabricated, and the mode by which they
are secured. The first indication of this fabric is seen
in the nest of our common w’ren, one of which was
erected this spring among the creepers trained round
our portico. Its shape is irregularly oval, and is so

disproportionate to the size of the bird, that its great-

est length measured near twelve inches ; extern^ly, it

seemed like a large bunch of withered leaves that had
accidentally got entangled among the slender and sinu-

bus stems of the clematis, and the thicker branches of
a sweet-brier. Upon looking at it more attentively,

however, a round opening appeared on the side, just

large enough to admit the entrance of its little architect.

Now a nest of this description has not a regular base,

and yet it cannot be termed pensile or suspended
; it

is evidently between the two, being as much supported
by the twigs above and on its sides, as by those upon
which it would seem to rest

:
perhaps we might call this

form a roofed nest, inasmuch as by the entrance being
lateral, its inhabitants are completely screened from the
Weather, and from external observation.

( 1 56.) The change of nidification from ordinary nests
which are exposed, to thosewhichare concealed or covered,
is marked by a beautiful gradation

; for those of some of
the tomtits are open above, and yet they are covered.

This union of styles is effected by the nest being fabri-

cated in a natural hole
; by which it is, as it were,

roofed in, without any additional labour of the bird.

The blue titmouse (^Parus ccernleus') has for several years

built its nest within a crevice of an outside wall, caused

by the giving way and bulging out of the stucco
; the

N 2
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external crack, however, is so narrow, that we could

not at first be persuaded there was sufficient room for a

bird to enter : wishing, however, to ascertain the fact,

we endeavoured to get in tlie fore finger and thumb,
hut (]uickly withdrew them upon hearing a loud and
determined hissing noise, exactly like that of a serpent

;

and such we liegan to fancy was the real inhabitant,

until, retiring to a sliort distance, we presently saw one

of the parents fly into the crack and soon emerge

again. To show that the laws of nature in regard to

niditication are as strongly implanted in birds as are

their other instincts and habits, we shall here relate

another anecdote of the same species, which places this

fact in a singularly strong light. The pump in our

garden has an outer frame work of wood, the top being

roof-shaped, and lifting on and off, in order the more
readily to facilitate its repair. The spring of the year

1 832 being rather wet, the pump was not used for some
few weeks ; the weather, however, soon became dry, and
on trying the pump, and finding great obstruction, we
removetl the cover, which had only been half put on,

in order to ascertain the cause : this was at once appa-

rent, for the cylinder was completely choked up with

hay, moss, and feathers, all the materials, in short, and in

great quantity, for a nest ; and upon getting these out,

five or six eggs were found of the blue titmouse. Sur-
prised at the oddity of the bird in selecting such a situ-

ation for its nest, we cleared the jiuinp, and concluded
the affair was settled. But, no. Three or four days
after, upon attempting to get water again, the pump
was as much obstructed as before

;
two or three hand-

fuls of hay and moss were again taken out of the cylin-

der, and the pump was again used
; before, however,

the same period had elapsed, it became again choked,

and, for the third time, it was again cleared of even more
litter than before. Now it was quite evident, on the

two last occasions, that the birds continued, with un-

exampled perseverance, to bring fresh materials as fast

as those they had deposited became wet; for, after the
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first nest had been destroyed, the pump was in daily, al-

though not frequent use— perhaps for an hour every

evening : this fact was evident from the surprising quan-
tity of materials that was taken out at each time, and
which were sufficient to have constructed five or six

ordinary nests. How long these most industrious little

builders would have persevered in this effort to build, as

it were, upon water, it is impossible to say. Hut as either

the garden must have suffered, or they be fairly driven

out, we chose the latter alternative : to put an effec-

tual stop to further attempts, tlie top of the pump was
taken entirely off ; the removal of this natural shelter

had the desired effect, and no other attempt was made.
It should have been observed, that owing to the decay

of the wood work, there was a small hole on the side,

which enabled the birds to pass in and out of the frame,

even when the top was covered over. This inveterate

habit of building under cover is not peculiar to the

Mue titmouse. Montagu, the best authority on this

subject we can quote, has the following observations

upon our British species.* “ The Cole titmouse likewise

builds in some hole, either in a wall or a tree. The
great titmouse has all the habits of the blue species,

and builds in a hole of a wall or tree and, he adds,

curiously enough, “ we once found it in the barrel of a
garden pump.” But let us proceed a step farther, and
having traced in the titmouse the passage between an
uncovere<i, or ordinary nest, to a roofed one, as seen in

the wren, we shall proceed by another gradation, also

exhibited in the genus Varus, which will lead us at

once to the pendant structure.

(1.57.) The long tailed titmouse [Varus mudatus)
observes Montague, “ makes a curious oval nest in the

fork of some bush or branch of a tree. In this parti-

cular it deviates from the rest of its class, which in-

variably build in some hole ; the bearded t and crested

* Ornithological Dictionary, original edition.

f The nest of this species was not then known to British naturalists.

N 3
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titmice^ perhaps^ excepted, but which remains to be dis-

covered. The nest of this bird, however, is equally

well secured, being made of white moss and liverwort,

curiously and firmly wove together ivith wool, covered

at the top, with only a small hole on the side, and lined

with a prodigious quantity of feathers.” Hewick, how-
ever, is more to our present purpose : — “ The nest of

this bird is singularly curious and elegant, being of a

long oval form, with a small hole on the side, near the

top, as an entrance ; its outside is formed of moss,

woven or matted together with the tree and the stone

lichens, and fixed with fine thread of the same silken

material : from the thatch the rain trickles off without

penetrating it.” We may here trace a further, although

a slight advance to the pendulous structure, in the

words marked by italics
; and equally gradual is the

progress towards the pendulous, or purse shaped, form,

indicated by the fact of the marsh titmouse making the

bottom of its nest (which is built in the hollow of a de-

cayed tree) “ larger than the entrance.”* Of the nest

of die bearded titmouse, although by no means a very

rare native bird, we have not met with a descripdon

by British writers; but, if either of the two following

accounts are in any degree correct, they will sufliciently

answer our purpose. Dr. Latham says, “ as to the

nest and its construction, we are in no certainty about
it : one bronght to me for such, was composed of very
fine materials, suspended between three reeds drawn
together. Kramer says it makes the nest among the
willows, in the shape of a purse, and of downy mate-
rials.” t Now, it is clear, that as these birds build
among reeds, whose stems are never forked, their nest

cannot, by any possibility, repose upon a base. The
only way in which it can lie attached must be by being
entwined, or interlaced, round three or four perpendicular

• Latham’s General History of Birds, vol, vii. p. 252.

+ This is the structure of the nests fabricated by many of the European
aquatic warblers of the genus Ctirruca, several of which will be found
figured in Scpp’s Birds of the Netherlands.

i
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stemsj which would thus be brought nearer together

and support the nest on its siden, Wt not on its bottom.

This is, consequently, a pendulous nest, because it

hangs ; and yet it is very different from what may he

called the typical perfection of this style of building in

the architecture of birds. This perfection, however, is

developed in the very same genus, as wiE be apparent

in the following account of the Parus pendulinus L.

“ The most curious circumstance,” observes Dr. La-

tham, “ of this species is the nest, Iteing of a most sin-

gular construction, in shape rountlish, not unlike that of

the long-tailed titmouse, but composed of still finer ma-

terials. The nest is made of the down of the wiUow

and poplar, as also of the thistle. These it entwines

with its bEl into a close body, strengthening the fabric

outwardly with smaU fibres and roots of plants, and

lining the whole with some of the loose soft down above

mentioned. This is hung on the extreme end of some

weak branch which projects over the water, and is whoEy

covered, except a hole left for entrance, which appears

on one side, and generaEy that which faces the water.

By this cautious instinct neither quadruped nor rep-

tile wiE venture to attack it.” So wonderful does this nest

appear to the simple people of Bologna, in the marshes

of which place this species is found, that
“ the peasants

thereabouts hold both bird and nest in great estimation,

hanging one of the latter near the door of their huts.

As to the bird itself, it is accounted almost sacred ; and

tliey behold it with that superstitious veneration which is

so commonly the effect of unenlightened minds.” + But,

perhaps, the most elaborate of the pendidous architects,

at least among the European birds, is the Languedoc

titmouse Parus IVarboniensu), mentioned by the au-

thor we have just quoted, as “ similar in manners to the

penduline species, and not inferior in respect to the

* General History, vot vii, p. 259. It is much to be regretted that the

notires under the head of “Propagation” in Teraminck’s
short, and at the same time so vague, as to render it ot* no autnoncy upon

these questions.

t Latham, General History, vol. vii. p. 262.

N 4
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nest, which is pretty large in comparison with the size
of the bird. The shape is like the egg of an ostrich,
and not much less in size ; tlie longer diameter six
inches, the shorter three inches and a half. This is
fixed on the forked twig of a poplar, surrounding it

with wool; employing the downy part of the poplar
flower and such other materials as are made use of by
the former bird. This (nest) is also open on one side ;
hut the entrance (is) more surprising, for it (the bird)
constructs a kind of portico over it (the aperture), pro-
jecting almost three quarters of an inch, whereby there
is an additional security against accidents from wind,
rain, and other inconveniences.”* Befr-'e closing our
account of the gradual change from fixed to pendulous
nests, we are tempted to mention that of the bird called
by Linmeus Parn.f capmmsf (but which stands in our
MS. Mgithulus mpensis), because, if there is no exag-
geration in the account, which rests on the authority of
Sonneratji, it is still more complicated than the two
which we have last described. The form of the nest
is purse, or bottle, shaped, which is suspended on a
branch, but not at its extremity. It is composed of a
kind of cotton plant, and placed in the most thorny
thickets. The neck, or upper part of the nest, is nar-
row, and on the outside is a sort of additional nest, or
rather portico, which .serves to lodge the male, while
the female is sitting or taking care of her young within.
But now comes the extraordinary part of the account,“

It is said, when the female goes out of the nest the
male strikes against the outside with aU the force of his
wing, by which the edges of the entrance collapse too-e-
ther, so as to prevent the intrusion of any thing to tn-
jure the young in her absence.” Mr. Barrow, who
writes as an eye-witness, makes no mention of this ex-
traordinary proceeding. The following is his account

:

• General History, toI. ti!. p. 263.

+ Figured and describ^ ns
vide
t J;igured and nesenoM ^ a new species by the name of E. SmtUiL
ide Jardine and Selby, IlluKtrations of Ornithology pi cxiit fie 1
t VoyaKcaux Ind™ M a la Chine vol. ii. p. KXi.’pl.' lis., "as quoted in

Sonnini’a Buflbn, vol xvi, p. BiJO.
;
also General History, voL xii. p. BC4.
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— “ The Cape titmouse constructs its luxurious nest of

the pappus, or down of a species of Aselepius. This

nest is made of the texture of flannel, and the fleecy

hosiery is not more soft. Near the upper end projects

a small tube about an inch in length, with an oriflce

about three-fourths of an inch in diameter. Immedi-

ately under the tube is a small hole in the side, that has

no communication with the interior part of the nest.

In this hole the male sits at nights, and thus they are

both screened from the weather.” Mr. Barrow makes

a general remark, that “ most of the small birds of

of Southern Africa construct their nests in such a man-

ner that they can he entered only by one small orifice,

and many suspend them from the slender extremities of

high branches.”

(158.) The pendulous nest of the American hang-

nests {^Icte.rida'), formerly called orioles, are much of

the same shape as that of the Parus pendulinus. These

birds, however, are much larger, few of the species

being under the size of a thrush, and two or three, like

Cassicus crisiatus*, twice as big. The nests are con-

sequently much larger, some of them measuring between

four and five feet. It is a most beautiful and novel

sight to the European to see hundreds of these pensile

fabrics suspendeil from the extremity of the branches

of a single treet, generally the most lofty, and accom-

panied by the birds themselves, either thickly crow'ded

on the branches, or going and returning in all directions

:

the vivid yellow and black J, or black and red§ of

their plumage, giving a splendour to the animation of

the scene, which does not belong to the rookeries of

Europe. There can he no doubt that pendulous nests,

which are much more common in tropical than in tem-

perate latitudes, are admirably calculated to guard the

eggs and young, not only from the numerous snakes

which frequent trees, hut also from the insidious arts

of the cuckows, or the marandering habits of the hush

• Birds of Brazil, vol. i. pt 32. f Birds of Brazil, pi. 4.

t Cassicus icteroiiotus, ibid., pi. S.

- ^ Cassicus affinis and C. ha?morrhoiis, ibid. i. pL 1, 2.
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shrikes and the toucans. The first, however, seem to
be rather scarce in South America, but the two latter
are very numerous, and both of them are well-known
suckers of eggs and destroyers of young and old birds.

(I5y.) There is a style of building peculiar, we be-
lieve, to the Brazilian genus Synallaxis, which is inter-
mediate between a fixed and a pendulous structure,
^ests of this sort ive observed more particularly in the
interior of Bahia, and they belonged to the Synalhixis
garrulus,* This little bird is no bigger than a sparrow,
but its nest is enormous. It is built in low thickets’
and, from its size, is apparent to every one, even at some
distance. The best idea that can be formed of it is to
suppose that a very thick band of beansticks, about four
feet long, had got entangled in a hedge, and had been left
there In an obliquely perpendicular direction. Some-
times tivo of these nests appear as if joined togetlier,
and there appeared an opening on the side as well as
one on the top. The birds are generally seen close to
the nest, uttering a shrill, incessant, and monotonous
chirp, particularly in the morning and evening. It is

to be regretted that one of these nests was not then
taken to pieces for the purpose of ascertaining whether
there were, as it then appeared, two openings; for, if so,
the circumstance would seem to imply that there were
two chambers. These nests were particularly common
in one tract, and we satisfied ourselves witli bringing
home a specimen of the bird. Had their nests been
built in England, the mischevious disposition of our
countrymen, and their wanton unfeelingness towards
the brute creation, would have extirpated nests and
birds in a few years ; but no such traits are found in
the African or the Brazilian character: animals not
used for food, are left quietly to themselves. These
little birds were so full of confidence that they might
have been touched by a stick on the threshold of their
nests. Synallaxis, although a creeper, is a rasorial type.

* Under the name of Malurus garrulus. Zool. Ulus. i. pi. 138.
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(160.) There is a third sort of pendulous nest, which

is more remarkable in its construction than either those

of the titmice or the cassicans ; but it seems to be con-

structed by very few birds only. It is composed of

two or three leaves, of a long and broad shape, w'hich

tlte bird artfully unites together, and constructs the real

nest within : the leaves, by this additional weight, of

course become pendant, and hang by their natural stalks.

Much obscurity hangs over tile true aflSnities of the

celebrated little bird which builds this nest ;
which is

tlie Sylvia mtoria, or tailor warbler of the old writers.

As we have never yet been able to examine a specimen

either of the bird or its habitation, the reader must be

contented with the following account given by Dr.

Latham • :— “ This bird is chiefly remarkable for the

nest, which is curiously constructed, being composed of

two leaves, one of them dead: the latter is fixed to the

living one, as it hangs on the tree, by sewing l»th

together in the manner of a pouch or purse ;
it is

open at top, and the cavity filled wdth fine down, and

being suspended from the branch, the birds are secure

from the depredations of snakes and monkeys, to which

they might otherwise fall a prey. In my own collec-

tion,” continues our author, “is a nest of an equally

singular construction ; it is composed of a single large

leaf, of a fibrous, rough texture, about six inches long,

independent of the stalk,' five inches and a half in

breadtli, and ending in a point: the sides of this leaf

are drawn together, so as to meet within three quarters

of an inch : within this is the nest, which is about four

inches deep, and two broarl, opening at the top, and the

bottom of the leaf is drawn upwards, to assist in the

support of it. Tliis inward nest is composed of white

down, with here and there a feather, with a small por-

tion of white down intermixed ; the stalk about five

inches long. This was brought from China. Among

the drawings of sir J. Anstruther, is not only a drawing

of this nest, but another of an equally curious fabnca-

* General History, vol. vli. p. 79.
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tioii. It appears to be composed of several leaves, like
those of some kind of hazel, and an inner nest, formed
of dry bents, fibres, and hairs, suspended from a tree
by the main leaf, to which the others are fastened. In
this are figured two young birds, but with hills stouter
than in the warbler genus, the colour of them being
rufous above and white beneath. By the side of the
nest are painted two ferruginous or rufous coloured
eggs. The name in (on) the drawing (is) Baya.”*
These notices are interesting as far as they go, but on
the most curious part of their structure (particularly of
that which is in the writer’s possession) they are alto-
gether silent. By what process were these leaves “ drawn
together Were they actually sewed, as some authors
assert.?— were they interlaced .? — or ivere they fastened
by any resinous substance ? This point, which regards
the most interesting part of the fabric, is altogether
passed over. By what species, or even genera, these
nests were constructed, must be left to future discovery.
We strongly suspect these curious foliculated nests are
made by many oriental birds. We have been also
assured, by an officer who had passed several years in
India, and had paid much attention to its natural his-
tory, that the greatest part of the sunbirds (Cinnyrh)
of that continent build their nests much in the same
manner as those we have just described.

(16T.) There is still another sort of suspended nests,
mentioned by Barrow t, as fabricated by a species of
Loxm, or grosbeak (probably of tbe modern genus
Evplectes), which, unluckily, he neither describes or
names. It seems always to build on a branch extend-mg over a river or pool of water. The nest is shaped
exactly like a chemist s retort

; is suspended from the
head; and the shank, of eight or nine inches long, at

'

the bottom of which is the aperture, almost touches the
water. It is made of green grass, firmly put together,
and curiously woven.

j
* name Isgivpn to the ^’hillppine grosbeak • butthenost offhai i‘«

bottle, and made of grass!qu te different trom the Baya here described.” —Lat/tam+ Travels in Africa, 4to, p. 323.
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(162.) Another very curious fabric, in this order of

bird architecture, is exhibited in a nest now before us

(jig. 89). It was brought from Southern Africa, together

with the male, female, and eggs of a species of Ploceus, or

weaver, which we have named, 1’. icterovephatus.* 'I’he

nest is somewhat kidney shaped, seven inches long, and

four and a half broad : it is attached to a very slender

branch, from which there are four other young shoots,

which serve as so many holds for its support, and to

which it is ftrmly fixed by beiidingsof strong grass leaves.

The whole is very compactly made of the same mate-

rials, interlaced most ingeniously, and far more firmly,

than what is seen in the chaffinch or other of our most

skilful builders : the lining are the heads or panicles of

the grasses, thus uniting softness and coolness, the latter

lieing an obvious advantage in so sultry a climate. Ihe

aperture is lateral, near, but not upon, the top, so that

it serves the purpose of a window to the inmates ; who

are sheltered overhead by the convex top of the nest.

* Male. Above, yellowish olive, brownish in the middle of each fea-

ther ;
beneath, full, deep yellow; head, sides, ears, chin, and throat rufous

or {buff" yellow, blending into the adjacent colours ; tail, quUls, and wing
covers brown, the two latter with light yellow margins ;

tail very short,

even ;
bill black

; legs pale.

Femn/e. Head, above, and all the up|)er plumage olive, the feathers

brownish in the middle -, under jiarts from the chin to the tail covers, and

margins of the wing feathers, pale yellow ; bill and legs pale.

anait: Deyonumv »**»»»» j ursi quiu vuiy aniMi •

one-tenth shorter than the third and lourth, which are the longest.
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There is something very ingenious in the construction of
this opening, which is not, as it first appears, round, hut
semicircular

(^fig. 89- )3 the arch being bound round with
a stronger hand than usual, and the plane, or base, much
stronger, and composed of straight pieces of the stalks of
grass, evidently for the purpose of giving to that part
upon which the birds perched greater strength and sub-
stance. Mr. Harrow, as we have seen, remarks that
lateral openings to the nests of the African birds are
very common. The rains of Southern Africa and of
tropical America are, perhaps, equally violent while they
continue; but then the small leaved and scanty foliage of
the trees in the former, leave the nests of such birds
that are upon them much more exposed to these torrents
than are the nests of the Brazilian birds, where the foli-

age of the trees is particularly thick and broad. May
not this be one of the causes, at least, t.-hy nature has
so especially taught the African birds to construct their

nests in the manner alluded to Snakes are equally
common in both regions, yet with the exception of the
hangnests and a very few others, as Synaltaxis garrnlus,
Donacnhim voci/eranx, &c., we are unacquainted with
any other Brazilian birds which depart from the ordi-
nary style of building.

(1 63.) Hive nests are constructed alone by such birds
as live in vast societies under one common roof. They
are only to lie met with in Africa

; and although Patter-
son, who first discovered them, gives us a very intelli-
gible account of their construction, yet what he has said
of the bird or birds by whom they are built, is too
vague to enable a modern ornithologist to understand
either their genera or their species. Hence the name of
Republican f¥rosheak has been applied to several totally
distinct sorts. Patterson s account of these extraordinary
nestsisasfoUows:—'^ The industry of these birds seems
almost equal to that of the bee. Throughout the day
they appear busily employed in carrying a fine species
of grass, which is the principal material they employ for
the purpose of erecting this extraordinary work, as well
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as for additions and repairs. Though my short stay in

the country was not sufficient to satisfy me hy ocular

proof, that they added to their nests as they annually in-

creased in their numbers, still from the many tress which

I have seen borne down by the weight, and others that

I have seen with their boughs completely covered over,

it would appear that this is really the case. When the

tree which is the support of this aerial city is obliged to

give way to the increase of weight, it is obvious that they

are no longer protected, and are under the necessity of

building in other trees. One of these deserted nests I

had the curiosity to break down, to inform myself of the

internal structure of it ; and found it equally ingenious

with that of the external. There are many entrances,

each of which forms a regular street, with nests on both

sides, at about two inches distance from each other.

The grass with which they build is called the Bushman’s

grass ; and I believe the seed of it to be tbeir principal

food, though on examining their nests, I found the wings

and legs of different insects. From every appearance,

the nest which 1 dissected had been inhabited, for many
years, and some parts were much more complete than

others. This, therefore, 1 conceive to amount nearly to

a proof, that the animals added to it at different times,

as they found it necessary, from the increase of their

family, or rather of the nation or community.” But we
must here pause ; since our space will not permit us to

prosecute this inviting subject farther.
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PART II.

ON THE BIBLIOGBAPHY, NOMENCLATURE, AND
PRESERVATION OF BIRDS.

CHAPTER I.

AN ENUMERATION OF THE CHIEF WORKS ON ORNITHOLOGY,
WHTH CRITICAL AND EXPLANATORY REMARKS.

(l 64.) As it is our wish to render this volume of our

ornithological treatise as complete an introduction to

the science as is requisite for all scientific and practical

purposes, we shall, in the following pages, touch upon
some few points upon which the student will desire in-

formation. The view we shall now take of the Biblio-

grapliy of Ornithology will bring before him those works

most essensial to possess or to consult, and this will

naturally lead to some observations on the present state of
the science. We shaU then, under the head of nomen-
clature, enumerate those “ rules and regulations,” most
of which, by having the sanction of the highest names
in zoological science, are already considered as aphorisms.

Lastly, we shall give such concise and practical directions

for the preservation of birds as will enable any one to

commence a collection, however far he may lie removed
from civilised countries, and from the means of acquiring

the niceties and elaborate processes of Taxidermy. AU
these subjects are intimately connected with this intro-

duction to the science
;
which is addressed, alike, to the

philosophic ornithologist, the student, and the amateur.

(165.) To form a just estimate on the state of any

branch of natural history at a given period, it is neces-
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*ary to view it in two positions
; firsts in regard to the

principles upon which it is prosecuted, and secondly,

how far tlicse principles have been apphed to practical

use, or in other words, to the clear determination of the

species. The first of these views contemplates ornitho.

logy as an inductive science, and its rank in the scale of
human knowledge will be determined by the greater or

lesser accordance of its fumlamental principles with those

which regulate every other branch of the physical sciences,— by the simplification and reduction of its innumera-
ble facts to a few universal laws— and by the analogy

which can be traced lietween these laws, and such others

that have been detennined in higher and more extended

portions of creation. For although the study of this

branch of zoology is so vast, compared to our limited

faculties, that an ordinary life would hardly be sufficient

for thoroughly understanding it, yet it is but a very

small point in the circle of the physical sciences, which

embraces all matter ami all creation. When, there-

fore, we have advanced in the philosophy of any branch

of natural history, so far as to assimilate its laws

with others that have been determined in conterminous

branches, we have demonstrative evidence tliat our as-

sumptions are correct
;
but if two or three of these laws

can be stiff farther traced throughout the visible creation,

and even to extend themselves to aU that is known of

the spiritual world, our evidence is of a much higher

cast. Tile truths of the one, become not only connected,

but, as it were, amalgmated, with the truths of the other;

they cannot, in minds accustomed to inductive reasoning,

be separated
; and we become as much inclined to ques-

tion the circular progress of the planets round the sun,

as tile circular development of the variation of forms in

the animal and the vegetable creation.

(166.) Ornithology, no less than other branches of

zoology, is rapidly approaching, in its fundamental prin-

ciples, to the state of demonstrative certainty just inti-

rngted. Enough has been already published to show

that the principles upon which it is now founded, as a

o
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science^ are safe and sure. The circularity of the pri-

mary groups, upon the whole, has been successfully

established, by Mr. Vigors*, and very many of the natu-
ral families rightly located

;
but as this was the result

of syntliesis, — in other words, an implicit adoption of
the theory of Mr. Macleay, so it naturally followed that

the theoretic errors of one would be transferred to the

other : and as this sketch, as the author himself desig-

nates it, of the leading affinities among birds, is evi-

dently not the result either of analysis, or of an intimate

acquaintance with the details, there was left abundant
room for improvement in every way. Having already

pointed out the fundamental errors of both these theories,

and the effects they have produced in their applicationf,

they need not be again adverted to. In the same year
another attempt was made to see how far the theory of
Mr. Macleay could he substantiated in a single family of
birds, the investigation being carried on, not by syn-
thesis, as in the former case, hut by anal) sis the only

sure basis of inductive philosophy. The results wliich

followed are already before the public. Both these at-

tempts, however, so far as regards a system of ornitliology,

are partial and imperfect. The paper of Mr. Vigors,

enumerates only the famihesif, and these, although indi-

cated, can scarcely be said to be defined ; whUe, from
the nature of the subject, very few groups of the order
Insennorcs are analysed in the Fauna Boveali-Ameri-
cana, with the necessary degree of rigour. 'J'o those who
are acquainted with the difficulties and tediousness of
analysis, no apology will be necessary for the partial
treatment of the groups contained in the last mentioned
work. Neither dismayed or disheartened by these diffi-

culties, we have slowly but steadily prosecuted the same
mode of investigation

; our present treatise will con-

* Linniran Transactions, vol, xiv. Nort,hem Zoology. toI. ii. Intro,
ductory Observations.

t Northeril ZooIoct, vol. ii. preface. Classification of Animals.
J The catalogue of genera, &c. by the same author, being a mere list of

names, does not, of course, possess any authority. Indeed it leaves every
one to make out the supposed afRuities as best he can.
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tain the results of the last six years’ study, and whatever

may be its defects or deficiences, it nevertheless becomes

the only system of ornithology upon the circular princi-

ple of variation, yet given to the world.*

(167.) We now turn to the other point of view in

which the actual state of this science must be contem-

plated. We have seen that, so far as the principles are

concerned upon which it is now prosecuted, we are

upon safe and solid ground. Although these principles

are of very recent discovery, they will soon be verified in

this work by a mass of details in all parts of the animal

kingdom, lly the labours and nice rliscrimination of

Illiger, Cuvier, Vieillot, and Temminck, a very large

proportion of Ae most remarkable genera, or types of

form, have been detached from the Linnsan groups,

and distinctly named and characterised. All these,

together witli near two hundred others, we shall here

attempt to refer to their natural rank and station.f

Our framework, therefore, is nearly complete, lor it

may be questioned, whether from among the birds

already known from description, &c., more than forty

sub-genera will be found uncharacterised. But with

all this, our labour has not yet reached to that point

which is to make it productive of practical and or-

dinary purposes. The house is built, and the apart-

ments ready, but the furniture and die ornaments are

yet to be selected and arranged therein. In other

words, it is proliable, that, out of six thousand species of

birds, described in the general systems now in use, not

more than one-fourth, certainly not a third, can be re-

ferred to the modern genera. The causes of this are

various. The progress of discovery has far outstripped

our inclination for suitable arrangement. The Linn®an

list of genera was almost stationary for fifty years,

although in that time our cabinets were probably aug-

For an account of the principal artificial systems of ornithology, the

reader is referred to the “Classification of Animals."
such systems maybe, they have nothing to do with philosophic zoo gy,

because they are not founded upon any one general principle. ,

f This systematic arrangement will be given ia the second volume.

O 2
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mentecl with five times the number of species contained
in in the Systema Natura. A misplaced veneration for
their great master, or personal inertness, induced his
disciples to go on appropriating all these new species to
the old genera, without venturing to construct others
for them, when they plainly and palpably would not
agree in a single essential character with any one of
the old genera. It was sufficient for a bird to have a
flat bill to constitute it a Mu.svifiapn, and all slender-
billed birds became warblers (Sylvia). The conse-
quence has been that these groups, and numberless
others, became common receptacles for almost any thing,
and if a student, or even a practised ornithologist, at-
tempted to find out the name of a species, he must often
read over the descriptions of near aOO, without, in all

probability, attaining his object. In the most recent
and voluminous work on general ornithology in our
language, there are 237 species of A’u/co, 177of
capa, 2<)8 of Sylma, 121 of Lnxut, and 1.70 of Frm.
gilla. One would have imagined that in such a genus
as Merops,— where the remarkably short, weak, and
syndactyle foot, is such a strong and obvious char-
acter,— no mistake could possibly arise. Hut even
here, so little were these authors accustomed to ad-
here to the definitions of their master, that we ac-
tually find a large number of strong-footed thrushes
(Brai'hi/jiux) mixed up in their systems with the true
Linmean bee-eaters, because, as it may bti presumed,
the plumage of both is green

; while many of the
honeysuckers (Melip/iayidce) are placed with Merops
notwithstanding their strong and very perfect feet"
The student, therefore, even if he follows Linnteus'
can place no reliance whatever upon the systems which
actually profess to follow this master. These obstacles
great as they are, would not altogether bo insurmount-
able, if the descriptions ot the species were sufficiently

full or accurate to lead to the determination of a bird,
even if it should be placed in a wrong genus. But
here our difficulty is increased two-fold : it has, until
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very lately, been the universal custom to confine tlie

description of a bird to its size and colour, as if the
peculiar modification of its bill, wings, and feet (the
most important of all characters) were either unde-
serving of attention, or were sufficiently explained in
the generic character, which character, as we have
already seen, was often violated at every point. There
are, perhaps, fifty warhlers to which the description of
“ Olive above, yellowish beneadi, bill and feet dusky,”
is perfectly applicable, and yet each are not only dif-

ferent species, but of widely different genera. The
same remark is, in a less degree, applicable to the tyrant
flycatchers

( Tyranniim), the drongo shrikes (Edolmat),
and some other groups, where the greater part of the
species arc clothed in nearly the same coloured plumage,
lo identify such birds is utterly impossible. When,
indeed, these happened to be figured, however rudely,
as in the Planches Enluminees, we may be allowed to

guess what is meant
; but even then, in many instances,

from the carelessness or inaccuracy of the artist, such
figures must be quoted with a mark of doubt. Hut
when, as in numberless instances, these descriptions

rest only upon mere private drawings, or on loose de-
scriptions, there is no alternative bgt to pass ttem
over in silence. It has been well observed, that, in a
science which requires the nicest examination and the
most scrupulous accuracy, “ a bad or imperfect de-
scription is worse than none.” 'I’he remark, although
severe, is yet perfectly just; yet, were it strictly acted
upon, we should have to expunge from the general
Systems four-fifths of the species therein contained.
Prom the above facts we may therefore draw this in-
ference, that in proportion to the number of division
or genera, as they are called, in any work professing to

he a general system of ornithology— so are we to esti-

mate its usefulness and its authority in modern orni-

thology, provided of course that these divisions are

clearly defined, and are founded on tangible characters.

We have no doubt that very many of the birds which

o 3
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we ourselves, and other modern writers, describe as

“ new species,” or as “ apparently unrecorded,” have

actually been known to, and mentioned by, the older

ornithologists, could they themselves point out the de-

scription intended to he applicable ; but this sort of in-

formation cannot, of course, be obtained; and we have

consequently no other resource than to give such a

description of our species as will save us from incurring

the same censure from those who come after us.

(16’8.) Another evil that has tended to throw our

correct specific nomenclature so immeasurably Ixthind

our knowledge of forms, is the habit which some natu-

ralists of the present day have adopted, of distributing

the birds which tliey find described in the old systems,

under what they conceive to be their modern genera,

without having seen or examined the species them-

selves. Unfortunately for science, M. Cuvier first set

an example of this mode of proceeding, which has since

been followed up, especially by his translators, to such

an extent, that we have merely the confusion of the

Linnsean school revived, only under a different form.

These compiled classifications are even more detrimental

to a sound knowledge of ornithology than if the species

had been left in their original obscurity ;
for the stu-

dent, seeing the new genera adopteil, is led to believe

that the species placed under each have been ascertained

as truly belonging thereto ;
whereas, perhaps, three or

four only have been actually examined, and the re-

mainder inserted merely from supposition : the orni-

thologist not being informed which is which. Of
the modern genus Tgrannus, for instance, it is very

questionable if one-half of the species enumerated as

such in Mr. Griffith’s Cuvier really belong to it. Truth
obliges us to repeat that this is the general state of our

present position in regard to ornithological species, and

we mention it thus candidly that the student may really

understand the difficuhies he will have to encounter

when he ventures to enter investigate species.

( 169.) But there are many exceptions to these

remarks, and we rejoice in enumerating them. M'ith a
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few exceptions, the birds of Europe* are now arranged

under their modern genera. The same may he said of

those of North America, with the exception of those

figured by M. Audubon, whose nomenclature is alto-

gether obsolete. We hope to accomplish the same

object in regard to the birds of Brazil, Western Africa,

and Australia. A portion of the latter, indeed, have

been well illustrated, and correctly named by M. Hors-

field and Vigors. Then, in regard to general species,

the little volume of M. Waglert is highly valuable; for

not only does its author confine himself to such species

as he has personally examined, but he rectifies the errors

of his predecessors, and refers to their modern groups

all such species as have been improperly associated with

the genera he has investigated. A considerable number

of the birds figured in the Planches Colorr^es of M.M.
Temminck and Logier, have Ixten placed in their

modern groups ; but by far the greater part, particularly

the Raptorcs, the Columhidte, Psittneidee, Picidtr, Miis~

acapidtF, Sylmadai, Wlcrulidce, and Trochiiidec, are

left in their rather than in their generic station.

In concluding this short but comprehensive survey of

the present state of systematic ornithology, we feel

much gratification in perceiving that the principles

advocated in a former volume}, are widely and rapidly

gaining ground, and that a British school of zoology

may be said to be already founded. The science has

been taken up by several who possess that union of

natural and cultivated talent, hitherto so rarely met

with in writers of our own country. It is at length

perceived that zoology is no longer a study of names,

or of crude technicalities— that no honour is to be

reaped by the invention of artificial systems, or even

* We Ciinnot nllude to this pertinn of geogr.sphic orpithology witlioiit

advcrtui!! to the l.cnutiful and even masletly figures in Mr. Gouid’s viorK

on the birds of Kiiro\>e. It is on'y neevs^ary to compare the drawing ana
execution of thesp flgurcii with the mos't costlv works of a .similar descrip-

tion recently published on liie Continent, to show tlie decided superiority

of the British scliuol of zoological painting over all others of the present

day.

•f Species Avium. % Preliminary Discourse.

o 4
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by imposing names upon new species. We have, it is to
be hoped, outlived the age when the bare dictum of au-
thority was implicitly believed and followed. Inductive
and analogical reasoning will soon obtain its legitimate
influence in this, as it has long been paramount in all
other branches of physical science, “ through which one
principle and one spirit alike prevails.”* In the writ-
ings of such labourers, in the different departments of
zoology, as M.M. Bennett, Owen, Ogelby, Westwood,
Doubleday, Walker, Halliday, Gray, Gould, and many
others, we already see those who will become worthy
successors to such veterans among us as were first
in the race:” who have more or less contributed to lay
the foundation-stone of philosophic classification, or
who have already “ won, and passed away.” And if
we refrain from mentioning others whose talents are no
less promising, it is only because they are wisely em-
ployed in that preparatory study which is essential to
the real advancement of our favourite science, and to
the acquisition of any fame that is to be permanent.

(170.) Adverting to what we have already advanced
on those points which constitute the merits of ornitho-
logical works, whether general or particular, we shall
now arrange such as are the best known, or are the
most valuable, under the following heads :— I. General
systems

; 2. General systematic descriptions
; .3. Partial

scientific descriptions
; 4. Local or geographic ornitho-

logy
; 5, Illustrative or iconographic ornithology. To

each of these we shall subjoin short critical notices on
its execution and contents.

(171.) Of GENERAL SYSTEMS, which do not embrace
the details or descriptions of the species the most
popular or esteemed are those of Illiger, Cuvier,
Vieillot and lemniinck. As we have explained the
peculiarities, and compared the several merits of these
in a former volume t, it wiU be unnecessary to repeat
the same details in this place. The groups of lUiger

• .Sir William Hersohel's Preliminary Discourse
^ ClsssiScation of Animals.
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are defined with great accuracy, and with that high

degree of finishing, which leads us the more to regret

that his genera are comparatively so few. His reform-

ation in the nomenclature was most extensive, without

being, in hardly one instance, uncalled for; and he

purified the science of a host of barbarous appellations

which were scarcely worse than those revived and in-

vented by some modern French writers in this depart-

ment. They are, in short, the reformations of a

profound naturalist and an accomplished scholar ; and

as they obviously have not proceeded from selfish

vanity, so they have been universally adopted. I'he

groups of M. Cuvier are in general good, but they are

in many cases so loosely defined, that the mere student

would never be able to detect them, were it not for the

familiar examples under each, which he has either

named or described, llis characters have been taken

almost exclusively from the bill and feet, not with

reference to the food or the habits of the bird, but

merely as to the form of these members ;
while the

different modifications in the structure of the wings and

tail are very rarely noticed. M. Vieillot first perceived

the importance of these characters ;
and, although no

great praise can be given, in other respects, to his de-

finitions, the introduction of the characters we allude to

enables us to determine his genera,— which, for the most

part are natural,—much better than could otherwise have

been done. It must also be remembered that this au-

thor’s “Analyse.’’ is in fact hut a synopsis of his

system, which is given more at length in another work

hereafter noticed, and where he has defined the greater

part of his new genera much more fully, and with con-

siderable tact and ability. To M. Temminck’s system

we have already given due praise, so far as concerns the

definition of the very few new genera it contains, and

which are mostly so remarkable that they could not be

well passed over. M. Temminck, however, does not

attempt to grapple with the more difficult and intricate

groups, such as the old genera 1‘icus, J’sittacus, Sylvia,
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Columha, &c., all of which he leaves nearly in the same
state as they are to be found in Latham, and other
Linnsan writers. In this respect his divisions are far
inferior to those of VieiUot, and even of Cuvier. IVe
deem it unnecessary to notice some other artificial
systems that have appeared more recently ; some are
merely in the form of a catalogue, without a single de-
finition, or a single reason assigned for proposing the
new orders, families, &c., that occur throughout

; while
- others seem to have been invented merely from caprice,
and in which the best known, and the most natural
affinities, are violated in every page. It is quite as
unnecessary that the student of modern ornithology
should trouble himself to become acquainted with aU
these, as that a foreigner, desirous of acquiring the
EngHsh lan^age, should begin with learning all the
provincial dialects of the different counties. We can
see no use, therefore, in bringing into notice a multi-
plicity of systems, which almost any one could have
invented, and which nobody follows. Of those here
mentioned the following is a list.

Ilhger. Carol: Illigcri D. Prodromus Systematis Mamma-
tiiini et Avium : additis terminis zoographicis utriusque
classes, eorumquo versionc Germanica. Perolini, ISII I

vol. 8vo.

Cuvier. Pe Regne Animal distrihuii d’apresson organisation,
^aris, 1817. 4 vol. 8vo—Nouvelle edition. Paris, 1829.
5 vol. 8vo.*

VidlloU Analyse d’ une N'oiivclle Ornitliologie Rlcmentaire
Par L. p. Vieillot. Paris. 1816. Pamphlet of 70 pp.lemminck. Manuel d’ Ornitliologie, on Tableau .Svsteinatinue
des Oiseaux qui se trouvent en Europe; precede d’uneAnalyse du Systemege'neral d’ Ornitliologie. Par C T Tem
ininck. Second Edit. Paris. 1820. 2 vol. 8vo.

(1 72.) General systematic work.s, wherein not only
the divisions are defined, but the species are described
are much more useful to the practical ornithologist’

» The best English transtation is that by Dr. M'Miirtrie in
octavo volume, the abridgement being eontined to the (lesedi "ionrof thespcces, which arc meagre, and not at all necessary to rb^owlS of the

nriT- .'i'hnre are two others, much more expeLwe, hnn^^iv are over^loaded, either with badly executed plates, or verbose and ill digested additions.
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whose primary object is to ascertain the name and his-

tory of a bird with which he is ™acquamtei Before

the Rreat reform in the nomenclature of this swence

commenced by the iUustrious Illiger, and introduced into

r country long afterwards the

Dr Latham was the universal text-book. Y

volumes of the Genera/ Zoology of Dr.

ahrid-ed from the Synojmx, and completed from other

authok On

man^of The modern genera were then

ticularlybythe latter, who also ^
birds fibred in the more recent publications,

‘"“YL
dering ^e work, upon the whole, far more useful fo

S,v pu,po«i if ,ff.,»f. .1." Ik'

,Vvnon.vk or the more recent IMory of Bird^. D

ations, however serviceable, partake more
mat!

faults already alluded to
^'hp’ orimnal de-

ters of doubt, recourse must be had to the ori„

script on! and figures contained in the authors from

whom these general ornithologies have been compiled.

The mere English reader must content himself with

these • but, however poorly onr own language is supphed

with work! of this class, that of France is much richer.

The Manuol of M. Lesson, notwithstanding the de-

fects in its arrangement that have hem charged upoYL

is certainly the best Comyendium of inodern ornYo-

logy the student can possess. Most of the geimra ere

published arc briefly characterised, and it is a most use-

ful index to the new species figured in
*e

continental works which are above the purchase of the

generality of students. In both these respec .

,

give the preference to the Mnimel rather
* omi.

Traite de Urnithologie of the same writer. i

thological portion of the EnyclopHie Mil lo ^ •

much more extensive and valuable work ,
i ’

in fact, descriptions of all the species then o® ’

III I
violllnt who IS himself

ranged under the genera of M. Vieiliot, w
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'’rtany of the descriptions are

been St!T "^““'porated which have

Afrla LeVaillantin

fic ent in
*is work is unavoidably de-

neine , nf
" discoveries, and defective in

an^wh r® described by former writers,

sene a? s T “"q^^-^donably the besj

mav fL r ""dhology at present existing. It

be n the possession of every one who is desirous of investi-ga ing species. t may be as weU to observe, that the

of nltl T!’ consists entirelyof plates; but the hgures are so extremely rude and in-accurate that they deserve not to be consulted or quoted

over Buifon, whose Ornithology, with all its defects^ust ever be regarded as a standard authority. He wasthe first to describe those numerous specie! which areS 7 ‘
/^“”c/icj Eulumin^e», and which arecopied into our English systems. The best edition wehave seen of Huffon is that edited by Sonnini, on accountot the notes and remarks upon the birds of Ouianawhich the latter was able to insert from his original ob.!^rvations 1 he system of Brisson is now, like that of liis

oryelebrated countryman, obsolete
; but, as nearly all

remarllTJ^’^®”" specimens, and are

cZtli
accurate, the work is very useful as one of

tation. 1 he following are the titles of the bookshere recommended.

I-atio and French. Pan'I is. 1760.

^Synopsis Methodica, sistens Avium

Brisson. Ornithologia.
6 vol. 4to. Paris.

Brisson. Ornithologia siv

^Visionemin Or,hues. iecd;mr::=i5::r
Bat. 176.3. 2 vol. Svo. (A Svnonsis of tin, i

ing the essential characters in Latin'.
ccoiain-

Bnlfon. Histoire Naturelle des Oiseanv T> t ,

Buffon. Redige par C. S. Sonnini. p„is An I**8vo. (The figures are very rude. )

*'•

London w‘
"f. Birds. By Dr. J. Latham.London, 1792. Aic. 3 vol. and 2 supplements, dm. (The
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coloured figures are sufficiently exact, in most instances, for

detenniiiing the species.)

Latham. Index Ornithologicus. Loudon, 1790. 2 vol. 4to.

( A Latin Synopsis of the last, without plates.

)

Latham. General History of Birds. Winchester, 1821—1824.

10 vol. 4to.*

Shaw. General Zoology, or Systematic Natural History. Com-
menced by Dr. Shaw, and continued by Mr. Stevens. Lon-

don, l.'S09— 1826, 8vo. (The birds occupy from vol. 7 to

14, each vol. being in two parts. The plates are plain and

mostly copied from other works, but tolerably engraved.

Lesson. Manuel d’ Ornithologie, on Description lies Genres

et des prineipalcs Especes d’Oiseaux. I’ar 11. P. Lesson.

Paris, 1828. 2 vol. 12mo.

Vieillot. Tableau Encyclopediquc et Methodique des Trois

Ilegnes de la Nature. Ornithologie, par I’Abbe Bonnaterre,

etcontinuee par L. P. Vieillot. Paris, 1823. 3 vol. 4to.

(17s.) Under the head of partial systksls, we in-

clude monographs of particular groups, either puhliahed

separately, or in the transactions of learned societies.

2. Miscellaneous descriptions, incorporated vvitli other

subjects ; and, .S. Collections of figures and descriptions

of select ornithological subjects. Many of the former,

and some of the latter, equally belong to our fifth divi-

sion ; but they are here noticed that the student, upon

merely looking over one of the lists, may not suppose

they have been altogether omitted. The most valuable

collection of monographs of certain genera is contained

in the volume of ITagler before alluded to : it is ren-

dered, however, defective by the absence of specific

characters, after the manner of Linnseus and the best

modern zoologists, while the unnecessary and injudi-

cious changes that have been made in some of the best ge-

neric and specific names, and the artificial nature of nearly

all the new divisions, shows that industry is the author’s

chief qualification
;
on the other hand, the descriptions

of the species, although diffuse and laboured, are very

accurate, and the work is not only valuable, but indis-

pensable to every systematic ornithologist. M. Tem_

* I he same plates are used for this work as were inser'ed iu the Gencrel

Synopsis ; but.several others are added.
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minck’s Monographs of the GaUinaceoun Birds are clear

and masterly, and should he taken as a pattern for all

such dissertations. 'I'he description of the species, while

they are free from the turgidity above aOuded to, are

scientific and accurate, while, in the Si/iwpsis, each is

technically characterised by a short specific diagnosis in

Latin. The splendid folio volume, wherein all the spe-

cies are figured, rather belongs to our iconographic divi-

sion of ornithological works. A masterly Monograph of

the Parrots, by the late M. Kuhl, will be found essen-

tially necessary to every ornithologist who studies that

beautiful, but very intricate family, since it not only

contains many species not before characterised, but it

serves as a systematic iiide.v to the two splendid volumes

by Le Vaillant, subsequently noticed, upon the same
group. The Dendrocolapti, or tree-creepers of tropical

America, have been ably illustrated in a distinct essay by
the celebrated traveller and zoologist, Lichtenstein

; and
there is a monograph of the genus Larun, by Jlr. Jlac-

gillivrey, in the Wernerian Transactions, It would,

however, be utterly impossible, in a work of this nature,

to enumerate all the distinct essays and papers upon
ornithology, scattered through the voluminous transac-

tions and scientific records of all the learned societies in

Europe and America, since half our volume might be

filled with their titles. In the splendid folio plates of

the zoological subjects discovered on the three scientific

expeditions sent out by the French Government in the

L’Uraine, the Coquille, and the Astrolobe, are many new
and highly curious birds, particularly in the second of these
volumes, which records the acquisitions of M.M. Garnot
and Lesson : these latter descriptions, fortunately for the

generality of ornithologists, are rendered accesible to all

by being incoi-porated in the Manuel of the last men-
tioned naturalist. \Fe may, perhaps, be permitted, in

this place, to mention that, in the six volumes which

compose our two series of Zoological Illustrations, there

are 115 plates and descriptions of birds, nearly all of which

are figured for the first time, and arranged under their
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modern groups. A few original figures of birds are also

in the two first volumes of Dr. Leach’s Zoological Mis-

cellany : but those in tlie Naturalist’s Miscellany oi

Dr. Shaw are nearly all copied from other works, and

are altogether too inaccurate to be quoted. M. Le Vail-

lant’s splendid folios on the parrots, paradise birds, horn-

bUls, bee-eaters, rollers, &c., will be noticed under the

succeeding heads. The titles of the works above alluded

to are as follows.

2. Partial Systematic Works.

Wagler. Systema Avium. Auctor Dr. Joannes Wagler.

Pars pviraa. Stuttgartia?. 1827.

Temminck. Hlstoire Naturelle Giinerale dcs Pigeons et dcs

Gallinaces. Par C. J. Temminck. Ainst. 181,1. 3 vol. 8vo.

Q,uoy et Gaimard. Voyage autour du Slonde, execute sur

les Corvettes L’Uraincet la Physicicnne, iiendant les annees

1817— 1820, par Le Chevalier Louis de Freycinet. P.aris,

1824. 1 vol. 410. pp. 712, and 1 vol. folio of plates. (The

latter contains twenty-seven of birds.)

Garnot and Lesson. Voyage autour du Monde, cxiicutc

sur la Corvette la Coquille, pendant les annees 1822—1825,

par Capitaine Duperrey. Paris, 1826. 2 vol. 4to. and 1

vol. folio of plates. (
The latter contains forty of birds.

)

Astrolobe. Voyage de I’Astrolobe, pendant les annees 1826

1829, sous le commandement de M. J. Dumont d’Ur.

ville. Zoolngie, par M.M. Quoy et Gaimard. (This work,

the plates of wliicli arc uniform with those of the two pre-

ceding, is now in course of publication at Paris. The de-

scriptions are in royal 8vo.

Leach. The Zoological Miscellany : Iteing descriptions of new

or interesting animals, lly W. L Lcticli. M. D. &c. Lon-

don, 1814— 1817. 3 vol. royal octavo. (The two first

volumes contain together twenty-seven plates of birds.)

Swainson. Zoological Illustrations, or Original Figures and

Descriptions of new, rare, or interesting Animals
;
selected

chiefly from the classes of Ornithology, Entomology, and

Conchology, Second Series. London, 1820—1823. 3 vol.

royal 8vo
; containing sixty-seven plates of birds,

Swainson. Zoological Illustrations. Second Series. London,

1832—1833. 3 vol. royal 8vo; containing forty-seven plates

of birds.

(174'.j Geographic Ornithology constitutes our
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third division of works belonging to this science.

These we shall arrange under the five zoological pro-

vinces of the world, as defined and illustrated in a

former volume*; as, 1. Kurope
;

2. Asia; 3. Africa;

4. America ; 5. Australia. 1 n proportion as our know-

ledge of natural groups is' increased, we find them,

in very many instances, as much characterised by their

geographic distribution, as by their external forms.

Hence the locality of a genus is now become part of its

essential character, and saves the student infinite trouble

when investigating the birds of any particular country.

(
1 7.fi. )

In regard to Eurofean ornithology, it is ueerl-

less to enumerate the very many works that have been

published, in one shape or other, on the birds of the dif-

ferent kingdoms. The most costly are those of Noze-

man on the birds of the Low Countries, in four folio

volumes
;
yet the figures, by Sepp, are poor and unnatural.

Wolf and Meyers’ Almanarh of German liirdr, in two

octavo volumes, are valuable for many excellent observ-

ations, but we do not possess them. The substance,

however, of all these will be found in M. Temminck’s

Mnntiel of the Ornithology of Europe,; while the excel-

lent coloured figures of Mr. Gould will supersede the

necessity of possessing any of the other expensive works

on the birds of Europe. Our object is not to give a

general catalogue, but to enumerate such works only as

are either absolutely essential to an ornithological student,

or are eminently beautiful in their execution, and there-

fore entitled to the first jflace in a well selected library of

natural history. In regard to the birds of our own
country, we consider the excellent lUimtrafionx ofBritish

Ornithology, by Mr. Selby, quite sufficient for all pur-

poses of accurate description or pictorial illustration. It

is not generally known, that the letter-press to this

otherwise costly work, forms two separate volumes in

octavo, the price of which renders them accessible to

Geography and Clnssification of Animals. See also Murray’s Ency-
clopedia of Gc'('grf>l)hy, where we have treated the natural distribution of

birds in more detail.
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every one who can afford a few books on his favourite

pursuit. The original echtion of Montagu’s Orn itho-

logical Dictionary is a standard authority, nor must

Bewdck’s British iiirds be forgotten, although the fi gures,

however teautiful as w’orks of art, are on too small a

scale for the determination of doubtful species. Many

other works on British ornithology, either original or

compiled, have lately appeared, and more are announced.

We fully concur with Mr. Selby, in considering that the

“ union of conciseness and perspicuity, with a plain di-

dactic style, is that in which all works on scientific sub-

jects should be written.”

(176.) The ornithology of Asia has only of late re-

ceived some portion of that attention it so greatly

demands. Le Vaillant, indeed, has devoted a part of

one of his volumes to the horn-bills, a family almost

peculiar to this region ;
and the title of his work leads

us to suppose he contemplated a much fuller account of

the rare birds of India. Dr. Horsfield has added con-

siderably to our knowledge of the animals of Java, par-

ticularly of its birds, in a pajrer inserted in the Linurean

Transactions, and in a separate work. Mr. Gould has

published, in a costly volume, many new and magni-

ficent birds from the Himalaya mountains. There are

also a few birds in the published collection of General

Hardwicke’s Indian drawings, but as most of them are

designed by native artists, no great degree of accuracy

or of finish can be expected. There is still wanting a

complete work on the general ornithology of this eastern

hemisphere, ivorthy alike of the splendour of the sub-

jects, of the present state of zoological painting, and

of the munificence of that body of princely patrons

under whose fostering care so much has been done to

illustrate the civil and natural history of our oriental

possessions. Whether, under the present adverse cir-

cumstances of the Honourable East India Company,

they have now the means of patronising such a work, is

very doubitful ; but it certainly would be vain to attempt

it, exceptng under their auspices. The birds of Africa
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are chiefly known by the admirable work of Le Vaillantj

whose sole object in travelling the southern parts of

this continent was to collect specimens for the French
and Dutch cabinets. Only six volumes of this great

undertaking have been puhlidied, so that the whole of

the rasorial, grallatorial, and natatorial orders are omitted.

In tile volume of zoological plates, or atlas, to M.
Riippel’s travels, there are a few birds of Northern

Africa ; while some interesting materials for the ornitho-

logy of the western coast, which we have long been

collecting, will probably soon be put into the hands of

the publisher.

( 177 ). ^'he state of our knowledge of the birds of

America offers a singidar contrast to that which we
possess on the two last provinces. Those of the northern

portions of this continent have been so admirably figured,

and their habits so fully described, by the celebrated

Wilson, that little has been left, comparatively, for

those who have gone over the same ground. Many of

the new species, said to be since discovered, are, in fact,

either already named by Wilson, or are young birds, or

females, of well known sorts. In the continuation of

Wilson’s noble work, by the prince of Musigiiano, the

greatest care has been taken to avoid the above errors ;

and we believe aU the species are really new. Professor

Nuthall has also published, as we hear, an account of

the birds of North America in a more popular form,

but the work is not to be had in diis country, and we
cannot, therefore, speak of its contents or execution

from personal knowledge. M. Audubon’s two volumes
of letter-press may lie consulted with much advantage,

but the scientific descriptions are destitute of that pre-

cision and detail which might have been expected in

these days ;
and as the nomenclature is not that which

is now in use *, it is impossible to make out the modern

• The author states in his preface (vol. ii. p, xxvii.l, “ that he has fol-

lowed the nomenclature of C. Lucien Bonaparte, f. e. the prince of Muaig-
nano.” M. Audubon, however, docs not appear to be aware that the
nomt'nclalurc he has used has been long ago repudiated by the prince
himself, as altogether unsuiteU to the present state of ornithology : for, in
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genera to which his supposed new species reaUy belong,

either by his descriptions or his figures, beautifully de-

signed as the latter unquestionably are : in this latter

respect, they will always be valuable as models of omitho-

logicalforms. Materialstowards the ornithology ofMexico

will be found in the description or enumeration of many

new birds of that country inserted by us in the Vluh-

sophical Magazine and in Murray s Eneychpcedia of

Geoqraphu; but much more remains for future dis-

covery. The birds of the West Indies, by some strange

fatahty, are as little known now as they were m the

time of Sir Hans Sloane, and we have no accounts what-

ever of the ornithology of that part of tropical America

laying between Guitamala and Cayenne, including the

whole of Columbia ;
for the few species known to inhabit

these countries are mixed up in our general works. Ue-

merara, equaUy remarkable for the variety and beauty ot

its feathered inhabitants, has been often visited by ama-

teurs, whose sole object seems to have been that ol pro-

curing perfect skins: as to the habits of the birds them-

selves, their structure, or their classic names, we know

almost as little about them as if they never existed.

This lamentable oversight in neglecting all that can be

truly beneficial to science, we may confidently hope

wiU be remedied, as far as concerns Demerara, by tlie

exertions of an enterprising and scientific zoologist.

M. Schombergh, who is now conducting the expeilition

into the interior of that little-known region, set on foot

by the Iloyal Geographic Society, and who, with his

assistants, intends to devote great attention to the orni-

thology of those inland tracts the expedition may ex-

plore. Among the numerous and important labours of

Le Vailliant must be mentioned his monograph of tic

Ampelidcc, or typical fruit-eaters, a most splendid group

of birds, peculiar to tropical America, and whose man-

ners are recorded from his personal observation. ro-

his Saffio di nna Jiisiribuzionc Metliodicn del’ll Antnitile
^‘T^nomendatuVe^

in 1831
,
the learned and noble author casU a.nde

"a
’

which M. Autiubuu has taken up, anti adopts all the mod g

p 2
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ceeiling towards tlie south we come to Brazil, an empire
almost inexhaustahle in the variety and beauty of its

productions, among which birds form a prominent
feature. AFith the exception, iiowever, of the two
valuable, but enormously expensive*, volumes by Dr.
Spix, on the birds of Brazil, nodiing has yet been done
to illustrate, even by figures, the ricliest ornithological
province in the world. Being one of those who have
visited this region, with scientific objects alone in view,
we have commenced the publication of that jrart of
our acquisitions which regard ornithology, and hope to
continue it to several volumes. We understand that
a similar undertaking has been began by professor
Schreilrer of Vienna, but we have not yet been fortu-
nate in meeting with the first part, which we believe is
the only one yet published. The two volumes of M.
Lesson upon the humming birds may pro])erly come
within this division of our subject ; since this family
is almost peculiar to the tropical regions of America,
many new species are here, for the first time, made
known

; and the figures, although stiff and unnatural
in their draudng, are yet engraved and coloured with
great beauty. The student of this charming family
must also consult the previous publication of M.M.
Vheillot and Audebert, who have included all the species
then known in their costly work, entitled, Oiseau.v
Doris. In regard to the ornithology of Peru, nothing
has been yet published in a collected form. The few
remarks of Mollini on the birds of (fiiili are vague and
unscientific

; but we have just seen a paper, printed in
German,, by T. H. Von Kittlitz, containing an account of
twelve new birds of this country, accompanied by a slight
but expressive etching of each species, faithfully coloured
some of which are drawn with a spirit and grace quite op-
posed to that stiff and unnatural style so universal among
the ornithological artists of the Continent. The celebrated
Azara is the only authority we possess on the birds of

liTJ"®
volumes, in london, is about SQL ! an

solute prohibition to their purchase.
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Paraguay. Considering that this extraordinary man

had never studied systematic ornithology (indeed, like

Buffon, he affected to despise system), it is surprising

to verify the accuracy of his descriptions and measure-

ments ;
and yet, strange to say, from not having given

any Latin names, either generic or specific to his birds,

he has been, unintentionally, the cause of introducing

into our systems a host of nominal species. This will

he understood when it is explained that no less than

three systematists have attempted to refer all the birds

he has described, without hn-vmi men them, to the re-

corded genera ; so that the very same species will be

found not unfretiuently in three different jpoups to

wdiich it has been referred by Sonnini, VieiUot, and

Latham, each having no other guide than the ori^nal

description of Azara, which is often silent upon those

very points upon which correct judgment as to the true

genus can be alone formed. APe have lieeii assured

that Azara transmitted to Kurope preserved specimens

of every animal he described, and that they still exist

in the royal museum of Madrid, “ unnoticed and un-

known” by all his commentators. We know not a more

acceptable service that could lie done to science than the

personal examination of these specimens by a compe-

tent ornithologist, who could at once determine every

species, and by referring each to its true genus, place a

stamp upon the writings of Azara, which would render

his admirable work as standard an authority as that of

AVilson, or even of Buffon. ATithoiit such information

we shall never lie able correctly to locate upwards of

.'iOO species, which Azara has actually described as na-

tives of Paraguay; a country whose political state has

prevented all our South American zoologists from

visiting.

(178.) The ornithology of Australia, the last zoolo-

gical province, includes New Guinea, New Hollani ,
anc

the Pacific Islands. There exists many valuable materia s

for this department, but they are widely scattered m
detached fragments, and no attempt has yet been sue-
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cessful in collecting them. The earliest account of the
birds of New Holland will be found in the voyages of
Collins, Phillijis, and \Thite. The plates of the two
former are plain, hut those of the latter are accurately
coloured, and the drawings, in general, are very faithful.

The volume of AThite is exceedingly valuable in every
way, for it contains no less than twenty-nine plates of
birds alone, independent of the quadrupeds, reptiles, and
plants. A beautiful work on the zoology of New
Holland was commenced by Dr. Shaw, but discon-

tinued, for want of public support, after the first num-
ber.* Lewin, a zoological artist, settled in the country,

published a thin volume, containing twenty-six plates,

and descriptions of the native birds, drawn and etched by
himself in a free and masterly style ; yet this, too*

shared the fate of the attempt made by Dr. Shaw, to the
regret of every lover of ornithology. The Linnaian So-
ciety, udth liberality and judgment, purchased a noble
collection of the birds of this country, which noiv
grace their museum. After many years, Alessrs. Hors-
field and ATgors undertook to describe them, and the
first part of their labours, inserted in die Transactions,
are, upon the whole, of considerable value

; but, by the
strange fatality w'hich has attended the former attempts,
ten years have elapsed without any thing having been
done, so far as we can. learn, to finish the undertaking

:

thus, nearly one half of the birds remained unnamed. Our
attention has been for many years directed to this object,
but so httle are oiu" public librarians and bibliopolists,

disposed to encourage works of pure science, that, even if
other drcumstances wore favourable, we question whe-
ther these materials will ever see the light. In regard
to the ornithology of New Guinea, and die Pacific
Islands, our information is very scanty, and, with the
exception of the magnificent work of Le A^aillant on the

Paradise Birds, is almost exclusively derived from the

* In this is figured the Colnniha avtnrcHca^ described many years after
a new species by M. Temmlnck, under the name of Cuhimha diU^yhns.

i he latter name, Ihiaa ever, is go apiiropriato that it may be allowed to re.
mam.
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French zoological navigators, particularly those of the

Coquille, already noticed. Of the species discovered by

Forster and sir Joseph Banks, inserted m I*'’-

tham’s Synopsis, very few can now he referred to their

modern genera ; so that in effect they become, hke many

hundreds of others in the same predicament, — nominal

species.

List of the chief Geographic Ornithological Works,

• arranged under the Five Zoological Provinces.

1. Europe.

Temminck. Manuel d’Ornill.ologie, ou Tableau Syst&na-

tique des Oiseaux qui se trouveiiten Europe, &e. l a •

Temminck. Second Edition. Pans, 1820 . 2 vol. 8vo.

Gould. J. The Birds of Europe. Royal folio. Now m course

ScS“ Rl“ions of British Onmhology. Jo two Serte,

vil the Land and Water Birds. London, 1S21-1824. lin

perial folio. (Plates only.) .

Selby. Illustrations of British Ornithology; containing the De-

scriptioiisof the Birds of Great Britain. London, 1825, &c.

Mmtagu^''°brnithological Dictionary; or Alphabihical Sy-

™opls of British Birds, by Geo. Montagu, F L. S. Lon-

don, 1802. 2 vol. 8vo. Supplement to ditto. 1 vol.

^
Ttm ua^es of this work are, unfortunately, not numbered ;

the first volume contains one coloured plate
;
the supplement

has twenty-four others uucoloured.

2. Asia.

Le Vaillant. Ilistoire Naturelle d’une parlie d’Oiseaux nou-

veaux et rares de I’Amfrique et des Indes. Par Francois

Le Vaillant. Tom. 1. Paris, 1801. 4to. korty-nme col-

loured plates. , , . ^

Tills was the only volume published. It contains tw™ •

'

four plates and descriptions of hornbills, the last bemfe

Fhileilon ccmiiculatus, which is the Meliphagous
,

j

tive of the Ilvcerulo!. The remainder of the volume is

to the Anipelidcp. or fruit-eaters of America.
.

,

Horsfield. Zoological Researches in Java and the nei^no -

ing Islands. By Thos. Horsfield, M.D- ““ ’

1824. I vol. 4to.
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Neither the plates or the pages of this work are num-
bered; but there are thirty-two coloured plates of Javan-
ese birds, with ample descriptions.

Horsfield. Systematic Arrangement and Description of Birds
irom the Island of Java. Inserted in the Linntean Trans-
actions, vol. xiii.

Gcmld. A Century of Birds, hitherto, unfigured, from the
Himalaya Mountains. By John Gould, A.L.S. Lon.
cton, 1832. 1 vol. folio.

I he nomenclature and descriptions are stated to be by
Vigors, Esq. M. P. There are eighty plates, some

of them well drawn, and all very highly coloured.
Hiwdwicke and Gray. Illustrations of Indian Zoolo'ry.

Folio. (The plates only have yet appeared.)
°

3 . Africa.

Le Vaillant. Histoire Naturelle des Oiseaux de I’Afrique
Par Fran90 is Le Vailkint. Paris, 1799-1 808 . 6 vol. 4to.

mu
number of plates in this valuable work arc exactly 300.

The figures are drawn
, with a very few exceptions, by artists

who had no scientific knowledge of a bird: they are, conse-
quently, still, unnatural, and very inferior; nor should tliey
be confounded with those executed for the other works of
this author by the celebrated Barrabaud. The great merit
of this work lies in the letter-press, in the observations on
the n.atural groups, and in the account of the manners and
habits of the different species. A few of these latter, how-
ever, in the two first volumes, are not natives of Africa, but
have been introduced for the purpose of facilitating compa-
rison. ‘

Riippell. Atlas zu der Reise im nordlichin Afrika. Von
Eduard Ruppell. Vogel Bearbeitet von Dr. Med. Pli. J.
Cr^zschimy. Frankfurt am Main, 1826. Folio.

The ornithological portion is paged i^eparatcly, and con
tains thirty-six plates and descriptions. The former arewry respectable lithographs, and appear faithfully coloured
The letter-press is in German, but the specific characters in
Jzatin.

4. America.
Wilson. American Ornithology

; or. Natural History of the
Birds of the United States. 9 vol. 4to. Philadelphia, 1803-
1814. With f 6 coloured plates.

Wilson. The American Ornithology of Alexander Wilson,
with a Continuation hy C. L. Bonaparte. The illustrative
notes and life of Wilson by Sir William Jardinc, Bart.
London and Edinburgh, 1832. 3 vol. Svo.
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. The order in «lnch the birds were

preserved in this edition ; and the plates are

much reduced, to bring them within the octavo size. The

colouring is slight, but sufficient to tdcohfy
*P®“wilson

rXi. fli, £ -= 2.*

disused) generic names ;
while even the syno y s y •

the prince of Musignano, in the two followin,,

rectified all Wilson’s
"‘‘^Ohservations on

Bonaparte, C. L. (Wnce of Mustgnano). Observ^

the Nomenclature of Wilson-’s Ornithology. 1 lulaaetptna,

Bonapwte,^'c.'’L. The Genera of North Amenran B^irds^

and a Synopsis of the species found within the y

the United States. By Charles Lucien
j’

of Musignano. Extracted from the Annals of tl <- E} c«um

of NatiLl History of New York. New York, 18i28.

’ Bi\tee two admirable and exceedingly scarce volumes,

which e«ry one who writes on the birds of Anierica ought

ro cmlultPthe unavoidable errors of Wilson, in regard to

nomenclature, are pointed out, many new

and original observations interspersed. The contents ot

both wilt be found in a series of -JtlV“
of the American Societies. A few coi

j- t^huted
printed separately, made up into volume ,

an “ed
by the nolile author to the ornitholog ists of Europ

and to his scientific friends. Neither, we have reason to be

lieve, were ever olTered lor sale.
nf the

Audubon. Ornithological Biography ;
or, an Account ot we

Habits of the Birds of the United States of Americ ,

companietl by Descriptions of the Objects represeii t'

Work entitled the Birds of America, and
j. j.

Delineations of American Scenery and « yols
Audubon, F. R. S., &c. Edinburgh, 1832-1834. -

^There are many isolated facts of much
graeraU

volumes ;
but they have not been made use S
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isation ; and the nomenclature, as already remarked, is that
which has gone out of use. The episodes, although not
connected with the subject, are particularly amusing.

Audubon. The Birds of America; being ’the Atlas Collec-
tion of Plates described in the above work, and now in
course of publication.

Richardson and Swainson. Fauna BoreaU-Americana; or,
the Zoology of the Northern Parts of British America, con-
taining Descriptions of the Objects of Natural History
the collecteil on late Northern Land Expeditions under
the command of Captain Sir John Franklin, R.N, Part 2.
The Birds by William Swainson and John Richardson,
M.D. Published under the authority of the Right Hon.
the Secretary of State for Colonial Affairs. London, 1831.
1 vol. in 2 parts.

Tins work is quoted throughout the Camnet Ctclo-
p.^:dia as A’hW/wm Zoology, It contains fifty coloured plates.
The whole of the descriptions, and nearly all the syiionvmes,
are entirely from the pen of Dr. Richardson

; and we may,
therefore, be permitted to express our opinion, in the words
of another writer, that “they are models of perfection.
Not only is the plumage described, but such a masterly de-
finition of the form of each bird is added, that every experi-
enced ornithologist would be able to determine the modern
genus, even if the name had not been given. The classifi-
cation is in unison with that which is more fully developed
in this treatise.

Swainson. A Synopsis of the Birds of Mexico. By William
Swainson. London, 1827.

This is a paper inserted in Taylor's PitUosophical ^lagaizine
for June, 1827, and in which the specific characters of new
species are given.

Swainson. A Monograph of the Tyrant Shrikes of America.
Inserted in the Jm/rnal of the Royal No. xi.

The subordinate groups of this family are here first defined
and named, and the species described.

Le Vaillant. Histoire Naturelle d’une partie d’Oiseaux nou-
veaux etraresde I’Amerique et des Indes. ParF LeVailhintWe have already noticed this work under tlie head of
Asia. Jt contains plates and descripUons of the tropical
Ampelida!^ or fruit-eaters.

Spinx. Avium Species Novte quas in Itinere Annis 1817-20.
Per Braziliam collegit et descripsit. 2 vol. royal 4to. M^tli
222 coloured plates. Genuse, 1824-26.

Ihe figures are accurate, and faithfully coloured, but stiflT

and unnatural.

Lesson. Histoire Naturelle des Oiseaux Mouches. In sc-
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venteen numbers, containing eighty-six p'.ates. Pans, 1829.

1 vol. 8vO.
, . . 1 , a

esson. Ilistoire Naturelle des Colibns, suivie d un Supjde-

ment a rHistoire Naturelle des Oiseatix Mouc.ies. Thir-

teen numbers, contiuuing sixty-six plates. laris, i»3i.

Ison. *Les Trochilidees, ou les Colibris et les Oiseaux

Mouches. Pourteen numbers, containing seventy plates.

Paris, 1832-1834, ,

We have already alluded to these works, which we class

under this head, as the whole of the humming birds aie

restricted in their geographic range to the continent ot

Kittlitr"^’'uber Einige Vogel von beoba^tet ira Marz

und Anfang, April, 1827. Von F. H. von Kitthtz, natur-

forscher der Expedition der Semavin.

The birds that are described and figured with so much

spirit in this valuable and interesting paper (which,we have

only seen in a detached form) are as follows :
—

Phitotoma silens. Synallaxis ALgithaldides.

Pleroptochos rubicula. Opctiorynchos rupestris.

albicollis. Wuscicapa parulus.

megapodius.* pyrope.

Troglodytes paradoxus.

Synallaxis humicola.

Fringilla diuca, J^foUini.

CrypturuB perdicarius.

Azara. Vovages dans I’Aindrique Miiridionale. Par Don

F^lix de Azara, Commissairc et Commandant des limites

Espagnoles dans le Paraguay, depuis 1781 ju^u'en 1801.

PubUes d’apres les Manuscrits del’ Auteur, par C. A. Walck-

enaer. Suivis de I’llistoire Naturelle des Oiseaux du Para-

•ruav et de La Plata, par le meme auteur, traduite, d’apres

f’original Espagnol, et augmentee d’un grand nombie de

Notes, par M. Sonnini. Paris, 1809. 4 vol. 8vo. (With

an Atlas of Twenty-five Plates.)

This edition of the zoological researches of this extraor-

dinary Spaniard is now become very rare. The two last

volumes, that is, the third and fourth, are entirely devoted to

ornithology, and contain full descriptions of no less than 44

species, collected by the author himself, chiefly in Paraguay.

AI. Soniiini, not having seen the birds, has been gui e

merely by the descriptions in referring them to the systeina ic-

genera; and MM. Vieillot and Latham have followed tne

same plan to a much more injurious extent. Azara is

Wilson of South American ornithology, and his name w

* This is the Leptonyx macropus of our Zoological Illustrations,
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rnowrregion^‘^''‘‘‘“"‘‘’“

5. Austrama.

;Sd i:!^
<-^ -

^"0"don, 1789. 1 vol
iiru-'’’

's another edition in 8vo).

o xtj-hvL i'lates of nondescript Animals, Birds, LizardsSerpents, cwious Cones of Trees, and other Natural Pro-

SeSent ^'-rgeon- General to thesettlement, London, 1790. 1 vol. dto.
rhe plates ofbirds, all coloured, amount to tiventv-nine.
CJ aie designed by Miss Stone, the best zoologiea'l artistof that day-

; and the specimens were all deposited .^0Leverian Museum, where we well remember Lein-r ti m
Wafe eot^rf of N^w Wh
Sure’ Bv T b’

aftofJNature. By John William Lewin, A.L.S., late of Pira

Plates r I”®*'™'®'! "th Twenty-sixHates. London, 1822. Thin folio.
^

Shaw Zoology of New Holland. By George Shaw, M.D.

i tl.':fir.m5 nils.

“fthis

^rJhe Colli
of the Australian Birds

Bv‘n A*'"xr
to their natural Affinities.

a/n 'j>' ^®'l- &C., and Thomas Horslield.31. n. &c. Part 2 . Loudon, 1826.
’

Inserted in the Lhmrcan. Transactions, vol. xv n 1 “nMany new genera and species are here characterised amithe attempt at their natural arran-reinent imnn o i i

•“

highly creditable to theauthors. =Tte "Xnd natt
has not yet appeared. P”^’ *’0" 0''or,

(17.9.) The foregoing are the chief works upon geo-
graphic orn thotogy that we are actjuainteil with. AVe
beheve the list includes aU those of any importance that
have been completed*; but there are no doubt many
^ There have been two or three GenTian .•

the zoology of Brazil, but which have bee1"JisllZZ Tn:“r7lr
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Other essays and papers that may come under this class,

scattered in the Transactions of Societies both at home

and abroad. We must again repeat, that to complete

these lists by noticing all incorporated papers of this

description would extend this part of our volume to a

most disproportionate length.

(180.) Our fifth and last section contains such works

as are more especially intended to illustrate the science

by coloured plates ; they are necessarily, on this ac-

count, of the most expensive description, and are there-

fore aptly termed by the French Ouvmges de. luxe.

Some few, being of the nature of monographs, have

lieen already alluded to, and others, like the African

birds of Le Vaillant, and those of India by Gould,

would have been inserted, did they not decidedly be-

long to geographic ornitliology. These are the works

which should be in all jiublic libraries whose funds

are equal to their purchase ;
and they should be ne-

cessary accompaniments to public museums intended

to advance zoological science. Unfortunately, however,

such institutions in England are remarkably deficient

in this respect ; so that it has become almost impos-

sible for the naturalist to prosecute his studies success-

fully, without iiicuring an expense so enormous that

few private incomes can support. We have heard that

the Zoological Society, the richest in this country, and

that above all others which should possess a princely

library in its own department of science, is yet deficient

in some of the most ordinary ivorks of consultation

and of reference. On the other hand, the Ratcliffe

Library at Oxford is jiroverbially the richest, in all the

splendid zoological publications we are about to enume-

rate, of any in Ilritain. Its late lamented librarian, Ur.

Williams, was more especially distinguished for his zeal

and liberality in this respect, and to him the library is

mainly indebted for the celebrity it has acquired in this

second number, and we have been unsuccessful in procuring their exact

titles'.
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particular branch. e shall begin with those works of
the last century which stiU retain their value as standard
books of reference, and, after enumerating those of a
later date, proceed to make a selection of such as would
constitute a magnificent and uniform series, worthy the
library of a potentate.

List of Illustrative Works in Ornithology which are of
standard excellence and authority.

Planches Enluminees. A Collection of one thousand and eight
plates of Birds, generally known under this title, whicli are
intended to accompany the original edition of Buft'on’s His-
toire Naturelle des Oiseaux. Paris, 1770-1776. 10 vol.
folio, or in imperial quarto.

This collection of figures owes its celebrity more to the
absence of any other, equally extensive, than to any merit the
figures themselves possess, either ofaccuracy or of execution

:

the greatest praise that can be given them is, that they are
generally recognisable, and can be identified with the birds
themselves

; more, however from the colouring, than from
the accuracy of the drawing. They are all referred to in
the several editions of Bufibn, and are printed both on a
folio and on a quarto size

; .about nine represent insects,
reptiles, and corals: the remainder are entirely of birds.

Temminck and Laugier. Nouveau Uecueil de Planches
Colorees d’Oiseaux, pourservirde suite et complement aux
Phinchcs Enluminees de Bufibn, d’apres les Desseinsde Huet
et PrMre. Paris, 1820-1835.

In the mechanical parts of its execution this is a very
beautiful work, the paper and printing are of the best descrip-
tion, and the plates are admirably engraved and coloured •

but the drawing is not faithful, nor is the colouring Generally
natural ; the figures are stiff and formal, and they are all
put into nearly the same attitudes. The descriptions of the
birds are meagre, and for the most part relate to the mere
colour of the plumage. Occasionally, however, more
extended remarks are introduced on certain genera, as tliat

of Buceros, for inshmce, which are really valuable ; but the
total absence of synonyms, specific characters, and scien-
tific descriptions of the form, structure, or habits of the birds
themselves, renders this work far inferior to what it might
have been, and what the scientific world expected, from the
reputation of its authors. Ihe publication is conducted so
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irregularly, that we have never seen a complete set, even of

those parts which are out.

Edwards. The Natural History of uncommon Birds, and

of some other rare and undescribed Animals, exhibited in 362

copperplates. In seven parts (or volumes). By George

Edwards, Library Keeper to the Royal College of I’hysicians.

London, 174S—1764.

The seven volumes above mentioned includes the three

volumes of Gleanings of Natural History, originally pub-

lish separately. Of this valuable and standard work in our
^

ornithological libraries, we have already spoken.* Latham

and Shaw have compiled largely from it ; but Edwards should

always be consulted in his own quaint but forcible and exact

language. .

Brown. New Illustrations of Zoology, containing Fifty co-

loured Plates of new, curious, and nondescript Bii'ds, with

a few Quadrupeds, Reptiles, and Insects, together with a

short and Scientific Description of the same. By Peter Brown.

London, 1776. 1 vol. 4to.

Brown seems to have been a zoological painter j Ins

figures are superior to those of Edwards, but his descriptions

short and unsatisfactory. The volume is, nevertheless,

valuable, and may be looked on as a supplement to those of

Edwards. In both there is a French translation.

Desmarest. Histoire Naturelle des Tanagers, des Manakins,

et des Todiers. Par' A. G. Desmarest, avec Figures d’apres

les Desseins de Mile. Pauline de Corcelles. Paris, 1 805.

1 vol. royal folio.
, , .

A noble volume. Tlie fair artist who designed the plates

was a pupil of Barrabaud, and, likelier accomplished master,

has succeeded in giving that rotundity to her subjects which

relieves so much the sameness of position in which it was then

the custom to paint birds. The author has not merely con-

tented himself with describing the colour of the feathers ; he

has investigated and detailed all the synonyms, drawn up

excellent specific characters, and executed his task with the

hand of a master. The volume contains seventy-two coloured

plates, and is a fit companion to those of Le Vaillant.

Vieillot. Histoire Naturelle des plus beaux Oiseaux Chanteurs

de la Zone Torride. Par. L. P. Vieillot. Paris, 1805.

royal folio.

This, like the preceding, contains seventy-two pi ates, but

the execution is in every respect inferior : one small bird oc-

cupies a folio page, and the drawing and colouring are only

of ordinary execution. We hazard the assertion that more

* Preliminary Discourse.
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than one of the figures are made up from description alone ;
there are, nevertheless, many rare species represented, particu-
larly of the tropical genera Amadirm and Estrelda Sw.; but
there are very many birds of Europe and North America in-
troduced, in order, apparently to make up the volume. It
is a pretty s/tmc-book, and may bt; consulted occasionally,
with great advantage.

Vieillot. Ilistoire Naturelle des Oiseaux de 1’ Amerique Sep-
tentrionale, contenant un grand noinbre d’Especes decrites
pour la premiere fois. Par. E. P. Vieillot.

The author describes many of these birds from personal ob-
servation in their native country; but he has likewise intro-
duced those which he has not seen, upon the authority of
Pennant and Latham. The work is useful as a book of re-
ference, but can neither rank in merit with that of Wilson,
or in execution with those ofLe Vaillant.

Audibert and Vieillot. Histoire Naturelle et Gdnerale des
Oiseaux Bords. 2 vol. folio. Paris, 1802.

Tliere are two impressions of this work, one in folio, the
other in quarto; in the first of which, the names upon the
plates (180 in number) are printed in gold. The figures
are accurate, without being well dr.awn

; they represent the
Hummingbirds, Jacamars, Promerops, Creep'ers, Sun birds,
and Paradise birds.

Le Vaillant. Histoire Naturelle des Perroquets. Par Fran-
cois Le Vaillant. Paris, 1801-1805. 2 vol. royal folio (or
quarto).

W ith the exception of a few of the plates at tlie commence-
ment of the first volume, the whole are executed from
drawings by the celebrated Barrabaud, the first artist who
ventured to represent the varied attitudes of birds, at the
same time preserving all that accuracy of detail so essential
to their scientific characters. No painter of the present day
can surpass, or perhaps equal, many of the exquisite designs
contained in this and the subsequent volumes, enriched by
the same pencil. The letter-press, although not scientific, is
full of accurate detail and of valuable information. The
number of plates are 139, printed in colours, and finished by
the hand ; in many of the copies, however, the tints arc too
rich, and “overstep the modesty of nature. ’ The quarto edi-
tion is precisely similar to the folio, except in the site of the
paper.

Le Vaillant. Histoire Naturelle des Oiseaux de Paradis.
1 vol. folio.

E(|ually splendid with the preceding. The size' and
extraordinary plumage of the Paradise birds requires a
scale fully equal to the dimensions of this volume, which
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exceeds any other of t]ie author’s in the beauty and splendour

of its contents.

Le Vaillant. Histoirc Naturellc des Toucans ct des Barbus.

1 vol. folio.

This is generally considered as the second volume of the

last; but the two works were published separately, and have

distinct titles.

Le Vaillant. Histoire Naturelle des Promerops, Guepiers, et

des Couroucous. Paris, 1807. 1 vol. folio.

Fewer copies, we suspect, of this latter volume must have

been printed than of the two preceding, for we have never

been able to procure it, or to see it in any library, public or

private : we cannot, therefore, speak of its execution from

actual knowledge. Of its merits there can be no doubt, so

far as the author is concerned, and if, as we have heard, the

plates arc executed from the drawings of Barrabaud, the

volume will be equal to the preceding.

Lear. Blustrations of the family of Psittneido!, or Parrots
;

the greater part of them species hitherto unfigured : contain-

ing forty-two lithographic plates, drawn from life and on

stone. By E. Lear. A. L.S. 1 vol. royal folio.

This beautiful volume might be looked on as a supplement

to the work of Le Vaillant upon the same family, had the

plates been accompanied by descriptions, but unfortunately

there is no letter-press beyond the title and the list of sub-

scribers. Those drawings in the volume which have been

taken from live birds are worthy of great praise, and all are

beautifully and accurately coloured.

Gould. A Monograph of the family of Uaraphastida), or

Toucans. London, 1S34. 2 Parts, royal folio.

Mr. Gould has ably investigated and beautifully delineated

these singular birds, and h.as added several new species to

those witli which we were previously acquainted. A third part

now in the] press, is intended to complete the work, which

deserves to be ranked with that upon the same group by

Le Vaillant.

Gould. A Monograph of the Trogonida: or ,Trogons. Part

1. royal folio.

Uniform with the preceding, and, from the superior

beauty of the birds themselves, even more interesting.

(181.) This list comprises all the royal folio volumes

of illustrative ornithology not mentioned in the preced-

ing pages, with the exception, indeed, of some few of

those on the European birds of the last century, whose

execution is altogether inferior. They compose a series,

T <1
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uniform in size^ of about twenty volumes
; for many

of those of which the ordinary copies are in quarto^ liave

been likewise printed in folio. They are all necessary for

the consultation of ornithological writers, and for deter-

mining the names of birds; hut their collective cost is so

enormous, that few public libraries, or private indivi-

duals, would think of expending such a sum on books

belonging only to one department of natural history.

There are, nevertheless, not wanting, even in diis country,

individuals who enrich their libraries with a selection

of the best works of this nature. It is, therefore, with

a view to guide such patrons in their choice, that we
shall now divide the last list into two classes

; the first

containing such works as are chiefly valuable for refer-

ence, but not, like those in the second, pre-eminently

beautiful in the execution of their figures. To these we
shall annex the current prices, where knowm, as marked
in some of the catalogues of the London booksellers.

1. List nf Folio IVorks on lUustraticc Ornitholo";/, of the First

Class, miifvrm in size, and chiify valuable as Books rf Re-

ference.

Selling Catal. Publication
Price. of Price.

V0I3. £ s. £ s.

Planches Enlumin^es, Buffon - -54S0- -00
Colorifes, Teraminck - 3 (now publishing)

Audibert and Vieillot, Oiseaux Dor^s - 2 12 12 - Bohn -00
Vieillot’s Tropical Song Birds - - 1 10 0 - Bohn - IS 0

American Birds - - 2 20 0 - Bohn - 33 0
Gould’s Himalayan Birds - - 1 10 0 - Bohn - '14 0

Total . - 16 .£100 12

2. List of Folio IVorks on Illustratioe Omithologi/, of the Second
Class, printed uniform in size, and eminent for ike Beauty of
their Plates or the Value oftheir Descriptions.

SellinR Catal. Publication
Price.

VoU. £ s.

of Price.

Le Vaillant’s Parrakeets

Birds of Paradise

- 2 20 0 -

. 1-j

Bohn - SI 10

Toucans and Barbuts

Bee^aterSj &c.

0

*

CO Bohn 60 0
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List 2.— contimied.

Selling Catal. Publication

Brought forward

Vols.

» 5

Price.

£ s.

52 0

of Price.

£ s.

Le Vafflant’s Birds of India and Ame-Ij
7 7 - Bohn - 12 0

rica - -

Africa - 6 32 0 . Bohn . 0 0

Desmarest’s Tanagers - 1 9 9 - Wood - 18 0

Tcmminck’s Pigeons - 1 28 0 - Bohn - 0 0

Gould’s Birds of Europe - 0 (now publishtug)

- 6 10
. Toucans . 1 6 10 -

. 1 2 10 2 10

Lear’s Parrots - 1 6 0 -60
Total

,

- 17 r£'I46 6

3. List of select Q.uarto Works entirely on lUusirative nnd Geo-

graphic Ot'^iUhologyj which Folio Editions were never

pruiied.

Edwards’s Birds

Brown’s Illustrations of Zoology

Jardine and Selby’s Birds

Wilson’s American Ornithology

Bonaparte’s Continuation of ditto

Richardson’s Northern Zoology

Irwin’s Birds of New Holland

Spix’s Brazilian Birds

Total

Selling CataL Publicatio ,

Price. of Price.

Vols. £ s. £ s.

- 7 14 14 - Bobn - 0 0

- . 1 2 10 - Wood . 0 (»

- 2 14 0 - . 14 0

- 9

- 3

- 1 3 0 - - 3 0

- - 1 3 0 - Wood - .0 0

. , 2 42 0 - Bohn - 50 0

24 .£79 4 •

(182.) In concluding this part of our subject, we have

felt it our duty to state our plain and candid opinion on

th^ various works that have passed under our notice,

without favour or affection” even to those whom we

class among esteemed acquaintance. If once the private

feelings of reg<ard or of esteem are made to influence the

critic— as they unfortunately too often do — the con-

fidence of the public will be entirely withdrawn ;
the

critic becomes a false guide, and wiU be mistrusted on

all other, and future, occasions.

Q 2
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CHAP. II.

ON THE NOMENCLATURE. AND DESCRIPTION OF BIRDS.

(183.) Nomencl.ature, it has been well observed, is

not strictly a part of the science of natural history

;

yet it is not only a convenient but an essential instru-

ment for making that science more readily understood.

Names convey definite ideas, as certain combinations of

letters produce certain words, whose meaning is known to

every one. Hence it is that a fixed standard for both

is equally essential. An author who violates those

rules of systematic nomenclature that are acted upon by

the common consent of the greatest naturalists, is as

inexcusable as one wbo chooses to use the ortliography

of Chaucer in the nineteenth century. The old na-

turalists paid little attention to this ; and almost every

one, particularly in botany, invented a new name for

the object he described. As natural history treats of

innumerable animals whose names have not been in-

corporated in vernacular language, and has to express

ideas which are not to be met with in any other branch

of human knowledge, it follows that its nomenclature

should be expressive, and founded upon certain fixed

principles. If no meaning is conveyed in the construc-

tion of the words used, the memory has nothing to lay

hold of as a help to bring the object before the mind
;

and if every author is at liberty to change or reject the

name of an object at his own will and pleasure, no
stability can possibly be given to a language which is

to enable two persons, placed at the opposite extremes

of the globe, to converse upon the same object. The
necessity of nomenclature being regulated by fixed laws,

has been advocated by Linnsetis, Fabricius, and all the

best systematic writers, both in zoology and botany.
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\yill(lenow*jin the latter department,has digested several

excellent aphorisms on this head, nearly all of which

we are bound to adopt as heing equally applicable to

ornithology. The advanced state of our science, how-

ever, requires several others. These rules will claim

our first attention ;
and as the value of brevity and

perspicuity in scientific descriptions is no less necessary

to facilitate knowledge, we shall conclude this chapter

with some hints and directions thereon.

( 1 8 h.) Nomenclature divides itself into two branches

;

for aU animals with which the bulk of mankmd are

familiar, have two names : one being the scientific, the

other the vernacular. The first is derived from the

learned languages,— that is, from die Greek or Latin,

and is that by wdiich the animal is called by naturalists

:

the second is used by the great bulk of mankind, or

by the vulgar, and is the name belonging to the dialect

of the country. With these latter names, science, oi

course, has nothing to do, because they are never used

where accuracy of designation is required : we shall,

nevertheless, offer some remarks upon them, after we

have given our first attention to the former.

(185.) Scientific names are not only given to every

obiect or species in nature, but also to the different

ranks or divisions under which species are compre-

hended. But now that these names are so much mul-

tiplied they would not be sufficient to convey all that

was desirable to be known. If the name of a class

was constructed like that of a family, how should we

know what was the rank of the division or group to

which it belonged ? Modern zoologists, therefore, have

fortunately hit upon an expedient by which we can

designate, in the lesser divisions, not only the group,

but the rank it holds in the scale of creation, by one

and the same word. This is accomplished by ma uig

the last syllabic uniformly the same in each of t e o -

* The Principles of Botany anil of Vegetable Physiology, translated from

the German Of D. U. WtlUlenow. Edinburgh, I&Uj. Iv .

Q 3
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lowing groups, w'liich are those most numerous in nature,
and of course require the clearest designation :—

Tribes end in es a.s f Dentirostrc.s,

I Fachydcrmes, Edentates.

Families ides or ad<z^ Muscicapidte,
^ t Eemuridaj, Corvid®.

Sub.families — ince f Thamnnphilin®, Ceblepyrin®,
I Mustellin®, Felin®.

Phis plan of designating the groups in question has
been so extensively employed, more especially in orni-
thology, that it will now be adhered to by all who
desire to establish a fixed nomenclature. It is not so
material that the names of the higher groups should
have definite terminations, because they are compara-
tively so few, and are so well known, that the change
would not be productive of any real advantage. The
student wiU never be in danger, after his first lesson, of
supposing that the Fmirostres, for instance, is a group
equivalent to the Insesmres, although both names ter-
minate the same.

(186.) We now pass to the names of genera and spe-
cies. A genus or sub-genus, indeed, comprehends many
species

; but when we speak or write of an animal, we
call it by both these designations, just as we use the
Christian name of an individual to distinguish him from
the rest of his family. VVe shall not here revive the
long debated question, whether we should caU a species
y Its generic or by its sub-generic name ; since somuch may lx; said on both sides, that we think every

one, on ordinary occasions or in parlance, may be at
liberty to follow his own opinions upon this point. W'e
certainly incline to the side of those who contend that
the sub-generic name should be that which precedes
the specific

; provided, however, that the validity of the
sub-genus has been well ascertained. If we spoke for
instance, of the fork-tailed tyrant, it appears better
to call It Milmdas furcatiis {Milvulm being a sub-
genus) than Tymnnus furcatus {Tyrannus being
the genus). But when, as among the Faknnidre,
ornithologists have made numerous and contradictory
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sub-genera, resting upon no analysis or demonstration,

our custom is to preserve the generic name only, not

choosing to adopt suh-genera, which may possiUy prove

to be mere examples of aberrant species. M ith these

preliminary remarks we may now proceed to notice the

laws promulgated by our predecessors for the construe-

tion of generic or sub-genenc names—for specific

names and the circumstances under which the latter

they may be altered.

CIS?.') Er.p,ry group or species for which a new

name is proposk, must be i>ropcrhj defined, otherwise it

cannot be adopted or noticed.— It is obvious, that i a

new word is compounded, and applied to an object, or

a group of objects, the meaning of the word, or, m

other words, the characters of that to which it is given,

must be fully explained, before it can be understood or

adopted (if correct) by others. It has been a serious

complaint among entomologists, that writers of cam-

logues introduce a multitude of new generic or specific

names, without concerning themselves with the trouble

of definitions, leaving their readers to make out their

meaning, as best they can, but assuming to themselves

the priority of nomenclature : such silly vanity is un-

worthy of any true naturalist, and has been discounte-

nanced so eftectually by those of a higher order, whose

opinions have been looked up to*, that there is no

danger of the few experiments of this sort that has been

tried in ornithology, being often repeated. For our own

part we have, upon a former occasion, distinctly stated

that “ all such names will be passed over as if they

never had existed.” t
. , i

(188.) The character of a group or species must be

so clear and definite, that it cannot be applied to any

other.— It has been well remarked, that a bad or irn-

perfect description of an object is no description at a ,

its proposed name, therefore, cannot be adopted.

theless, if we were strictly to act upon this rule, t ree

» I.atriclle N, ll'ct. ci’Hifct. Nat xxiii. 12!).

f Macleay,

0 4
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fourths Of the species described by the naturalists of the
last century, and a large proportion of those of the pre-
sent must be struck out of our systems, and rendered as
obsolete as most of their genera. We must, therefore,
in IS instance, get with lenity

; passing over the
omission of many characters which are now found to be
ot importance, and endeavouring to preserve all such
species of our predecessors, as we can make out by the
aid of their descriptions, and the figures they quote.
Vt hen, however, the former are inadequate to point out
the modern genus, and no figure of the object described
has been published, we have no other resource than
to act upon the strict letter and spirit of tliis law It
IS as clearly impossible to recognise the great majority
of the shrikes, warblers, parrots,- nay, of four fifths of
the birds described by Lininean writers,--as it is for an
entomologist to make out the unfigured species of the
-Lmna'an Carabidee, and refer them all to their modern
groups.^

(
18!).) Every new group or genus must have a mm

name.— To call a genus in entomology by the same
name as another in botany, would of course lead to the
greatest confusion ; we should not know, in fact, which
was intended— a butterfly or a plant, a quadruped or a
spider. The multiplicity of generic or patronymic
names, however, renders it very diflicult for a writer in
one department to know what names have been used in
another. AVnien such repetitions are discovered, thename as first imposed or employed, is to be retained
and a new one given to the other group. Hence the
lollowmg, among many others, have been changed

:

M/gab, in entomology, has been previously employed fora
‘tierefore, changed to The,

Zygana, in entomology, is an old genus in ichthyology, now
chaiigfd to Anthrocera,

* It has been truly said that there are , e • av
to which the description of alatus iVSf» will apply although in their structurrand economj^toully dilier from each Qthor. Sco ^«n«/oaff Javanica^ 5.

economy .ney
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Vranla, in entomology, is an old genus in botany ;
it is there-

fore now changed to Xe/iws.
^

Lophyrus, in ornithology, is an old genus in entomo o^y

,

it is now changed to Bihphjrus.

(190.) Names of genera or sub.genera must not bo

taken from foreign languages, hut should he fonne

from the Latin or Gree/c.*—Names taken from living

languages, even though they have a Latin termination,

are generaUy barbarous, and always improper, and can-

not be so classically compounded as if taken irom me

Greek. Kven names formed from the Latin are of en

deficient in euphony, and still more so when they are

compounded of Latin and Greek together. ^
J®

possible, they should he made out of two Greek words

with a Latin termination, the following are examples

of faulty names in ornithology, whether used in a

generic or specific sense ;
—

Ara, Aracari.

Cariama.

Gouan, Guiraca.

Piaya, PitanguSj Puffinaria.

Sula.

Lori.

Momotiis,
Nengetus.
Tinamus, Tacccfcua,

(191.') Names must not be received, that are borrowed

from mythological, divine, historical, moral, pathological,

or other terms.^—“ When we choose a name, observes

Willdenow, “ having a reference to religious or other

matters, with which it cannot properly he compared, or

which are not known to every one, it %s good Jor no-

thing.” The following names, therefore, have been

rejected :
—
Catliarractes, Coclilcarius.

Fratercula, Fregctla, Montezuma.

Secretarius, Serpentarius, Stercorarius.

Some exceptions to this rule may be allowed, particu-

larly in the instances of the Ibis sacra, the sacred 1 is

of the Egyptians
;

Palceornis, as the parrakeets mown

to the ancients, and Graoula religiosa, a bird held sacrec

in India.

* 'Willdenow, lUiger, &c. + Ibid.
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(192.) Names of genera must he framed according
tycsemUances or properties, which, however, must he
foiuM not in one species of the genus only, hut in the
majority of those which are known. (IFiUd.) M''hen
t e name can be formed according to one of the essen-
tial characters of the genus or group, such names are
undoubtetUy the test. Hence,' as nearly aU rasorial
ypes are remarkable for their crests or their tails
names indicating the peculiar formation of these parts
are particularly good

; for they not only indicate which
ol the primary types the group represents, but also the
particular modification of one of the characteristics of
that type. The following may be quoted as among the
best of these names ;—

Macrocirciis.

Platycirciis.

Oxyurus,

Dtcrurus.

Rhipidura.

Seisura.

(lyS.) Generio names ending in oi'des, ella, ana
must he car,fully avoided. (WUld.) — These termin-’
ations, which generally imply resemblances, often doubt-
ful, cannot properly be used in a generic sense

; as the
names of such groups should be of a definite and posi-
tive nature. They may, however, be most usefully
employed witli regard to species, as indicating a simi-
larity either of colour, form, or habit, to the bird with
which It IS compared. Thus, Mgiagra rubiculoides is
aptly so named, because it resembles in its habit a
robin, and we are immediately reminded of its natural

'

analogy to that bird.

(194.) Name» of groups should not he too lonq al-
though they may he classically compounded.— All names
are chiefly mtended to assist the memory, which should
no be burthened by words of great length. Hence the
following names-although some, being strictly correct,
may be tolerated-are not to be imitated either in their
length or occasional harshness :

Ateolepodes.

Coleorainphu.s.
Macroram])lius.

Opeiiorhynchus.
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Campilorliynchus.

Ptilonorliynchus.

Tropidorliynchus.

Dermorliynchus.

Dendrocolaptes.

Phoenicopliaus.

Plialacrocorax.

Phcenicopterus.

Pachycephalus.

Strobilophaga.

Talaopodes.

Opi&tboloplius.

(195.) Names of groups higher than genera should

always he derivedfrom the pre-<miinent type of the group,

or, if of a tribe or order, from the character which is

most universal.— The facility which this modern law

of nomenclature gives to research is very great. It

first originated among our own naturalists, about twenty

years ago, and has since been universally acted upon in

Britain, both in artificial and natural systems. It is

clear, however, that before we impose a name upon

a group which has never been characterised, we should

carefully analyse it j
without which we shall run no small

risk of not discovering the tyiiical character of the

whole, and consequently apply a false name. Thus, if

the rasorial order had been sufficiently inevstigated,

it would have been discovered that tlic peacock was the

pre-eminently typical bird, and, therefore, that the pri-

mary family would be the Pavonidee. In like manner,

Muscicapa being more typical than Todus, the family

to which both belong should be called the Musvieapida:.

These changes, so far as the names are concerned, are

comparatively trivial ;
but while the whole science is

undergoing a revision and correction, it may be as well

to make these and every other necessary change of no-

menclature at the same time.

(196.) The highest reward of a naturalist is to have

a genus called after his name.—

“

No monument, says

the celebrated Willdenow, “ of marble or brass is so last-

ing as this. It is the only way of perpetuating the

memory of true botanists (or naturalists), or of those

who have benefited the science.” Linneus, whose judg-

ment was always sound and practical, confined the

names of genera thus derived to botany alone, wherein,

even in his days, such groups were so very numerous.
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that it became frequently very cHfficult to invent a name
expressive of actual peculiarities. His zoological genera
on Oie other hand, were few, and he was thus enabled,^
without difficulty, to frame his generic nomenclature
upon other, and certainly better, principles

; since there
can he no doubt that a name derived from some actual
property of the object it designates, is always more ex-
pressive than any other. But whatever were the mo-
tives that guided Linnaeus in this restriction, there seems
no valid reason— if we admit the principle that names
may be so framed—why botanists alone are to be so
honoured. ^V^e by no means wish to see a general de-
pa,rture from this rule, for the reason just stated, con-
ceiving that all generic names should express the abso-
lute qualities of the thing named

; yet the same object
can be gained in a different way. Periietuity is as

® specific as to a generic name
; and

thus the names of those who have earned the title of
"true ’ zoologists may be as effectually preserved in
toe record of a species, as in the appellation of a genus.
This, in fact, seems to be the general feeling among us
ami so far all is well. But then comes the- question, to
whom, besides true zoologists, is this honour to be ex-
tended? A line of distinction must be drawn some-
where, or the designation ceases to be an honour. Now
We conceive that private feelings on such a point ought
not to be indulged at the expense of violating the spirit
and obvious meaning of the law in question. There
can be no doubt that naturalists who have brought home
collections from distant countries for the object of bene-
fiting science, and have so employed them, merit being
associated with the groat names tliat have enriched our
science by their writings and recorded discoveries. But
if every one who unknowingly happens to discover a
new bird is entitled to have his name attached to it, we
know not how widely this honour is to be distributed.
The captain of a trading vessel may bring home a

curious bird, which may prove to be new, and thus
may claim to have his name immortalised. Every per-
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son, in shorty who directly or indirectly assists an orni-

thologist by the donation or the loan of something new,

will have an equal title to the only distinction we can

bestow upon a Liniueus, a Cuvier, a Wilson, or a fein-

minck. Is there not some reason, therefore, to protest

against this wholesale coinage of complimentary names

which now begin to crowd every page of our catalogues,

almost to the exclusion of those by which the species

can in some degree be made known ? burely there are

other ways of expressing our thanks or gratitude to

those who assist our labours, than by this very cheap

mode of cancelling the obligation,— this prostitution of

what was once a scientific honour, but whichl is now

within the reach of almost every one, however ignorarit

of science, or merely following it as a trade. Hut tliis

is not all ; not only will a gift of a new bird insure its

donor “ the highest vewanl” that a “ true” naturalist

can receive, but a quorum of the council of a scien-

tific body may not despair of seeing all their names

attached to the new birds in theirown museum*,—names

which are utterly unknown in the records of orni-

thology, and almost so in any other branch of science.

Another instance may be mentioned, where the sub-

scribers to a most expensive work are propitiated in the

same maimer, with as great a violation of scientific jus-

tice, and of all that is consistent and proper. Such

names, however, will certainly not outlive their authors

or their namesakes. They will share the late of the

Phasianus Jmpenanus,
— a name intended to consign to

immortality an Indian governor who first sent the bird

to England, but which M. Temminck has since called

by the appropriate specific name of refulgent. Sanc-

tioned, therefore, by an authority which stands so high

in the scientific world, and fortified by the spirit of

this law of nomenclature, we must be excused for not

adopting very many of the complimentary names in-

• See some observations on this strange and unexampled I'rieeeding in

“ Northern Zoology,” ii. 457. and Jameson’b edition of Wuson s Ameri-

can Ornithology.”
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troduced of late years into our catalogues. We are
ever desirous of bestowing honour where it is due • and
we trust that no other motives than those we have here
stated will be imputed to us on this occasion.

(197.) A genus or species in one department of
natural history should not be named after a naturalist
emment only in another; and such names, where prac-
ticable,^ should belong to those groups which have been
more immediately benefited by the naturalist to whom
the honour is given The name of an ornithologist,
however highly esteemed and lionoured among zoolo-
gists, may he utterly unknown to the botanical world •

It IS, therefore, highly objectionable to record his name'
in the annals of a science wherein he has done nothin<r •

equally objectionable is it when this position is reversed!
Each branch of natural history, in fact, should per-
petuate the names only of those by whom it has been
advanced or signally henefited. Such appellations,
therefore, as Goodenovii, Bichenor.ii, Brownii, Baueri
etc., all designating eminent botanists, should have no
place in ornithological nomenclature

; more especially
as the high merits of the greater part have already pro-
cured for them the lasting honour of a generic distinction,
and they are likely to put small account on seeing them-
selves introduced where they are not known. ' Even
the true value of a mere compliment is in its being well
tmed, and happily appropriate to the individual; but
the calling a bird after a botanist, or an insect after an
ornithologist, destroys the association of ideas which
shouhl be between the name and the object. Linmeusand his school were not only, in general, very cautiousm thus commemorating individuals, but peculiarlv
happy in their choice of appropriate occasions " Thus ”
observes Linmeus, “ the genus as named after
the two distinguished brothers, John and Caspar
Baulnn, has a two-lobed or a twin leaf. Dorsten^,
with Its obsolete flowers, devoid of all beauty,' alludes
to the antiquated and uncouth book of Eorstinius Jder-
nandia, an American plant, the most beautiful of all
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trees in its foliage, but furnished with trifling blossoms,

bears the name of a botanist highly favoured by fortune,

and allowed an ample salary for investigating the New
AForld, but whose labours were trifling. Magnolia,

with its beautiful blossoms and fruit, serves to immor-

talise two of the most meritorious botanists. Lhincea,

a depressed, abject, Lapland plant, long overlooked,

flowering at an early age, was named by Gronovius

after its jn-ototype, Linnieus.” Many other poetic or

elegant analogies might be drawn, showing the discri-

minating judgment of our predecessors in this respect.

Thus, Sjnithia, growing in shady thickets, witli its

beautiful pinnated leaves, closing together on being

rudely handled, commemorates the modest, yet learned

Sir James Smith, whose amiable feelings were most

expanded in the retreats of private life. The large

and beautiful crimson flowers of Jlrownm will recall

to mind the splendid talents of the first of living

botanists, to whose honour every body will attribute the

name.* Goodeiwvia will perpetuate the memory of a late

eminent botanist and divine much better than the little

bird injudiciously called after him : while Banksia, a

most extensive group of plants peculiar to Australia, re-

minds us of that munificent patron of science who first

investigated the shores of Botany Bay. In like manner,

as specific names of this sort are, in ornithology, what

generic are in botany, Vaillnnti, Kuhli, and Figorsi

may justly be applied to some of the new and splendid

parrots recently described ;
for by those names we should

perpetuate the labours of the most eminent investi-

gators who have especially written upon the family

of Psittacida;. As the name oiBarrahaud, although but

a zoological painter of these birds, cannot be refused

admittance into such an honourable list, we trust to see

that of Lear also added on some future occasion. It

is obvious, however, that these two latter would be

quite misapplied if given to other birds : however, they

• Wc believe this genus, in reality, was instituted to coaunemorate an

old author who wrote on the plants of Jamaica.
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might he tolerated from a desire to acknowledge the

ability with which these excellent artists have illustrated

this particular group. We may now pass to those

rules which wore particularly regard specific names.

(198.) Specific namcn may he oecasionally derived

from the geographic range of the species, provided il is

peculiar. — Geographic names have been reprobated by

some botanists ;
but we do not think, if they are judi-

ciously used, that they are otherwise than excellent.

Thus, when only one species of a group, as in Troglo-

dytes, is found in Europe, what name would be more

characteristic than Europreus ? and to another, which is

its prototype, but found beneath the tropics, JEquinoc-

tialis is particularly appropriate. To the species of

certain natural genera or groups, which are all inhabit-

ants of one country, such names of course are never to

be given ;
and when a species has been so designated

by the old writers, we think its name should be can-

celled. Thus, the whole of the Meliphagldce being

peculiar to Australia,— a fact not formerly known,— the

old specific name of Nova Hollandia, applied to one of

the species, independent of its faultiness in other re-

spects, is quite inadmissible. These two instances of

the opposite characters of geographic names will show

the care necessary in their use.

(199.) A specific name should he short, unlike the

generic, and always an adjective, unless it commemo-

rates* a naturalist.— Those specific names are per-

haps the best which denote some particular habit
; but

those are the most expressive which indicate a property

that can be seen both in the live and the dead bird.

Thus Orpheus polyglottos is excellent as applied to the

American mock-thrush ; but no one who saw the species

for the first time in a museum could trace any connec-

tion between the bird and this name. And in the same

way no person could imagine why a little bird, smaller

* * Dr. Smith suggests two sorts of these namesjn botanical nomenclature

;

those terminating in ana may serve to commemorate the finder of a

species, while the genitive ease may be used for those who founded the

genus.
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than a thrush, should he called Tyrannus intrepidus.

Names, on the other hand, derived from the general or

partial colouring of the plumage, are appropriate at aU

times ;
and, together with such others as express the

essential specific character, are perfectly unexception-

able. Names, also, which express the local haunts of

different species, although not so good, as being less in-

telligible, are not to be rejectetl, as Alauda pratemis,

Anthus aquaticus, &c.

(200.) A genus or sub-genus can never be admitted

into a circle which has been demonstrated to be com-

plete, without its rank and station has been analysed,

and is made known ; in other words, it must be proved,

in the first place, to be natural. This rule is of course

only applicable to such groups as have been completely

analysed, and where the system followed is a natural

one. We have said so much on this head in another

volume, that recapitulation is here unnecessary. Wc
have been inundated, particularly from France and Ger-

many, with “ new genera,” as they are termed, which

their inventors can give no other reason for making,

than that they fancy them to be so. It is really time

that we called for some better reason than this, more

especially in ornithology; we must be pardoned, therefore,

in future, for not giving currency to such divisions, un-

less they are first shown to be natural.

(201.) A genus should possess at least three positive

and discriminating characters, hat a suh-geuus usually

possesses only one.— It is totally impossible to lay

down any positive rules by which either of these groups

can be distinguished ; for they vary in almost every

family. The above conclusion, however, is the result of

much study
; and we must leave those who are disposed

to verify its (ruth among some of the best known groups.

1 1 is quite obvious, however, that a sub-genus can never

be known from an aberrant or esculent species, until the

circle to which it belongs has been analysed ;
and there-

fore it becomes extremely desirable, at least in a na-

tural classification, not to mix up imaginary divisions

B
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with those that rest— apparently—upon demonstrative

evidence. If the system is artificial, these “ new
ftenera” may be adopted, or not, at pleasure; but in every

attempt at a natural arrangement, it would be better to

place all supposed types of form or subgenera at the

(vid, in an appendix, or as sections of the named group
to which they seem to make the nearest approach.

(202.) Trivial or vernacular names cannot be said

to come within the range of scientific nomenclature,

because they are mt intended for those who study na-

tural history as a science, but merely for the mass of

tnankind. They frequently vary in different periods, and

not only in every language, but in every province. To
attempt, therefore, to have a uniform standard of the

English names of birds, is as hopeless as we venture to

think it would be useless. Nevertheless, as the ques-

tion has been discussed in some recent periodic,als, we
may be expected to say something upon it.— It is con-

tended by those who advocate this new system of ver-

tiacular nomenclature, first, that all birds should bear

such names as will prevent them from being confount(ed

’t-ith others with wdiich they have no affinity, or which
conveys, directly or indirectly, some erroneous impres-

sion
; and, secondly, that every genus or subgenus,

bearing a patronymic name, should also have a distinct

English one. This, we believe, is the substance of the

two reformations contended for. In theory, they ap-
pear very good ; let us see, however, what they would
become in practice.

(20,".) First, there can be no doubt that vulgar errors

in the naming of birds are very general. The goat-
sucker (Caprimtilgns) does not suck goats : the hedge
sparrow (Accentor) is not a real sparrow : the tit-monsc

(Pm-ns) is a bird, and no quadruped : the titlark is a

warbler: the long-tailed mag (Parus candatus) is no
magpie ;

and in this manner we might object, and rea-

•sonahly, to one third of the English names now in use.

Some few of these, in systematic works upon our native

ornithology, where the most expressive English names
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are inserted, may be altered. The goatsucker may

be called the nightjar ; the hedge-sparrow, flitwing,

which will be rather better than shufflewing, and so on.

But then the question arises, who can expect that this

new nomenclature will • be adopted by unscientific per-

sons,— the great bulk of our population,— for whom

this improvement of nomenclature is alone intended ?

They may answer, and very truly, “ Make as many re-

forms in your classic names as you choose ;
but pray

allow us to call a bird by the name that we and the

people about us have known it from infancy. Your

new name o{flitwing may be very pretty and appropriate,

but I care nothing about its being a finch or a war-

bler. lYe know it, about us, as the hedge-sparrow

;

with that name are associated early recollections, by that

name I can make myself understood, and therefore by

that name I shall continue to caU it.” Such will natu-

rally be the reply of a country gentleman when asked

to adopt our new scale of names, and teach them to

his dependants. Again: admitting that appropriate

English names should be used, who is to invent them ?

Once attempt to destroy the received nomenclature, and

every field naturalist, every tyro of ornithology will con-

tend for the name he likes best. The long-tailed tit-

mouse, for instance, has the following names by which

it is known in different counties : — Huckmuck, hottle-

tom, longtail-mag, longtail-capon, and mumruffin.*

The yellow wren, which in fact is not a wren, but a

Sghia (A. trovhilus, L.), is called also willow-wren,

ground-wren, and ground huckmuck.

A

choice must

be made from these, and by whom? Whatever re-

forms, therefore, which experienced ornithologists, no

less than intelligent amateurs will admit, must be few

and judicious, giving in general the generic or family

name to the species ; calling, for instance, all the or-

dinary species of the Sylviadm, warblers, except, m-

* Montagu, Ornithological Dictionary. We have heard it called, also^

bottle-tit,

t Ibid.

B 2
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deed, those few groups which are already distinguished

by a separate vernacular name, as the redstarts, wagtails,

robins, and stonechats. The Sylvia regulus, being
at the head of this family, should more especially be
termed a warbler par nxcellenee

;

that is, if the same
rule is to guide us both in scientific and in vernacular no.
menclature. By this plan, some sort of connection will

be pointed out between the modern subgenera ; and we
shall not have two birds, actually belonging to the same
genus (like the yellow and the gold-crested warblers),

known by two names, which have no apparent relation

to each other.

(204.) In regard to the second proposition, that each
genus and subgenus in general ornithology should have
a distinct vernacular name, the difficulties are of a much
more insuperable nature. It would require the coinage
of between 300 and 400 English names, for birds of
whose manners and habits we know little or nothing ;

and, after ail, what possible use would this accomplish?
Is it not sufficient, for instance, to designate the five pri-

mary groups of the parrots by their present well known
names of inaccaws, parrots, cockatoos, lories, and parra-
keets, without breaking these up into twenty-five others*,

which would make ordinary persons lose sight, in fact,

of the groups themselves, in a multiplicity of small dis-

tinctions which they never could comprehend, and which
would only peqilex them. But what should we do with
the woodpeckers (jPicus L.), a group of the same value,
and therefore containing as great a number of subgenera
as the parrots ? Five and twenty names, at this rate
must be devised for all the variations of a woodpecker !

and they must be appropriate, for otherwise, what is

their use ? It is only when we come to follow a theory,
whether in science or in common matters, down to its

details, and see how it will work, that we can judge
of its practicability or of its use. Some few vernacular
names, indeed, may be occasionally added, but the con-

* This will be the exact number of the sub^encra when the five tvnes
of each are characterised in our second volume.
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struction of our language is not well atlajited for this

purpose. To attempt expunging a well known \ulgar

name, because it does not happen to express a scientific

group, appears equally repugnant to common sense and

sound judgment.

t'’ (205.) The observations of a late eminent naturalist

on these proposed changes seem to us to be marked

with so much sound sense, that we think they deserve

the attention of us all. “ It is generally agreed among

mankind that names of countries, places, or things, sanc-

tioned by general use, should be sacred ;
and the study

of natural history is, from the multitude of objects with

which it is conversant, necessarily so encumbered with

names, that students require every possible assistance,

to facilitate the attainment of those names, and they have

a just right to complain of every needless impediment.

The few great leaders, indeed, in natural knowledge must

and will be allowed to ward offand to correct, from time

to time, all that may tend to deform and enfeeble the pre-

vailing system. They must choose between names of the

same dgte, and even between good and bad ones of any

date. A botanist (or .zoologist) who, by the strength of

his own superior knowledge and authority, reforms and

elucidates a whole tribe, ought to be unshackled in every

point in which he can be of service. His wisdom will

be evinced by extreme caution and reserve in using his

liberty with respect to new names ; and, after all, he will

be amenable to the general tribunal of botanists, and the

judgment of those who come after him. Few, indeed,

are illuetrioun enough to ulahn such privilege-i ae these-

Those who alter names, often for the worse, according

to arbitary rules of their own, or in order to aim at

consequence which they cannot otherwise attain, are

but treated -with silent neglect. The system should |iot

be encumbered with such names, even as synonyms. *

(206.) The nKPiNiTioN or character of a genus or

subgenera should be strictly confined to such as are

altogether peculiar. It is the prevalent error of ornitho-

* Smith’s Introduction to Botany, second edition, p. 383. ^

R 3
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logists who do not sufficiently understand their group, to

bring into its definition all the characters, without dis-

crimination, that it presents : hence they are led to use a

number of comparative terms, such as roxtrum mhrec-
turn, subforte, suhlongHm, &c.— indefinite words which
perplex the reader before he reaches the truly essential

character, and encumbers the definition with a multi-

plicity of unnecessary terms. In monographs, indeed,

this verbosity can be allowed ; but even there the essential

characters should be ke])t separate, as a sort of table of

contents to the more laboured general definition which
followed. In all this the zoologists of the present day have
lost sight of the admirable simplicity, and, more than all,

the masterly perspicuity of Linnaeus. The best and
neatest generic definitions are those of Temrainck’s Ma-
nuel : the most verbose and over-laboured, tliose of the

Species Avium. Even those of Illiger are too tedious.

The same remarks are equally applicable to specific cha-

racters : by Linna'us they were made abridged descrip-

tions of those peculiarities alone which distinguished the

species, w’ithout noticing others; so that the eye might
run over and get the substance of twenty of these in the

same time that would be necessary to read two of those

in the Species Avium, where, in point of fact, there are no
true specific characters. We cannot too often insist on the

daily increasing importance of condensing and simplify-

ing the details of a science becoming necessarily every
year more and more extensive, as we gain a greater ac-
quaintance with the productions of nature.

(207.) On proceeding to the descriptions of species,

how'ever, we can scarcely be too minute
; for the essential

characters by which one may differ from another are

often so slight, that however they may be perceived on
comparing the birds together, it is only by minute de-

tails upon paper, that they can be definitely expressed.

After the specific character, therefore, has been suc-

cinctly drawn up and elaborated, w’e should proceed to

describe, if any, and what, deviation there is from the

strictly typical form of the group in which we have
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placed our bird. Here, comparative characters, from a

well known species, are of the greatest va^lue ;
and her ,

every deviation, however slight, should be not .

Then follows the description of the plumage, an ,

lastly, the measurements, which should be taken as

follows :— 1. Total length, in inches and tenth parts.

Specimens will always vary in this from the mode oi

pLerving or mounting, and the greater /ess exte -

sion of the skin. 2. The length of tX\e hill, fiom the

angle of the mouth and from the front base. d. I he

wbigs, from the tip of the longest quill to
Je^

joinl 4. The from the base of ^
how much it extends beyond the vvmgs 5. 1 he to -

sw, from the meeting of the thigh and shin bone (oi

the knee) to the upper base of the hmd toe o , f o

expressed, to the sole of the foot. . le o >

tively and relatively, the claws being included therein.

The specific descriptions by Dr. Richardson may

commended as models in this respect, and we may

allowed to say, they are the best we have ever met with.

CHAP. HI.

ON COLLECTING, PBESEBVING, AND ABBANGINO BIBDS.

(208.) A genebal introduction to ornithology would

be incomplete if no notice was taken of t le mec
,

part of the subject; that is, of the methods by vhicli

the birds themselves are to be procured,

arranged. Tliose who study this science mw k “
,

specimens, if they wish either to understand t lor ^

what has already been written upon it, or i

to prosecute any line of original research.
^

suaded, therefore, that this chapter will conduce very

B 4
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materially to one of the great objects by which ornitho-
logy is to be advanced; namely, the augmentation if
specimens to our museums, by instructing those who
are abroad in the most simple methods of preserving the
birds found in the various regions in which so many cf
our intelligent countrymen are now, permanently or
temporarily, located. Our remarks, from necessity, cannot
be much extended, but the young naturalist or traveller
will find fuller details on this subject in a little book
expressly written for amateurs.*

(209.) The first question which appears most natural
to be asked is this, "iFhat birds are worth collecting?
The general answer to which, if such was sufficient,
would be, Ttie ' most common. We speak not now,
or hereafter, of British birds, except in as far as the in-
structions and hints subsequently offered are applicable
to them as well as to all others. But it is an extraordinary
fact that, with few exceptions, the most common and
plain coloured birds of foreign countries are precisely
those of which we know the least, and of which speci-
mens are rarely seen in our collections. The reason is
obvious. Amateur naturalists, or mere collectors, gene-
rally are led away with the belief, that because a bird is
so common— we will say in Jamaica— that it may be
procured every day in the next field or wood,—it is there-
fore common in the collections here, and, conseijuently,
not worth the trouble of preserving and sending home.
Even professed naturalists and others who go abroad for
the express purpose of collecting, contribute to produce
the same effect. They find so many objects to engage
their attention, that such as are within their daily reach
are neglected until a season of more leisure. They think
as common birds can always be procured, they should
first search after the scarce ones, and thus they very
often leave the country without those species which
might have been shot at every hour of the day. Several

.

* The Naturalist s Ouidc for collecting and preserving Subjects of Na-
tural History and Botany. By William Swainson. Second edition. Bald,wm and Cnidock, 1833.
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of the most common birds of Brazil are those which are

most seldom sent to Europe, and the same remark is

probably applicable to the ornithology of other regions.

The collector would do well to remember this, and com-

mence at once upon the ordinary birds that abound in

the vicinity of his dwelling.

(210.) Neither are species to be passed over, because,

in general aspect, they bear a resemblance either to those

of Europe, or to others which have been previously

collected. In regard to the first, the supposed identity

is generally groundless, when the two specimens are

placed together and compared. Not five land birds of

temperate America are of the same species as those of

Europe : and yet the wren, the gold crest, and the swal-

low of both countries are so nearly alike, that their dif-

ference can only be detected upon close comparison. It

may be considered, therefore, as a rule admitting of but

very few exceptions, that the land birds of one continent

are specifically distinct from those of another, except,

indeed, when the two regions join. Many of the birds,

for instance, of Asia Minor and Turkey in Europe are

the same. Yet, even in such cases, the collector should

secure specimens ;
for, besides the interest attaching to

examples of the same species from different localities, the

geographic branch of the science is much improved, and

our knowledge extended by a better ac(|uaintance with

the physical distribution of the different races. The

redbreast of Britain is not found in India ;
and yet in

that country there is a bird of a different genus, so

exactly resembling ours that the difference is entirely

confined to the shape of the bill, and cannot therefore

be detected, unless by a very close comparison. Let us

warn the collector, also, against another delusion of this

sort, which, without experience, he could not anticipate;

it is that of not killing or preserving a bird because it

seems a sUght variety, or perhaps even of the same spe-

cies, as one that he has already. He will be chiefly in-

fluenced in this by colour and general appearance ;
for

it is seldom that a travelhng ornithologist can have im-
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mediate access to all his specimens for the purpose of
comparison, and he will therefore trust more to memory
than to actual examination. Unless, therefore, he is a

very nice and cautious observer, he will be frequently

deceived. Colour, of course, is one of the best, or, at

least, one of the most obvious distinctions of species ; hut
it is by no means the only one ; and, in some particular

tribes, it is none at all. The whole of the drongo
shrikes {EdoUnce) are entirely of a black colour, more
or less glossy, with a tail more or less forked. At
first sight the greater part appear to be the same, and
yet we possess near fifteen species, from various parts

of the old world, which are quite distinct. The tree-

creepers, again, of tropical America, forming the en-

tire genus Dendrocolaptcs, have all precisely the same
coloured plumage, and yet we already know of near

twenty species, distinguished by their size, and the com-
parative length, shape, and curvature of their bills. The
American flycatchers, both large and small, can only be

discriminated when compared with each other after they

are preserved, or by close attention to their different

habits and notes when alive, di e wish not to advocate

indiscriminate slaughter, but whenever the sportsman

observes any shade of difference in the manners of a

bird from that species which he conceives it to be, he
should secure the specimen, preserve it, and record its

peculiarity in his note-book. We always made it a point

of conscience never to throw away a bird after it had
been killed ; considering that its life would then have
been taken wantonly, and without any benefit either to

science or to useful information.

(211.) We may now proceed to notice the countries

whose ornithology requires the most investigation, and
where the collector will be most likely to meet with new
or interesting species. For this purpose we shall take a

rapid survey of the five zoological provinces of the

world here characterised
; viz. Europe, Asia, Africa,

America, and Australia
; introducing under each head

such remarks as may serve to direct the attention of the
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collector to the most useful subjects of investigation,

and that he may employ his labours to the best advan-

tage. In regard to Europe, indeed, there is not much

to°be said, as its general ornithology has been so well

investigated and so accurately described : much, how-

ever, remains to he done in respect to the southern

extremity of Spain, and the whole of Greece and Euro-

pean Turkey. No one has yet informed us of the pro-

portion of Spanish birds found on the shores ot the

opposite continent of Africa ; and what are the birds of

the latter countries which do not pass the straits of

Gibraltar? As to the birds of Greece, its numerous

islands, and the wild and wooded provinces of Turkey,

we know as little of them as if these countries were situ-

ated in the heart of Africa. The ornithology of the

Caspian Sea, and the adjacent provinces, was, indeed,

investigated by Pallas, but in those days we were not

accustomed to examine very accurately ;
and we question

much whether that celebrated traveller is correct in con-

sidering so many of the species he there met with (par-

ticularly among the land birds) as identically the same

as those of northern Europe. The annual migration of

land and water birds from Africa to the shores of the

Mediterranean and its islands, would furnish a large

collection to any ornithologist who made a spring trip

to these countries in the months of Ajiril and May.

(212.) A ERICA, as being the least known continent,

would seem to hold out a prospect where the greatest

discoveries might be made, but this is very problema-

tical. The arid, naked, dry nature of the soil is alike

unsuited to insects and birds ;
and the obstacles which

impede the ordinary traveller will be doubly felt by the

naturalist who attempted to penetrate its central tracts,

and who would be encumbered with his collections.

These objections, however, do not apply so much to t le

more fertile provinces of Asia Minor and the shores o

Red Sea, neither of which have been visited by any

modern ornithologist. Mr. Salt, indeed, brought a to

ably good collection with him from Abyssinia, but the
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smaller species have been so mixed up in the General
History of Birds with the old genera, that they have
rather tended to impede than to advance our knowledge
of forms and of geographic distribution

; and we know
not where the original specimens are deposited. Ruppell
has brought some few very interesting birds from Nubia
and the adjacent provinces, but these, as well as the
collection just mentioned, can only be looked on as the
first fruits ot what might be expected from the steady
and undivided exertions of a professed practical orni-
thologist. It is to be hoped that the French colony at
Algiers will tempt some of the young and intelligent
natiuralists of that enterprising nation to explore the orni-
thology of that protdnce, with a special reference to the
birds found on the opposite coast of the Mediterranean.
We have long been receiving from Senegambia and Sen-
egal beautifully prepared skins of the splendid birds of
those two districts, one, if not both, of which will shortly
be illustrated in one of the most popular natural histories
of the day.* It would be curious to know by whom these
specimens are prepared, for they are evidently done by
one hand, and are the best which we have ever seen sent
for sale to this country. From Sierra Leone, and all

the richly wooded coast of western Africa, we have, as
yet, had nothing peculiar ; for the Sierra Leone eoat-
sucker is also found on the banks of the Gambia. Thus,
while tracts containing thousands of miles in this vast
continent are absolutely miknown, its southern extremity
might be almost said to be exhausted of its ornitholo-
gical novelties. Not to mention Le Vaillaut, who brought
home hundreds of species, and has published the greatest
portion, two other travellers have more recently tra-
versed the country in different directions, although nei-
ther have yet given the public the results of their re-
searches. Mr. Burchell’s birds, collected twenty years
ago, have never been published, and Dr. Smith is still pro-
secuting his arduous travels in districts never yet visited.
The ornithological discoveries of the latter, we have

*
• The Naturalist’s Library.
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reason to know, are so very extensive as probably to

equal those of Le Vaillant, and we believe that imme-

diate steps will be taken, ujion his return to England, to

make them known to the world : many of the new spe-

cies, indeed, have already been published. The collec-

tor, therefore, who goes to the Cape cannot expect to

meet with many novelties, although he may procure

a number of species. If, however, at some future time,

the peaceful state of the CafFre country will enable him

to explore the tracts beyond the Great Fish River towards

Natal, he will enter upon new ground. It seems strange

that we know so little of the ornithology of the immense

island of Madagascar, at least collectively, seeing that it

is proverbially rich in animals, and that intelligent in-

dividuals, both French and English, have long resided

there. We should certainly recommend this country

as one which promised many novelties, both among the

land and sea birds. We have omitted to mention, that

the birds of Egypt have been described and figured by

Savigny in that splendid national work which records

the French expedition into that country, but its enor-

mous price renders its publication almost useless to

science at large.

(213.) The regions of Asia have been very un-

equally explored. Those under the dominion of Russia

were visited by Pallas, and many new and peculiar

species were described by him ; they cannot, however,

be incorporated in our modern systems, for few of

them are figured, and none described, with that minute-

ness which will enable us to refer them to their natural

groups. The ornithology of Central Asia, and almost

of China, is scarcely known, and there is no prospect

of much additional information arising. The Chinese,

however, are a clever and a thrifty people. They have

made the collecting of insects for the Eurojiean market

a regular branch of trade,—why may they not be in-

structed and encouraged to do the same with birds ?

We think those English gentlemen, residents at Macao,

who are attached to natural history, would do well to
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make the experiment: teacliing these ingenious collectors

the art of taking oflf the skin, so as the bird itself may
be eaten, would probably tend to further this object,
seeing that the most splendid birds of China are the large
pheasants and other rasorial species. Persia, again,
offers an interesting, if not a very rich, country for the
ornithological traveller, where his researches may be
prosecuted without those dangers and impediments at-
tending the investigation among hostile tribes. It is, we
believe, through the instrumentality of Mr. Hodson,
our accomphshed scientific resident at the court of
Nepal, that we have at length become acquainted with
the productions of that most interesting portion of
India, particularly its birds, which have been made the
subject of a distinct jiublication.* General Ilardwieke
has done much to elucidate those of Hindostan; but his
materia,ls have only partially been pubHshed, and, from
neglecting to bring home specimens of all the birds
themselves, his drawings, now deposited in the British
Museum, will not, in many cases, point out the natural
genera to which they belong. Some other collections
have been recently brought home, particularly by I

Colonel Sykes, who has added much to our list of
authentic species by his excellent descriptions

; those
,

we saw collected by cajitain Smee were also numerous, '

but nothing, we believe, has yet been done to render '

them available to science. The farther we advance
southw'ard, the more interesting and beautiful are the
ornithological forms. Sir Stamford Baffles, doctor
Ilorsfield, and professor Reinwald, have all contributed

‘

more or less, to enrich our museums with specimens^
and our lists with descriptions of the birds of Sumatra
and of Java; nor must we omit to do justice to the
two French collectors, MM. Diard and Uuvosel, who
were patronised by Sir Stamford Baffles, and through
whose liberality they were chiefly enabled to send so
many objects to the Paris museum. Still, however,
there is ample room for future discoveries, even in these

• Birds of tlie Himalaya Mountains, By J. Gould, A.L.&
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two islands, while all that we know of the others is

from a few gleanings made by the French circum-

navigating ships on their voyages of discovery. Borneo,

New Guinea, and the adjacent islets, are unexplored

mines of ornithological riches, where the most splendid

of all birds, the Paradisidte, are alone found, and where
the zoology of India blends into that of Australia.

(214.) The Australian province, which may be said

to commence with New Guinea, includes New Holland,

New Zealand, and 4he whole of the numerous islands

scattered in the Pacific Ocean. Considering that the

chief seat of this range is an insular continent, under
the British government, unusual facihties for its in.

vestigation present themselves, and we can only join in

lamenting the apathy of our government in doing

scarcely any thing towards prosecuting those scientific

objects which would have claimed the first attention of

any other European power.* The birds in tlie irii-

mediate vicinity of the chief towns have been indus-

triously collected, and their skins are continually sent

to this country, but we know little or nothing regarding

their manners, habits, or internal structure. This is

the more to be regretted in regard to the Australian

birds, as their forms are altogether peculiar, and seem
to present anomalies in nature of which there are no
examples in other regions. There are parrots which
are honey-suckers, crows that are shrikes, and vultures

that are turkeys. The natural habits and economy, no
less than the internal structure of these singular birds,

require to be thoroughly investigated. The very general
taste for natural history which has diffused itself of
late years among us, has extended to these distant

regions, and there are now several zealous lovers of our
charming science settled in different parts of New
Holland, who have already contributed valuable ma-
terials to illustrate its zoology. To those, more espe-

* A single paturalist has indeed boon placed on the government cstab-
hshmont. Tins is well, i^ut was the French scientific expedition to

or that sent by Austria to Brazil, composed of one individual ?
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cially, we should recommend the points of inquiry

above alluded to. Let them read the pages of Wilson,

now within the means of purchase of almost every

one*, and in the same style, or at least with the same
watchfulness and attention, and the same regard to the

most minute and apparently trit:ial circumstances— let

them become the biographers of the common birds

around them ;— if they will do this, science will be

more benefited than by hundreds of stuffed skins sent

over without any information of the living animals

which they once covered. The natural history of the

shrike crows (to which belong the genera Barrita and
Vanya') would form one of the most interesting papers

imaginable ; for we feel persuaded they are truly

Corvidee, with many of the habits of the shrikes. The
history of the turkey vulture t, the menura, and even

of the common parakeets, would possess both novelty

and interest ; and the different groups of the honey-
suckers (Meliphagidw) must each possess peculiar man-
ners. We feel so much interest in the elucidation of

these subjects, that we take this opportunity of offering

our assistance to any naturalist who may be disposed to

investigate them on the spot, and we would take care that

his observations should be published in this country,
‘‘ with all honours,” and elucidated by those scientific

notes which require the use of a library and museum.J
We can hardly expect that those who have so lately

gone to the Swan lliver and other new districts, have
yet become sufficiently settled for indulging in pursuits

of this nature; but it may be as well to remind them
that they are upon unexplored ground— that nearly
every animal may probably be new to European natu-
ralists, and that an early investigation, as leisure per-

mits, will secure to them the honour of being the

* The edition in Constable's Miscellany, in four small volumes, costs
only 165.

t See Field’s interesting volume, jV/c’OToirs 0/ 2^^ SouiA Wales.

X Communications addressed to the publishers will be regularlv for-
warded to the author. One or two specimens of each species should always
accompany the descfiption of its manners, which is all that is necessary to
be written.
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discoverers of many species. The land birds of New
Zealand and of the Pacific Islands, appear to be few,

but they are different, in regard to the species, from

those of New Holland, although in general belonging

to the same groups. The Meliphagifke, or honeysuckers,

are very prevalent through the whole range of this

zoological province.

(215.) America, next to Europe, is the best known
division of the zoological world. The ornithology of the

northern regions has been so well explored by our arctic

navigators, those two able collectors, and by Drummond
and Douglass, that little has been left for those who came

after
;
while the indefatigable M’ilson secured to him-

self the first and highest honours of discovery in regard

to the birds of the United States. Little, therefore, now
remains to be done in the way of new discovery from

Baffin’s Bay to the shores of Louisiana. AVhile the

ornithologist may purchase specimens of the North

American birds much cheaper in London than he could

collect them upon the spot. The western coast, on the

contrary, by some strange oversight, has been almost

entirely neglected, and California still remains unex-

plored by modem naturalists. The first English ad-

venturers to Mexico, upon its being opened to British

commerce, were not unmindful of its natural produc-

tions ; and wc were enabled to determine the existence

of near 150 species of Mexican birds, the greater part

of which were altogether new. Continental collectors

have since then visited many of the provinces, yet,

when we consider the vast extent of this territory,

and the peculiarly favourable nature of its surface for

great diversity in its animals, we may yet believe that

not more than half of its birds have been discovered.

It is surprising that among so many intelligent persons

connected with our unfortunate mining establishments,

one instance alone has come before us of any of them

paying attention to natural history. The late Mr.

Morgan formed a valuable collection of birds round

Real del Monte, but we have heard of no other English-

H
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men following his example. The travels in Mexico

that have yet been published are miserably deficient

in any thing really valuable relative to its animals; so

that the collector who should vi.sit or take up his resi-

dence here has a wide and interesting field for prosecut-

ing his labours and of enriching our collections with

specimens. Texas, Honduras, and Guatamala are still

more imperfectly known ; and who can tell how many

new and splendid birds inhabit the wide extending

virgin forests of the coast on both sides the Isthmus ?

The whole of West India Islands are nearly in the

same predicament. Cuba, indeed, is now', or was very

lately, the residence of the celebrated author of the

HortE EnlomologictE, and several continental naturalists

have visited the same island, so that we may hope soon

for some certain information upon its productions ; hut

in regard to Jamaica, and the whole of the remaining

islands, we know scarcely any thing on their ornithology,

and very little on their other animals. At Tortola there

are persons who have long been in the practice of stuff-

ing the more richly coloured humming-birds, &c., for

sale, but those of ordinary plumage are neglected ; and

as these, even in tropical countries, constitute the ma-

jority, it follows that many species, even in that island,

must remain unknown to us in Europe. The inhabi-

tants of the Bahama islands must not, however, be

confounded with the listless planters of the IVest

Indies. A literary and scientific society has recently

been established, and to the kindness of its active and

intelligent secretary, Mr. Lees, we are indebted for

several of the native birds ; sufficiently interesting to

show how highly desirable would be a further investi-

gation of this portion of the local zoology. Beyond the

Mexican Gulf lies the vast continent of South America,

unquestionably the richest ornithological portion of the

world, whether as regards variety of species or splendour

of plumage. But before w’e introduce the collector to

these regions, we desire to impress upon his attention

the peculiar interest that attaches to the birds of the
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West Indies and the adjoining Isthmus. It is here

that nature forms the channel of communication, as it

were, between the ornithology of the two great divisions

of the American continent, not merely as regards species,

but in the genera and types of form.* It is well known

that the summer migratory birds of the northern states

retire southward in the winter, as do those of Europe j

and w'e suspect that the limits of their range in that

direction are marked by the West India islands
; but

whether this is actually the case, or whether the greater

part retire to the warm and fertile provinces of Texas,

Honduras, and Guatamala, is altogether uncertain, and

the question can only be determined by actual residents

on the spot. We should recommend to every naturalist

who may pass the winter in the West Indies, carefully

to note the times of arrival and departure of such birds

as are not constant residents, and more especially to

collect those of the latter description. Such species as

do not migrate northward are probably characteristic

of the southern ornithology ; and thus we might be

able to trace the harmonious union of the two divisions

of the continent, each connected by a slender, but well

marked, passage in geographic configuration and zoolo-

gical distribution. Among the humming-birds figured

by Edwards, as inhabiting Jamaica, is a most beautiful

one with a forked tail, quite unknown to modern col-

lectors
;
and of this family we may in general remark

that those only of Tortola are known to our collectors.

All the water birds of these islands require investigation

for the same reason as we have just alluded to when

speaking of the migratory species. The peacock-tur-

key, a splendid birdt, is supposed to be confined to the

forests of Honduras, and a few specimens W'ould be

* More extended observations on tills subject will be found in the Geo-

graphy and Classification ol' Animals, p. ()9. ;
and in Murray’s bncycio.

pfcdia of Geography.
,

t The only specimen which, we believe, was ever in this country, was

in Bullock’s mu-seum, and was purchased for the French
the sale of that collection, as near as we can recollect, for about -w, n e

were toopoor to secure U for the British Museum.

s 2
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sufficient to repay the mere professional collector the

expenses of his voyage in search of them.

(216.) Continuing our survey along the coasts we
find much lias been done in particular provinceSj while

immense tracts of country still remain unexplored.

Thus the banks of the great river Marinhara, or the

Oronokoo, have been visited by Spix, BurcheU, and

Langsdorff, but of all the collections they formed, those

of Spix alone have been rendered available to science. AVe

have been informed that this naturalist was at length so

overwhelmed with the new objects that crowded upon

him in every department, that he was absolutely wea-

ried to satiety, and determined on returning home to

Europe
:
justly considering that, had he still continued

to collect, he could never hope to make known even one

entire portion of his discoveries.* Our own researches

in Brazil were going on at the same time, but in a dif-

ferent direction ;
nearly a year was spent in the province

of Pernambuco alone, and we subsequently traversed

overland to Bahia, an immense province whicli had
never before been visited by any European naturalist.

The great harvest of the ornithology of these provinces,

no less than those of Bio de Janeiro, St. Paul’s, Minas

Geraes, and some others, has consequently been al-

ready reaped, but abundant gleanings must yet remain.

Of the extent to which M. Natterer, the German natu.

ralist, wlio has been collecting in Brazil for the em-
peror of Austria the last seventeen years, has prosecuted

his travels, we know not ; but marvellous, not to say

incredible, accounts of the number of species he has
collected have been circulated in this country, t On the

whole, therefore, the greater part of Brazil, large as it

is, does not offer any expectations of much novelty in

its feathered tribes, unless in such provinces as Goyaz,

* This suspicion was unfortunately verified} for this able and indefati-

gable zoologist was taken from us soon after he commenced publishing the
zoological fruits of the expedition.

f Since the above was written we have had the pleasure of a personal
visit from Br. Natterer, whom we left in Brazil in 1817. He has only just

returned to Kurope, having procured the astonishing number of 1070 species

of birds in that vast empire.
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Matto Grosso, and on the confines of Peru and Chili.

Little that is new can he expected in Paraguay, after

the researches of Azara, even admitting the country

Was released from the tyrannic and excluding laws of the

priestly despot who now rules it. Chili and Peru are

too arid and naked to excite great expectations regarding

their ornithology, although on the banks of the rivers,

where woods are to be found, many new species are

likely to be obtained. The birds of Cayenne are well

known, although no distinct work upon them has ever

been published. Surinam and Demerara are equally

rich
; but the first has never been well investigated,

and although collectors have frequently gone to the

latter, and brought away the more splendid birds, we
are yet ignorant of the larger proportion of such whose

plumage is not very attractive. The researches of M.
Schomberg, however, now traversing the interior of

Guiana, will doubtless supply this deficiency, and add

numerous species to our systems passed over by the mere

amateur. In conclusion, we may safely assert, that the

most unexplored part of South America, so far as con-

cerns its zoology, is that immense portion formerly

called New Spain ; for it is not generally known that

Humboldt did little or nothing regarding the ornithology

of these tracts, which are perhaps equal to Brazil in the

variety and beauty of its natural productions.

(217.) We have now answered the questions with

which we commenced this chapter;— what birds are

Worth collecting, and where are the best to be obtained.

The young ornithologist, and the intelligent traveller.

Way now know in what parts of the world their atten-

tion to ornithology is most needed, and is most likely

to turn to profitable account. We use this latter term,

however, not in a commercial sense. It has been a

grievous error with many persons to suppose that the

collecting of subjects of natural history for sale in

England would be a source of great profit, and that,

because they hear of a bird or a shell being sold at an

enormous price, more specimens of tlie same would be

B 3
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equally valuable : they forget that the rarity of an
object constitutes its current value, and that in propor-
tion as more are brought into the market, so does their
value diminish. At the sale of BuUock^s museum, very
many of the humming birds sold for as many guineas
as they can now be purchased for shillings. It is our
duty to guard individuals from incurring severe losses,

although it is to the interests of science that these
materials for our study should be cheap and abundant.
We know of two instances where a whole museum of
animals, &c. has been purchased at the Cape of Good
Hope, under the idea tliat its sale in England would
realise a large profit ; when, after being exhibited in
London, and subsequently sold, the proceeds have
hardly covered one-half of the original purchase. There
are persons again, in India, New Holland, Tortola,
Eio de Janeiro, and other stations, who trade in these
objects, and they are purchased by persons returning
to England, under the supposition of their selling to
advantage. Such speculators will generally be greatly
deceived. Our supplies exceed the demand. There
are, comparatively, few persons as yet who form regular
collections of birds ; for if they are fond of ornithology,
they can see what specimens they desire at the public
museums, now formed, or forming, in all the great
towns of England. The directors .or managers of
these latter, again, depend chiefly on donations for
adding new specimens to their collections

; the funds
devoted to this object, if any, being generally very
trifling. Hence it happens that large collections, for
which no purchasers can be found, are generally sacri-
ficed at auctions, or sold to the dealers for about one-
third their value.. Desirous, therefore, as we must be
to encourage the importation of ornithological speci-
mens, for the greater diffusion of knowledge, we yet
cannot hold out any other object that they will accom-
plish. Large collections of cpmmon American birds are
now frequently sold at an average of two shillings a
skin

; a sum which is probably much less than their
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original cost, setting aside the expenses of freight, &c.

"Vre have made it a practice, however, with such of our

foreign correspondents who contrihute specimens to our

museum, to give the best advice we can on these occa-

sions, considering it as the only return we can make for

their voluntary donations, hut we recommend no one to

make pecuniary speculations in subjects of natural his-

tory, under the idea that the prices to be obtained will

repay them for the cost or trouble of their original ac-

quisition.

(218.) We now proceed to the practical part of our

subject, commencing wdth the most simple, and pro-

ceeding to the more perfect methods of procuring and

preserving birds. Those persons who have neither skill

or time to shoot or preserve, may procure the small

birds of any country from an ordinary sportsman, and

put them at once into wdde-raouthed bottles or jars,

filled with weak spirits, in which state, after being well

corked and rosined, they may be transmitted to Eng-

land. This easy method will do very well among the

generally indolent West Indians, where poor rum may-

be had almost for nothing, and pickle jars, originally

from England, may be returned refilled. Those who

could attord the time might attach a bit of stick,

marked with notches, to such specimens, regarding

which they are desirous to give, or receive, information.

The most common species may be put up in this way,

which is always the best where the internal structure is

the chief object for subsequent investigation.

(219.) The ornithological sportsman, who intends

preserving his game, should carry in his bag a small

quantity of cotton or tow to put in the mouths, or over

the bleeding wounds of each specimen as it is killed, to

prevent one soiling the other ; or those who are very

particular may wrap each in a piece of paper. The

best time for shooting, in all countries, is very early m
the morning, when the notes of the different species

are heard, and the best season, when there is a choice,

is that which precedes the breeding, or the time of

s 4
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pairing; birds are then in their finest plumage, and one
pod specimen, in its perfect plumage, is worth a dozenm a state of moulting. Small shot, and in small
quantities, will kill without much injury; we never
used higher than shot No. 8., even for thrushes, while
dust shot is sufficient for humming-birds, and even
small finches, or warblers. These, and the other re-
quisites, including powder, had better be procured in
England. If the collector is settled in a country where
the peasantry are fond of shooting, a small premium
above the ordinary price of birds used for food, will
generally enlist one or two sportsmen into his service,
and in this manner rare birds may be often procured.
The South American Indians are admirable marksmen:
they shoot birds with the blow-pipe and with blunt
arrows, and specimens thus procured are generally free
from blood upon their feathers. We shaU here recom.
mend a method of shooting particularly desirable in hot
climates, a. d frequently much more productive of game
than any other. This is to watch when the diflTerent
wild trees successively come into fruit, and then to lie
in wait for the birds which alight upon them to feed.
This should be practised very early in the morning,
and after the meridian heat is over ; the sportsman,
shelteml by the surrounding brushwood, or under an
artificial hut made of boughs, may thus, without any
exertion, wait the arrival of the different species, and
single out such as he requires. This is the best method,
also, to secure the small birds of the south of Europe"
nearly all of which, although generally insectivorous"
are p^sioptely fond of figs. We have often killed
the black-headed flycatcher {Mmcicapa atricamlla L )
in these situations.

(220.). On proceeding to skin a bird, the following
instruments should be at hand, viz. two or three pen!
knives, of di^fferent sizes, a large and a small pair
of scissars, the latter pointed, a blunt stick, like the
handle of a camel’s hair pencil, a pair of forceps, a
piece of chalk, with cotton, wool, or tow, and a preserv-
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ing composition called arsenic soap.* We can recommend

this soap from long experience
;

the birds we preserved

with it near twenty years ago in Brazil are as perfect

now as they W'ere the first day they were skinned.

We cannot say so much of a different composition so

strongly recommended by an amateur '1, who seems to

think it a modern discovery : spirits of wine and coro.

sive sublimate, however, has been in use in this country,

as a preservative against insects, time out of mind, and

it is strongly recommended by sir James Smith
; J it is

probably a safeguard against some insects, but is un.

questionably inferior to the arsenic soap, originally

invented, we believe, by the French.

(221.) There are two ways in use of opening a

bird
; the first is by lifting up one of the wings and

making an incision down the whole length of its side,

from the shoulder joint to that of the thigh : the

second is by parting the feathers in front and making

the incision down the middle of the breast and belly,

beginning at the top of the breast, and cutting in a

straight line as far as the vent. The former is certainly

the best, because the wing conceals the subsequent

sewing up of the skin, and gives the bird, in front, an

appearance of plumpness and smoothness which we can

scarcely have by any other method ; it is, however, the

most difficult to inexperienced hands, and, therefore.

» Arsenici Oxydi ;
Saponis 3i. :

Potasste Carbonatis 3vi. ; Aqua Satu-

rata 3vi.
;
CHmimoraj 5jj*

+ I made thi* foJlowiiig experiment with Mr. Watorton’ii composition

when in Brazil ; — The ants, which swarmed in a room 1 inhabited at Tcr-

nambuco, had committed great devastation among the prepared iusccta

and birds. While preserving one of the latter, 1 cut olf a piece of the

flesh, and, after saturating it with the composition, laid it in the path

which led lo one of their holes. The little creatures seemed at first lo

be somewhat suapiclou.s of its wholcsomeness j but, after walking about

and upon it, and examining it witli their antenna-, they seemeil to pro-

nounce a tayourable verdict, for one and all began dragging it away to the

entrance of their nest, where it soon disappeared beneath the
floor. The experimuut w'as repeated three times, and the same Jesuit Al-

lowed. I'he mixture had been brought from England, aod 1 “O

reason to believe it was defective in the ]>rcparation. After tins ^

determined on using the arsenic soap; naturally conelucUng that it ants

would devour the soaked Hesh of a bird, they would not scruple to attact

its skin, which could only be washed with the liquor on the inJtt’r side.
_

J Introduction to Botany.
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the second mode is that generally used. The incision
should only be skin deep, to prevent the issue of blood
or of the intestines

; it may be made, to the end of the
breast bone, by a penknife, but beyond, as the belly is

soft, the scissars had better be used, passing the under
point just below the outer skin, so as not to cut the
inner

; this lieing done, rub the skin gently away from
the flesh on both sides with the forefinger, scraping
some chalk upon the carcass, as it becomes exposed,
that all moisture may be absorbed, and the feathers
kept dry : so soon as a little of the skin has been
loosened, lift it up with one hand, and with the other
pass the stick between the skin and the flesh, in order
to separate them : but this, and in fact all stages of the
process, must be done very gently with small birds, and
such others as have thin skins. ^V’'ork with the stick
in this manner until you come to the shoulder joint,
from around which the skin must also be detached

;

when this is done, and your stick will pass between the
loose skin and the joint, cut the latter through with a
knife, or, if the bird is small, with the scissars. The
clearing away of one wing greatly facilitates your future
progress, which is prosecuted by continuing to detach
the skin on the sides and back, using the thumb nail,
or the scissars, to separate any muscles that impede
your progress. Arriving at the leg, the knee joint
is to be cut through, after the skin around it is re-
moved. Having thus separateil the skin from the flesh
on one side, proceed to do the same on the other, and
in precisely the same way : it will be as well, how-
ever, in this stage of the process, to separate the neck
from the breast, by detaching the skin all round the
base, and cutting the neck away, at its lowest part, with
the strong scissars. By this operation the skin, being
so much detached, may be separated from the other
wing and leg with much more ease

; and when this has
been done, the carcass will only remain attached to the
skin by the tail ; draw away the skin, therefore, very
gently all round the vent, until you come to the hard
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root of the tail, where the sHn cannot be separated any

farther ;
here, therefore, you cut the body away with

the scissars, taking care to avoid cutting the skin at the

same time. The whole skin being now entirely taken

off, the carcass wdll present, if neatly done, something

the appearance of a trussed fowl. Spread out the skin

so that you can sprinkle it with powdered chalk, lor

the purpose of absorping the blood and moisture, ad-

iusting the feathers, and preventing any from adhering

to the inner surface. If any of the feathers are bloody,

absorb the blood with chalk, and press it upon them ;

so long as they retain any moisture, the chalk will thus

form into flakes, which must be thrown off, and more

applied until the feathers are quite dry.

(222.) The next stage consists in removing the

fleshy parts of the wings and legs, together with the

whole of the neck, and the inside of the skull. Let us

speak of each of these separately. The feathers being

adjusted, and all moisture absorbed from the skin by

means of the chalk powder, take the stump of the

shoulder hope, and with the thumb nail of the other-

hand detach the skin from the fleshy muscles of the

bone' working equally all round, so that the skin is not

stretched or torn, but is forced gradually away ;
the

slender muscles may be cut with the knife or scissars

but the parts where the quills adhere are to be separated

by the force of the thumb nail : as soon as you reach

the first joint of the wing, cut away all the fleshy

muscles, which there seem as if they were united. It

the bird is small you need not proceed farther, for the

quantity of flesh on the bones of the next, or last joint,

is but small. This done, and the bones made quite clean,

anoint them and the skin with a little of the soap

lather, worked up as ordinary soap is for shaving, y ^

camel’s hair pencil, dipt in any sort of spirits, am len

draw the skin over them without putting in any co on

or other stuffing. This latter practice is most detri-

mental, for it invariably discomposes the on er an

regularity of the feathers, and ilracst always swells opt
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the part to an unnatural thickness. The wing being
restored to its natural shape, proceed to the leg, which
is comparatively easy : the skin will readily slide ofF
the flesh if the leg is gently forced upwards, and when
the small or narrow part begins to appear, cut the
muscles all round, tear off the flesh, and after anointing
the bone with the soap, twist a little cotton or tow
round it, so as to give it something of the appearance
of the natural shape

; gently pull out the leg again, and
all will come right. There is one fault in adjusting
the legs which all inexperienced persons fall into : they
pull out the legs too far, and thus make them appear
much longer than they are in nature. To obviate this,

let it be remembered as a general rule, that the knee
joint of nearly all birds is on a line with the vent

; and
in preserving a bird the leg should always be pushed
upwards until the knee comes exaedy in a line with, or
rather above, the root of the tail. Again adjust the
feathers, and proceed to the wing and foot on the other
side, which of course are to be treated in the same
manner.

(223.) The neck and inside of tlie skull is next to
be removed. Take hold of the end of the neck, and
pass the skin backwards

; that is, draw it over the head
in a contrary direction, until the hind part of the skull
appears : here great care is necessary, for in some birds
(the woodpeckers and ducks, for example) the neck is
narrow and the head large ; in ordinary birds, however,
the skin, if gently pushed and worked by the finger and
thumb (not pulled), will reach sufficiently far on the
nape to admit of the angles of the lower jaw bein'r
pared down (if necessary) with the knife, the point of
which is also used to scoop out the thin skin of the ears,
which always lay in a little hollow, and should not
be broken ; a very little farther the sockets of the eyes
will begin to appear, but still go on, gently passing
the skin over the skull, detaching the former from the
nerves which connect it to the eye by the knife. When
about two thirds of the eye is thus exposed, cut through
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tbe thin white shin which will then appear, with the

scissars, so as not to injure the outer skin of the bird

The eye being then exposed, cut round the margin o

the orbits, so that the eye is not broken, and then scoop

it out entire with a strong goose quill cut in the shape

of a pen, but without a slit : the other side of the head

is to be done, of course, in the same manner. Before

filling up the sockets of the eyes with cotton, a small

portion of the back part of the skull is to be cut away,

for the purpose of cleaning out the brains : this may be

done with the quill just mentioned, or with a blunt-

pointed pen-knife ;
then cut away all the flesh on the

sides, and clean the hones with eotton. After having

washed the whole with the arsenic soap, fill up the

inside of the skull, if possible, with tow rather than

with cotton ^
for if the bird is subsequently set up, or

mounted, as it is termed, the wires, then to be used,

will pass through tow, but seldom can be made to pene-

trate cotton or wool ; so that, if no tow is at hand, it

were better to leave the skull empty. Anoint the skin

of the neck with the soap, and then proceed with great

caution in returning the skin over the head, not hy

pulling, but by gentle pressure with the finger ,
this is,

perhaps, the most difficult part of the process ,• and the

young practitioner must make his account of tearing

two or three of his first specimens ; but a little expe-

rience win suggest improvements too minute and tedious

to be expressed in writing. W^hen once the skin is

drawn back again over the skull, the difficulty, in fact,

is over, and this should be done by the thumb-nail.

It is only here that the skin appears tight ;
for when it

has passed over the scalp, the rest of the neck comes

out almost of its own accord.

(Sa-l..) The specimen being now free from all parts

that are to be taken away, let the skin be again opened

and spread out for the purpose of anointing all the

inside, first removing any lumps of fat or flesh that

may still adhere. We then proceed to the stufling. A

false neck should be made of tow or cotton, about
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double the length of the natural one, since the lower
half will be in the middle of the back, and supply the
place of the vertebra, or back bone. Let this false neck
be rolled round between the hands, and then insert it

upwards to the roof of the mouth, by means of the
forceps : if possible, push it so firmly into the skull at

this part that it will take a slight hold, then draw down
the neck to its natural length by means of the other end
of the tow

; this will obviate the great defect of speci-

mens prepared by beginners where the neck is so much
stretched that it becomes double the true length : this

defect is caused by pushing the tow or cotton upwards,
in small hits instead of one entire piece, the latter

enabling the operator to shorten or lengthen the skin at

his own 'pleasure, just as any one can shorten or

lengthen a stocking upon his leg. This done, take a

needle of moderate size, with some silk, and commence
sewing up the skin in a zigzag direction, always passing
the needle from the inside to the out, a mode by which
all entanglement from the feathers will be prevented.

From the point wdiere the first incision of the skin was
made, begin to put in more stuffing (cotton is perhaps the

best), that the breast and body may have the plumpness of
the natural size : care must be taken, however, not to fill it

too much, for when once the skin is too much stretched,

and becomes dry, it can never be reduced, whereas it

may always be stretched hereafter by any subsequent
process used for softening or relaxing the skin, if it is to
be mounted : for this reason it is preferable to stuff the
fresh skin rather below tha n above the natural bulk.
After sewing up the skin, in the manner directed, to

within an inch of the vent, there is no need to proceed
farther. The opening then left will be sufficient for
inserting the forceps, and either adding to or diminish-
ing the quantity of stuffing. After adjusting the legs,

according to the rule already mentioned, and bringing
the wings to their natural position, your bird will be
finished. If the two mandibles of the bill are not even,
or gape, bring them together by passing a needle, with
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thread, through the nostrils, and after binding them

round, secure them by a knot. The tongue may be

either left in the bill, or it may ho taken out and

fastened with a pin to the specimen when it is dry.

(225.) The last and finishing operation is putting

your specimen into the mould or form in which it is to

remain until the skin is thoroughly dry. This process

gives it great neatness, compactness, and beauty, and it

is accomplished with much ease. Make a sugar-loaf

cap, or hood, of any sort of paper, provided it is smooth,

and fit it to the bird so that it presses sufficiently close

all round the head, neck, and breast, to press the

feathers quite smooth ; if the hood is too loose, contract

it by folding it narrower or broader at one or both ends,

as the case may be, leaving sufficient opening at the

small end to admit the end of the bill, which may
be pulled a little out to tighten the pressure of the

cap round the feathers of the head. If, when the hood

is on, the neck appears too long, push the whole

body of the bird upwards, by grasping it all round the

w'ings, legs, and body, so that all these parts are equally

pressed upwards. This done, let the cap remain on the

bird for twenty-four hours ;
then remove it, by pushing

the end of the bill downwards, adjust any feathers that

are out of place, and replace the specimen as it «'as be-

fore. The hood should be sufficiently long to confine the

shoulders and the wing covers, and should fit close enough

to press them on the sides of the breast. MTiting

paper or old newspapers are preferable to any other

material for this purpose ;
and the edge which folds

over, and makes the hood, had better be secured with

two or three drops of sealing-wax, for if the small end

is twisted, as is done for other purposes, there will be

no aperture for the projection of the beak, which should

be always attended to first, because the beak had better

be very slightly bent forward rather than in a direct

straight line with the body ; and, secondly, because the

cap will not fit so close to the feathers of the head if its

margins do not press round the base of the bill. The
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time necessary for the specimen to become quite dry,

of course depends upon many local circumstances. In

warm countries, two or three days’ exposure to the air

will be sufficient ; but a week will be required in colder

climates : if placed within the influence of a warm fire,

the skin will become firm and dry much sooner. But
even when the form of the specimen is thus fixed, the

hood should not be removed, unless the bird is to he

placed at once in the cabinet, for it keeps the feathers

clean and smooth, and protects them from injury when
the specimens are packed

;
indeed, all birds that a.e

sent from abroad, or stowed in a package, should have

their heads protected by these hoods, provided they

have been preserved in the first instance in such a

manner that they can be fitted on. A person not ac-

quainted with this mode of finishing a bird-skin, can

have no idea of the neatness which even an ill-stuffed

specimen will acquire after undergoing this last process

;

and although it is not absolutely essential, no one, after

witnessing its effects, will ever neglect it, if it was only

for the gratification it gives to the eye of the operator.

It may also he used much more generally with all birds,

whatever the length of their necks may be, than might

at first be imagined. No specimens are so troublesome

to pack, and occupy so much room, whether upon a

journey or in the cabinet, than the long-necked herons,

waders, and ducks. Now, if we look to these birds in

a state of nature, we see that the neck is very often

brought down close to the breast, so that to preserve

them in such a position is not only highly convenient,

but even natural. This may lie done (but in the first

instance only) by firmly securing one end of the false

neck of tow, either in the hollow of the skull or by
bringing it out at the mouth, and then contracting the

neck to as short a length as possible ; the skin of a

heron whose neck was extended to its full length in

the first instance, may thus he brought to lay within

two thirds of the space it would otherwise occupy,

besides having a much better and neater appearance.
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The same may be done with the ducks and the waders.

Nor will this contraction at all affect the subsequent

process of mounting: if it is desired that the bird

should be put in an attitude which required the neck to

be lengthened, this extension can be accomplished with-

out difficulty ;
hut when the neck has been dried in an

extended position, no art can ever reduce it effectually

to lesser dimensions.

(226.) Some few exceptions and general cautions

may be here mentioned in addition to the foregoing

instructions. Some birds, particularly the pigeons and

cuckows, have their skin remarkably thin, and generally

very fat ;
the greatest care must therefore be used in

detaching it from the flesh, and the operator must be

very cautious in his efforts to remove the fat, otherwise

he will repeatedly tear the skin ; the best way for ac-

complishing the latter object is by gently scraping it

upwards with a blunt knife, and then applying powdered

chalk to absorb the oily substance which e.xudes on the

pressure of the finger. Most of the sea birds will require

this process, and nearly the whole of the ducks. All

rasorial birds, and their respective types, have thick

skins*; in tenuirostral types, on the other hand, the skin

is generally very thin. It is hardly necessary with the

humming birds to clean out the inside of the skull, or

the flesh from the wings and feet ;
hut the body and

neck should always be removed. In warm latitudes,

where every thing that is dead is liable to be imme.

diately attacked by ants, the collector should take the

precaution of washing the bill and legs with a little of

the arsenic soap ;
and only to expose his specimens for

the purpose of drying, when he, or some one else, can

look at them every ten or fifteen minutes. The colour

of the eyes and feet, and the contents of the stomach

and crop, should be noted down ;
and the tongue of each

species either drawn, described, or preserved. The

» This is a very rotp.irknl)lc circumstance, and is one of

tiful of ail those analouies which assimilate the anga/nterf <iw™ruptas as a

whole, and the Pfle/zj/rfermotes as a type, to the order flaiojcs, and the

tribe of Scansores, among birds.
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mounting of specimens^ or setting them up in the atti-

tudes of life, is a branch of Taxidermy not absolutely

essential to our present purpose
; since, if the student

is acquainted with the art of preserving the skin of a

bird, that will he sufficient to answer every scientific

purpose. Our limits, indeed, for treating ffiis part of

our subject are so confined, that we deemed it preferable

to treat one branch of the art of preserving thoroughly,

than to say a little upon both.

(227.) We shall now pass on to the different modes
of preserving birds in cabinets, or otherwise, after they

have been prepared. It was formerly the custom among
our collectors to have each species in a wooden case by
itself, with a glass in front ; the whole rendered air-

tight : in this manner all the birds in the Leverian

Museum were arranged, the cases being piled up so as

to cover the sides of the apartments. The inconve-

niences of this mode are obvious, for the specimens

could only be examined through the glass
; and by

having only one species in each case, a great deal of

space was sacrificed. To tliis succeeded the fashion of

grouping the birds upon branches, fastened into large

cases, on the back and sides of which were painted

landscapes, &c. ; this was introduced, we beheve, by

Bullock, whose whole collection was displayed in this

manner. This plan is certainly better adapted than the

first for producing effect, by the contrast of colours and
the variation of attitude ; so that, for those persons who
merely possess a few splendid specimens for show, this

is, perhaps, the best way of displaying them to advan-
tage. For all useful or scientific purposes, however it

is much worse than the last : the feet cannot be accu-

rately seen, from the comparative obscurity in which
very many of the birds must be thrown

; and, as only

the glass front of the case can be removed, all attempts

either to accurately examine, or measure, or draw, or

describe specimens thus disposed, will not only be im-
perfect, hut in many instances impossible.* This bar-

* It is only doing justice to the authors of the “ Descriptit'e Catalogue
of Australinu Birds in the Linn»an Society’s Collection,” to state that
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baric taste, however, is now exploded, at least in all

collections intended to be really useful and instructive.

The admirable plan upon which the noble collection of

birds in the Garden of Plants at Paris is arranged, has

been adopted both at the British Museum, the Zoolo-

gical Society, and the Liverpool Institution. Each

specimen is mounted on a wooden stand, and then

arranged on narrow shelves in ordinary glass cases, the

whole interior of which is painted of a rose-coloured

white, for the purpose of bringing out the birds in re-

lief. These stands are made, of course, of different

sizes and heights, to suit the different sized birds.

The best we have seen are turned in France ; and if a

large quantity are wanted, it might be as well to pro-

cure them, if possible, from Paris, as the custom-house

duty is not high. A more simple, and equally effi-

cacious, plan, is to mount the bird upon a proper sized

natural twig, and then insert the end into a slab or

block of wood, sufficiently heavy to stand firm. For

woodpeckers, a roundish block should be preferred,

as more suited to the natural attitudes of those birds
;

and for such as walk only upon the ground, the stands

should be made of slabs of wood of different sizes, anti

about an inch thick, neatly whitened: on a label iii

front may be printed the generic and specific name, the

English name, and the country inhabited by the birtl :

the specimen is then fit to be placed in the case. The
shelves should be as narrow as possible, in order to ad-

mit of as many rows of birds as the case will conve-

niently hold, and also to prevent the more backward

ranges from being enveloped in shade : they should not

be fixed as ordinary shelves, but moveable, like those

in the generality of bookcases, so that their positions

nearly all the errors in that paper, in regard to matters of fact, may be

fairly attributed to the miserable state in which this very collection is ar-

ranged. The birds are perched upon dark branches, one half obscuring

the light from the other. The specimens cannot be taken out for examiii-

atinn, and they happen to be doiiosited in a particularly gloomy
VViien will the Society expend about 2(V. in making these specimens fit for

scientific examinatiou ? we candidly confess wc would not have under-

taken to describe them in their present state.
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may be changed, and they may be raised higher or

lower, as circumstances require. The glass front should

be easily taken off ; or it may be hung on hinges, the

sides being lined with felt or baize, so that as little air

or dust can enter as possible. It is surprising how
closely birds of a moderate size may he arranged on

this plan without any appearance of confusion, each
specimen being immediately accessible, and capable of

being taken out singly in three minutes. Of two cases

now before us, one, containing a large proportion of

small birds, has seventy-five specimens ; ^e other,

chiefly filled with thrushes, starlings, and other middle-

sized birds, contains fifty-two. The dimensions of

each case are three feet eleven inches high, three feet

one inch wide, and eleven inches deep.

(228.) But even the above method of arranging a
large collection, admirable as it is, presents some serious

obstacles to a private individual, no less than to socie-

ties whose funds are not very ample. It requires great

space, and a large pecuniary expenditure. Rooms or

galleries must be devoted to containing cases; and
the cost of mounting, independent of the eases them-
selves, will generally be found, in a large collection, to

average nearly two thirds the original cost of the speci-

mens. The great and con.stant trouble, also, of opening
glass fronts whenever a bird is to be examined, is no
small hinderance to the scientific author, who often

finds it necessary to be able to handle a specimen, turn
it about, open its wings or tail, and discompose in some
measure that exact arrangement of the feathers which
constitutes the finishing of a mounted specimen. All
these, as we before observed, are serious inconveniences

to all but very wealthy individuals, who can build

galleries and rooms, and to whom the expense of mount-
ing is no object.

(229-) last and best method of arranging birds

is by leaving them, as it is technically called, “ in their

skins.” It is now near twenty years since we began
this plan, to the great surprise and disapprobation of
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our scientific friends ;
but the practice has now become

almost general. It is simply arranging the birds in

drawers, as shells or minerals are kept ; the specimens

of each genus being jilaced together, and laid in rows

upon carded cotton. The cabinets, of course, should

be thoroughly well made, and the drawers of different

depths. The large birds, indeed, or those of the size

of a goose, are kept in chests ;
but all others, if pre-

served upon the hooded or contracted plan already

alluded to (225.), may be contained in a cabinet by

themselves, the drawers of which should be from three

to one inch arid three-quarters deep, the length about

nineteen inches, and the breadth eighteen inches. That

the collector may form an idea of the great advantage,

merely as regards space, that attends this mode, we shall

just mention the following fact. An oak cabinet is now

before us, of the following dimensions :— four feet

seven inches high, three feet three inches broad, and

nineteen inches deep ; it contains thirty-six drawers, in

two tiers, each drawer measuring in the clear, two inches

one-tenth in depth, eighteen inches in hreadth, and six-

teen and a quarter inches in length.* In this cabinet

are contained no less than 6T4 specimens, few of

which are small; the birds chiefly belonging to the

woodpecker, parrot, toucan, cuckow, hawk, pigeon, and

other middle-sized families. One, two, or even three

such cabinets, may he arranged in our common-sized

rooms as articles of furniture, the fronts of the drawers

being protected by folding doors, with brass lattice work

over purple silk. 1000 or 1500 birds will take the

collector some time to acquire ; and he may by this

means have them compactly, and even heautifuUy, ar-

ranged in his hbrary or drawing-room, without any

risk of the plumage being injured by the light (a cir-

* This cabinet was originally made for mincmls, and all

are of equal depth. If a similar siz^ one was made expressly for oiraSj^we

should recommend that four of the drawers were two inches

deep in the clear, ten two and two-tenths of an inch, *

twelve one inch and three-quarters, ten one inch and a halt, total to^
drawers, making the entire neight much the same as that just mentioned.

T 3
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cumstance which entirely takes ofF the freshness and

brilliancy of birds in the London collections in three or

four years), and ready, with a moment’s trouble, to he

handled and examined. To each specimen a strip of

card is attached, with the name, &c., written thereon,

and tucked beneath the wing. A regular inspection is

made three or four times a year : if any injury by in-

sects is observed, the specimen is taken out and placed in

quarantine ; a box strongly impregnated by camphor, or

the oven, performs this office : and in this manner have

birds, collected near twenty years ago, retained aU the

beauty and freshness they possessed on the day of their

death.'
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PART III.

ON THE NATURAL HISTORY AN1> RELATIONS OF THE

DIFFERENT ORDERS^ TRIBES^ AND FAMILIES OF

BIRDS.

CHAPTER I.

ON THE RAETOKIAL ORDER, OR BIRDS OF PREY.

(230.) The rapacious birds, like the feline qua-

drupeds which they represent, form a distinct and pri-

mary order in their own class. In comparison to the

Imessores, or perchers, their number is but few ;
for

had it been otherwise, their sanguinary habits would

have soon depopulated the feathered creati^. hor the

same wise and conservative principles they propagate

slowly. While the domestic fowl rears with facility a

brood of ten or fifteen little ones, and the prolific spar-

row, both feeding upon the seeds of the earth, lays from

eight to ten eggs, the eagle seldom hatches more than

two, and thii hut once a year. As if conscious that

they were the known and detested enemies both of man

and beast, they build only in wild and desert solitudes

;

shunning, and shunned by, their own class, except when

they leave their retreats to seek and devour them.

(231.) Rapacious birds comprise some of the largest

of the feathered creation, and they are notoriously the

most muscular and powerful. The flight of the eagle

has been the theme of poets, and there are few of that

family which do not show great strength of wing. The

male is considerably smaller than the female ;
a dis-

proportion not found in other birds, and for which it

is difficult to account, seeing that both sexes hunt the

same description of game, and evince the same courage.

It is a mistake among compilers to say that
“ the fe-

males are handsomer” than the males, for the very con-

T 4
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trary is the fact. This inequality of size^ and difference

of colour, in the sexes, renders it very difficult to de-

termine the species ; and this difficulty is increased by

the length of time required for the young birds to as-

sume their adult plumage, which is often totally different

from that which they at first put on. Rapacious birds

are immediately recognised by their strong hooked bill,

and formidably acute talons : by these instruments of

rapine they are enabled to despatch and prey upon ani-

mals little inferior in size to themselves. In these attacks

the victim is first struck by the talons, or by the feet,

the muscles of which indicate extraordinary strength.

The prey once secured, the bill is then used, as a knife,

to separate or tear the parts asunder : for this purpose

there is placed a strong and sharp tooth in one or both

mandibles, which materially assists the operation. In

such tribes as feed upon carrion, or small animals, this

tooth, being no longer essential, is either obsolete or

entirely wanting. It is thus that nature preserves, in

this order, a strong analogy to the carnivorous quadru-

peds. The slothful vulture and the cowardly hyena

glut themselves upon carrion ; the bold and majestic

lions, like the noble falcons, feast upon no other prey

than what their own courage has procured ; while the

owls and the stoats prowl during the night after the

same feeble and ignoble game.

• (232.) The order before us is composed of only three

families that are now in existence, whose prominent

features are, perhaps, more decided than those of any
other groups in ornithology : the vultures, the falcons,

and the owls are so strongly marked as to be familiar to

every one. It has been customary with some system-

atists to divide this order into two groups, from the

period of their feeding
; the two former being diurnal,

and the latter nocturnal : but this explains little. A
much clearer, and certainly a more correct, idea will be

formed of their true nature, by considering them with

reference to their attributes, and their natural affinities.

(233.) Commencing with the Vultubid.®, or FuL
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lures, we shall briefly trace the affinities of thewhole order.

These, notwithstanding their great size, are cowardly

birds ; the filthiness of their food, which is principally

carrion, imparts to their whole body a fetid odour, which

nature has rendered a means of defence; for, if seized

during the torpid inactivity which succeeds their meals,

they immediately disgorge the nauseous contents of their

crop over the luckless captor, who is thus, by a sudden

impulse of loathing, obliged to relinquish his hold. But,

that those parts of the bird which come in contact with

its offensive food should not be soiled and matted to-

gether, the whole of the head (and frequently a great

part of the neck), is entirely destitute of feathers ;
while

those on the rest of the body have a certain elasticity

and glossiness which enables the bird, by a few sudden

shakes, to cleanse itself at once from any fragments that

remain upon its plumage. The vultures are the great

scavengers of nature in hot latitudes, where putrefac-

tion is most rapid, and most injurious to health ;
and

the disposition of their numbers is regulated, by an

all- wise Creator, according to their usefulness. They

are sparingly scattered over the south of Europe: in

Egypt they are more numerous ;
but in tropical America,

although the species are fewer, the individuals are much

more plentiful. No sooner is an animal dead, than its

carcass is surrounded by numbers of these birds, who

suddenly appear, coming from all quarters, in situations

where not one had just before been seen. The naked-

ness of the head, and frequently of the neck, is most

apparent in those whose geographic range is limited to

the new world, at the head of which division stands two

remarkable species,— the celebrated condor of the Andes,

Sarcoramphtis Condor* {Jig. 1)0.), and the Papa, or king

vulture of the Brazilian forests. The first is well known

for the loftiness of its flight, and its amazing strength ,

while the latter is the only species whose colouring is

» So inaccurate is the flfture of the head of this bird

Humboldt, that the nostrils have been altogether omitted ! 1 ney ate verj

conspicuously longitudinal and oval.
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not dark or sombre; and both will be more particularly
noticed in a future volume. The reader should bear in

mind, that our present object is directed to the cha-
racteristics of groups, not of individuals : our task is

not that of the biographer, or the collector of anecdotes,
but rather that of the general historian of this part of
creation.

(234.) The genera composing this family may be
here slightly mentioned, although our present state of
knowledge will not allow so full an exposition of their
affinities and relations as could be wished. The diffi-

cidty of procuring such large birds for minute examin-
ation, the rarity of most of them, and the few specimens
that are in our museums, are all serious obstacles to
attaining that acquaintance with the natural series of
this family which can alone substantiate our present
disposition of the genera. It has been stated, indeed,
that, of the two typical groups, the first, or the restricted
genus Vultur, has no caruncles or wattles either on the
head or neck ,• while the possession of these appendages
is stated to he the chief distinction of the vultures of
the new world, forming the genus Cathartes. Our own
observations, however, lead us to consider these as se-
condary, and not primary, characters; in proof of which
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we may advert to the fact, that not one half of the new

world vultures have either caruncles or wattles. the

pre-eminent distinction of these

two groups appears to be in the

verv opposite forms of their nos-

trils. In Vultur, the aperture

is placed transversely across the

bill, wliile in Cathartes it is long,

linear, and situated parallel with

the margin of the hill ; in other

words, the aperture is longitu-

dinal. In the most aberrant

species, there will, of course, he

an interchange of characters, as

in every other part of the animal

kingdom. Of the typical vultures there are only two

species found in Europe,— the V. fulvus and the V. «-

nereus {Jig. 91.), the last of which we have occasionaUy

found on the lofty mountains of Sicily. Neophron (Sa-

vigny), iVarcorairepAtts (Dumeril), and some others, seem

to be minor variations, or subgenera. Neophron is obvi-

ously a tenuirostral type, for its lengthened and slender

bill more resembles that of a wader than of a bird of prey ;

while the Vultur aura of South America seems to us to bi'

the type of CatMrtes. Both these great divisions have

the head and neck more or less bare of feathers, while

their feet and general aspect at once proclaim the typical

characters of the family they represent. But there are

some other birds, obviously allied to these, which cannot,

however, be associated with them. One of these is the

New Holland vulture, mentioned by my friend Chief

Justice Field*, and which is so like a rasorial bird that

some authors have hesitated (not having seen a specimen)

as to what order it really belonged. So complete y,

indeed, has nature disguised this rare and extraordinary

vulture in the semblance of that type which it is to re-

present in its own family, that it has even been classed

by one writer with the Menura of the same continent ;

* G6o. M^moires of New South Wales.
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and it must be confessed that if clear conceptions of
the difference between analogy and affinity are not en-
tertainedj such a classification has some plausible rea-
sons to recommend it. The feet, in fact, of the two
birds, are formed nearly on the same principle ; but,
then, so are those of OrtlMnyx, a little scansorial bird
not much bigger than a robin. All three genera, in
•short, are remarkable for their large disproportionate feet,

long and slightly curved claws, and the equality of
length, or nearly so, of the outer and the middle toe.

It is by instances such as these that we perceive the
full extent of tho.se unnatural combinations which result
from founding our notions of classification from one set

of characters, and forgetting to look at the full conse-
quences of carrying those notions into extended oper-
ation. Nor is this the only peculiarity of the New
Holland vulture

; for, unlike all others of its family, it

possesses eighteen feathers in its tail. An examin-
ation of the bill {fiy. 92.),
which is decidedly rap-

torial, joined with many
other considerations,shows
that aU these are but ana-

logical relations to the

Rasores, while the real

affinities of the bird are

in the circle of the Ful.
turid(B, of which it forms the rasorial type. A per.
feet specimen of this very rare vulture, now before us
(procured by Mr. Allan Cunningham in the forests ad-
joining Van Diemen’s Land), enables us to speak of its

structure from personal examination.

(235.) The fissirostral type is no less strongly marked
than is the rasorial. This is exhibited in the bearded
vulture of the Alps, forming the genus GrypeEtus of
Storr, the only example yet discovered of this particular

form. It has the lengthened bill of the vulture, but
the boldness and rapacity of the falcon family. The
fissirostral type or form is clearly manifested in its
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short legs, bristled gape, and long pointed wings ;
while

the singular tuft of stiff feathers surrounding the bill,

makes it a perfect representation of Dasycephala, its

corresponding type in the circle of the thrushes {Meru-

lidce*). This vulture, in fact, is the most cruel and

rapacious of all the European birds of prey ; and all our

best ornithologists have placed it close to the eagles.

(236.) The third and last type of this family appears

to us to be the secretary vulture of Africa, forming the

genus Gypoyeranus {fig. 93.). At least we cannot

assign it to any other known division of the Raptores,

without separating it much more widely from its con-

geners than our present state of knowledge will sanc-

tion. It has been thought, indeed, that this remark-

able bird represented one of the primary divisions of

the whole order ;
in which case it would stand between

the owls and the dodo : but its similarity to the vul-

tures and the falcons, in our opinion, is too great to

favour this supposition ; while, on the other hand, it

will subsequently appear that the circle of the Faleonida'

is sufficiently complete to show that it does not enter

into that family. We have no other alternative, then,

but to place it as the most aberrant— in other words, as

the grallatorial type of the vultures
;
a station to which

* See the demonstration of this circJo in Northern Zoology.
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it has some claim by the uncommon length of its legs

and its perfectly terrestrial habits. We confess^ how-

ever, that until a proper analysis of this family has been

made, we shall by no means be satisfied that this is the

true station of Gypogeranus, Its conspicuous and very

remarkable crest, wdiich rises from the back of the head,

and can be spread out like a fan, and its aptness for

domestication, are all in favour of its being a rasorial

type ; more particularly as crests are absolutely unknown
in that of the grallatorial. It is barely possible that

this perplexing form may prove to be the rasorial sub-

genus either of Cathartes or VuUur; in which case the

grallatorial genus of the Vulturid^H will be unknown,

unless Neophron fills that station. Difficulties of this

sort will always attend the determination of those com-

paratively few groups in zoology, where the links in the

chain are wide apart ;
and these difficulties are increased

where the requisite analysis has not been gone into.

Gypogeranus is evidently a compound, both in structure

and habits, of the vulture and the falcon ;
and we can

incur no risk in placing it as the most aberrant of the

former, seeing that, without any reference to our theo-

retical views of the .subject, such an intervening station

has been assigned to it by all the most eminent writers.

It must be remembered, also, that the very same objec-

tions occur against placing this bird between the Strigidu

.and the Dididre, as those we have intimated against

considering it as the grallatorial type of the VuUuridce.

(237.) The Faloonidas, or falcons, exhibit the per-

fection of the order ; they are distinguished by a much
shorter and sharper bill, more or less toothed, and by

very acute and strongly curved talons. Their form, in

general, is lighter, their flight more graceful, and their

courage much greater, than what we see in the vultures

:

unlike these latter, also, they live almost exclusively

upon animals which they themselves have killed, resort-

ing only to carrion or dead game when pressed by ex-

treme hunger. The geographic range of this family,

as a whole, is universal ; for wherever other animals
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exist, there also these deadly enemies are to be found.

From the arctic regions to the most southern limits of

Australia, and from the western shores of Africa to

the vast forests of Brazil, different races of the falcons

abound; and yet there arc very few species which in-

habit widely remote countries. Some of those whose

chief metropolis is in Europe, extend their range to the

most northern parts of the new world, and even spread

in the contrary direction to the more temperate latitudes

of Asia ;
but the species of tropical America are totally

different from those of western Africa, although many

of these latter extend their range to the Cape of Good

Hope, and some few appear, also, to be inhabitants of

India. We are by no means satisfied of the truth of

the assertion, that certain species, inhabiting New Hol-

land, are specifically the same as their counterparts in

Europe ; but this much is certain, that Australia, no

less than southern Africa, possesses species peculiar to

their respective regions. From the first of these coun-

tries we have a hawk of a pure white colour, and a

noble eagle, feathered to the toes, possessing the un-

usual peculiarity of a wedge-shaped or cuneated tail. It

is observed that falcons are invariably much more nu-

merous on continents than on islands : they love a wide

extent of country, which is not only congenial to their

habits, but absolutely essential to a fitting supply of

daily food. The plumage of these birds, although des-

titute of a bright or gay assemblage of colours, is, in

many instances, particularly elegant. The upper parts

are generally of different shades of brown or slate colour

;

sometimes, as in the lesser American lalcons, of a bright

rufous, variegated with spots : the under plumage has

generally a white ground, often beautifully marked with

pear-shaped spots, or transversely banded with narrow

parallel lines of grey. The eye is deep sunk in the

head ; and the bone which supports the eyebrows, both

in this and in the owl family, is unusually prominent.

(238.) Such are the chief distinctions of the family

before us ;—a family whose natural arrangement has
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excited more attention among modern naturalists, and

has given rise to more controversy than any group in

the whole circle of ornithology. In the present ad-

vanced state of science it is quite unnecessary to ad-

vocate the imposition of classical names to the different

groups it contains, since they have been long distin-

guished by the vernacular ones of eagle, hawk, buzzard,

&c. The real difficulty lies in determining the natural

series, and in separating those modifications which are

typical of natural genera, or subgenera, from those which

merely belong to aberrant or annectant species. It is

quite clear that neither of these important objects can

ever he accomplished by consulting figures, which are

often incorrect, not only in their details, but in giving a

false character to the bird *, or the ordinary descriptions

found in systems, where it generally happens that those

points of structure which chiefly point out the relations

of the bird are entirely omitted ; w’hile minute par-

ticulars as to colour, &c., of no essential importance to

the main question, are prominently brought forward.

It may be urged, indeed, that such classifications are

provisional, and are merely proposed until the group is

better understood ; but we question much whether any

real advantage to the cause of science, and more esjic-

cially to the establishment of the circular system, is

eventually gained by such premature attempts to prove

its truth, particularly in those groups which, from their

intricacy, more especially require rigid analysis. On
the other hand, it must be confessed that such analysis,

in the present instance, is attended with peculiar diffi-

culty. Most of the exotic raptorial birds, or at least

several of the most remarkable forms, are rare ; and

there are no collections in this country, public or private,

which contain more than a very insignificant portion of

the existing species. These considerations, which carry

with them the impossibility of determining the rank of

the numerous divisions proposed by Savigny, Cuvier,

* This is particularly the case in the figures of falcons oontained in the

Planches Colonies.
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and many others of lesser note, deterred us, some years

ago, from attempting any classification of the Falconidce,

when treating of the North American species discovered

on the Arctic expeditions ; rather choosing to prosecute

further inquiries, and collect additional materials by slow

degrees, than to adopt a circular arrangement of the

family; which arrangement, although we may know it to

be erroneous, we may be unable to rectify in a satisfactory

manner. With this decision, which was then thought

to be somewhat fastidious, we have now reason to be

satisfied. In the following distribution of the family,

we trust to have placed the primary types upon that

sure basis which reposes both upon affinity and analogy ;

so that some advance, at least, will he made towards a

more natural disposition of the family, and, by indi-

cating what appears to us the true station of some of the

minor groups, a clue will be furnished by which the

validity of the genera and subgenera not here adopted

may be more correctly ascertained.

(239.) The three primary divisions of the Fal-

coNiDAi are characterised by the following peculiarities.

The first contains the true falcons, having a deep and

sharply angulated tooth (which is often divided into

two) near the tip of the upper mandible : these compose

the restricted genus Fako. The second is composed

of the hawks, wherein the tooth just mentioned is not

apparent, or rather it assumes a form of a rounded

projecting lobe, or festoon, towards the middle of the

margin : the shape of the bill, however, in other re-

spects, is the same ; that is to say, it is short, high, and

eurved from the base : the wings are also more rounded

than those of the true falcons, but both groups agree in

having the tarsus fully developed. To these birds we

retain the generic name of Accipiter, originally given

exclusively to them by our great countryman, Wil-

lughby. The third, which is tire aberrant division, is

characterised, as a whole, rather by negative than positive

characters. The bill is weaker, less curved, and more

straight at its base
; it is never toothed, and seldom

V
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festooned or sinuated on the margin ; while the wings,

although rounded like those of the hawks, are consider-

ably longer. Greater precision
,
however, will result from

characterising each division of this aberrant circle sepa-

rately. The eagles form the ge-

nus Aquila 94.), and are

known by having the longest bills

of the whole family. Their form

is heavy, their size large, their

feet short and thick, and their

wings only of very moderate

length. Following these are the

buzzards— the genus Buteo—
where the body and legs are

slender, the ears large, the bill

short and weak, and the wings'

uncommonly long. To the birds

of the third and last division

of the aberrant groups we shall retain the English name
of Kites. They differ very little from the buzzards,

excepting in one very remarkable particular— the ex-

treme shortness of their tarsi, — a character, however,

so obvious, that it renders the birds of this genus more

easy of determination than almost any of the entire

family. The type of this group, now first characterised,

is the genus Cijmindis; for the common European kite,

AAUvus ictinus (Savigny), does not, according to our

views, strictly lielong to the group, but merely forms a

passage to it from the buzzards. This error, as we
conceive, in overlooking the true distinction of one of

the great divisions of this family, has, in all probability,

resulted from examining prints and descriptions instead

of actual specimens.

(S'iO.) We shall not, in this stage of our exposition,

attempt to prove that the above divisions form a circular

series, because this could not be done without anticipating

those details which will be stated in their proper place.

Nor is this altogether necessary. All ornithologists

agree in placing the hawks next in rank to the owls.
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and we have elsewhere* stated our reasons for consider-

ing that the three aberrant groups, namely, the eagles,

the kites, and the buzzards, form a distinct circle of

their own. We may, therefore, consider the circular

succession of these three, or five, divisions as substan-

tiated by the following details, and we may at once

proceed to the analogical verification of the group. Our

first test will be to compare it with the tribes of the

Insessores, or perchers, because its analogies will come

more home to the student than if he had to trace them

through the medium of the orders of birds.

Genus.

pALca

ACCIPITEtt.

Buteo.

Ctmxndis.

Aquila.

FAMILY FALCONIDJE. — Tkc Falcons.

The most perfectly organised in their )

respective circles. J

The most conspicuously toothed} wings ? dextirostres.
rounded, rather short i

Wings very long }
hunt upon the vring. Fissirostres.

Feet remarkably short; wings long;^
the upper mandible considerably pro- S Tenuirostrei^.

.
jecting. J

f Size large ;
bodv heavy

;
feet very thick 7

I and strong} licad frcfquently crested. 3
Rasores.

So fully is the theory of variation exemplified by this

tabular comparison, that the professed ornithologist re-

quires no additional evidence that these analogies are

founded in nature. A few observations, however, tend-

ing to elucidate them to the student, may not be mis-

placed. The noble falcons, like the conlrostral birds,

are well known as the most perfectly or highly organised

of any part of their family; and we should not be at

all surprised to find, when their history becomes better

known, that they are, like the coniroHres among birds,

and the guadrumana among the quadrupeds, pre-emi-

nently distinguished in their powers of grasping. In-

deed, this fact may he safely assumed, since it has been

well ascertained that the Peregrine and one or two other

typical falcons, when darting into the middle of a flock

of ducks or a covey of partridges, will strike down with

its talons many other individuals besides that which it

» Northern Zoology, vol. ii. pp. 9, 10.

U 2
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first pursued. Here, then, is that great superiority of

grasping, though manifested in a different way, which

we find in the typical perchers and the four-handed

quadrupeds : for this perfection, which belongs to some

of the most perfect falcons, must be, without doubt,

a typical characteristic ; the more so, as there is no

evidence to show that it is possessed by any birds of the

other divisions of the family. This fact so materially

strengthens the other evidences in favour of the genus

Falco being the representative of the conirostral birds,

that we may consider the analogy as established : it

consequently follows that the hawks represent the Den-

Urostres, because the succession of affinity in their own
circles of these groups with those two we have just

compared have long ago been established. In other

words, no one can doubt that the hawks do not follow

the falcons, or that the Dentirostres do not follow the

Conirostres. Yet it must be confessed,— if these facts

were not established, so little do we know of the habits

and instincts of the greater proportion of the Falconicke,

—that this analogy would not, at first, appear so perfect

as the last. It deserves attention, however, that, as the

shrikes (wdiich stand at the head of the DentiroslreF)

have the largest tooth among the Imcssores, so is the

tooth or festoon of the hawks

I (.%• 95. a) much larger than

that of the falcons (1 ), although

not so formidable in its use.

All the typical shrikes, that

is, the Laniadm and the

Tliamuophelina, have rounded
wings like the hawks; and the

prevalent colours, both in .4c-

eipUer and Lanius, are grey,

transversely banded beneath

with narrow lines : these lat-

ter, in the Laniadee, disappear-

ing with age. The Dentirostres is obviously the subtypi.

cal group of the perchers; and the hawks are as obviously
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the subtypical group of the Falconidce. Their mutual

analogy, therefore, would be substantiated upon this

ground only, setting aside the considerations we have

just stated as corroborating their juxtaposition in the

above table. We have expressly stated, in our develop-

ment of the theory of variation, that, in all natural

groups, it is much more difficult to discover the analo-

gies of the typical and subtypical divisions than those

of the three aberrant ones : the simple reason for which

is this, that where two or more circles are brought into

comparison, the two typical divisions of each, from being

the most dissimilar and widest apart, will, of course, be

the most difficult to assimilate by characters or habits

common to each. But let us now proceed to the aber-

rant division, including the buzzards, the kites, and the

eagles. These will verify the above opinion, for their

analogies lie open to every well-informed ornithologist,

although they have never yet been stated. The chief

distinction, then, of the buzzards (Buteo) is their great

extent of wing, which enables them to skim along just

above the surface of the ground, in search of their food,

instead of watching for its appearance, like other hawks,

when resting. But, as the establishment of this fact is

of the first importance to our present purpose, let us

hear the account which ]>r. Richardson has given of the

American henharrier, a typical bird of this genus : —
“ This bird takes its prey from the ground, hunts long

and diligently for it on the wing, and quarters the dis-

trict regularly, so as to survey every spot, wheeling

backwards and forwards in easy graceful circles, with

little seeming effort or flapping of the wings. It is

wary, but not timid; avoiding the sportsman, but not

easily driven away from its hunting grounds. It is a

common species on the plains of the Saskatchewan,

seldom less than five or six being in sight at a time,

but each keeping to a particular beat until it has com-

pletely examined it." Wilson, again, observes of an-

other species of this group, the Butco lagopus, or rough-

legged buzzard, that it has the habit of coursing over

u 3
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the meadows long after the sun has set ; and Dr.

Richardson mentions that, although it often sits for a

long time on the boughs of a tree, it is frequently seen

skimming over swampy pieces of ground, and hunting

for its prey by the subdued daylight, which illumines

even the midnight hours in the high parallels of lati.

tude. These two forms we consider as typical of the

buzzards ; and so perfectly does the first, which belongs

to the subgenus Circus, represent the Fissirostres, that

Dr. Richardson’s account of its manners is precisely

applicable, as every one must perceive, to the common
swallow. Fissirostral types either hunt for their prey

upon the wing, like the swallow family, or watch for it

from a fixed station, like the tyrant fly-catchers and

the orilinary buzzards
;
while, to show that these op-

posite modes of feeding are quite consistent with the

same primary type, we find them actually united in the

Buteo lagopus, which thus intervenes between Circus

and the common buzzard, and represents at once both

the typical and the aberrant Fissirostres

:

for all these,

in fact, capture or seize their prey upon the wing.

(241.) The relations of the two next groups, the

kites and the Tenuirostres, from our comparative igno-

rance of the habits of both groups, cannot be traced in

their economy ;
but this need not be much regretted,

since they possess, in common, certain peculiarities of

structure which are not to be found in any other birds

of their respective circles. The humming-birds have
wings fully as long as the swallow.s, joined to a peculiar

elongation of the upper mandible, which they, or any
other perching family of slender-billed birds, do not

possess. Their feet, moreover, are tlie shortest of all

the Insessores ; so sliort, indeed, that the tarsus is fre-

quently shorter than the hinder toe, while the middle

toe scarcely exceeds the lateral ones. Now, upon look-

ing to the true kites, comprehending the subgenera

Cyniindis, Nauclerus, and probably Elanus*, we ob-

* We have not an example of this genus before us, but the published
figures give an idea that the tarsi arc remarkably short.
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serve that they are distinguished from all the rest of

their family by those very characters of the Trochihdai

which we have just enumerated. In Cymindis ^
Nauclerus the bill is small, but the upper mandible is

remarkably long in the curve it takes over the lower

:

the win.^s equal those of the buzzards, but the feet are

formed upon a totally different model ; the tarsus is

not so long as the hind toe and its claw, the two lateral

fore toes are of equal length, and the middle one is

scarcely a quarter of an inch longer. Compare a foot,

thus constructed, with that of an ordinary raptonal

bird, and the difference will appear so very striking,

that the analogy of the kites to the Trochthda will

immediately be admitted. Two other groups now only

remain for comparison, the eagles and the gamnac^us

birds. What, it may be asked, are the chief distinc-

tions of these two groups, when viewed in reference to

those of their respective allies? They are obviously

these •— great bulk of body ;
comparative shortness of

wings, accompanied by an incapacity for rapid flight

or swift evolutions ;
very thick legs ;

and ornamental

crests upon the heads of many species. All these pecu-

liarities more or less belong to the eagles, and they are

some of the chief distinctions of the rasorial birds. It

is only among the Aquilie, or their representatives, that

we find any crested birds of prey or any which partake

of vegetables as a part of their diet. The lofty flight,

indeed, of some of the species has become proverbial;

but it is equally notorious that they chiefly live upon

animals which are seized upon the ground, their wings

not being calculated for that celerity of flight and

quickness of evolution which enable so many other ra-

pacious birds to pursue and capture their prey w 1 e 1 is

flying. Hence the greater part of the eagles fee
“l^J*

quadrupeds, which they can easily overtake, am w ic i

their great superiority of strength enables them to con-

quer. To expatiate farther upon this subject wi now

be needless. We may consider the group as now proved

V df
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to be natural; and it therefore follows, as a legitimate
deduction, that as the insessorial order is circular, so
also is the raptorial.

(242.) In regard to the external affinities of the
family, little need be said, since its situation between
the vultures and the owls has been universally admitted
since the days of Linna;us. The bearded vulture of
the Alps, as already remarked (235.), is an eagle in its

habits, food, and many parts of its structure : while
several of the Aquila evince their affinity to the Vul-
turidm by their partially naked heads, and by feeding
occasionally upon carrion. Some of the buzzards, on
the other side of the falconine circle, show the strongest

possible affinity to the owls, by their large ears, often
surrounded, as in Circus, by a ruff of stiff feathers

—

their hunting, like the rough-legged buzzards, by
twilight— and by the soft lax plumage, seen more par-
ticularly in the last-mentioned species. These external

affinities, indeed, have been so long known to naturalists,

that they would not have been here repeated, did not
their admission confirm the analogical demonstration
we have just given of the family ; for if this is correct,

if follows, that, as the primary divisions of the Faleonidce

represent the primary divisions of the perchers, they
consequently represent those of aU the circular groups
in the class of Aves.

(243.) Upon entering more into the details of the five

leading generic groups, we shall experience more dif-

ficulty, from the causes we have already mentioned, than
with almost any other group in the whole circle of
ornithology. We have, for several years, assiduously
collected, where procurable, all such specimens as were
adapted, from their size, to a private museum, and have
taken an extensive series of notes regarding such as

were only to be seen in other collections; but these

materials are still insufficient to allow of that complete
exposition of all the newly proposed genera which it

would have been so desirable in this place to furnish.

Several of these, indeed, we know only from figures or
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descriptions in books ; and others, from not being in

our own possession, cannot be re-examined, or laid

upon our study table, while this inquiry is going on.

We have found, in short, that notes taken in public

museums, rarely, if ever, completely answer the ultimate

purpose for which they are intended. Something of

importance, not known to be such at the time, is gene-

rally overlooked ;
while other details, tlirni thought of

importance, sometimes turn out of very secondary con-

sequence. Several reasons induce us to make these

observations on the present occasion. In the first place,

the reader will be informed what facts repose upon pCT-

sonal observation, and what are taken upon trust. He

will further see the importance of collecting, as far ^
possible, under his own eye, the subjects upon which he

intends to write ;
and he will learn to appreciate the

value of those very few descriptive works which mi-

nutely describe the structure of every species, and aU

its deviations from its acknowledged type.

(244.) Commencing with the genus Fako, as the

most typical of the whole family, we observe in them

the highest development of that structure which is best

adapted for rapine. Their wings, although not so long

as in some of the kites and buzzards, are yet more

pointed, the second and third quill being the longest

;

and although the character is applicable only to the

typical species, it never is so far lost but that the stu-

dent can at once discriminate a falcon from a hawk.

The most prevalent distinction, however, of the group

lies in the bill, which is always short, and the tooth

near the tip invariably angulated. Ihe subgenus

Falco, to which we are now more especially alluding,

has only a single tooth in the upper mandible, behmt

which there is an incipient festoon or sinuated pro-

jection, analogous to that which is so much

veloped in the next generic group *)• These

birds present among themselves some very slight vari-

ations, not, however, of any material consequence. In

some, as in the small rufous-backed species, allied to
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Falco sparverius, the inner toe, with its claw, is scarcely
shorter than the outer

; while in others, from the very
same quarter of the globe, the disproportion is much more
striyng : some of the large species, again, as the Falco
peregrinus ? of New' Holland, have the tarsi proportion-
ably much shorter; while in the Falco unicolor of Se-
negal, the two lateral toes, when measured with their
claws, are of precisely the same length : we cannot, how-
ever, view this latter bird in any other light than as an
aberrant species; for although its different locality might
suggest the propriety of detaching it as the type of a geo-
graphic group, yet this idea must be altogether aban-
doned upon finding that theJ'a/coiiratfifc«(Sw.) of Brazil,
(hitherto considered the same as xparverius'), actually
possesses the same character, although the toes, divested
of their claws, are slightly unequal. We have been
much surprised, in fact, in discovering the great diver-
sity in the proportionate length of the lateral toes in
the typical falcons,— a variation which we do not re-
member to have jnet with in any other subgenus of
ornithology, and which, therefore, requires particular
attention. The general character of the majority of the
species, as before remarked, is that of having the inner
toe decidedlyshortcr than the outer, although witli a much
larger claw : of this the well-known sparverius, a bird
in almost every collection, is a good example. But this
deficiency in the length of the inner toe is often made

^ by its claw
; which thus brings it equal to the other,

if both are measured in their full length : such is the
case in Falco unicolor, and in some of the supposed
varieties of sparverius. In others, however, from
tropical America, the outer toe of the claw is by far the
longest : while, in an undescribed kestrel from Western
Africa, this proportion is actually reversed,— the two
lateral toes only are perfectly equal

; but as the claw of
the inner one is much longer than that of the outer, it
gives to this claw the appearance of being longer than
the other. The same structure we observe in a kestrel-
like species from Java, which is probably the F. tin-
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nunculus of Dr. Horsfield. For the present, however,

we shall consider all these variations from the typical

structure as sectional groups ;
the more so, because

deviations, equally marked, exist among the Thanino-

phelince, or bush shrikes, another group of predatory

birds, although belonging to the DentiTostTes. Now, as

these modifications occur in closely connected species,

and of the same countries, it is quite clear that they do

not characterise either natural or geographic groups; in

other words, that they are aberrant species, and not sub-

(245.) The next principal type of Falco appears

to be that of Bidens of Spix (which we discovered in

Brazil previous to that traveller), but which nanae has

been properly changed for Harpagus. In this the

wings are less pointed than in F<ilcOj but not so rounded

as in the hawks ;
the bill has a peculiar thickness, and

instead of one very strong tooth in the upper mandible,

there are two smaller ones ; the structure of the feet

accords with that of the generahty of true falcons, but

the scutellation of the tarsi are very different ; instead

of numerous small scales, disposed in a reticulated or

net-like manner, those in front of the tarsus are large,

broad, and transverse. The passage between Harpagus

and Falco is marked by a well known and beautiful

little bird, the Falco ceerulesccns of Linnsus, which we

class as an aberrant HarpaguSj with which it agrees in

having a doubly toothed bill, united with the more

pointed wings of the subgenus Falco* This species, not

now before us, does not appear to be otherwise different

from Harpagus; for, by the description we quote from *,

the tarsi appear to be similar to those of the typical

species, all of which inhabit Brazil. The third sub-

genus is represented by a most beautiful crested falcon

from India, the Falco lophotes'^, of which only one

specimen, now in the Paris Museum, is known. Like

the latter, the bill of this also is bidentate; but the feet

• Zoological Journal, vol. i. p. 328.

f Teinminck, Planches Color^es, pL 10.
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are described as particularly short, and the nails small
and but slightly curved : these characters, joined with
its elegant pendent crest, places it at once as an aberrant
type in this group

; while the latter characteristic leads
us strongly to suspect it is the representative of the
crested eagles and the gallinaceous birds. We saw
this remarkable bird when in Paris

; but, from the case
which contained it not being made to open at pleasure,
we were disappointed in giving it a critical examination.
The same obstacle was probably experienced by M.
Temminck, which may account for the imperfection of
his description : the bird, however, is of too remarkable
a type to be confounded with any other, except, perhaps,
with one we have received from Western Africa, and
to which we have given the name of Avicada. This
subgenus, for as such we consider it, appears to follow
that of Lophotes

:

both have the bills bidentate ; both
have remarkably long wings, and short tarsi : but the
bill of Aviceda is much more powerful, while the feet

are stout, and the claws strong and well curved. In the
structure of its feet it differs from all the falcons we
have yet examined. The tarsus is not longer than the
hind toe and daw, and, from being feathered for more
than half its length, it appears even shorter ; the sole

of the foot is remarkably broad, and is entirely destitute
of those prominent callous pads which belong to Faleo,
Harpagus, and most of the hawks. Unlike all these
genera, the inner toe is decidedly longer than the outer

;

so that the bird, in fact, may be said to have the feet
and wings of Cyminidin, with the bill of Harpagus and
LopJtotes: it is a falcon in the disguise of a kite, as
such, at least, we view it ; and, by placing it next
Lophotes, its station in the circle actually confirms this
analogy. Tlie fifth type alone remains undetermined

;

for we have not, as yet, met with any bird whose struc-

ture appears sufficiently marked to make us feel any
d^ree of confidence in its holding this station. Judging
by theory, and presuming that Lophotes is the rasorial

type, this, which we now require, would be the fissi-
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rostral, and lead immediately to Buteo. It should,

therefore, possess some of the characters of the buzzards

proper, joined with others that would unite it to Falco.

This type may be thought by some to be the Iceland

falcon, made into a subgenus by M. Cuvier
;
but W'e

have not a specimen of this rare bird now before us,

and we can add nothing to what we have already said

on this subject.* But there is another singular form in

the Gampsonyx Swaninmm (Vig.)"!, discovered during

our researches in Brazil, which exhibits the union of

characters above mentioned, and which may therefore

very properly be placed within the circle of Falco.

The identical specimen, from which the description we

have quoted was taken, is now upon our table. Its

bill is rather small, and is formed very much like that

of the common buzzard ;
for the upper mandible is

entirely destitute of the lobed tooth, common to all the

sparrowhawks, with which it has been so confidently

associated J : to compensate, apparently for the want of

this tooth, the tip of the mandible is prolonged into an

unusually long and sharp hook. The wings, instead of

being “ short,” are nearly as long as those of Falco

sparveriun^, and are completely typical of a true

falcon : the feet, although rather short, are very strong

and robust for the size of the bird ;
they have the

breadth and scutellation of Aviceda, with the same pro-

portioned toes as the generality of falcons, that is, both

the outer toe and its claw are longer than the inner.

The whole aspect of the bird, notwitlistanding its small

size, gives it the appearance of a most bold and mus-

cular little creature. It deserves to be added, also, that

* Northern Zoology, vol. ii. p. 30.

+ Zoological Journal, vol. ii. p. 65.

I “ This bird decidedly belongs totheaccipitrinesub-familyofthe^^

nidiSi but it i» placed at that remote extremity of it, where the specif,

gradually approaching the falcons, partially a.^8ume some of tliur leaaiiig

characters. It possesses the hill of the hawks, and also the «bc»rtiie88 oi

wi^ which so strongly characterises them.”— Zootogteal Journal^ . .

fThe wing of a specimen of Falco sparverim, now Ijcfore ns moasu^res

six inches nine-teilths •, that of Gampsotn/i six inches thrcc-tentiis so tnat,

raiSiig tile tclative siae of the two birds, the proportionate length of

their wings is perfectly equal.
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some of the buzzards have the smallest heads among the
JFalconid<Bj and that this peculiarity is very remarkable
in Gampsnnyx. U|)on the whole, therefore, we are dis-
posed, for the present, to place this singular bird as
representing the fifth suhgenus of Falco; since it seems
to unite some of the characters of Buteo with those of the
typical falcons, and has a singular relation to Amceda by
its broad foot and robust tarsus, half feathered from
the knee. Our doubts, indeed, upon this point, are
more drawn from theoretic considerations, than from
any thing in Gampsonyx which decidedly militates
against its being the fissirostral type. We should have
looked for a larger bird, with longer wdngs and some
indication of the falcon’s tooth, as in Ictinea ; but not
one of these are characters absolutely essential, and the
objections may be entirely removed by the discovery of
a larger species of Gampsonyx, or of one which, as in
the instance of the aberrant Jlarpagm carulescens,
possessed more of tlie falcon characters than the solitary
species we as yet know.

(246.) Concentrating the essence of the preceding
remarks, we shall find that the circle of the subgenera
of Falco, when compared with that of the entire family,
will represent them in the following manner:

Subgenera of
Falco.

Falco.

, _ . ,
Genera of the

1. Typical group. Falcouid®.
f Pre-eminently typical

j
bill acutely toothed : >

C wings pointed, rather long. J
^ alco.

Harpagus*

Lophotes.

Aviceda.

Gampsonj/x.

2. Sub-typical group
f Wings shorter, rounded ; tarsi with entire > .

'

t transverse scales. r^AcciPiTER.

3. Aberrant group.
Feet short

j head crested. Aquila.

^
Cy.mi.\dis.

" '“torawd; head?,,
t small

J feet Strong. ’ jBlteo.

f Feet small, very short
; soles broad and flat.

i teiied; outer toe and claw shortest.

By throwing each of these columns into their respeclive
circles, and then bringing them into juxtaposition, the
same results will follow.
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(247 .)

of wliich

The genus Accipiter comprehends the hawks^

our common sparrowhawk (fig. 96.) offers

a familiar type. In this, and in

a considerable number of other

species, from different parts of

the world, the festoon or rounded

tootli is placed, not near the tip,

but in the middle of the cutting

margin of the bill ;
so that not

only its form, but its situation, is

essentially different from that of

the last genus. The wings are

not only short, but rounded ; they

seldom reach beyond the middle of

the tail ;
the first quill is very short,

and although the second and third are progressively

longer, the full length is only attained by the fifth. 1 he

feet, like those of the falcons, are long and slender : the

tarsi are so smooth as to appear covered with only one

scale : the relative proportion of the lateral toes is also

more uniform ; the external one is considerably longer

than that which is internal, and it has the smallest

claw ; whereas the claws of the internal and hinder toes

are remarkably large, and nearly of the same size : the

callous pads on the soles are very prominent ;
and the

tail is either rounded or even. Such are the prominent

distinctions of tb.e genus before us ; but as it contains,

like that of Fa/co, many subordinate types, the student
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must not suppose that a bird wherein two, or perliaps

only one, of these marks can be traced, is therefore

not an Accipiter. On the contrary, he must expect to

find birds which blend the characters of the two groups

so equally, that he will be compelled to consult the sub-

genera before he can determine the name of his speci-

men : nay, it frequently happens that an aberrant form

will retain but one of those distinctions of the group

with which it is naturally associated. This, in fact, we

have seen in Gampsont/ai Swainsonii, and it is equally

apparent in the subgenus, which appears to represent

that bird in the circle of Accipiter, named by M. Vieillot

Ictinea. The best known species, Ictinea plnmbea*,

from its very long wings and short even tail, is obvi-

ously a fissirostral type ;
but whether it lielongs to this

genus, or naturally fills the station we have for the pre-

sent given to Gampsonyx, must be left for future deter-

mination. Such questions, indeed,—where those types

which have been personally examined are few and far be-

tween— should always be left open for future discovery.

The bird of which we are now' speaking is unquestion-

ably an aberrant form, either actually entering the circle

of Falco, or the means by which that circle is united on

one side to Accipiter, or on the other to Buteo. It is a

buzzard in its wings, an Aster in its feet, and as much of

a hawk as of a falcon in its bill. {fiy. 97-) This latter

character, in short, decides its

intimate connection to Falco :

the half festooned tooth and
its feet lead us to consider

it as an aberrant Accipiter,

while, in its very long wings,

it may be said to have an af-

finity to Lophotes. On these

considerations we place Ictinea, provisionally, as the

first subgenus of Accipiter, as a medium of connecting

Lophotes with the accipitrine falcons. On the typical

subgenus Accipiter, whose characteristics have been

• Falco plmnbeus Lath. MHvus Cenchrus Vieil.
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already enumerated, little more requires to be stated :

it is clearly analogous to tbat of Falco^ and the birds

belonging to it are as readily distinguished from the

subgenus Aster by their long, smooth, and very slender

legs. This latter is composed of the goshawks, of which

only one species, the Falco palumburius 98.), is a

native of Europe, although several others are found

both in the New and' the Old World. The European

goshawk, from its size and strength, might be very

easily mistaken, by an ordinary observer, for an eagle ;

and the same may be said of the white goshawk of

Australia. The form of these birds, in comparison

with the sparrowhawks, is thick and somewhat heavy ;

and, although there is little or no dilFerence between

their bills, except in size, the slender and delicate tarsi

of Accipiter offers a remarkable contrast to the thick,

powerful, and eagle-like structure which belongs to the

feet of the goshawks. The scales of the tarsi, in both,

are smooth ; but their divisions in Aecipiter can scarcely

be perceived, while in Aster the front and back of the

leg are protected by many broad but short plates, dis-

posed transversely
;
and in the two species above named

the greater part of the upper half of the tarsi is clothed

in front with feathers. Several modifications of this

form, like that of Aster monogrammicus*

,

&c., have come

before us ;
but they do not appear sufficiently marked

to favour the idea of viewing them as distinct types.

* Birds of Western Africa, plate 4.

X
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from one

The genus Dcedalmi has been placed with the hawks

by M. Cuvier ; but, as we have not met with either of

the two species of which it is said to be composed, we

do not admit it in the circle. Far better evidence,

however, exists for considering the Haliatus pondioeri-

anus of India {fig-99-) ot>e of the leading types of this

group, since it unites some

of the characters of Aceipitev

and Aqtiila; and as we have

now traced this generic circle

to where, from theory, it

should touch that of the

eagles, this is the very form

which win enable us to pass

without any abrupt transi-

tion. Upon what ground this bird, even by the pro-

moters of new falconine genera, has been placed in the

same group with the osprey, does not appear, seeing

that its affinity to Aster is much more apparent than to

Pandion. Anxious, however, to avoid, where it is pos-

sible, the creation of more names in this already over-

burthened family than is necessary, w^e shall retain that

of Haliietus to the bird in question, and to such as re-

semble it, leaving the ospreys or fishing eagles alone in

the genus Pandion. The feet of Halieetus pondiaeri-

anus very much resemble those of an Aster, but they

are proportionably rather smaller in their details, al-

though quite the same in general structure : both the

anterior and the posterior scales are smooth ; but the first

are broader, and the latter appear to be composed of a

single piece. We suspect this bird, although nothing

is known of its manners, to be a fisher
; for the soles

of its feet are particularly rough, like those of the

osprey, or at least are formed upon the same principle :

all the nails, however, are grooved underneath, and tlie

wings are so long that they reach to the end of the

tail. Notwithstanding these latter differences, the bird

before us may possibly be an aberrant species of Pan-

dion; but, for the present, we cannot but consider it
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as a distinct type. The above foui subgenera are all

that we can admit into the accipitrine circle
;
and it

consequently follows that there still remains another to

be determined by future observation or discovery : this,

according to our theory, will be the tenuirostral type,

which in the present instance must alike represent

Aviceda and Cymindis ; in other words, it must be a kite

among the hawks. Several of the birds arranged among

the smaller eagles and the larger buzzards will probably

be found, upon actual examination, more naturally allied

to the aberrant hawks, especially such as Buteo borealis,

pterocles, &c.

(248.) The genus Ayuila is the first of those com-

posing the aberrant division of the family wherein the

upper mandible of the bill shows little or no inchcation

either of the acute tooth of the falcons, or the promi-

nent but rounded lobe of the hawks. AVe have a

perfect example of this shaped bill in the white-headed

hawk, forming the type of the restricted subgenus

Halicetus, and the bill of the osprey is nearly the same ;

but as we approach the more typical eagles, the length

of the bill is greater, the size of the body is aug-

mented, and all indications of the accipitrine structure

are lost. These circumstances deserve attention, because

they afford a strong ground for considering the true

fishing eagles (Pandion) as a prominent, although an

aberrant, type in the aquiline circle ; a station which

still further confirms that which we have given to Ha-

licetus. The typical eagles appear to arrange them-

selves, as M. Cuvier has intimated, under two leading

groups or subgenera, chiefly distinguished by the struc-

ture of their wings. To those whose wings, like the

golden eagle, are more or less lengthened, we l estrict

the subgenus Acjuila, more for the sake of not creating

a change of nomenclature among the best known species,

than from any belief that they are the pre-eminent

types of the aquiline group. The legs of these birds

are all more or less plumed ; and in one species, the

wedge-tailed eagle of New Holland (A. fucosa, Cuv.,
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fig. 100.), the feathers closely and completely cover the

entire length of the tarsus. The other group of typical

eagles we arrange under
Cuvier’s genus Harpyia,
including in it not only the

Harpyia destructor as the

type, but all those arranged

under his genus Morphnus.
Of the two remaining ge.

nera placed by M. Cuvier
in the aquiline group, Cy-
mindis, as we shall pre-

sently show, has no connec-
tion with it, even if its

organisation alone is to be
considered; while, if the

Asturina of M. Vieillot, which we have not personally

examined, is really an eagle, it must be a very aberrant

one, possibly representing Cymindis and Avieeda.

(249.) Following Harpyia, we place the subgenus

Ihycter of Vieillot, of which the Daptrius ater of the

same author, in our opinion, is but an aberrant species.

The form and general appearance of Ibycter is alto-

gether so peculiar that the genus cannot be mistaken.

It is remarkable for three characters : 1. The very slight

curvature of its bill {fig. 101.), which more resembles

that of a gallinace-

ous bird than of an
eagle ; 2. The naked-

ness of the face, chin,

and part of the throat

;

and, 3dly, the un-
common breadth of

its large fan- shaped

tail. The feet are only of moderate length
; and there is

no great strength in the toes and claws, at least in com-
parison with what we see in the more typical eagles. M.
Vieillot, in fact, classes this bird provisonally with the

vultures, merely because it presents “ some analogy
”
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{quelque analogie) with those birds on account of the

nakedness of its face and throat
; thus investing analogy

with the same meaning as affinity. . Its whole struc-

ture, indeed, shows that it has very few of the raptorial

characters
;
and we accordingly find, by the relation of

travellers, that it feeds as much upon fruits and seeds,

as upon insects and small reptiles.

(250.) The types we have now retained in the Aqui-

hne circle are four
;

viz. Pandion, Harpyia, Aquila, and
Ibycter. Of these we consider the first to represent

the aquatic, or fissirostral, type ; the second and third

are the typical and sub-typical
; while every ornitholo-

gist must perceive in the relation we have just given of

Ibycter, that it is the representative of the gallinaceous

order,—in other words, the rasorial type ; while Astu-

rina, as before hinted, may possibly occupy the tenui-

rostral station.

(2.51.) We enter the genus Cymmdis, or the mil-

vine division, by means of Polyborus, a South Ame-
rican group, so closely allied to Ibycter that, until we
had personally examined and studied both, we were

ted to believe they were only modifications of the

same subgenus.* There is a remarkable part of the

structure in Ibycter, which neither M. Vieillot, who
first proposed the genus, nor those w'ho have followed

him, have taken any notice of. In all the preceding

types of this family we have examined, the hinder

toe (with its claw) is equal in length to that which is

the interior, or the difference is so very slight as scarcely

to deserve mention ;
but in Ibycter this structure is

not seen : the hallux, or hind

toe {fig.lOZ. a), is consider,

ably shorter than the other

(i) — a further proof of

this genus being the rasorial

type of the aquiline circle

;

for every ornithologist knows that this disproportion is

eminently conspicuous throughout the whole of the gal.

• Zoological Illustrations, ii. pi. L

X 2
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linaceous genera. Now this structure is carried on
also to Polyborus, and, amid the great diversity of the

species, in point of size and general appearance, although

not of structure, it becomes one of its most characteristic

marks. Polyborus is further distinguished from Ibycter

by the curvature of the upper mandible being much
the same as in the aberrant rapacious birds, by a much
greater length of wing, and by the smallness of the

external when compared with the internal claw: in

other respects there is such a marked affinity between
the two, that no link of the chain is wanting : the largest

species is Polyborus vulgaris, which is equal in size to

the goshawk. P. ochrocephalus (yfg.lOS.) is considerably

smaller ; and an appa.

rently undescribed spe-

cies from Cayenne,now
before us, is scarcely

larger than the kes-

trel. Hitherto no spe-

cies of this group have

been found beyond the

warm latitudes of

America; and probably

several others are confounded among the buzzards and
eagles. The typical species was long known to the

older ornithologists by the name of Brazilian kite— an
association which was founded in some truth ; for it is

by this group and Jbycter that the kites, generally so

called, are united to the eagles. The type, however, of
the milvine circle, in our opinion, is the genus Cymindis
of Cuvier, a group of birds entirely restricted to tropical

America, and of which four species are already known.
A very erroneous character has been assigned to Cy~
mindis, which is neither possessed by this genus or by
any other in the raptorial circle with which we are ac-

quainted : the tarsi
”
have been termed semipalmated *,

a misprint, probably, for toes

;

but in either case the

•^Cymindis— Tarsi breves semipalmati. — Zoo/o^ca/ Jourml^ vol. L
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assertion is not correct. Of course there is no such

thing as a “ semipalmated tarsus;” but the toes of

Cyniindis, so far from possessing this character, are

even destitute of that slight connecting membrane at

the base of the outer toe which exists in the typical

falcons, and in so many other rapacious genera. The
true characters of the group are to he found in its

excessively hooked bill, long wings, rounded tail, and

very short feet, the structure of which, although more
like to Polyborus, is yet so peculiar as at once to distin-

guish Cymindis, as a genus, from all others of the

family. In C. cueulo'ides Sw. (/g. 104.) the tarsus is

only a very little longer

than the hind toe*,which

is almost equal to the

outer toe in total length

;

the inner toe is slightly

longer than the hinder,

and the two lateral toes,

excluding their claws,

are of the same length ;

the middle toe is shorter than in any falconine bird we
have yet seen

;
while all the claws, except the e.\ternal

one, which is small, appear of the same size and breadth

when viewed on their inner side. Prolix as these de-

tails may be, they are rendered necessary, since no writer

has noticed them ; and it is highly important to show
that the genus before us has a construction of foot totally

unlike any other in the entire circle of the Falconidaf.

The semiplumed tarsus of the species just mentioned

makes its legs appear still shorter ; and this circum-

stance, with its grey and white barred plumage, gives

it so much the appearance of a large cuckoo, or of a

neblepyris, that even a professed ornithologist, upon the

first glance, might easily mistake it for one of those

birds if its bill was concealed. Whatever uncertainty

* To avoid repetition, the ornithologist will understand that when the
length of any particular toe ia mentioned, its claw is included ; but that
when the toe only is mentioned, it will he so expressed.

X 4
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hangs, therefore, over other divisions of this family,
we feel fully persuaded that Cymindis is the tenuirostral
genus of the Falconida, a further confirmation of
which, by the way, will he found in its closed nostrils,

opening only by an oblique slit— a universal character
among all the humming birds, no less than in the order
of Waders. The affinity of Cymindis to Potyhorus
may be traced in the thickened bill, long wings, and
short hind toe ; and we shall now proceed to establish
its connection with Nauclerus, a form justly separated
by Mr. Vigors* from the other kites, and represented by
that beautiful and graceful bird, the swallow or fork-
tailed kite of America {fig. 105.) In this type many

of the characters of Cymindis are retained
; but they are

combined with others very dissimilar. The bill {fig. 1 06.)
is equally hooked ; but
it is smaller, and there

is a small half-angulated

festoon in the middle of
the upper mandible : the
feet, and the proportion-
ate length of the toes and
of their claws, are all

the same
; but the legs

are even still shorter, so that the hinder toe, when
measured from its base, is exactly the length of the
tarsus: its exclusive characters, therefore, are almost

* Zoological Journal, ii. p. 386 28.
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confined to the wings and tail : the former are of most

unusual extent, having the third quill the longest, the

first and second being lobed, or emarginated, on their

inner margin in precisely the same manner as those of

the typical falcons ; while in Cymindin, and all the other

genera excluded from the typical group, this lobe is

situated at tlie base, instead of towards the point of the

quills . the great powers of flight manifested by this

structure are further increased by a very long and

deeply forked tail. All these peculiarities, while they

establish the affinity of Nauclerus to Cymindis, clearly

point out the bird to be the fissirostral type of the

milvine circle, and places it in immediate junction

with the common fork-tailed kite of Europe. Tlie

genus Elanus, which clearly belongs to this generic

group, is only known to us from description and a hasty

inspection ; we cannot, therefore, offer any opinion w’orth

depending upon regarding its precise station ; it proba-

bly, however, intervenes between the subgenera Cymin-

dis and Nauclerus; while the very short toes of

Vieillot’s genus Circcetus makes it not improbable that

it is the grallatorial type. If our suspicions regarding

the two last-named forms are correct, the subgenera

Polyborus, Cymindis, Elanus, Nauclerus, and Circeetus

wili then describe the milvine circle, and will fully

exemplify tlie theory of representation : the analogies,

indeed, of the first, second, and fourth are placed be-

yond doubt ;
so that, whatever modifications in the

circle a more intimate knowledge of the group may

occasion, we look upon these three as certain landmarks,

by which the location of all other forms of the milvine

group wiU be regulated.

(252.) We have now arrived at the Buzzards, the

last division of the.falconine family, and that which, by

the series we have chosen, brings us back again to the

genuine or typical falcons. If the vernacular name of

this group was taken from those birds which in our

opinion are typical of it, we might denominate them

the Harriers, inasmuch as it is Circus, and not Buteo,
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which exhibits ali those distinctions by which nature
has marked this group as the fissirostral type of the
whole family. We shall not, however, alter a designa.
tion so weU known as that of Buzzard, particularly as
it does not affect the scientific nomenclature, and as' the
henharriers are sometimes called also by that general
appellation common to the whole division. Of all the lead-
ing divisions wehave now gone through, this is one of the
most strongly marked in its typical characters, and the
least understood in its aberrant forms. The genus
Circus is unquestionably the pre-eminent type of the
whole, while the Buteo lagopus appears to stand next
in rank. To these, therefore, we shall first direct our
attention. The peculiar habits of the henharriers form-
ing the subgenns Circus, have been already suflScientlv
noticed, and we shall now see that their structure is no
less peculiar. Independent of their slender body and
very long members, under which we include both wings
feet, and tail, they may be readily known to an ordinary
observer by their large ears, partially surrounded by a
rutt of short and rather stifffeathers, which form a semi-
circle round the outer portion of the head on each side
and which meet under the chin. The bill is compar'
atiyely small, unusually elevated at the base {fig 107 )

but very narrow and feeble towards its outer half. Now
these two characters, unknown in any other falconine
group, are precisely those which are prevalent among
the owls

1 and they establish the important fact, that the
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buzzards not only represent those nocturnal birds, but

actually unite them with the true falcons. In con-

formity with these double affinities we find that the tip

of the bill of the harriers is lengthened and very acute,

while the festoon of the upper mandible is either en-

tirely wanting, or is so faintly indicated that it can

hardly be perceived. The legs of these birds are remark-

ably long, and more resemble those of the sparrow-

hawks than of any other group; but they have that

remarkable character, so prevalent among the aberrant

FalcmiiUe, of a very short hind toe, of which the clarv

occupies one half of the total length. The hind toe,

consequently, is not slightly, but very conspicuously,

shorter than either of the two lateral ones. Such is, like-

wise, the casein the rough-legged buzzard (^Buteo lagopttx )

{fig. 108.), which agrees with Circus in its short feeble

bill, in its slender body, long

wings, and lengthened tail, but

differs in being without the se-

micircular ruff round the ear,

and in having the legs feathered

down to the toes. Such are the

most prominent characters which

we view as typical of the genus

before us. The common buz-

zard, usually taken as the ty[)e

,
of this division, has some of the

' leading peculiarities of B. lago-

pus, joined with others of a

more ambiguous character. 1 ts

feet, for instance, although somewhat short, are remark-

ably robust, and but for the shortness of the hind toe,

might be taken for those of an Aster. Ihe wings,

however, are very long, the tarsi,^ althoug no

booted, are feathered nearly half way ;
so that, in le

present state of our acquaintance with this group, we

may leave this and one or two similarly forme species

in the same subgenus as Buteo lugopus. In regari

,

• Northern Zoology, ii. pi. 28.
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however, to several of the birds that have been placed
in this particular group, we apprehend very few really
belong to it. \Fe have seen tlie errors that have re-
sulted from classing these birds from mere descriptions
and figures, and even from describing them before their
distinguishing characters have been rightly understood

;

and we shall not, therefore, give a fictitious degree of
perfection to our arrangement of this family by attempt-
ing to refer such little-known species to those groups
to which, as we conjecture, they more naturally belong.
1 here is one, however, the Buteo borealis, whose affinity
to the subgenus Aster has already been intimateil*, and
which we now venture to remove from the buzzards.
There is, it is true, a very strong general similarity
between this bird and the Buteo vulgaris

(^fig. 1 09.)
•

but the bill of borealis {fig. 1

1

0. 6) ishigher, more abruptly
curved, and altogether partakes of the general structure
of the accipitrine circle, while the well defined lobe in the
middle of the upper mandible brings it, in our opinion,
close to the Aster palumbarius. If such a bird, in short,
is admitted into the genus Buteo, we really are totally at
a loss in what manner to define either that group or
Aster. B. borealis, moreover, like the majority of the
asturine group, has the hinder toe and claw of nearly
equal length with the inner; whereas the most universal
character of the buzzards is to have the hinder toe de-
cidedly the shortest. That most beautiful species, the

• Northern Zoology, ii. 9.
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jBwieopierocfcsofTemminck* HO. a), has so much

the character of an eagle in its lengthened and entire bill,

that it probably forms the most aberrant type of either

Aquila or Buteo. We
have drawings and

notes made from spe-

cimens sent from

Mexico, but they

are not sufficient to

determine this, al.

though a glance at

the contour of the

bill will strengthen

our suspicions on the

accuracy of its pre-

sent location. The
same uncertainty

prevents us from

offering any original

remarks upon the honey-buzzards, made into the sub-

genus Pernu by M. Cuvier, and of which one of the

two described species

is found in Europe.

Although the proba-

ble course of the bu-

teonine circle cannot

be traced, we place

the common kite

{fig. 1 1 1.) as the fis-

sirostral type, for the

following reasons :— It is clearly and confessedly allied

to Nauclerus by its short feet, long wings, and forked

tail ; and as the equally close affinity of Nauclerus to

Elanus has been justly insisted upon, the legitimate

inference follows that Nauclerus stands at the confines

* It is impossible to justify this epithet upon .looking to the figures in-

tended for tliis species given in the Planches Coloreesy where it aeems tnicK,

heavy, and short-tailed, instead of slender, elegant, and long-tailed.^
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of the milvine circle, equally connected on one side to

Milvus, and on the other to Elanus.

(253.) Collecting aU we have now said upon the

FALCONiDa: into a narrow compass, we have inserted,

in the following diagram, the supposed situation of nil

the subgenera, whose characters have been more par-

ticularly dwelt upon in the foregoing pages.

FALCONIDai — The Falcons.

(254.) It is somewhat remarkable that of all the five

types which are in every complete circle, that which re-

presents the Tenuirostres should he the most defective,

or rather the least known, in the family before us. It
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will be remembered that tbe distinguishing character of

this type, in the Falconidce, is an extreme shortness of

foot ; and the discovery of Aviceda, in all other respects

a perfect falcon, and its most remarkable similarity in

other respects to Cymindh-, has led us to believe that

the other tenuirostral types in the genera Accipiter,

Aquila, Cymindis, and Buteo, would also exhibit the

same peculiarity. Hitherto, however, we have failed

in meeting with any forms sufficiently approaching this

structure, to authorise their insertion in these particular

stations. Among those genera already proposed which

we have not personally examined, our suspicions point

to Asturina and Circeetus of M. Vieillot, and to the

Buteo pteroeks, as likely to fill up some of these

stations.

(255.) The primary object, however, which we have

had in view, and which has alone tempted us, in this

stage of our researches, to lay the foregoing exposition

before the ornithologist, has been that of determining

the types of the five great divisions of the FaUionida;,

and of establishing their analogies with all other cir-

cular groups (through the medium of the Imessores) in

such a way that nothing yet known should invalidate

the correctness of the series. ATe therefore wish it to

be understood that almost every thing beyond this re-

quires additional verification. Nothing is more difficult

in natural groups like this than to determine the precise

location of any particular type ;
although %ve may have

little or no doubt as to the nature of that type. To
illustrate this remark more fully,— for it deserves the

greatest attention from ornithologists,—we may instance

the common kite. Now it is quite clear that this bird is of

the fissirostral structure*; but whether it belongs to the

circle of Buteo or to that of Cymindis, would have been

a matter of very great doubt but for Nauclerus, a sub-

genus which is evidently more closely related to Cy-

mindis and FJanus than is Milms. Nauclerus, con-

sequently, must be considered the fissirostral type of

* See Classification of Animals.
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Cymindis. Now the only way that all these affinities

can be reconciled is by supposing Milvus to belong to

the circle of the buzzards, where it still remains, as

before, a representation of the Fissirostres, althouyk in

a different circle.

(256.) On the location of particular types, or, in

other words, of subgenera, in every department of zoo-

logy, we shall take this opportunity of stating the

opinion we have formed, after many years’ consideration

(rf the subject ; and, in so doing, we trust not to be

called upon again for the same explanation. True it is

that zoological science has certainly not reached that

point which will enable us to lUstinguish at once a sub-

genus from an aberrant species. This discrimination

must be the result of a much more refined analysis than

naturalists of this age are accustomed to institute ; but

this we maintain — and we appeal for its truth to the

many instances we have already cited, and the many
more that yet remain to be pointed out— that every

subgenus and every aberrant species exhibits sufficiently

strong indications of one or other of those forms we

have already defined as the primary types of the

WHOLE ANIMAL KiNODOM. We Care not how strongly

this theory may be combated by the weight of great

names, or by the opposition of mere asserters of their

own opinions. We appeal to facts; not solitary, but

innumerable ; and so long as these facts remain unem-

ployed in the coustruction of any other natural system,

so long must they remain unanswerable evidences in

our favour. Whatever may be thought of our theory

by the present race of zoologists, to whom it will

naturally appear strange and startling, and however it

may expose its author “ to the obloquy and censure

which are the usual portions of an original discoverer,”

we are well content to abide the decisions of another

generation. Thus much for the theory of representa-

tion. As to the rank of all circular groups above genera,

we think that in ornithology by far the largest portion

have been fully and completely determined, while time
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and research are alone necessary to give the same sta-

bility to the minor divisions. In the mean time we
shall mdeavotcr to make some approximation to this

object by exercising our own judgment as to the rank

of the subordinate types, that is, all such as exhibit

those representations above alluded to
; without pre-

suming, however, to attach to our opinion that weight

which further knowledge and analysis can alone impart.

(257.) The STRioiDiE, or Owls, exhibit the full

development of that singular ruff of close.set feathers

round the head, the first indications of which are seen

in the henharriers (Circus C.). Their nocturnal habits,

their large eyes, singularly shaped ears, and soft downy

plumage, arc well known. This structure is admirably

adapted to their peculiar economy. Great powers of

sight and hearing are absolutely essential to these birds,

whose habits are nocturnal, more particularly as they

hunt after many small quadrupeds which only venture

from their retreats after sunset. No sound in the air

should tell the approach of the owls : their flight, by the

peculiar construction of the wing feathers, is, therefore,

rendered noiseless, and they come upon their prey

silently and surely. The wings of the goatsuckers

(Caprimulyida) alone, of all other birds, exhibit a

similar conformation. In both these, the tips of the

external bars of the outermost quill feathers, instead of

lying flat upon each other, in the ordinary way, are

detached and curved outwards, so as to resemble the

teeth of a fine saw ;
hence it follows that when the air

is beaten by wings so formed, there is no reverberation.

The opposite extreme of this structure is seen in the

gallinaceous birds, where the external barbs are very

stiff, and pressed close upon each other : this formation

of w'ing causes the air to he suddenly and abruptly ex-

pelled from beneath it, and occasions that loud whirling

noise, often startling to the unprepared pedestrian,

with which the partridge ascends from the ground and

seeks refuge in flight. The whole structure, in fact, of

the wings of the owl is evidently intended to promote a

Y
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noiseless flight : the quills themselves are unusually

broad, while the barbs, no less than the general plu-

mage, is remarkably soft and lax, in order to permit a

free escape of the air in all directions. That these cir-

cumstances, however, should not diminish the powers

of flight too much, the wings are generally rather long,

and the four outer quills have that abrupt sinuosity on

their inner webs which is so universal among the swift-

flying falcons.

(258.) An exquisite sense of hearing is another

peculiarity of these birds— a faculty which is essential

to the discovery of their prey in the .dusky hours of

twilight. The great sixe of the head is well known,

and its apparent disproportion to that of the body is

rendered necessary, on account of its containing several

large cavities, which communicate internally with the

ears, and thus tend to the unusual development of those

organs. The external orifice is, in general, enormously

large, and, even in the aberrant species, generally exceeds

that of ordinary birds. In the typical examples, the

external opening is protected by a fleshy operculum, or

lid, thickly covered on the outside with feathers, and

as freely moveable as is a door on its hinges. But if the

faculty of hearing is so essential to an owl, how much
more so is that of sight, when it has to pursue its prey

in the dark. Yet here again we trace, in a beautiful

and wonderful instance, “ the wisdom of God in the

creation.” The eyes, in the first place, are of an enor-

mous size
:
but as if this were not sufficient, they are

surrounded with two large concave disks — generally

composed of white and shining feathers, — for the pur-

pose of concentrating a greater extent of light to he

reflected upon the eye, which is placed in the centre.

There can be little doubt on this being the true use of

the facial disk in owls, although the circumstance ap-

pears never yet to have been touched upon. We all

know the effect upon our own sight, when, by looking

through the hand, as we would a telescope, we contract

the light, and are enabled to see further and much
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better. It may also be remarked, that in those owls
which are partly diurnal in their habits, the facial disk
is small or imperfect ; while in such as hunt during the
day, like the snowy owl, the disk is hardly perceptible.

Independent of the retractile claws which the owls
possess in common with the falcons, they have the
faculty, unpossessed by the latter, of bringing their
external toe either backwards or forwards, in the same
manner as is seen in the plantain eaters and a few of
the cuckows. Their enormous head and large eyes
give them a most grotesque appearance, particularly
when disturbed during the day : on such occasions they
bob their head up and down, and turn it about in all

directions, as if they were half blind, and were endea-
vouring to get a clear sight of the object which annoyed
them. We have frequently endeavoured to rear and
tame young owls from the nest, but no efforts to ac-
complish the latter object were ever successful. One of
the typical groups has tjie head ornamented with tufts

of feathers, longer than the others, and which are placed
above the ears. These egrets have been improperly
termed horns— a term, no doubt, originating in their

analogy to those processes in quadrupeds. The use,
however, of these singular appendages is totally un-
known. Owls, no less than hawks, are feared and
hated by all the smaller birds, who shun the latter, but
fear not to attack the former during the day when their
retreat is discovered, as if conscious they can do so with
impunity.

(259.) 7'he natural arrangement of this group has
been attempted by several of our best writers

; but the
task, difficult in itself, has been rendered still more so
by the manner in which it has been conducted. When
so much stress has been laid, in tbe Rt:gne Animal,
upon tbe importance of making anatomical organisation

the basis of systematic divisions, we are led, from the
high reputation of the author, to place implicit con-
fidence, if not in the mode in which hefcomhines his
facts, at least in the facts themselves, more especiallv

Y 2
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when they regard points of comparative anatomy. We
candidly own, that, from placing implicit reliance upon

the statements of M. Cuvier, in regard to many forms

in this family which we had not personally examined,

and the impossibility of reconciling them to our own
views, we were induced, at the time, to abandon, in

utter despair, all attempts to work out the groups of this

family in Nwllinm Zoology

;

and we felt more dis-

heartened at this failure, from perceiving that those

very points of structure which we had conceived were

to lay the foundation of their natural arrangement,

were precisely those upon which the divisions in the

Rcyne Animal were professedly grounded, namely, the

form and structure of the ears, and the modifications of

die facial disk. Since our former notice, however, of

this family was published, we have had the means of

examining very many of the forms in question, and the

result has tended to show that very little reliance can

be placed upon the anatomical facts relative to this

family in the Regne Animal. To justify this opinion

we shall merely state one instance out of several. The
great American horned owl is placed in the genus

Otis, all the species of which are stated to have a mem-
branaceous operculum to the ear. On closely examin-

ing this bird, however, no such structure, as Dr.

Richardson has also asserted, will be discovered • and
thus we find the European and the American homed
owls in two widely parted divisions. It is absolutely

necessary to advert to these facts ; for if errors in com-
parative anatomy, made by so high an authoritv, are

passed over in silence, they will still be received as

truths, unless pointedly adverted to by those who mav
detect them. Having stated thus much, we shall not

enumerate other objections which may be urged against

the existing arrangements of the family, but proceed at

once to lay our own before the reader.

(260.) We have already shown that the formation

of the ear, the eye, and the facial disk, are the pecu-

liar distinctions of this family ; and it follows that the
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different primary groups will repose upon the greater

or less development and modification of these organs.

Upon this principle we find that the divisions of the

Strigid(B, made by modern ornithologists, can aU be re-

ferred to one or other of the following groups :
—

1. Typical Owls, having the facial disk very large and

complete, with large ears and (in general) an ample
operculum

j
2. Horned Owls, furnished with egrets,

and a large facial disk, but having only small or mode-
rate sized ears ; and 3. Diurnal or Hawk Owls, where

the conch of the ear is comparatively small, and is

destitute of an operculum : the head has no egrets, and

the facial disk is imperfect or obsolete. The reader will

be at no loss to perceive in tlie first the characters of

the typical group ; in the second, the sub-typical ; and

in the third the aberrant. Let us now consider each of

these separately.

(26T.) The STRiGiN^, or typical owls, are well re-

presented by the common white species of this island.

The head is uncommonly large, and the facaal disk of

great circumference
;

the extent of the latter is marked

by a dense semicircle of rigid narrow feathers, form-

ing a sort of collar, and of which the ends are turned,

lying close upon each other in the manner of scales.

The aperture of the ear, which is within this collar, is

large, measuring in the brown owl more than an inch

in length. This is protected by an operculum, which

is sometimes much larger (as in Striw flammea) than

the aperture, and sometimes nearly of the same size.

These diflTerences, however, will not be regarded at pre-

sent as generic. Owls of this group are eminently

nocturnal, and their geographic distribution, as is usual

in all pre-eminent types, is very wide ; the white owl,

under slight variations of colour, having been found

over all the temperate parts of America, in the sultry

groves of India, and even in Australia. Without at-

tempting, for the present, to arrange the sub-genera

of this group in their natural order of succession *, we
* This is a task of very peculiar difficulty, for it is frequently impossible

Y 3
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shall, nevertheless, enumerate such of the subordinate

forms as appear either to lead to, or represent, the other

genera. AVe make it the primary distinction of the

birds of this group, that two out of the three primary
characters, viz. the facial disk, the operculum, and the

great development of the ear, should be found in all;

hence we include in it the common long and short-eared

owls of Britain, as aberrant forms or subgenera, repre-

senting the rasorial or crested type of the genus. The
crest, or egrets, of these two birds, indeed, would place

them in an arbitrary system with the genuine horned
owls ; but as there must be a passage from one to the

other, we consider that the two birds in question con-
stitute that passage : they retain the first and strongest

character of their own genus, yet they are furnished

with egrets, in order that they may connect the oper-

culated with the horned division. Leaving this, we
have a third type in the Strix Tengmatmi of the

Northern Zoology, to which, in all probability, we
should refer tile various small species of Europe (still

but imperfectly known under the common name of
.S', passerina), together with those of temperate Ame-
rica. These latter owls are known by their small

size ; short feet, thickly covered with feathers to the
root of the claws

;
and by the operculum being long and

narrow, the conch forming almost asemicircle.** This,
lor reasons which will appear hereafter, is doubtless the

tenuirostral division of the present genus, and it forms
our subgenus Scotophilus, Hitherto we have had owls
only with short, and almost even, tails

; but in the
gigantic Strio? cineriaf the tail is long, cuneated, and
the feathers pointed : the facial disk, as in all the pre-

to examine the ears of preserved specimens of the foreign species in mu.
seums; and, even when they are in skins, what with the carelessness of
the original preserver, and the shrinking of the neighbouring parts, the
investigation will always be imperfect, and sometimes faulty.

* Such is the description of ,S'. Tengmatmi by Ur. Richardson in Northern
Zoology, vol. ii., which we subsequently verified

; and yet we find this very
bird arranged by Cuvier in the same genus with tlle great snowy owl, which
has hardly any disk, no operculum, and a very small conch

!

t Northern Zoology, ii. pi. dl.
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ceding, is full and complete, and the operculum larp ;

but the eyes, comparatively, are very small. Looking

merely to the birds we have already instanced, it would

seem that.S' cinerea holds an intermediate station between

S. Tengmalmi and S. Hridula : there may naturally be

supposed many others intervening, but they seem all to

be referable to one or other of these modifications. S.

cinerea will therefore form the type of our subgenus

Scotiaptex

:

the length and graduated shape of the tail

separate it both from Scotophilus and Strix; and its

station in this genus, as will presently appear, is in

exact accordance with the series in which the primary

divisions follow each other.

(262.) We shall retain the name of Asm to the

second genus, as it is sanctioned by antiquity, and is

not open to any valid objection.* Here we have the

true horned owls, furnished with conspicuous egrets

above the eyes, and with large disks and ears. If the

assertion is truet that the great European horned owl

has no operculum to the ear, this bird will stand next

to that found in America {Asia Virginiana), and long

considered as of the same species ; for we know, by j)er-

sonal examination, that the latter is destitute of such

an appendage. The facial disk is still large, hut it is

more or less imperfect, especially above the eyes. The

grand character, however, of this division is the pos-

session of egrets; and we therefore see this structure, in

several foreign species, excessively developed. Thefie

latter birds, however, have been so loosely described,

that we shall hazard no opinion on their precise situ-

ation in this circle ; but there can be little doubt, judging

from their published figures, that all the subgeneric

types of this group exist. Two of these only,^which

have been personallyexamined, will here be noticeu. The

great white horned owl (^Heliaptex arcticusXi fid- 112.)

• Noctua has been employed by some writers to designate these owls

;

but this name has been already appropriated by Linnaus to an extensive

group of noctural lepidopterous insects.

+ R^gne Animal, i. p.SiS. - _ ,

t Northern Zoology,, ii. plate 32. under the name of Bubo ariica.

Y 4
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evidently intervenes between the A. Virginiana and the

Nyctia Candida. It is, in fact, so closely connected to the

latter, that, but for its egrets, both would stand in the

same genus : the fa-

cial disk has now al-

mostdisappeared ; the

head is not much
bigger, in propor-

tion, than that of a

falcon of the same
dimensions; and the

ears are very small. Like the great cinereous owl, which
it seems to represent, its tail, although not much gra-

duated, is longer than usual. Last of all come the

little Scops owls, a diminutive group in point of size,

but of which there are many species. We are disposed

to believe that these may form a subgenus of them-
selves ; although we cannot at present detect any very

prominent character by which they are separated from
their congeners. They seem to differ, indeed, from the

great-horned owls above mentioned by the superior

length of their legs, and by the nakedness of their toes.

From the hornless passerine owls of Europe {S. Teng-
malmi, &c.), which they seem to represent, they are at

once known by the diminished size of their ears, and
by their egrets

;
while, from the corresponding group in

South America (JVyetipetes'), they are immediately re-

cognised by the last of these characters. For the pre-

sent, therefore, we may retain the group until the whole
genus is properly analysed. Several species, apparently

belonging to the subgenus Scops, are found in South
America, and one in Western Africa. For the otherhorned
owls we can only refer the reader to their published

figures. One of the most remarkably horned species is

the Asip supercilma ; and there are several from India

which have the tarsi or legs nearly naked.

(26'3.) VFe now come to the aberrant group, com-
posed, as usual, of three divisions, which we shall view

as genera. Hitherto the owls of which we have spoken,
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however imperfect may have been their facial disk, have

nevertheless had its circumference indicated by a line

of stiff scale-like feathers, more or less distinct, accord-

ing to the degree in which the conch of their ears was

developed. But in those which follow, even this remnant

of the typical character is lost, together with all ap-

pearance of egrets, and even much of the nocturnal

habits of the typical owls. Many of those, indeed,

which follow, hunt as much during the day— perhaps

more than they do in the night ;
and from this circum-

stance, no less than from their general physiology, they

have been called hawk owls. We have already inti-

mated that but for the egrets of the Heliaptex arcticus it

would be a Nyctia, the genus to which belongs the

great white owl— that “northern hunter” of the

poetic Wilson. This magnificent owl at present stands

alone as the representative of this type, which is dis-

tinguished by the ears being hardly larger than those

of an ordinary bird, and totally unprovided with the

series of stiff feathers ;
the feet, also, are short, and

clothed with thick feathers nearly to the claws. Unlike

any of the preceding, the eyebrows project like Aose

of the true falcons ; the head is small, and the habits of

the bird are diurnal. These peculiarities, when com-

bined, are quite sufficient to justify us, for the present,

in placing Nyctia as a distinct genus. We are loath,

however, to associate with this large and majestic bird

a little group of South American owls, remarkable, on

the other hand, for their diminutive size, hut yet pos-

sessing a much closer affinity to IVyctio, than to any

other group. Among these tropical passerine owls

there exists, at present, so much confusion in regard

to the names of the species, that we can hardly venture

to cite one, by its correct name, as an example. M.

Temminck has increased this confusion so much, that,

although the group is almost exclusively American, we

may quote the Nyctipetes perlatus Sw.* of Western

Africa as a type. The reader will at once perceive that

Le Chevecliette Perlce, Ois. d’Afrique, vi. 284.
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the first is the typical, the second the sub-typical, and
the third the aberrant group of the whole family.

(264.) The genus Nyctipbtes is placed between
Nyctia and Surnia. Of these little owls we possess four
species from tropical America, and are acquainted witlf
three more : they bear such an external resemblance to

the European race, represented by S'. Tengmalmi, that all

writers have failed in perceiving how truly they differ,

by having very small ears, no operculum, and no in-
dication of the marginal ruff of feathers. The want of
egrets, on the other hand, separates them at once from
the Scop owls. Their general structure, in short, is

certainly very like that of the great white owl, but the
legs are only feathered to the base of the toes ; and
these latter, except in being thinly clothed with white
shining hairs, might be termed naked : tbe wings are

also short, and reach only to the base of the tail, which
is moderately long and slighted rounded. It is clear,

therefore, that these birds cannot possibly be arranged
with the true nocturnal, or with the horned, owls ; and
we are therefore led to decide that they form part of a
genus, of which the burrowing owl of America {S. cu-
niculata, Mollini) is probably the type. This latter

bird differs from the structure just described in having
the legs much longer, more naked, and the claws less

hooked
; the tail is shorter and quite even. But in the

more essential characters, drawn from the ears, biU, and
head, it quite agrees with the little birds just mentioned

;

so that one species, with legs of an intermediate length,
wmuld be sufficient to complete the link of connection
and such a bird will probably be soon discovered.

(265.) The genus Sitrnia of Dumeril designates the
hawk owls, represented by that of America.* These
differ from the other two aberrant types in having a
long wedge-shaped tail, which, with their small head
and obsolete facial disk, gives them more the appearance
of being hawks than any others of this family. Dr.

* Sirix funcria. Northern Zoology, ii. p. 92., and vignette, p. 94.
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Richardson, an eye-witness of the habits of the species

just mentioned, remarks that in the bleak territory of

Hudson’s Bay, where it is very common, it is more fre-

quently killed by the hunters than any other, from its

boldness, and its habit of flying about by day. When the

hunters are shooting grouse, this bird is occasionally at-

tracted by the report of the gun, and is often bold enough,

on a bird being killed, to pounce down upon it, though it

may be unable, from its size, to carry it off. It is also

known to hover round the fires made by the natives at

night.* The African hawk owl, Surnin Africana, is

probably another species, for it has all the aspect of the

last. But the great ural owl, if truly represented in

Temminck’s figure (I'l. Col. 27.), has a very large

facial disk and long cuneated tail, precisely agreeing

with the sub-genus Scotiaptex

:

so that the very error

of its classification with the two former is a collateral

proof that the series we have now traced is natural.

(266.) Upon condensing the foregoing remarks, and

divesting them of scientific technicalities, we find a

gradual progression from the great-eared to the horned

owls, by such birds as S. bracheotus and otiin, which

unite in themselves the characters of the tw'o genera

Strix arulAsio. The diurnal flight of the llelkiptex

articus, and its whole appearance, show that the great

white owl follows next. The little passerine owls of the

tropics, with the burrowing species of America, which is

probably the grallatorial type, form the genus Nycti-

petes, and are obviously intermediate between the white

or eagle and the hawk owls. These latter, it will be

remembered, have unusually long tails, but no facial

disk ; and Sootiaptex possesses the first, but not the

second, of these characters. The long-tailed owls are

thus brought together
; at the same time that no affinity

in the series is deranged or interrupted. M. Cuvier, by

not following up his own theory on the structure of the

ear, places the ural and the hawk owl in the same

genus ; thus confessing their similarity, and showing

• Northern Zoology, it p. 92.
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that at least they follow each other. The circular series

cannot be closed more perfectly ; and thus we have an

additional proof that the very errors of such men, if

rightly used, wiU often afford instruction.

(20’7.) In now attempting to trace the natural series

of this group, the most difficult, and certainly one of

the most confused, in the whole range of ornithology,

we wish to l>e understood as confining our exposition

to the primary divisions and genera only, without at all

attempting to designate other types of form than those

already enumerated. We have been constrained to

show how little dependence the ornithologist engaged

in this task can place in books ; so that nothing hut a

personal examination of a large number of the foreign

species wiU enable him to fill up those blanks he will

still perceive in the series. We have been obliged, also,

even in this preparatory arrangement, to reject the

genera Noctua, Bubo, and Ulula ; and we still hesitate in

admitting Symium, uncertain at present whether the

brown owl of Britain is really one of the types of the

genus Slritc. On the other hand, it has been absolutely

necessary to designate the groups here named Scotiaptex,

Scotophilus, Heliaptex, and Nyctipotes

;

the characters

of which, moreover, have this advantage, that they are

drawn both from internal organisation and external

aspect. The characters of the five genera will now be

concentrated in the following table of the entire family.

STRIGID^— The Owls.
Genera.

1. Typical Group. Ears large, opcrculated ;
no egrets. Stuix.

•2. St^-typicaL Ears smaller, no operculum j egrets. Asio.

Ears small \ no egrets or operculum ; disk
imiiertect

r Head small; claws feathered ; tail short. Nyctea.
3. Aberrant. Head large ;

claws naked • tail moderate. Nyctipetes.
C. Head small

;
claws feathered

; tail wedged. Sub.via.

(268.) We know too little, both of the scientific and of

the natural history of the birds composing these groups,

to admit of their analogies being traced among other

families, at least with that precision which is desirable.

Nevertheless there are not wanting indications sufficiently
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strong to show that such analogies really do exist,

and that they follow in a uniform and natural series.

Thus the lengthened and more conic hill of the barn

owl reminds us of the Conirostres ; on the other hand,

the hill of Asia Virginia is described by Dr. Richard-

son as
“ very strong, curved from the base, and with its

cutting margin very obtusely lobed in the middle,” a

structure peculiarly belonging to dentirostral types.

The short tail and the piscatorial habits of the Ngctea

Candida sufficiently designate the aquatic type. The

long-legged burrowing owl obviously represents the

grallatorial order of birds, and the gliriform quadrupeds;

but whether it is the type of Nyctipeies, or one of its

subgenera, we know not : while in the long-tailed hawk

owls of the genus Sarnia, we trace that great develop-

ment of tail so conspicuous in rasorial types. This, it

will be remembered, is precisely the order of the pri-

mary types in the class of birds ; so that if such an ac-

cordance can be made out from the very few species that

have yet been thoroughly examined, how much more

perfect, may we suppose, will these analogies become,

when the whole are better understood, both as to struc-

ture and manners, than they are at present.

(269) It will be observed that the only one of the

o-enera whose subordinate types we have ventured to

“ designate, is that of

Strix. Let us now
look to this more
closely

; first, as to

its circular nature,

and then to its sub-

genera. The Strix

Jiammea {fig- ILI.)

is unquestionably the

type of this group, for

the circumference of its head is greater than that of the

body, while the facial disk, with the ear and its oper-

culm, are all proportionably large. It must not be for.

gotten, also, that as this bird represents the insessorial or
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perching order, its powers of grasping ought to he

more than ordinary
; we consequently find that one of

the claws is serrated, to give the bird a firmer grasp

than it otherwise would have. But this is not all ; as

the consequence of its analogy to the Insessores, and
through them to the Conirontres, we get at the true

value of a remark of M. Cuvier, that in this bird, and
its allies, the “ elongated beak bends only towards the

end, while in all the other subgenera it is arched from
the point.”* Now this is precisely the character which
separates the conirostral birds from the dentirostral.

We have before expressed our hesitation in admitting

the brown or wood owl of Britain, forming the genus
Syrnium of Savigny, to be a distinct type. It certainly

differs in its ears from the barn owl ; but it has not

sufficient of the dentirostral form to make us feel sure

of its representing that type : the question must there-

fore, for the present, he left undecided. Less doubt

hangs over the subgenus Otis, where the egrets first

begin to show themselves in the short-eared, and are

fully developed in the long-eared owls of Britain
; both,

however, by their ears, preserve the typical character.

There is a remarkable trait in the natural history of

Otis brachyotos, which deserves attention • for although

nocturnal, it seems to be also diurnal, and hunts
during the middle of the day t, like the JVyctia Can-
dida, just as well as it does in the night. The supe-
rior length of its wings, more pointed than any in this

genus, would seem to indicate that it is, probably, like

Nyctia, a fissirostral type. Next to this group we have
the little passerine owls of Europe, forming the new sub-

genus Scotophilus

;

they are strictly nocturnal, and are

known at once by their short, thick, well-covered tarsi

and toes, and their small yet complete facial disk.

Lastly, come the great species of Scotiaptex, conspicuous

by their long cuneated tails and large size. Some of

these, as S. cinerea J, are nocturnal
; but— as they pass

• Griffith’s Cuvier, i. p. ^4. -j. Bewick.
t Northern Zoology, ii. plate 31.
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into the hawk owls— others, like the S. uralensis, are

diurnal. Both, however, have the large facial disk

which gives such a peculiar character to the genus

before us. Disposing these types in the order we have

noticed them, we shall find they represent the contents

of the whole family in the following manner :

—

GENUS STKIX.

^
2. 3 .

1. Genera of Orders
Subgenera. Amlogicctl Characters. the Family. of Birds.

Strix
{Facial disk very largo; great Jj,, . Insessckes.an (X.
^ power ot grasping. j

?
^

Asio. Raptoues.

^ Natatoreb.

Scotophilus. Size small ; nostrils tumid. Nj/ctipetes. Grallatores.

Scatiaptex. Size very large ;
tail long. Simtia. Rasores.

(270.) The direct analogies of the subgenera to the

orders of birds are too obscure, in our present state of

knowledge, to claim distinct consideration; and yet, when

viewed through the medium of the genera of the family,

there is nothing to militate against the above comparison.

We have already seen how well the two last columns re-

present each other, and that the first and the second have

likewise a close analogy, notwithstanding the uncertainty

that hangs over one of the subgenera. The truth, how.

ever, of the above arrangement of the restricted genus

mainly, if not exclusively, reposes on the different

structures possessed by the minor divisions, and by their

close affinity to each other. Until greater experience

and more profound study force conviction upon the

minds of certain zoologists on the subject of analogical

resemblances, we would wish them to look upon this,

and all other of our' groups, without any reference

whatever to their analogies, real or supposed. We will

relinquish— to fall in with their humour— all the im-

portance which we consider belongs to such relations, and

rest our arrangement on the mere fact of close affinity :

nav, more, we will even admit that a truly natural circle

of affinity can be demonstrated, without the aid of calling
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in its analogies ; for this may be done by simply show-

ing that no animal yet known that is excluded /rom the

group has an affinity with the type equal to any of

those that are brought within the group. Our doctrine

of analogies may thus, to use a colloquial expression, be

thrown overboard, and yet our group will remain just

as natural as it was, if the chain of affinity has been

truly and strictly followed.

CHAP. n.

GENEBAl HEMARKS ON THE ISSESSORIAL OR PERCHING OR-

PER, rillMAKY DIVISIONS. — CHARAACTEKS AND ANALO-

GIES OF THE DENTIBOSTRAL TRIBE.

(271.) The order Insessobes, composed of the pebcii-

iNG BIRDS, is the most numerous, and the most varied, in

the whole circle of ornithology. It comprises, as before

stated, all those tribes and families which (without being

rapacious) live habitually among trees, or at least have

nothing in their structure to show they are in the least

degree aquatic. Their foot, in short, as the name

denotes, is especially formed for grasping or perching ;

a peculiarity evinced by the situation of the hinder toe,

which is invariably placed upon the same level, or

])lane, as those in front. Their number is generally

four ;
either placed, as in ordinary birds, three forwards

and one backwards, or, as in the scansorial tribe, two in

front and two behind. Tlie length of the tarsus or

shank is always moderate, and generally very short

in comparison to what is seen in the other orders ;
and,

as these birds never seize their prey by the claws,

these weapons are never retractile. The perchers are

thus distinguished from the birds of prey, properly so

called ;
while the situation of the hind toe separates them
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at once from the gallinaceous, the wading, and the

swimming orders.

(27^.) The most absolute peculiarities of the order

before us are those we have just stated ; hut there are

some others to.'be mentioned of a secondary nature, inas-

much as they are not without several exceptions. Thus
a few of them, like the shrikes, possess a strong tooth

in the upper mandible, similar to that of the hawks
;

while many more, as in the finch family, have not the

slightest vestige of this process. The most prevalent

construction of the hill is, nevertheless, to have this

member more or less notched, a structure which en-

ables these birds to take a firm hold of their food,

although without the power of tearing it in pieces by
their bill. They are likewise the most highly organised

in other respects, ivhether we view them as the most

melodious songsters, the most expert architects, or the

most resplendent in their colours, of the whole feathered

creation.

(273.) The leading divisions of this order are so

obvious that every ornithologist, unprejudiced by the

authority of artificial systems, cannot fail to perceive

them. The Hmtirostres, Conirostres, Scansores, Te-

nuiroxtres, and Fissiraatm, are so many prominent

groups, which have long been known and recognised by

all the moderns ; and they have accordingly been cited,

with justice, to illustrate the circular disposition of the

entire order.* So far, therefore, as regards the admis-

sion of these groups, nothing more need he urged, since

they are now universally adojited. This unanimity,

however, amongst ornithologists merely extends to the

typical forms: all agree, for instance, in classing the

woodpeckers and parrots as climbing birds ; but, because

the scansorial structure is exhibited under a different form

in the Grimpereaux of M. Cuvier, or the tree-creepers,

we find these birds occupying a station in the Rcgne

Aninml with the Tcnuirostres. Even this latter tribe,

by some authors, is made to embrace every bird sus.

» Sec Linnccan Transac'ioiis, vol. xiv. p. 346.

Z
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pected of having a suctorial tongue, however strongly it

may be allied, in all other parts of its organisation, with

croups far differently situated. When, therefore, it is

.^id tliat the five tribes above mentioned have been

universally admitted, it is necessary to premise that no

two writers have yet agreed on their definite nature.

Hence it becomes advisable, before proceeding further,

to state our views of their prominent or typical dis-

tinctions,
, . r

'

(274.) The pbimarV chicles of the order before us

appear to be three. The first composed of those fami-

lies wliere the bill is very conspicuously notched, and

the food almost exclusively derived from insects ;
these

are the Dentirostbes. The second includes such as

have the notch much slighter, and who feed almost indis-

criminately both upon animal and vegetable substances ;

these are the Conirostrks, the bill being more conic

than the latter: hut in both tribes the feet are the

same ; that is, the tarsus is not uniformly short, and

there are three toes before and one behind. The third

circle is composed of theCuRTiPEDEs; differing materi-

ally from the two former in having the tarsus much

shorter, the notch of the bill either obsolete or altogether

wanting, and the position of the toes variable. Under

this last group, which is the aberrant division, we

include the three tribes of Sauuiores, Temiirostres,

and Fissiroxtreji. Preliminary remarks will be given

upon each of the foregoing tribc-s as they come succes-

sively under our elucidation ;
but, that the student may

have a general idea of their nature, we shall here de-

signate their chief peculiarities, and the different fami-

lies of birds they respectively contain.

fSTfi.) The Dentirostbes, as the name implies, is

distinguished by a distinctly notched bill, and by being

the greatest destroyers of insects among the perchers

:

wdth very few exceptions, they either live entirely upon

insects, or only resort to fruit wlien deprived of their

favourite nourishment. In accordance with these habits,

the mouth, or rictus, is defended on each side by bristles.
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the feet are generally adapted more for perching than
for walking, and the notch of the upper mandihle is

very rarely obsolete. At the head of this tribe stand
the family of shrikes {Laniadte), which is followed by
those of the thrushes {Merulidce), and the warblers
(^Sylmado!)

:

these latter pass into the chatterers {Am-
pelidcB), which, from their frugivorous diet and general
structure, are the farthest removed from the type of
their circle. In the last family, however, composed of
the flycatchers {Mutscicapidte), the insectivorous habits

and structure are again resumed ; and these birds finally

blend into tlie shrikes, by means of the tyrant flycatchers

of America. It need hardly be observed that this is the

subtypical tribe of the order before us ; it is analogous

to the true rapacious birds, and represents them in the

circle of Ittseasorun.

(276.) The CoNiBosTBEs are pre-eminently the typi-

cal assemblage of the whole order ; their organisation is

more perfect, or, rather, their faculties are more varied.

They feed indiscriminately both upon insects and vege-

tables, and are therefore termed omnivorous. Their
feet are so constructed that they can walk upon the

ground with nearly the same facility as they perch upon
branches— a double faculty which is rarely found in

the last tribe, where the outer and middle toes are often

connected at their base. The bill is thicker, more conic,

and the notch of the upper mandible very slight : the

tip, also, is still more rarely hooked
; the mouth is not

defended by rigid bristles, as none of these birds, like

so many of the Dmtirostrvx, seize their food upon the

wing. Finally, they include the largest and the most
powerful birds of the whole order. The families in-

cluded in this tribe are the crows (Corvidte), the star-

lings (^Sturnidai), the finches (^FriugiUidce), the plan-

tain-eaters {Musophagida:'), and the hornbills {Buce.

vidai'). These, collectively, form a circular group,

representing, by the great and varied powers of their

foot, the order Quadrumana among quadrupeds, at the
z 2
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same time that they represent the perfection of the

class of Bibos.

(S770 The CuBTiPEOES^ as their name exjiresses,

are an assemblage of short-footed families, much di-

versified in general structure ; but having the toes so

arranged as not to admit of their being habitually em-
ployed in walking. The situation of the toes is either

similar to those of the ordinary perchers, or in pairs

;

in some few there are only three, and there are not

wanting instances (as in the colies and swifts) wdiere all

the four toes are placed forward. These minor differ-

ences, joined to others which will be subsequently men-
tioned, serve to characterise the three aberrant tribes

composing the primary group
;

namely, 1. The Scan-

sores ; 2. The Tenuiroslres

;

and 3. The Fissirostres.

(278.) The Scansoreb are composed entirely of those

families which habitually and invariably climb among
trees ; and, in consequence of this habit, have their feet

peculiarly constructed for the purpose. Sometimes the

toes are placed in pairs ; that is, two before and two
behind : sometimes one of the outer toes is nearly versa-

tile, so that it can be almost brought forward, while in

others the three anterior toes are in the ordinary direc-

tion ; but in all these variations the hinder toe is

remarkably developed, as in the nuthatch and creeper,

for the obvious purpose of giving support to the body :

the tarsus is always very short, and none of these birds

possess either the conic bill or tlie terrestrial habits

of the last tribe. The woodpeckers {Pieidcp), the par-
rots {Psittacidip'), the toucans (Ramphastidcv), the

cuckows {Cucn/idce), and the creepers {Certhiiidat), are

the several families under which the whole of the scan-

sorial, or climbing birds, are naturally arranged.

(27,9-) The Tenuirostbes, or suctorial tribe, in-

cludes the smallest and the most brilliant birds in creation.

Unlike all others, they possess a long retractile tongue,

jlivided into slender filaments, with wb.ich they lick the

nectar of flowers. Many of them still retain something

of file scansorial structure of the last tribe, particularly
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the honeysuckers of New Holland, and the paradise

birds, both of which liave the hind toe considerably

developed; and all of them, at certain seasons, have

recourse to an insectivorous diet. The humming birds

lick up the minute and tender insects found in blossoms

;

and the honeysuckers {Meliphngidtr) devour both fruits

and insects. The bill of the tenuirostral families

is generally very long and slender, while the nostrils

resemble a lengthened slit : they consist of the hum-
ming birds (^TrochUiilfe), the sun birds (Cinngyidre), the

lioneysuckers {Mdiphagidai), the paradise birds (Para-
disidce'), and the hoopoes (Promeropida:').

(280.) The FissiuosTRES, or swallow tribe, like those

birds which constitute the type of the whole, are emi-
nently distinguished by great breadtli of bill, an enor-

mous gape, small and weak feet, and the incapacity of
habitually walking, or wandering among trees. They
live entirely upon insects, or other small animals, w'hicl'i

are seized during the flight of the bird ; so that the

feet are mere instruments for resting and supporting

the body. The representations of this type in other

tribes have all the foregoing characters except the last

;

great weakness of foot being the grand characteristic of

this group. The goatsuckers, or nightjars (Caprimul-

gidce), the swallows (IlirnndinidfB), the bee-eaters

(Mcropidce'), the kingfishers (Ilalcyonidm), and the

trogons (Trogonidce), exhibit all these characters, al-

though under different modifications
; and, by uniting

wdth the flycatchers among the lientirostres— the first

tribe with which we commenced this rapid survey—
complete the circle of the whole order.

(281.) Having now enabled tlie reader to form a com-
prehensive idea of the different tribes composing the in-

sessorial or perching order, we shall condense their

chief distinctions into a tabular form
;

for the purpose

of showing in what manner they represent the primary

divisions of this class of animals, no less than those of

the quadruped class.

z 3
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CIRCLE OF THE ORDER INSESSORES, or Perckers.

1.

Typical
Circle.

j.

Typical
Circle.

Circle.

... oin/iiur «nu more compressed, with a
distinct tooth-like notch; mouth gene-
rally defended by bristles. Insectivorous.

pm entire
; feet very short, not adapted

for walking
; position of the toes va-

^ I

nous.

Aberrant l. Feet formed tor climbinu.
. <> T^,.. . .. .

"

rious.

Circle.

J
Tenuirotirtt.

^^Figgiroatm.

torial.

13. Bill broad at the base. Feeduponl
L the wing. j-

This table is drawn up in conformity with our second
proposition — already so fully explained *— that the
primary divisions of every circular group are five, an.
parently ; but three, actually. In the present instance,
more than perhaps in any other, this union of the three
aberrant groups is demonstrated by the genus Prionites
in the Fissirostres, and the RamphaMidfe in the Scan-
sores ; the details of which will be given in their pro-
per place.

^

(282.) The leading groups of the Insessores have
been so repeatedly and so fully demonstrated as repre-
sentatives of tlie primary orders of birds, by some of
our best naturalists, that very little need be said upon
the subject ; the nature of our present volume, how-
ever, requires that it should not be passed over in
silence, although the analogy, under a different form
has been illustrated in a prior treatise. We shall on
this occasion, place the tribes of the Insessores in one
column, and the orders of birds in another • when it
will be perceived that the analogical characters’ are mu-
tually descriptive of some of the leading distinctions of
each.? •

* Classification of Animals, pp. ^26 ooq
flbid. p. 231 .

..y.
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Tribes of the
Insessores.

C&nirostres.

Dentirostres.

Fissirostr(^$.

Orders of

Analogical Characters. Birds,

r Superior powers of prehension, as shown T
< in the structure of the foot; notch of Mnsessores.

C the bill small. Omnivorous. 3

( Bill short, much curved at the tip, which t
< indistinctly notched. Rapacious, and > Raptores.

C feed on animal substances. 3

(Head large; mouth very wide; feet^

\ sumtl; tbe toes more or l«ss confined
"i Seize their prey during flight, which is f

C very quick. J

Tenuirostres.
BUI very long, slender, and slightly flexi- J

ble ;
mouth very small. J

Scansores.

Bill short, thick, hard; head conspicu-^

ously crested; feet very robust; head S Rasores.

smaSl. Uematkably docile. J

(283.) Let us now compareeach of these groups more

particularly with that which stands opposite to it. t irst,

then, we have the Conirostren as analogous to the In-

sessores, an analogy which becomes indisputable, seeing

that the first is the pre-eminent type, or representative,

of the insessorial order. The Dentirostres and the

Raptores have the strongest-toothed bills, a necessary

consequence of both being the most rapacious birds in

their respective groups ;
and every one knows that the

shrikes are the falcons of the insect world, just as much

as the Ruptures are the devourers of the feathered crea-

tion. The most imperfect footed birds among the

perchers belong to the Fissirostres

;

and this is pre-

cisely the leading distinction of the swimming, or

natatorial, order. The humming-birds, typical of the

Tenuirostres, have the longest and most flexible bills

among their congeners ", just as are the snipes, wood-

cocks, and sandpipers, among the Grolhtores. Finally,

the Scansores (and their representatives) are almost the

only crested birds in the whole order of perchers : they

have the tail, in one form or other, highly developed

;

and they contain those which show the greatest aptitude

for domestication. All these characters and traits are

well known to be the leading distinctions of the order

Rasores. In one group we have the whole of the par-

rots, and tlie beautifully-crested woodpeckers ; in the

z 4
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Other, the whole of our domestic poultry : how can
relations of analogy be more complete than these ?

(284.) Our proposition is, that this circle of the
Insessores will he verified by its internal affinities,

independent of any support from the analogies we are
now bringing forward. But to substantiate what has
been said, and said most truly, that “ a natural group
will stand any test,” we shall now compare this with
the corresponding divisions in the class of quadrupeds
as a collateral evidence of its correctness, and in sup-
port of the remark we have quoted.

Orders of
Birds.

Tribes of the
Insessores.

IX.SESSORES. Conirostres.

Raptores. Dentirosircs,

Natatores. Fissirostres.

Grallatores. Tenuirostres,

Rasores. Scansores.

Orders of the
Analogical CMracters. Mammalia.

f Pre-eminent in their powers
")

) of prehension, and in ge- f «
j

neral organisation
j claws

(
(, or nails not acute. j

I

I

Rapacious, feeding upon
other animals

; claws
acute.

Head very large
; feet obso.

letc, or short and imper-
feet j habits aquatic. J

FEEiE.

Cetace.%.

Size diraimitive; upper jaw
or mandible prolonged

;

run or fly very fast
; eyes

placed back in the head. I

Glires.

r Size large] head small
j
or."

I naraented with append-
ages ; granivorous or

j
herbivorous

; habits re-

t markably docile.

•Ungulata,

(285.) Before we make any observations upon this
table, wc shall take occasion to introduce some remarks
upon andogies in general, arising from the degrees of
this relation observed in the above table. Those between
the Ime.'mores and the Manmalia are of course more
remote than between the groups in the two first columns,
for the best and most obvious reason,— that, as the
animals themselves are more remote from each other in
general confirmation, so must their analogies be equally
remote. It would be strange, indeed, were it not so ;
and yet so little do some writers appear to exercise
their reason on this subject, that they actually bring
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forward the remoteness of some of the analogies we have

already instanced, as a reason for not believing in

their universality ! If, as every one knows, there are

different degrees of affinity in the animal kingdom, it

follows as a necessary consequence of this fact (which

no one will ever dream of denying), that there inust he

corresponding differences in the degrees of analogy.

The analogy between the swan and the ostrich is one

degree, that between the ostrich and the giraffe is

another, while the analogy betrveen the bee and the

weaving birds (^Ploceuua;') is another ;
and yet this

latter, however remote, or liowever incomprehensible to

amateur naturalists, is founded on as sure and on as

demonstrable evidence as the analogy of the hawk to

the shrike, or eagle to the lion. Such persons seem to

forget that remote analogies can only he made out, or

in fact understood, by tracing them through the various

groups which intervene between those that arc com-

pared. It is like a man looking to the last and the

first link of a graduated chain ; and because these links

differ so widely in size, stoutly maintaining that they

cannot possibly belong to the same series; although,

when he sees the intermediate portion, he is obliged to

confess his error. To urge, therefore, that,— because of

their remoteness, some analogies are too obscure to he

easily understood,— the theory itself is objectionable, is

to say that affinities must not be believed, because they

do not all possess the same degree of resemblance.

(2SC.) The analogies of the insessorial tribes with

the orders of quadrupeds, as shown in the foregoing

table, will fully illustrate the principle maintained in the

last paragraph. To a naturalist, unacquainted with the

details of both classes, they will appear not only remote,

hut fanciful. What can more clearly show the in-

fatuation of theory,” it may be argued, “ when it is

supported by the assertion, that a woodpecker is analo-

gous to a cow !
” Such reasoning, addressed to ordinary

persons, wall be quite sufficient to settle the question

;

and yet, upon looking a little farther into the matter.
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the assertion would wear every probability of being, in
one sense, strictly correct. The ruminating order of
quadrupeds (^U/igulatti^ is not only perfectly analogous
to the rasorial birds, but it is here that these two classes
evince the greatest propensity to pass into each other.*
Now the climbers (Scamores) are almost as much re-
lated to the gallinaceous birds as these latter are to the
ungulated quadrupeds, because the Scansores pass into
the Kmores, and the Rnxores of all birds are those which
notoriously open the passage to quadrupeds ; and thus a
scansorial bird actually becomes analogous to a rumin-
ating quadruped. The analogy, from the necessity of the
case, must be remote

j but, by means of the intervening
links, it becomes established just as perfectly as if it was
more immediate. Having already illustrated the rela-
tions of these two circles, in another placet, we shall
now merely glance at their most prominent features. The
Quadrnmana are the most perfect of all quadrupeds, as
the Conirostres are of all the insessorial birds. The
Dentirostres and the Feree are the most rapacious

; the
Fissirostrex, although not aquatic (like the Natatorex),
have, nevertheless, the weakest and the most imperfect
feet among the perchers. This is precisely the character
of the Cetacea among quadrupeds

; while, by comparing
these two groups through the medium of the Natatores,
the chain of resemblance is still more perfect. I The ana-
logy between the Tcnriirosti'BS and the GUres, as being
the moH aberrant groups in each column^ are conse-
quently the most remote ; while that of the Scansores
and the Ungiilata has already been noticed.

(287.) Having now sufficiently marked out the cha-
racters and relations of the insessorial tribes we shall
proceed to illustrate each of them more fully in succes-
sion. The De^tiiTOxtreSj by most writers, are usually
commenced, upon, from their obvious resemblance to the
falcons

; and having adopted this mode upon a former

* The horse, the camel, &c. are in one : the ostrich, emu, &c. in the
other. *

f Classification of Quadrupeds.
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occasion,* we shall do so on this. It is a matter,

however, of little importance, at what point the investi-

gation of a circular group is commenced ; nor is there

occasion to adhere implicitly to any fixed rule on the

subject, provided that the subordinate groups are treated

of in the same series as they are observed to follow each

other in nature.

(288.) Our survey of the Insessorial Order thus

commences with the Dentirostres, or mpaeious tribe,

whose prominent characters we have just noticed. The
families of which this group is composed, with but one

exceptiont, live almost exclusively upon insects, to se-

cure which their bill is furnished with a distinct notch

near the tip, assuming in the typical families the form of

a prominent tooth. As a farther provision for procuring

such sustenance, the angles of the mouth are more or less

defended by stiff bristles, the legs are less robust than

those of the typical perchers, and the claws are more
acute. The bill is of various shapes in the different

families. In the shrikes it is compressed ;
while in the

flycatchers, which lead immediately to the swallow tribe

(^Fiseirostreii), it is much depressed, and the feet begin

to be very small.

(28g.) In detailing the characters of any comprehen-

sive natural group, our attention must always be fixed

more especially upon the typical examples of that group,

and the characters it exhibits ; for, as the minor divi-

sions branch off to the right and the left, and blend into

other groups, it necessarily follows that these aberrant

divisions lose many of the prominent features of their

own type, and assume others more properly belonging

to the next group. When, therefore, we say that the

tribe before us is characterised by a strongly-toothed

bill, by 'acute claws, &c., we speak only of its typical

examples
;
— the intelligent naturalist understanding that

there are not only many exceptions, but that he will

* Northern Zoologv, vol. if.

t The Ampeiidtc^ tir berry-eaters, the types of which live more upon
fruits.
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find in every groupj whether large or small, these

aberrant divisions, or forms, which represent the other
primary types of nature. How completely this law is

verified in the circle before us will presently appear.
Now it is upon the analysis we shall ultimately give
of this tribe that we wish the accuracy of our whole
arrangement of the feathered creation to repose. All
the details regarding their internal affinities must, of
necessity, he included in our systematic arrangement of
birds, intended for the second volume ; but the analo-
gies resulting from this analysis are so highly interest-

ing, and, at the same time, so demonstrative of the
propositions stated in a former volume on the laws of
natural classification*, that they must carry conviction
to the mind of every naturalist who is at the trouble of
investigating the facts upon which they are founded.

(2.QO.) Analogical relations of a group are not, as some
writers suppose, the cause, but the effect, of its natural ar-
rangement. The clue of affinity is first sought for, and
then, and not till then, do we seek for a uniform law of
variation in its analogies. It would, therefore, be better,

perhaps, had we began with giving the affinities of our
groups in the first instance, and then have proceeded to

show what analogical results could be drawn from them :

the cause would then precede the effect. On the other
hand, it may be said that, by stating the analogies in
tile first instance, we are, in fact, stating only so many
propositions, the correctness of which is subsequently
to be made good by the process of analysing affinities.

It was under this last point of view that we acted upon
the plan we shall now continue

; that is, of stating the
analogies in the first instance, and the affinities after-

wards
j
although it is obvious that the former could

never have been attained, without the latter had been
first studied. In first instituting a most extensive com-
parison of the Dentirostres with the other tribes in
eluded in this order, we shall have occasion to notice
many groups, whose details will be entered upon after

• Classification of .\nh1nal3.

;
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ivavds. This plan is subject to some inconveniences ;

but, upon the whole, it will give the general reader a

popular insight into their chief peculiarities, and in

some measure prepare him for the details, which will

follow in their proper place. All the?e tables, therefore,

must be looked on not as proofs, but as presumptive

evidences in favour of those propositions stated in a

former volume ; which propositions can only be made

good by the chain of affinity corresponding to that of

analogy. Having now explicitly stated the plan upon

which we shall uniformly act, we may proceed.

(291.) IV^e have already stated that the Dentirostral

tribe consists of five families : 1. The Laniadm, or

shrikes ;
2. The Me.rv.Mm, or thrushes ; 3. The Syl-

viadm, or warblers j 4. The ArvpeUdm., or chatterers j

and 5. The Mnscicupidm, or flycatchers. The first is

the typical, the second the subtypical, and the three last

form the aberrant group. The names of these families

will suggest familiar examples, known to almost every

reader : we, therefore, need not, at present, enter more

particularly into their characters than what is stated in

the following tables, the first of which is for the pur-

pose of comparing these families with the tribes of the

Insessores, and also with the primary orders of birds.

Families of the Typical and analogical Tribes of Orders of

the Deiitirostres. Characters. the Insessores. Birds,

(pre-eminently the re-^
presenUtives of the SDentirostres. Raptores.
tribe. 3

1. LAMADiB.

fBill more lengthened,'!
. ..

I

2. Merui-id.®.

the notch smaller
; .

feet more adapted J-Conirostres. iXSESsoRES.

for walking. Omni-

1

verous. J

rSeek their food among

3 trees
;

tail feathers

i more or less pointed

C Insectivorous. ^

Scans

4. Ampelh)^.

fFecd chiefly upon softl

vegetables ;
plumage

\

J brilhant in the ^Xenuirostres. Grallatores
A male; dull in the te.r '*“'*"*

Moult twice I

male

;

male,
annually. j
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Families of the Typical and analogical
the Dentirostres. Characters.

fHead large; bill de-
I pressed, furnished

S. Muscicapidaj.J S'"?
*,''”’8 bristles.

I
i.ntirel

3
r msectivo-

1 rous ; feed on the
L wing.

(292.) The reader will bear in mind on this, and all
subsequent occasions, that the ajfinitieit are expressed
perpendicularly, and the analogies horizontally

; in other
words, that each of these three columns form a circular
group. In the first column the tyrant fly-catchers
unite with the tyrant shrikes

; thus bringing the Mtig-
cimpidm and the Lankidce together. In the second
column the Fhmrontres pass into the Dentirostres, by
means of the broad-billed Prionites in one, and the
Todies in the other

; while the union of the Natutores
w'ith the raptorial land birds is well known to be effected
by those eagles of the ocean, the frigate pelicans. The
affinities being now intimated, let us turn to the analo-
gies. The Laniada;, being pre-eminently typical of the
Dentirostres, are, of course, their representatives. The
thrushes {Mernlida), like the conirostral birds, seek
their food as much upon the ground as among trees t
both have the feet, in consequence, very perfectly
formed, and the bill more than usually lengthened.
I he typical warblers all live among trees, the ramifica-
tions of which they explore, like the scansorial tribe, in
search of insects; and their tail feathers, like those of
their representatives, are pointed, although in a different
manner. In this part of our series, however, the analo-
gies become less evident; and their force diminishes
still farther on comparing the AmpeluUe with the Tenui-
rostres. Still there are sufficient resemblances, however
remote, to render it probable that others might be found,
did we know more of the natural economy of these
groups. The typical chatterers, however, like the te-
nmrostral genera, have the weakest bills and the shortest
feet in their respective circles : no others feed so little

Tribes of Oniers of
the Insessores. Birds.

|-FissniosTBEs. Natatdbea
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upon insects ; and no others change their plumage twice

every year : this latter character, indeed, is one of those

which assimilates both groups to the Grallatores much

more than we formerly supposed, before we had ascer-

tained the fact of this peculiarity lieing confined to

tenuirostral types. Having now reached the most

aberrant groups in the circles we are tracing, nature

begins to return to her original types ; and both the

affinities and the analogies become stronger as they

approach the groups standing at the head of each co-

lumn. Thus every ornithologist knows how completely

the Mutfciaapidee resemble the Fissirontrcji in their small

depressed bill, their slender feet, their purely insectivo-

rous diet, and their habit of taking their prey only upon

the wing. The analogy, in fact, blends into an affinity

;

because the lidufioicupiddf is that division of the den-

tirostral tribe which passes into the fissirostral, and

connects the two circles. It is wholly unnecessary to

enlarge upon the analogies indicated by the third co-

lumn
;

for, if those between the first and second are

valid, it follows that those of the first and third arc

equally so ;
seeing that we have already shown in what

way the tribes of the Ime^'isnres represent the orders of

birds (282 .).

(293.) Some very interesting facts will be elicited by

our next comparing the dentirostral families with those

of the Conirontres^ already stated to consist of the crows

{Corvidte), the starlings {Sturnidce), the finches

(FrmgiUida;), the plantain, or fruit-eaters (Miisophn-

yidte), and the hornhills {Bucerido’).

Families of
Dentirostres.

Laniad-k.

MeRULIDiK.

SYLVIAI)^.

AMPELlDiE.

MI'Scicapiua:

Families of

Analogies, Conirostres.

Rapacious, feeding upon living animals. Corvids.

fLegs adapted both for perching

1 walking. J

CThese contain the smallest birds in their I
FRiNcrx.LiD.E.

i respective groups.

C Live almost entirely upon fruits; Musophagid^
short J

f Bills uncommonly large; toes 1 BucERiDiE.

I united. J j
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The rapacious habits of shrikes and crows are well

known
;

for the latter have been frequently seen to fly

off with young ducks and chickens from the poultry

yard, and carry them to their nest as food. This analogy

is also expressed by the French name of Pie-greche,

long since given to the shrikes, and by the corvine

shrike {Lanius corvinus, Shaw) having been classed by

Linnsean writers, altbough erroneously, as a crow.

When we see blackbirds (Merulidce), and fieldfares

(Sturnidfp), feeding during the autumn in the same

meadow with starlings, both looking after the same

kind of food, and both flocks frequently intermixed,

who can doubt that one family represents the other ?

It will be remembered that the w'arblers and finches

are among the smallest of ail birds ; their feet also

are more particularly formed for active exercise among

trees, while they blend into each other so imperceptibly,

that many of the titlarks {Anthus) cannot well be dis-

tinguished from true larks. The plantain-eaters {Mii-

sophagidte) perfectly resemble the fruit-eaters {Ampe-

Uda), in living only upon pulpy vegetables : both have

the feet very short, and both are remarkable for their

rich colours. The resemblance of the Bucerida, or

hornbills, to the Aluscimpidte, or flycatchers, is par-

ticularly curious, since we might, at first, be puzzled in

discovering how two families, so very opposite in their

general aspect, could yet represent each other. The
hornbills, of all the conirostral birds, have the most

enormous and disproportionate bills ; so, in fact, have

the tody flycatchers (^Euryl(iimus'), since the ividth of

their bill is often greater than that of their head : both

also have the feet very short, and the two outer toes

united together more than half their length. No analogy,

in fact, can be more perfect
;

for both, by this latter

peculiarity, represent the web-footed order of swimming

birds (Natatores), and both, like the swallows, have

very round nostrils.

(294.) We shall next compare this tribe with tlie

Scansores, or climbing birds ; to which, as tltey are
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farther removed, we may expect their analogies to be

less striking : some very curious coincidences, however,

will result from the comparison.

Families of Families of

Sc^nsores. Analogies, Dentirostres.

PsiTTAciDiB. Bill very short; distinctly toothed. Lanudas.

P.CU..AS.

^
“‘’""I

CERTHiADiB. Bill vory slender, Sylviad/E.

CcccCDia. AMPELmas.

Rampuastid.®. Bill enormous. Muscicapid®.

When we see the short and strongly-toothed bill of the

shrike, reproduced, as it were, upon a parrot, we cease

to wonder that the old systematists should confound

affinity with analogy, and because the bills of the two

birds so much resemble each other, should have placed

the two groups close together, although the one is rapa-

cious and the other frugivorous. We were long per-

plexed in discovering why nearly all the true tlirushes

(Merulidce) have the ends of their tail feathers terminated

by minute and delicate points ; until, by instituting the

comparisons w'e are now making, the explanation came

to light. A tail, ending in very sharp points, is well

known to be the pre-eminent character of the true

woodpeckers; a family so very distant from the thrushes,

that, but for this exquisitely beautiful bond of relation-

ship, it would have been impossible to trace their

analogy. There is, however, this difference, that the

pointed feathers of the woodpecker are actually necessary

to its economy, while those of the thrush are merely slen-

der filaments projecting beyond the webs that arc on each

side the shaft. On looking to the Certhmda, or creepers,

and the SyMuilre, or warblers, innumerable points of

strong analogy present themselves : these, as usual, have

been mistaken for affinities ; so that, to this day, there is

scarcely an ornithologist who has not mistaken one for

the other. The common gold crest [Sylvia regulus)

climbs among trees, and is not only called a wren by

the vulgar, hut is placed in the same family with the
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true wren
(
Troglodytes Europceus) by all writers ; while

others consider they actually belong to the same genus 1

No analogy can be stronger; yet it has already been

demonstrated that this is no true affinity; one being

a fly-catching warbler, the other a warbling creeper.

We ourselves have not been exempt from error in

this matter
;

since, on defining the subgenus Oxy-

glossus *, some years ago (not being aware it had pre-

viously received the name of Mniotilta), we placed

it among the scansorial creepers, although its true

station is now proved to be with the warblers.t The

cuckowB (Cueulidee), and the chatterers {Ampelida),

which are the next parallel families, imitate each other

in the soft and juicy nature of their food, which they

are both enabled to swallow whole, by the great width

of their mouth. The enormous size of the bill in the

toucans {Ramphastidce) gives us another remarkable

analogy to the todies (Eurylaimus), whose bills are

equally disproportionate for the size of the head
;
and

this is rendered even more striking by the bill of

Eurylaimus corydon Tern., having indications of that

toothed margin common to the toucans.

(295.) Let us next bring this tribe into comparison

with that of the Suctorial birds (^Tenuirostres Sw.),

for, dissimilar as they are, we shall yet find a distant,

although very definite, relation between them.

Families of
Tenuirostres,

Families of
Dentirostres.Analogies.

rGonye, or outer half of the under man-'^
TROCHiUDiE. < dible thick and ascending} claws sharp ^Laniad.e.

C and slender. 3
and

CiNNVBIDiE.

MELlPUAGIDJli.

PARADlSlDJi.

Vromebopid.e.

f Gonys not ascending j leg:

I stouter and more obtuse.

C Bill slender, notched
;
feet of moderated

v,

{ length,very perfect; toes dUunited j
^YLMAOiL.

rBUI stout: feet short,' strong ; hind toe)
3 nearly as long as the tarsus; toes dis- v Ampelidji:.

C united. }
Feet short

; toes much united. Muscicapid^:.

Where two tribes, like these, are so very remote in

affinity, it will always happen, as may naturally be

* We have since transferred this name to a genus oftree creepers.

Northern Zoology, voL ii, p. 90o.
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supposed^ that the typical families will bear a much
fainter analogy to each other, than what will be found

between the aberrant groujjs. Thus, upon looking to a

shrike and a humming-bird, we can only be surprised

that there actually is that agreement in the bill which
we have just noticed. There is also, towards the end
of tlie upper mandible of a humming-bird’s bill, a

peculiarity which shows us the very first development

o£ a tooth : the sides are suddenly turned inward, and
thus a slight angle is formed exactly at that part of the

mai-gin where the real toothed process of the shrike

appears (Jig. 1. a). This structure is not seen in the

Cinnyridm, the types of which, moreover, have the

gmys, or under edge of the lower mandible, either

straight or bent downwards, like the generality of birds,

but never upwards, as in shrikes and humming-birds.

The resemblance, also, in point of colour, between the

lineated ant-thrushes (Pitta), and some of the African

sun birds (Cinnyris) holds good in the present instance.

It is no less curious than true, that the humming-bird,

if we consider its diminutive size, is even more bold

and courageous than a shrike : it not oidy attacks others

of its own tribe, with the greatest fierceness, but all

small birds who presume to alight upon its favourite

feeding tree. This trait in its character we have repeat-

edly witnessed. From the very fine and acute structure

of its claws, we may naturally suppose they are used in

these battles as oifensive weapons, since the bill is ob-
viously too weak. If this latter fact was ascertained,

these two opposite genera would possess a habit un-
known to all others of their respective tribes. The
similarity between the warblers (Sylviadie), and the

honeysuckers of New Holland (Mdiphagida.^, is much
stronger than would at first be imagined : and we ac-

cordingly find that authors have blended them together.

To tills day we have the worm-eating warblers ( Fer-

tnivora), confounded with the genus Dicciim by M.
Cuvier, and several of the true warblers, put on so

much the appearance of tenuirostral birds, that even a

A A 2
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scientific observer would not at first detect their true

nature. As botli families represent the scansorial or

dimbiiig tribe, we find that the ends of their tail

feathers terminate in points, more or less developed

:

witness, Sylvia, Farm, Sylvicola, Setophaga, &c., among
the Sylviada, and the whole of the true Meliphagidce in

the other family. The valuable information on the

habits of the paradise birds (Paradisidai), given by
M. Lesson, confirms our previous supposition that they

were analogous to the fruit-eaters of America : both

are the largest birds in their respective tribes ; both

feed almost entirely upon fruits ; both have the plumage

particularly brilliant, and developed in the most extra-

ordinary and unusual manner ; and both have short but

very strong feet, with the hind toe very large. A single

glance at the feet of the African hoopoes {Promero~

pidee), and those of the typical flycatchers {Eurylaimus'),

shows in how beautiful and perfect a manner the two

families correspond ; both representing, at the same

time, the short legged, web-footed, order of swimming
birds {Nafatores), not only by the peculiar imbecility

of their feet, but by always living in the vicinity of

water.

(296.) From the last family we continue our com-
parison to the Pissirostres, or swallow-like tribe, merely

for the sake of pointing out two extraordinary resem-

blances
; since all the others, from the great difference of

the two groups, are too obscure to be dwelt upon.

Families of Families of
Fissirostres. Analogies. Dentiroatres.

CAPRiMULCIDiE. Seize their prey by the foot. LANiADiB.

HiRUNDiNiDiE. Seize tlieir prey by the bill. Merulid-E.

Meropidas. ? Sylviad.®.

HALCYONiDiE. Gape very wide, reaching beyond the eyes. Ampelidaj.

Trogonid.e. Bill short i wide, strong feet ; syndactyle. MtisciCAPiDA.

The shrikes are nearly the only birds in the order of

perchers which have a distinct tooth towards the middle of

their bill, but this very character we find also in several

of the foreign goatsuckers. Both these families, according
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to the observations of White, use the foot to secure

their prey ;
while swallows and thrushes seize theirs

alone by the hill. The little teeth along the margin of

the trogon’s bill, almost disappear in the Asiatic species,

while the todies {Eurylaimttn corydon Tem.) show a ten-

dency to assume this character. The analogies of the

remaining families of the Fissiroatres can only be traced

through tlieir other representatives. That between the

Halcyonidm and the Ampelidm, for instance, is only

seen by looking to the wading order, rather than to the

chatterers ;
since we then get an explanation why the

bill of a kingfisher so perfectly resembles that of a

heron,— why both live near water, and catch fish,

nearly in the same manner. But having now traversed

the circle of perchers, the analogies have tecome in-

sensibly reversed ; or rather, have so imperceptibly

changed their character, that they are, as it were,

doubled. Whether we are thus to account for no im-

mediate and apparent analogy existing between the

Meropidce and the Sylviada, and between the Halcy-

miidce and the Ampelidw, we know not : certain it is

that their relations appear to be very obscure. But

may not this arise from the Fiasiroatres possessing a

greater tendency to unite themselves with the Seanaorea,

and thus to complete their own circle, than to pass into

the Dentiroatrea, and thereby enter anoUier circle ?

This property of aberrant groups we have before re-

marked upon. Let us see, therefore, whether there is

a stronger resemblance between the Fiaairoatrea and the

Scanaorea, than between the Fiaairoatrea and the Den-

tiroatrea. If this proves to be the case, we shall have

an important confirmation of the above opinion.

Families of Families of

Fissirostres. Analogies. Scansores.

rBill very short, hooketl, sometimes^
Caprimulgid-e. •< tootlied; gonys ascending. Take their > Psittacid.c.

C food by the foot. J

Mcaorui... Cehthuc^

A A 3
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Families of
Fissirostres. Analogies.

Families erf

Scaiisores.

Trooon'id/B. Bill strong, thick, the margin serrated. RAMPHASxiDi

No one, it is true, would ever mistake a goatsucker for

a parrot, yet how singularly do they resemble each other

in some of the most remarkable peculiarities of their

structure. The facility with which swallows perch and
retain their hold, in the most perpendicular situations,

is a power only possessed by climbing birds ; but the

analogy is carried much farther by a genus of swallows

(ChcEtvm), whose tails are more stiff and sharp than

those of the most typical woodpeckers. By comparing
the hills of any of the South American creepers {T>m-
drocolaptes), with those of the bee-eaters {Meropidai),

and we shall he at no loss to discover the analogy of the

two families ; and this resemblance even extends to their

feet, the three anterior toes, in each group, being aU united

together at their base. The analogy between the two
next families in the table is still more remarkable, for

not only are the toes of the puff birds (Taviatia) ar-

ranged like those of the cuckows, but the likeness is so

strong as to have deceived every naturalist into a belief

that they were actually united by affinity ; we have
shown, however, that no two tribes can be more distinct

in manners and natural economy. They must be kept
separate in all systems professing to be natural. There
remains, therefore, but one more comparison,— that

between the trogons and the toucans : by these two
families, as we conceive, the Fissirostres and Scansores

are united. We accordingly find that this is effected

by the motmots (Prionites), which indisputably present

not the slightest affinity to the homhills, and yet they

show the strongest inclination to unite with the Fissiros-

tres, by means of the Prionites platyrhynchus, and the

Ckilbula grandis in their own circle.

(297.) That analogies change, and become inter-

mixed, in certain groups, according to the position

occupied by such groups, is a fact we have before
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insisted upon_, and of which we shall now give addi-

tional proofs. In speaking of the various analogies

exhibited by the climbing birds (^Scansores), we have

shown in how many ways they may be represented.

The correct series, however, appears to us to be the

following :
-

Tribes of
Perchers. Analogies.

Families of
Climbers.

Dentiuostres. Bill short, hooked, toothed. PsiTTACIDiE.

Conirostres. Bill conic. PiCIDiE.

SCANSORES.
C Ends of the tail feathers naked, hard, 7 cp.]iTHrAn.®.

1 acute. 3

Tenuirostbes.
f Mouth smooth, bill slender,

( rapid.

flight

j
cucuLiD^.

*

Fissirostres. Catch their prey in the air. Rampiiastid^.

That the parrots represent the shrikes, and consequently

the Dentirostres, is quite evident ; and both these, it

must be remembered, are subtypical groups. The per-

fection of the whole order of perchers lies with the

Conirogtres,— while the perfection of the scansorial

structure is unquestionably in the woodpeckers : thus

do the Conirostres and the Pieidee agree. The scan-

sorial tribe however, is aberrant, so also are the creepers

who, by having different modes of climbing, may be

said’ in one mnse, to be even superior to the wood-

peckers. The former can descend a tree with just as

much ease as they ascend it; but the latter seldom

dimb but in an upward direction. Rapidity of flight

and very soft food are the two most prominent dis-

tinctions of the cuckows and the suctorial Tenuirostroe;

while the very singular custom remarked in the toucans,

of throwing their food in the air, and catching it in

their moutlis before it is swallowed, is the first and

most remarkable developement which nature gives of

the tribe of Finsirostreg, to which these birds unques-

tionably lead. Such are our ultimate conclusions on

the true analogies of this tribe.

(298.) On looking, however, to the analogies of th

Figgirostreg (a group which stands at the opposite point

«f the circle of lmeggoi-eg), we find that although its

A A 4
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families
I

correspond with those of the Scansores, they do
not reciprocally represent the same analogies to other

groups. This will be evident upon studying the fol-

lowing table : —
Tribes of Families of
Insessores. Analogies. Fissirostres.

Destirostbes.
[®®i,ooke“

’ biHshort,

j
caprimulgida.

CoNiROSTRES. Typical in their respective circles. Rimndinida.

ScANsoRRs. Passingby means of Pric/wfYcs into the Trogonida.

Tenuirostres. Bill very long, slender, and entire. Halcyonidee.

F.ss.BOsTUEa.

In the two first analogies there is no alteration
; since

the Caprimulgidre as correctly represent the Dentirostres,

as they do tlie Psittaoidce

:

and the Hirundinidce main-
tain the typical station corresponding to the Conirostres

and the Picidcs. Here, however, the mutual corre-

spondence of the groups cease
; for the Trogonidce, which

correspond to the Ramphastidce, do not stand opposite

to the Fissirostres, but to the Scansores, being that

tribe into which they blend. True it is that this ana-
logy would seem to be obscure, and even questionable,

were it not for the genera Prionites and Nyctiomis

;

yet setting aside these forms, every one must perceive

that the trogons, of all the fissirostral birds, are those

only which exhibit any similarity in their structure to

the gallinaceous order. Both have short and remark-
ably convex wings, the quills of which are very stiff

and curved inwards, while the Calurus pavonimis, Sw.,
or peacock trogon, makes this analogy comprehensible
to the most ordinary observer. We may, therefore,

establish the analogy of the trogons to the Scansores

by their similarity to the Rasorest, and this without
insisting on their actually passing into the Ramphastidre.
We next proceed to the Halcyonidee, which represent

the Tenuirostres and the Grallatores

;

so also does
Cuculus, and therefore nothing more need be said on
these analogies : but the case is very different regarding

the next. The Meropidee, as we have before seen.
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1

typify the Certhiadce ; but the former appear, from our

table, to represent the Fissirostves^ whereas the latter we

have formerly compared to the Scansores. Two analo-

gous groups are thus made to represent different tribes.

How can this be explained ? We reply, that if the four

first analogies in Ais table arc correctly stated, this,

which is the fifth and last, must be correct. And

this position will be evident on looking farther into the

matter. Of all the three aberrant famihes of the Fis-

sirosirtis, the Meropidm are those only which pursue

and senrvh after their prey upon the wing. Now this

fact we know from personal observation. We have

seen the trogons, the puff birds and the

jacamas, of South America, watching for passing insects,

within the shady nooks of thickets, and then only darting

upon them j
and tve have seen flocks of bee-eaters,

annually come from Africa to Italy and skim over the

gardens, plantations, and oiien country, searching after

insects precisely in the same manner as swallows. Now

as the FUsirostral group is an aberrant tribe in the

circle of Insessores, so all other groups intended to re-

present it must also be aberrant in their own circle.

This is the case with the Meropidm ; and, therefore, as

the trogons represent the Rasores, and join the Scan-

sores, sm do the Meropido! typify the Natatores, and,

consequently, the Fissirostres.

(299-) Wc conclude our introductory exposition

of the dentirostral tribe. However tedious it possibly

may appear to the general reader, we feel persuaded it

will be acceptable to the true naturalist, whose delight

it is to contemplate that unity op design, amidst the

most diversified and inexhaustible variety^ which can

alone emanate from Omnipotence.
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